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FOREWORD
 
The following study was conducted by the Institute for Environmental 
Studies at the University of Illinois, under contract to the Hazardous 
Waste Research and Information Center (HWRIC). This foreword is meant 
to provide background to this study, which is the second one conducted 
under the guidance of the Illinois Department of Energy and Natural 
Resources (DENR) to develop a system for classifying wastes according 
to their degree of hazard. Both studies have demonstrated that the 
degree of hazard classification system that was developed does provide 
a sound basis for classifying wastes as to their degree of hazard. The 
second study has shown, however, that many non-RCRA special waste 
streams are not characterized well enough on the Illinois Environmental 
Protection Agency (IEPA) special waste stream applications to run a 
degree of hazard evaluation. Thus, for over fifty percent of the non­
RCRA waste streams, additional chemical data would have to be provided 
by the generator to determine the degree of hazard. 
One objective related to the original mandate that was not addressed 
in the second study, due to the limitations on funding, was a defini­
tion of how special wastes might be regulated using the degree of 
hazard system. As discussed below, we believe that at this time the 
degree of hazard evaluation might best be used as a tool for deregula­
tion of non-RCRA special waste. 
As background to this study, it was in 1984 that the Illinois 
legislature mandated that DENR "complete a study of the benefits and 
feasibility of establishing a system of classifying and regulating 
special wastes according to their degree of hazard." K.R. Reddy of 
DENR directed the study, and HWRIC staff provided management support. 
After competitive bids were evaluated, Battelle-Columbus Labs was 
selected to be a subcontractor. The final report, published in October 
1985, entitled lISpec ial Waste Stream Categorization" by K.R. Reddy, 
addressed the mandate, detailing a degree of hazard classification 
method. Reviews and comments from industry, state organizations, and 
public interest groups on this report were invited. Staff of HWRIC and 
DENR took into consideration such comments and concluded that the next 
step should be the determjnation of the feasibility of implementing the 
system. 
In September 1985, DENR estimated that a study to classify all three 
thousand special non-RCRA waste streams in the state would cost 
$750,000, a cost that would include gathering information not available 
in IEPA files. When this cost appeared unreasonably high, the DENR 
staff proposed to legislative staff a study to test the system on 
selected representative waste streams rather than on all waste streams. 
The goals of the study were the following: 1) projection of percentage 
of special waste streams that are of high, moderate, low, negligible, 
x 
none and unknown degrees of hazard; 2) a comparison of the degree of 
hazard of non-RCRA special wastes with comparable ReRA hazardous 
wastes; 3) identification of criteria for deregulating special non-RCRA 
wastes of lesser degree of hazard; 4) identification of criteria for 
more stringently regulating special non-RCRA wastes of greater degree 
of hazard; and 5) identification of economic implications to the State 
and costs to industry of implementing the degree of hazard classifica­
tion system to regulate non-ReRA special wastes. The cost of the study 
was to be $300,000: $240,000 for the application of the system to 
representative waste streams, and $60,000 for an economic analysis. 
However, it was decided by legislative staff to propose an $86,000 
study to the legislature. The legislature approved the release of 
$86,000 for the "completion of a study on the degree of hazard of 
industrial wastes." 
With this limjted allocation it was necessary to reduce the scope of 
work from that which had been proposed for $300,000. It was decided by 
DENR staff that a statistically significant random sample would be 
taken from both non-RCRA and RCRA special waste streams. This would 
result ill an estimate of the percentage of waste streams that would 
fall into one of six hazard categories: high, moderate, low, negligi­
ble, none, and unknown. A binary screen was first established to 
determine if the special waste stream applications contained sufficient 
data to apply the degree of hazard evaluation. Those with insufficient 
data (no component identified, no concentration given, or only a vague 
component name given) were listed as unknown. Those with sufficient 
data were run through the degree of hazard evaluation. The reason RCRA 
special wastes were examined was to compare them with non-RCRA special 
waste, the assumption being that the former should generally be of a 
higher hazard than the latter. Another objective of this study was to 
improve or fine tune the methodology developed by K.R. Reddy and to 
develop a microcomputer database management system for the degree of 
hazard evaluation. Computerizing the system greatly increases its 
efficiency and ensures consistency and reproducibility of the results. 
The final objective of the study was to make specific recommenda­
tions to improve and automate the hazardous waste permitting system for 
the State of Illinois (particularly in regard to making it more useful 
for determining the degree of hazard of waste streams). However, it 
was not the intent of this study to propose specific changes in the 
present regulatory system based on the degree of hazard evaluation. 
Nor did we intend to characterize '·unknown" waste streams based on 
professional judgment. There is often too little known about a 
company's various processes and potential wastes to do this accurately. 
And it was our belief that industry should be providing information 
about its waste streams, rather than the system user guessing as to its 
chemical composition. 
xi 
It is our opinion that the present degree of hazard evaluation 
system might best be used to deregulate non-RCRA special waste of low, 
negligible and no hazard. One scenario on how this might work is that 
an industry which wished to have its waste deregulated would send 
adequate information (as defined in this report) on their waste stream 
to IEPA. IEPA could then have HWRIC run the degree of hazard analysis 
on its computer, or could transfer the program to an IEPA computer and 
do the analysis. The results of the degree of hazard evaluation could 
then be considered along with the proposed treatment and disposal 
alternatives to determine if the waste could safely be deregulated. 
It may be argued that the above system would require industry to 
conduct additional expensive chemical analyses on its waste streams. 
We would argue that some of this additional information is already 
available from the disposers of the waste. It is interesting to note 
that the disposal industry often requires more specific data on the 
chemical composition of waste streams, so they can be properly and 
safely disposed~ than is required by the regulatory community. We also 
believe that the burden-of-proof that a waste stream presents no danger 
to the environment or human health rests with the generator. It is the 
generator who is ultimately responsible for its waste, and liable for 
future damages should a waste be found to have caused environmental 
contamination. 
Thus, it is feasible to classify special wastes using the degree of 
hazard evaluation system that was explained and tested by this and the 
previous study. The most appropriate use of the system at this time, 
in our judgement, is for deregulating non-RCRA special wastes that are 
of low, negligible or no degree of hazard. The advantage of this 
system is that it provides a sound, scientific rationale for deregula­
tory decisions. Perhaps, as more information is made available on 
waste stream chemical composition, the degree of hazard system could be 
developed for use as a regulatory tool for all non--RCRA industrial 
wastes. 
David L. Thomas, Ph.D., Director 
Wendy J. Garrison, Research Scientist 
Hazardous Waste Research and Information Center 
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ABSTRACT 
This project was conducted by the Institute for Environmental 
Studies at the University of Illinois at Urbana'-Champaign for the 
Hazardous Waste Research and Information Center, Illinois Department of 
Energy and Natural Resources. This project encompassed an analysis of 
a statistically representative sample of the 1,952 Resource Conserva­
tion Recovery Act (RCRA) Special Wastes and the 3,060 non-RCRA Special 
Wastes manifested for disposal in 1984 in Illinois to determine if a 
degree of hazard analysis could be implemented. The research team 
evaluated and modified the existing methodology contained in the report 
Special Waste Categorization Stu~(Reddy, 1985) and implemented a 
degree of hazard evaluation. The term "Special Waste" includes all 
federally-regulated hazardous wastes as well as industrial process 
wastes and pollution control wastes as defined by the State of Illinois 
(non-RCRA wastes). A criticism of the present Illinois regulatory 
system is that all Special Wastes have similar requirements for 
applications that allow their transport and disposal. The current 
system does not address the different environmental and health risks 
posed by these waste streams. 
A degree of hazard evaluation of Illinois Special Waste streams was 
an appropriate method to determine the impact of these wastes upon the 
public health and environment. To conduct a degree of hazard evalua­
tion of Special Waste streams it was absolutely necessary to have 
quantitative data of high quality. Unfortunately, the quality of 
information contained in the Illinois Special Waste applications was 
extremely poor. Unless there is a significant improvement in the 
quantity and quality of information that is included in the Special 
Waste applications, the fraction of applications in which a degree of 
hazard evaluation can be conducted will remain exceedingly small. 
From results of this study it is apparent that conducting a degree 
of hazard evaluation on Illinois Special Waste streams is feasible and 
appropriate. Such a hazard evaluation could be conducted in a consis­
tently fair manner with a high degree of accuracy. 
Although this study was not designed to determine how the degree of 
hazard analysis could be used in a regulatory sense, it does illustrate 
procedures that could be employed by regulators. For example, those 
waste streams that pose a significant threat to the public health or 
the environment would be disposed in an appropriate manner. Those 
waste streams that pose a low hazard could be candidates for deregula­
tion. The degree of hazard approach applications a distinction among 
Special Waste streams based on an estimate of hazard based on scien­
tific evidence. The degree of hazard evaluation as described in this 
study has the added benefit of being relatively rapid while reducing 
subjectivity in the decision-making process. Finally, the evaluation 
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can be economically positive in that those industrial waste streams 
that demand more costly disposal techniques may be identified and 
separated from those waste streams that pose ljttle hazard to human 
health and the environment. 
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EXE~UTIVE SUMMARY 
E1. INTRODUCTION 
This project was conducted by the Institute for Environmental 
Studies at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign under 
contract to the Hazardous Waste Research and Information Center, 
Illinois Department of Energy and Natural Resources. This project 
encompassed an evaluation of a randomized sample of the 1,952 Resource 
Conservation Recovery Act (RCRA) Special Wastes and the 3,060 non-RCRA 
Special Wastes manifested for disposal in 1984 in Illinois to determine 
if a degree of hazard analysis could be implemented. The research team 
evaluated and modified the existing methodology contained in the report 
Special Waste Categorization Study (Reddy, 1985) and implemented a 
degree of hazard evaluation. 
The term "Special Waste" includes all federally-regulated hazardous 
wastes--defined by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)-­
as well as industrial process wastes and pollution control wastes as 
defined by the State of Illinois (non-RCRA wastes). A major criticism 
of the present Illinois regulatory system is that all Special Wastes 
have similar requirements for applications that allow their transport 
and disposal. The current system does not address the different 
environmental and health risks posed by these waste streams. This 
study was conducted to determine if a degree of hazard evaluation could 
be administered on a statistically representative sample of Illinois 
waste streams. It was not the intent of this study to propose changes 
in the present regulatory system based on the degree of hazard evalua­
tion. The general approach to describing the slatus of information in 
the Illinois Special Waste applications for the degree of hazard 
evaluation is presented in Figure E-1. 
E2 . THE BINARY SCREEN 
A binary screen was developed to identify a set of randomly chosen 
applications from RCRA and non-RCRA Special Waste applications active 
in 1984 having at least one component clearly identified with its 
concentration. The number of random samples was 282 for RCRA and 547 
for non-RCRA Special Wastes. 
The data for the applications were obtained from Illinois Environ­
mental Protection Agency computer files. Each application was 
reviewed and rated as 'V,' 'T,' or 'N' (Figures E-2 and E-3). 
The applications identified as 'V' passed the binary screen and 
served as the data base for the next phase of this project, the degree 
of hazard evaluation. The applications identified as 'T' or IN' were 
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further reviewed to categorize their deficiencies, lack of identified 
components, lack of defined concentrations or vague component name 
(Figure E-4). 
There was a marked difference in the RCRA Special Waste and non--RCRA 
Special Waste applications. The RCRA Special Waste applications were 
more than twice as likely to contain sufficient data for the binary 
screen as the non-RCRA Special Wastes (Figures E-2 and E-3). This 
finding was not surprising considering the fact that the RCRA Special 
Waste listing requirements are more restrictive than for the non-RCRA 
Special Wastes. 
E3. METHODOLOGY 
E3.1. SPECIAL WASTE SCREEN 
The Special Waste screen is a qualitative method that compared the 
chemical components of a waste stream against specific thresholds or 
standards. The screen included thresholds for the following compon­
ents: 1) determination of RCRA hazardous waste, 2) chronic toxicity, 3) 
acute toxicity, 4) environmental toxicity, 5) biological character­
istics, 6) disease characteristics, 7) ignitability, 8) flammability, 
9) leaching characteristics, and, 10) Illinois review. If a waste 
stream passed the Special Waste screen without exceeding any of the 
thresholds it was considered a "no" risk waste stream. If a waste 
stream exceeded a threshold then it proceeded to a degree of hazard 
evaluation. 
E3.2. DEGREE OF HAZARD EVALUATION 
If a component of a Special Waste stream exceeded a threshold in the 
Special Waste screen it proceeded through a comprehensive, quantitative 
degree of hazard evaluation. The degree of hazard evaluation consisted 
of the following elements: 1) toxicity and environmental fate, 2) 
infectiousness, 3) flammability, 4) capacity to cause leaching of 
hazardous substances and contamination of either surface or ground­
water, and, 5) capacity to generate a leachate with a high biological 
oxygenation or to generate methane or hydrogen sulfide gas. The degree 
of hazard evaluation places primary emphasis on toxicity. Consequent­
ly, toxicological data are the greatest weighting factors in a numeri­
cal score for the hazard risk value of a Special Waste stream. After a 
Special Waste stream has been evaluated, it is assigned a weighted 
grade based on the categories outlined above which indicates the degree 
and type of hazard associated with this stream. 
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E4. DEGREE OF HAZARD BVALUATION PROCBSS 
The primary purpose of this study was to evaluate the methodology 
and recommend improvements to the Special Waste Categorization stud¥. 
(Reddy, 1985). After the binary screen, the Special Waste screen was 
conducted to preselect the applications for the degree of hazard 
evaluation. The Special Waste screen and the degree of hazard evalua­
tion was applied to both RCRA and non-RCRA Special Waste streams. This 
allowed comparisons in the distribution among hazard degree categories 
for each classification of waste applications. 
E4.1. WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS 
The degree of hazard evaluation was based upon five characteristics 
of the waste stream: 1) toxicity (as modified by the environmental 
fate), 2) disease, 3) fire, 4) leaching agents, and 5) biological. 
E4.1.1. TOXICITY HAZARD 
E4.1.1.1. Toxicity 
Three criteria for the evaluation of the toxicity hazard were 
established, 1) chronic toxicity, 2) aquatic toxicity, and, 3} acute 
toxicity. 
Toxicology has not advanced sufficiently to provide data on the 
toxicities of complex mixtures. Many waste stream components were 
listed as mixtures, frequently occurring examples were oil, paint, 
resins and inorganic salts. These mixtures often comprised large 
percentages of a waste stream. These mixtures, treated as components, 
were ranked in the lA' toxicity level by Reddy (1985). In this study 
the research team devised a strategy to rank two classes of mixtures 
with an appropriate weighting factor level. Oils were assigned to the 
'AI weighting factor level and inorganic salts were assigned to the IE' 
weighting factor level. With further research it may be possible to 
assign other classes of mixtures such as paints and resins to appro­
priate weighting factor levels. 
E4.1.1.2. Accumulative Toxicity 
Each toxicity level was divided by the weighting factor and these 
values were summed to calculate the percent toxic equivalent concentra­
tion. The accumulative toxicity score was calculated using both 
stringent and lenient interpretations. 
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E4.1.1.3. Accumulative Environmental Fate 
The environmental fate score was designed to modify the toxicity 
ranking determined by the accumulative toxicity graph. There were 
four toxicity scores, 0, 1, 2, and 3. Waste streams that scored a '0' 
on the accumulative toxicity graph were automatically ranked in the low 
hazard category and were not subjected to the environmental fate 
scoring. Waste streams scoring a '3' on the toxicity graph were ranked 
'high' and were not subjected to environmental fate scoring. Waste 
streams with intermediate scores were evaluated by the environmental 
fate determination and were subject to a modification of their degree 
of hazard ranking. 
For the environmental fate determination, waste stream components 
were rated according to three criteria, 1) bioaccumulation, 2) persis­
tence, and, 3) solubility. Each component was assigned a weighting and 
the environmental fate equivalent concentration was summed. This 
value, along with the weight of the waste stream, were plotted on the 
corresponding environmental fate scoring graph using the lenient or 
stringent interpretation. 
Following the toxicity evaluation each waste stream was then 
evaluated on four additional characteristics: disease hazard, fire 
hazard, leaching hazard and biological hazard. 
E4.1.2. DISEASE HAZARD 
The criteria for determining the disease hazard of a waste stream 
was defined as the presence of material of human contact in the waste 
stream. 
E4.1.3. FIRE HAZARD 
The determination of the fire hazard was dependent on the phase of 
the waste stream. Liquid waste streams were assessed according to 
their ignitability based on their flash points. 
The fire hazard posed by solid waste streams was more difficult to 
determine. Ideally, the fire hazard evaluation would be determined by 
the generator or an outside laboratory and reported on the application. 
The fire hazard evaluation was dependent on the waste stream volume. 
E4.1.4. LEACHING HAZARD 
The criteria for leaching agent hazard was based upon the pH of the 
waste stream. Since this information was contained in the application 
the leaching hazard was easily assessed. The evaluation was also based 
on waste stream volume. 
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E4.1.5. BIOLOGICAL HAZARD 
The biological characteristics evaluation was based on four criter­
ia, 1) a high biological oxygen demand, 2) the evolution of methane or 
hydrogen sulfide gases, 3) the attraction of biological vectors, and 4) 
the generation of obnoxious odors. 
E4.2. DEGREE OF HAZARD CATEGORIES 
For each application, the hazard rankings from each hazard category 
were compared and the highest value was assigned as the overall hazard 
rank. 
E4.3. COMPUTER AND DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
This project with a vast amount of data and multiple objectives 
required a sophisticated decision criteria system. The accumulation, 
storage and manipulation of data and the requirements of the decision 
criteria demanded that the process be computerized. An enhanced IBM-AT 
computer with a 30 Mb fixed disk drive and the database software 
package RBase 5000 by Microrim were used for this project. The system 
for degree of hazard evaluation was coded into decision-making pro­
grams. After processing the randomly-chosen Special Waste application 
applications through the binary screen, the data from the sufficient 
data applications were processed by these programs ~masse and 
assigned a degree of hazard ranking (Figure E-1). 
Two databases were constructed, one for RCRA applications and one 
for non-RCRA applications. Each database consisted of five table files 
for data storage. The first two tables, Application And COMP, contain­
ed all the necessary data from the Special Waste Application. The 
SUBSTANC table contained the toxicity and physical data for specific 
compounds listed on the applications. Tables HAZYN and HAZDEG contain­
ed the results for the Special Waste screen and the degree of hazard 
evaluation, respectively. These four tables were interrelated by 
authorization number. 
E4.3.1. RBASE 5000 PROGRAMS WRITTEN FOR PROJECT 
Eight computer programs were written specifically for this project 
in RBase 5000 command language. Four of these were for the Special 
Waste Screen, with the remaining four addressing the degree of hazard 
evaluation. Each program was specialized to deal with hazard categor­
ies in the evaluation process. 
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E4.3.1.1. Programs for the Special Waste Screen 
The Special Waste Screen used programs IGLERUN. BIENTER, RCTOXRUN, 
and ALLRUN (Figure B-1). IGLBRUN assessed ignitability and leaching 
potential based on the data from the applications on flash point and 
pH, respectively. All the information was required by the application 
and no subjective decisions were needed. The program BIENTER was used 
to assess disease, biological and flammability hazard. It required 
operator judgment due to the lack of information on the application for 
these parameters. A table was generated on computer display screen for 
each application presenting waste stream processes. generic names, 
components, the component concentrations and any data on odor or fire 
potential. Using the displayed information. the operator then entered 
the ~Yes~ 'No' or 'Unknown' decision directly into the table. The 
program BIENTER required an operator familiar with the waste stream. 
its chemistry and toxicology. Before any of the toxicity values could 
be determined, the toxicity and physical data had to be obtained and 
entered into the database table, SUBSTANC using a program called 
SUBENTER. After this was completed the program RCTOXRUN was run. This 
checked the toxicity data for each component in a application against 
the limits established by Reddy (1985) and assigned a 'Yes'. 'No' or 
'Unknown' rating in the database table, HAZYN, for the columns covering 
chronic, acute, and environmental toxicity. The final program for the 
database table, HAZYN. checked each of the categories for 'Yes' 
responses, and assigned the overall 'Yes' or 'No' rating. The program, 
ALLRUN, then created the database table HAZDEG, and placed all applica­
tions receiving an overall 'Yes' rating into it for a degree of hazard 
evaluation. 
E4.3.1.2. Programs for the Degree of Hazard Evaluation 
Four of the five categories in the degree of hazard evaluation were 
based only on the 'Yes' or 'No' Special Waste Screen response in 
specific categories and the total weight of the waste stream (Figure E­
1). The program WTRUN calculated an estimated waste stream weight, 
using the waste stream volume reported on the application in gallons. 
and the density of water to estimate the stream density. The program 
then determined the degree of hazard evaluation for the leaching 
hazard, disease hazard, biological hazard, and fire potential. Due to 
the complexity of the toxicity evaluation, it was divided into two pro­
grams. COMPTOX assigned each component of a waste stream a toxicity 
ranking, At B, C, D, E, or unknown. These assignments were put in 
table COMP under TOXRATI. These assignments were based on data it 
derived for that component in the database table SUBSTANC. Using these 
rankings, the program TOXDEG.RUN calculated the equivalent toxicity 
concentration and summed the concentrations of the components ranked as 
'Unknown'. TOXDEG.RUN assigned a toxicity rating from the graphs, 
modified the evaluation based on the environmental criteria, and 
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decided a final toxicity degree of hazard rating. The final overall 
degree of hazard evaluation was calculated by the program ALLDEG. This 
program compared the various categor~es in the degree of hazard 
evaluation, and chose the highest rating as the overall degree of 
hazard rating. 
E5. INTERPRETATIONS OF THE DEGREE OF HAZARD 
The Special Waste Categorization Stud¥ (Reddy, 1985) established the 
primary emphasis on the toxicity hazard for the degree of hazard 
evaluation. The appropriateness of this approach was apparent in the 
results of the Special Waste screen conducted on the randomly sampled 
Special Waste applications that contained sufficient data. The toxic 
hazard category was the major hazard category that demanded the 
applications to proceed to a degree of hazard evaluation (Figure E-5). 
The Special Waste applications were analyzed by the binary screen 
for sufficjent data prior to analysis by the Special Waste screen. 
Those applications that scored at least one 'Yes' rating in the hazard 
categories of the Special Waste screen proceeded to the degree of 
hazard evaluation (Figure E-5). A application did not proceed if it 
scored 'No' on every hazard category in the Special Waste screen. Such 
waste streams were considered innocuous. Of the 168 non-RCRA applica­
tions, only three applications (1.8%) passed the Special Waste screen 
with scores of 'No' in every hazard category. There were no RCRA 
Special Waste applications which scored 'No' ratings in all of the 
hazard categories in the Special Waste screen. The remainder of the 
applications that proceeded through the Special Waste screen and were 
found to be unsuitable for a degree of hazard evaluation were labeled 
as ' Unknown I • 
E5.1. EVOLUTION OF DEGREE OF HAZARD EVALUATION MEASUREMENTS 
To address the deficiencies associated with the degree of hazard 
evaluation methodology outlined in the Special Waste Categorization 
Study (Reddy, 1985), five different modification clusters were analyz­
ed. They were: 1) the best estimate of the component concentration, 2} 
evaluation of complex mixtures, 3) additional mammalian toxicity data, 
4) toxic weighting factors increased, and, 5) adjustment of the 
accumulative fate scoring graph. These modifications in the method­
ology of determining the degree of hazard evaluation were additive. 
The first three modifications were designed to increase the number of 
applications that were allowed to proceed through the degree of hazard 
evaluation. 
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E5.2. ANALYSIS OF THE DEGREE OF HAZARD EVALUATION MEASUREMENTS 
The analysis of the effect on the degree of hazard evaluation 
process by specific modifications to the norms depended upon the 
computer database management system. The Special Waste applications 
that were rated as 'Unknown' for the toxicity hazard category were not 
automatically rated as 'High.' A desirable modification to the degree 
of hazard evaluation process was one that increased the number of 
applications that were able to be processed and/or one that agreed with 
the central hypothesis. The central hypothesis was that RCRA waste 
streams pose a greater toxicity hazard than non-RCRA waste streams. 
Thus any modification that increased the percentage of RCRA applica­
tions classified in a 'High' toxic hazard category and enhanced the 
divergence ratings between RCRA and non-RCRA applications was desir­
able. This strategy prevented a degree of hazard norm that was so 
restrictive that, although all RCRA applications were classified as 
'High' toxic hazards, so were all non-RCRA applications. Because of 
the low frequency of sufficient data in all degree of hazard categor­
ies, the toxic hazard category was used to monitor the effects of 
specific modifications in the degree of hazard evaluation norms. 
E5.2.1.	 USE OF THE DEGREE OF TOXIC HAZARD TO MONITOR THE EFFECTS UPON 
THE DEGREE OF HAZARD RATINGS BY SPECIFIC MODIFICATIONS 
An additional difficulty that arose after the database was estab­
lished was the lack of sufficient RCRA Special Waste applications that 
passed the Special Waste screen without an 'Unknown' score. In order 
to use the RCRA application database in evaluating the modifications of 
the degree of hazard methodology, it was decided to use the RCRA 
applications that had sufficient data for a toxicity hazard evaluation 
as a surrogate. The rationale for this approach was based on the fact 
that the primary emphasis of the degree of hazard evaluation was the 
toxicity hazard. The most difficult hazard category to establish was 
tOXicity. It is important to note that the modification clusters only 
change the degree of toxic hazard and do not change the hazard rankings 
in the other hazard categories. The other hazard categories are 
independently determined. Therefore, any modification in the method­
ology that impacted upon the tOXicity hazard category would also 
impact, in a parallel fashion upon the ultimate degree of hazard 
rating. 
E5.3.	 DISTRIBUTION OF ApplicationS WITH SUFFICIENT DATA 
E5.3.1.	 THE EFFECT OF THE BEST ESTIMATE OF COMPONENT CONCENTRATION 
With this modification the number of applications that could be 
analyzed by the degree of hazard evaluation increased in both the RCRA 
and non-RCRA Special Waste streams. The base of RCRA applications 
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increased from 27% to 28% while the base of the non-RCRA applications 
increased from 18% to 21% (Figure E-6). 
E5.3.2.	 THE EFFECT OF COMPLEX MIXTURES 
The complex mixtures that were designated as "oil" and "inorganic 
salts U were included and evaluated as waste stream components. These 
two complex mixtures were assigned toxicity hazard ratings and this 
modification significantly increased the number of RCRA and non-RCRA 
applications that could proceed through the degree of hazard evaluation _ 
(Figure E-6). The improvement, over the degree of hazard norms as 
suggested by Reddy (1985), increased the percentage of RCRA applica­
tions that could proceed through the degree of hazard evaluation from 
27% to 53%. The percentage increase for non-RCRA applications was from 
18% to 33%. This modification was responsible for the greatest 
improvement of the degree of hazard norms. 
E5.3.3.	 THE EFFECT OF THE INCLUSION OF ALL MAMMALIAN TOXICITY DATA 
When the database was analyzed using toxicity data from any mam­
malian species a small increase (3-4%) was observed in the number of 
applications able to be fully processed by the degree of hazard 
evaluation for both RCRA and non-RCRA Special Waste applications 
(Figure E-6). 
E6.	 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE BEST DEGR.EE OF HAZARD EVALUATION NORM FOR 
THE ReRA AND NON-RCRA WASTE STREAMS WITH SUFFICIENT DATA 
The first set of data (Figure E-7) represent the percentages of RCRA 
and non-RCRA applications that were able to pass to a degree of hazard 
evaluation (as monitored by the degree of toxic hazard) using a 
methodology close to that proposed by Reddy (1985) except that a 
ranking of 'Unknown' was included in the analysis. The percentage of 
applications that passed the binary and Special Waste screen and were 
available for a degree of hazard evaluation were 27% and 18% for RCRA 
and non-RCRA applications, respectively. The 'High' degree of hazard 
evaluation (as monitored by the toxic hazard rank) was 89.7% for RCRA 
and 77.8% for non-ReRA applications. These values were used as the 
baseline for comparison with all modifications. 
The data that describe the modification cluster that included the 
best estimate of component concentration, complex mixtures and the 
extended mammalian toxicity data range are presented in Figure E-8. 
This modification provided the greatest degree of efficiency; it 
allowed the greatest number of applications to be processed by the 
degree of hazard evaluation (as monitored by the degree of toxic 
hazard) and fulfilled the stringent requirements of the central 
hypothesis. The percentage of applications that passed the binary and 
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Special Waste screen that were available for a degree of hazard 
evaluation were 57% and 36% for RCRA and non-RCRA applications, 
respectively. However, the 'High' degree of hazard evaluation (as 
monitored by the toxic hazard rank) was 94.2% for RCRA and 77.2% for 
non-RCRA applications. 
An example of an overly restrictive cluster of modifications is 
presented in Figure E-9. This modification cluster included the best 
estimate of component concentration, complex mixtures, the extended 
mammalian toxicity data range, an upgrade of one rating in the toxicity _ 
weighting table and the stringent environmental fate scoring graph 
basis set at 0.5 kg. 
E6.1.	 DEGREE OF HAZARD EVALUATION 
The degree of hazard evaluation was conducted on the applications 
that were rated as having sufficient data by the binary screen and had 
passed the Special Waste screen. The applications were then processed 
by the database management system using the modification cluster that 
included the best estimate of component concentration, complex mixtures 
and the extended mammalian toxicity data range. This modification 
cluster was demonstrated to provide the greatest degree of efficiency 
in that it allowed the greatest number of applications to be processed 
by the degree of hazard evaluation (as monitored by the degree of toxic 
hazard) and fulfilled the stringent requirements of the central 
hypothesis. 
The final degree of hazard evaluation analysis was divided into two 
parts. First a final degree of hazard evaluation was conducted for 
applications in which a toxicity hazard ranking was required plus any 
other available hazard category. Secondly, a final degree of hazard 
evaluation was conducted for applications that had a complete hazard 
ranking available. 
E6.!.1.	 DEGREE OF HAZARD EVALUATION IN WHICH ONLY THE TOXICITY HAZARD 
CATEGORY IS REQUIRED 
A final degree of hazard analysis was conducted with applications 
that had a defined toxicity hazard plus any other hazard category. 
This approach was used to ensure a reasonable database size. 
The number of RCRA Special Waste applications that passed the binary 
screen and were processed through the Special Waste screen was 212. 
The number of RCRA Special Waste applications that contained sufficient 
data to determine their toxicity hazard, contained some data in the 
other hazard categories and were available for the degree of hazard 
evaluation was 202. Thus 95.3% of the RCRA applications were suitable 
for analysis at this level of evaluation. The applications were 
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aligned into three hazard ranks 'Unknown', 'High' and 'Moderate' with 
percentages of 40.6%, 56.4% and 3.0%, respectively (Figure E-I0). 
The non-RCRA Special Waste applications that passed the binary 
screen and were processed through the Special Waste screen numbered 168 
with 135 applications designated as suitable for a degree of hazard 
evaluation. Those applications that did not proceed through the degree 
of hazard evaluation included four applications that had 'No' scores in 
all hazard categories, and 29 applications that contained one or more 
'Unknown' scores in the hazard categories. Thus 80.4% of the non-RCRA 
applications were suitable for analysis at this level of evaluation. 
Four hazard ranks were populated by the non-RCRA applications. The 
largest percentage of non-RCRA applications were ranked as 'Unknown' 
(59.3%) followed by the hazard level ranks of 'High' (32.6%), 'Mod­
erate' (8.1%), and, 'None' (2%) (Figure E-ll). 
E6.1.2.	 DEGREE OF HAZARD EVALUATION IN WHICH ALL HAZARD CATEGORIES ARE 
REQUIRED 
For the RCRA applications that were involved in the overall degree 
of hazard evaluation, 82.2% were ranked as 'Unknown' hazard, 15.3% were 
ranked as 'High' hazard and 2.5% were ranked as 'Moderate' hazard. 
None of the applications were ranked as 'Low,' 'Negligible' or 'No' 
hazard (Figure E-I0). 
A similar pattern for the overall degree of hazard evaluation for 
the non-RCRA applications occurred. The hazard rank that contained the 
largest percentage of applications was the 'Unknown' hazard rank with 
67.4% followed by the 'High' hazard rank with 24.4%, the 'Moderate' 
hazard rank with 8.1% and the 'No' hazard rank of 2.4% (Figure E-11). 
With the very high percentages of applications that rank as 'Un­
known' in the overall degree of hazard evaluation it is clear that a 
severe problem exists with the quantity and quality of information that 
was available on the Illinois Special Waste applications. 
E7. DEFICIENCIES OF THE DATA 
One of the goals of this study was to use the random sample of 
Illinois Special Waste applications and to quantify the specific 
categories in which data were lacking for the degree of hazard evalua­
tion. 
The data deficiencies were classified into three classes, 1) missing 
information that was required on the Special Waste application form 
(Fjgure E-12), 2) data that was necessary for the degree of hazard 
evaluation but not requested on the Special Waste application form 
(Figure E-13), and 3) data on specific components of a waste stream 
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that were necessary for the toxicity hazard category but were not 
available in the published scientific literature (Figure E-14). 
E8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
E8.1. CONCLUSIONS 
A degree of hazard evaluation of Illinois Special Waste streams is 
an appropriate method to determine the impact of these wastes upon the 
public health and environment. The degree of hazard evaluation is 
quantitative in nature. To conduct a degree of hazard evaluation of 
Special Waste streams it is absolutely necessary to have quantitative 
data of high quality. Unfortunately, the quality of information 
contained in the Illinois Special Waste applications is extremely poor. 
Unless there is a significant improvement in the quantity and quality 
of information that is included in the Special Waste applications, the 
fraction of applications in which a degree of hazard evaluation can be 
conducted will remain exceedingly small. 
E8.2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
E8.2.1. METHODOLOGY 
Specific recommendations to modify the degree of hazard methodology 
as proposed by Reddy (1985) include the following: 
1.	 Applications that score an 'Unknown' in hazard categories must 
be identified and separated. These waste streams must be 
disposed as wastes that are labeled as having a 'High' degree 
of hazard. However, information should be requested from the 
waste generator for those applications listed as 'Unknown'. As 
the computer database is expanded, the applications that are 
identified as having an 'Unknown' rating should be periodically 
re-evaluated. 
2.	 More rigorous attention must be paid to the proper typing of 
information on the applications and proper spelling. 
3.	 The key components of a waste stream must total 100%. Any 
discrepancies must be explained. 
4.	 Components of the waste stream must be listed individually 
rather than in groups. 
5.	 Industry-wide toxicity standards must be developed for the 
evaluation of complex mixtures or for the components of complex 
mixtures. These standards will allow the use of generic names 
such as "oils" as specific components in the degree of hazard 
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analysis. 
6.	 If toxicity data for specific components are not available from 
studies on laboratory rat and/or rabbits, any relevant, peer­
reviewed data from any mammalian species should be used in the 
degree of hazard evaluation. 
7.	 The criteria for the biological hazard category should be 
removed or simplified. The biological hazard category should 
be based upon the characteristics of the intact waste stream. 
8.	 A test on the flammability of solid phase waste streams should 
be required in lieu of the flash point. 
9.	 The Special Waste screen should be discontinued because the 
computer-based degree of hazard analysis does not require the 
screen. 
E8.2.2. APPLICATIONS 
The key to a competent degree of hazard evaluation is the quantity 
and quality of information on the application. No evaluation strategy, 
no matter its level of sophistication, can satisfactorily define the 
hazard to human health and the environment if the information on the 
application is inadequate or of poor quality. The Special Waste 
applications need to be completely redesigned in order that the 
information necessary for the degree of hazard evaluation can be 
provided by the waste generator. A new application form should be 
developed. In addition to the information currently required the 
following must be included: 
1.	 Greater precision in component names is necessary. A require­
ment that each specific component name be listed with its CAS 
or RTECS numbers is absolutely necessary for a degree of hazard 
analysis. The implementation of this recommendation would 
reduce the mistakes in identifying components, reduce the use 
of vague names by waste generators, and accelerate information 
retrieval. 
2.	 Allow for the inclusion of more than six components in a
 
Special Waste application.
 
3.	 Increase the space available on applications for individual 
component names. 
4.	 The application should have a 'Yesl/'No' statement to indicate 
if the waste stream poses a disease hazard. 
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E8.3. COMPUTERIZATION OF THE DEGREE OF HAZARD EVALUATION PROCESS 
The success of this study in analyzing the degree of hazard evalua­
tion was based in large measure to the establishment of a microcomputer 
database management system. Specific questions about and modifications 
to the degree of hazard process could be tested using the random sample 
of the Illinois RCRA and non-RCRA Special Waste streams. Without the 
employment of a computer database management system the development and 
the evaluation of the series of modification clusters and their effect 
upon the degree of hazard rankings could not be analyzed. However a 
great deal more can be done to increase the sophistication of the 
computer-based degree of hazard evaluation. 
From results of this study it is apparent that conducting a degree 
of hazard evaluation on Illinois Special Waste streams is feasible and 
appropriate. Such a hazard evaluation could be conducted in a consis­
tently fair manner with a high degree of accuracy. Those waste streams 
that pose a significant threat to the public health or the environment 
would be disposed in an appropriate manner~ Those waste streams that 
pose a low hazard could be candidates for deregulation. The degree of 
hazard approach applications an estimate of hazard based on scientific 
evidence among Special Waste streams. The degree of hazard evaluation 
as described in this study has the added benefit of being relatively 
rapid while reducing subjectivity in the decision-making process. 
Finally, the evaluation can be economically positive in that those 
waste streams that demand more costly disposal techniques may be 
identified and separated from those waste streams that pose little 
hazard to human health and the environment. 
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IEPA Special Waste Applications
 
Insufficient 
Infoflnation 
Applications 
Hazard Screen ,..-­ ---,--..--IL-
IGLERUN. I nite, Leachin 
SUBENTER. RCTOXRUN. (Toxicity- ChronicAcute,Environmental)
Toxicological &r--~':"':":~~":::":":'':''-'':'~~~~~===~':''=':''~'':'':'=':'~ 
Phyaicol Data 
Degree-of­
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J---.... No Hazard 
WTRUN.(calc. weight;Fire,Leach,8iological 1&Disease) 
TOXDEG.RUN(toxicity rank wi environmental weighing) 
ALLDEG.(overall hazard ranking) 
Hazard Ranking or Unknown 
Figure B-1.	 A flow diagram that illustrates the interrelationships 
among the various computer programs written for degree of 
hazard evaluation process. 
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THE BINARY SCREEN
 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES AMONG RCRA APPLICATIONS. 
T (10%) 
HWr?-1 
Figure E-2.	 The distribution of sufficient (Y) and insufficient (T and 
N) RCRA applications in the binary screen. 
THE BINARY SCREEN 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES AMONG nan-RCRA APPLICATIONS. 
T (45%) 
HWC2-2 
Figure E-3.	 The distribution of sufficient (Y) and insufficient (T and 
N) non-RCRA applications in the binary screen. 
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Figure E-4.	 The distribution of data deficiencies among RCRA and non­
RCRA applications that failed the binary screen. 
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Figure E-5. The distribution of hazard categories in which RCRA and 
non-ReRA applications were evaluated in the Special Waste 
screen. 
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VIEWS OF THE ACCUMULATIVE TOXICITY SCORING GRAPH
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Figure E-6.	 The effect of specific modifications on the percentage of 
RCRA and non-RCRA applications that were able to proceed 
to a degree of hazard analysis. 
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Figure E-7.	 The base-line distribution of the degree of hazard ranks 
among RCRA and non-RCRA applications. 
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DEGREE OF TOXIC HAZARD
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Figure E-8.	 The distribution of the degree of hazard ranks using the 
modification cluster that included the best estimate of 
component concentration, complex mixtures and the extended 
mammalian toxicity data range. 
DEGREE OF HAZARD EVALUATION - MODIFICATION No. 4 
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Figure E-9. The distribution of the degree of hazard ranks that used a ­
modification cluster that included those in Figure E-8 
plus an upgrade of one rating in the toxicity weighting 
table and the stringent environmental fate scoring graph 
basis was set at 0.5 kg. 
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Figure E-IO.	 The ranks of the degree of toxic hazard and the final 
overall degree of hazard evaluation for RCRA applications. 
DEGREE OF HAZARD EVALUATION. non-RCRA 
100,-------------------. 
Figure E-ll.	 The ranks of the degree of toxic hazard and the final 
overall degree of hazard evaluation for non-RCRA applica­
tions. 
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Distribution of data deficiencies for information that was 
requested on the Special Waste application forms for RCRA 
and non-RCRA applications. 
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Figure E-12. 
Figure E-13. 
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1. CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 
1.1. BACKGROUND 
1.1.1. BACKGROUND OF PROJECT 
This project was conducted by the Institute for Environmental 
Studies at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign under 
contract to the Hazardous Waste Research and Information Center, 
Illinois Department of Energy and Natural Resources. The project 
investigated the application of the methodology contained in a report 
entitled, "Special Waste Categorization Study" (Reddy, 1985). The 
current project encompassed an evaluation of a randomized subset of the 
IJ952 Resource Conservation Recovery Act (RCRA) Special Wastes and the 
3,060 non-RCRA Special Wastes manifested for disposal in 1984 in the 
State of Illinois to determine if a degree of hazard analysis could be 
implemented. It was the intent of the research team to evaluate the 
existing methodology, to recommend and analyze improvements, and to 
implement such improvements where warranted. 
Specifically, in the course of applying the degree of hazard 
assessment procedure to each subsample category, information regarding 
the number of listings containing the necessary qualitative character­
ization of each Special Waste stream was generated. The procedure 
introduced by Reddy (1985) for arriving at a collection of waste 
listings in each of the RCRA Special Wastes and non-RCRA Special Wastes 
classifications was modified and implemented. The Special Waste 
streams can be assigned to one of the six hazard levels: 'High,' 
'Moderate, I 'Low,' 'Negligible,' 'None' and 'Unknown.' The hazard 
level listed as 'None' was reserved for Special Waste applications that 
achieved 'No' scores in all of the Special Waste screen hazard categor­
ies. Thus such applications represent wastes that have no hazard. The 
distribution among these levels for each major waste classification 
(RCRA or non-RCRA Special Wastes) was the basis for comparison of the 
degree of hazard between RCRA and non-RCRA Special Wastes and for 
determining how well the method discriminates among waste streams. The 
information base that was generated allowed projections to determine: 
• how many wastes now treated as non-RCRA Special Wastes pose a 
low or negligible degree of hazard (and thus, might be consi­
dered for less stringent management than is now required), 
• how many wastes now treated as non-RCRA Special Wastes might 
pose a medium or high degree of hazard (and so, might be 
considered for more stringent management than is now required). 
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1.1.2. REVIEW OF THE SPECIAL WASTE CATEGORIZATION STUDY 
1.1.2.1. Comments on the Executive Summar~ 
1.1.2.1.1. Introduction. 
As mandated by Public Act 83-1268 the Illinois Department of Energy 
and Natural Resources contracted a study to develop a classification 
system for Special Waste streams generated and disposed of in the State 
of Illinois. A system was devised by Reddy (1985) that allowed an 
evaluatJon of the degree of hazard that a waste stream posed to human 
health and the environment. The present study and report was conduct­
ed, in part, to determine if it would be feasible to implement the 
degree of hazard evaluation comprehensively on Illinois industrial 
waste streams. 
1.1.2.1.2. Special Wastes. 
The term "Special Waste U includes all federally-regulated hazardous 
wastes--defined by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)-­
as well as industrial process wastes and pollution control wastes as 
defined by the State of Illinois (non-RCRA wastes). A major criticism 
of the present Illinois regulatory system is that all Special Wastes, 
regardless of their hazard, have similar requirements for applications 
that allow their transport and disposal. The current system does not 
address the different environmental and health risks posed by these 
waste streams. Thus the degree of hazard method was developed by Reddy 
(1985) to classify Special Waste streams in Illinois according to the 
degree of hazard that these waste streams pose to human health and the 
environment. 
1.1.2.1.3. Description of Classification System. 
1.1.2.1.3.1. Special Waste Screen. 
Since the classification system was designed to be conducted 
manually, a Special Waste screen was proposed by Reddy (1985) as the 
first step in the system, to rapidly determine whether a waste stream 
should be subjected to the comprehensive degree of hazard evaluation or 
to characterize the waste as innocuous. The Special Waste screen is a 
qualitative method that compares the chemical components of a waste 
stream as designated on the waste disposal application against specific 
thresholds or standards established in the literature. If a component 
of a waste stream exceeds a specific threshold or standard then the 
waste stream is subjected to a degree of hazard evaluation. The 
Special Waste screen includes thresholds for the following components: 
1) determination of RCRA hazardous waste, 2) chronic toxicity, 3) acute 
toxicity, 4) environmental toxicity, 5) biological characteristics, 6) 
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infectious characteristics, 7) ignitability, 8) flammability, 9) 
leaching characteristics, and, 10) Illinois review. If a waste stream 
passes the Special Waste screen without exceeding any of the thresholds 
then it would be considered non-hazardous. If a waste stream exceeds a 
threshold or standard, then it would automatically proceed to a degree 
of hazard evaluation. 
1.1.2.1.3.2. Degree of Hazard Evaluation. 
If one or more components of a Special Waste stream exceeded a 
threshold or standard in the Special Waste screen the waste stream 
would then proceed through a comprehensive, quantitative degree of 
hazard evaluation. The degree of hazard evaluation as defined by Reddy 
(1985) consisted of the following elements: 1) toxicity and environ­
mental fate, 2) infectiousness, 3) flammability, 4) capacity to cause 
leaching of hazardous substances (and so, presumably contamination of 
either surface or groundwater) and, 5) capacity to generate a leachate 
with a high biological oxygen demand or to generate methane or hydrogen 
sulfide gas. The degree of hazard evaluation places primary emphasis 
on toxicity. Consequently, toxicological data have the greatest 
weighting factors in developing a numerical score for the hazard risk 
value for a Special Waste stream. After a Special Waste stream has 
been evaluated for its degree of hazard, it is assigned a weighted 
grade based on its performance in the categories outlined above. The 
assigned score indicates the degree and type of hazard associated with 
the Special Waste stream under evaluation. The outcome from a degree 
of hazard evaluation can result in one of five classifications of 
hazard: 1) high degree of hazard, 2) moderate degree of hazard, 3) low 
degree of hazard, 4) negligible degree of hazard, and, 5) unknown 
degree of hazard. 
1.1.2.1.3.3. Treatment/Disposal Evaluation. 
The data generated in the Special Waste screen and the degree of 
hazard evaluation provided the empirical background for the 
treatment/disposal evaluation. The report (Reddy, 1985) matched the 
characteristics of an evaluated Special Waste stream with the appropri­
ate treatment/disposal technology. This study did not address the 
evaluation of treatment/disposal methods and accepted those defined by 
Reddy (1985). Although the methods to conduct a degree of hazard 
evaluation were modified by this study, the results are amenable to the 
application of the appropriate treatment/disposal technology. 
1.1.3. SPECIFIC CONCERNS ADDRESSED BY THIS PROJECT 
Although the Special Waste Categorization Study (Reddy, 1985) served 
as the foundation of this study, several difficulties in its analytical 
strategy were identified. The primary difficulty was associated with 
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the accumulative toxicity scoring graphs (from Reddy, 1985). The 
scoring graphs profoundly affect the final degree of hazard value and 
this effect is explored in detail in this study. Other difficulties 
included the lack of additivity in environmental transport phenomena, 
an inappropriate level of hazard in the toxicity weighting table, the 
identification of components within undefined waste streams, and, the 
lack of a random sample of RCRA and non-RCRA Special Wastes in the 
waste streams selected for the execution of the degree of hazard 
evaluation. 
1.2. OBJECTIVES 
The specific objectives of the present study were to: 
1). Sample a statistically defensible subset of the current RCRA 
and non-RCRA Special Waste listings to evaluate the percentage 
of listings without the qualitative compound characterization 
or concentration information required for the degree of degree 
of hazard analysis. 
2). Compile the necessary references and data base 
the degree of hazard evaluation. 
access to apply 
3). From the randomized samplings of (1) above (or more samplings 
if necessary) obtain 150 waste streams with at least a minimum 
of necessary information in each waste class (RCRA and non-ReRA 
Special wastes) for analysis in the degree of hazard procedure. 
4). Quantitatively document the results of 1 and 3 based upon waste 
class (RCRA, non-RCRA Special). 
5). Provide thorough review of the methodology as presented in the 
Reddy (1985) study and assess specific weaknesses identified 
through application of the process and suggest improvements 
based upon the experience gained in the conduct of the project. 
6). Incorporate the Improved methodology within a microcomputer 
database management system and conduct a degree of hazard 
evaluation for the Special Waste streams that contain suffici­
ent data in both RCRA and non-RCRA Illinois waste streams. 
7). Report specific recommendations to improve and automate the 
hazardous waste application system for the State of Illinois. 
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2. CHAPTER II: STATISTICAL DESCRIPTION OF ILLINOIS WASTE STREAMS 
2.1. SPECIAL WASTE DISPOSAL APPLICATION 
A Special Waste Disposal Application (IL 532-0474 ADM 1067 Rev. 
7/84) is filled out by a treatment, storage and disposal (TSD) facili­
ty, as a request for permission from the Illinois Environmental 
Protection Agency for disposal of a shipment of a waste stream from a 
generator. The application contains information on the characteristics 
of the waste stream. A determination of the completeness of the 
information on the applications was part of this study. If the 
application is approved by the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency 
an authorization number is issued. An authorization number is ordi­
narily valid for three to five years and may be renewed. However, all 
of the applications authorJzed may not necessarily be used. Require­
ments that will go into effect on January 1, 1987 will mandate new 
Special Waste Disposal Applications be filed for all waste streams. To 
determine which applications were used in a given year, the manifest 
records must be consulted. The manifest is a form that accompanies a 
waste shipment from the generator to the TSD facility. The manifest 
contains the unique authorization number but lists no information 
regarding the chemical constituents of the wastes disposed. Therefore, 
the two records must be cross-referenced using the authorizatIon 
number. 
In 1984, 5,125 authorization numbers were referenced on manifests. 
However, in 113 cases the authorization number on the manifest was not 
found on any Special Waste Disposal Application. These cases may be 
explained either by the existence of generic applications, or by coding 
errors. Under a generic application, a TSD facility is authorized to 
accept a certain waste (e.g. "waste oil"). In such a case if a 
generator disposes of waste oil at this facility no Special Waste 
Disposal Application Is required. Therefore, for these 113 waste 
streams no information was available concerning the characteristics of 
the disposed specific wastes. Information on the remaining 5,012 waste 
streams was available and was used in this study. 
2.2. RANDOM SAMPLING OF RCHA AND NON-HCRA APPLICATIONS 
A binary screen was used to obtain the set of applications that were 
reviewed. The goal of the binary screen was to identify a minimum of 
150 randomly chosen applications each from ReRA Special Waste and non­
RCRA Special Waste applications having at least one component clearly 
identified, with its concentration, for use in the degree of hazard 
evaluation. The random numbers were generated by using the RND program 
in IBM BASICA to choose 100 numbers at a time, repeated as needed, with 
a different seed number (generated by the computer clock) for each 
sampling. A file was created of sequential authorIzation numbers of 
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those application holders that shipped waste materials in 1984. These 
data were compiled by the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency for 
RCRA Special Waste and non-RCRA Special Waste applications and kept in 
separate files. 
Three random samples of 100 numbers each were generated for both 
the RCRA Special Waste and non-RCRA Special Waste applications. Each 
record number corresponded to a application location on the Illinois 
Environmental Protection Agency's sequential file. The authorization 
numbers that agreed with these file locations were identified and 
selected. Due to the low rate of applications with sufficient data in 
the non-RCRA Special Waste file, an additional three random samples of 
100 applications each were later made to obtain the minimum of 150 
sufficient data applications. The total number of random samples 
reviewed in this study after duplicate random numbers were eliminated 
were 282 for RCRA Special Wastes and 547 for non-RCRA Special Wastes. 
2.3. THE BINARY SCREEN 
The data for the randomly selected authorization numbers were 
obtained from Illinois Environmental Protection Agency computer files. 
Questionable or incomplete information was checked against the original 
application on record at the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency, 
Springfield, lL. Each application was reviewed and rated as 'Y,' 'T,' 
or 'N' according to the following definitions. 
Y	 The application specified at least one component, other 
than "carriers." The concentrations of the components 
were listed and the components were identified in one of 
the following references: RTECS (Registry of Toxic Effects 
of Chemical Substances), CRC Handbook, Merck Index, or 
Perry's Chemical Engineering Handbook. Each component was 
assigned a CAS number or a RTECS number. Carriers were 
defined as common innocuous substances, e.g. water, sand, 
dirt, diatomaceous earth. 
T	 The application did not meet the Y criterion, but reported 
results from chemical analysis, (usually trace 
substances). 
N	 The application did not meet the Y criterion, and no 
laboratory results were reported. 
The applications identified as 'V' served as the data base for the 
next phase of this project: the degree of hazard evaluation. The 
applications identified as 'T' or 'N' were further reviewed to categor­
ize their deficiencies, lack of identified components, lack of defined 
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ize their deficiencies, lack of identified components, lack of defined 
concentrations or vague component name. 
2.4. RESULTS 
The results of the binary screen are presented in Table 2-1 and 
Figures 2-1 and 2-2. The applications that contained sufficient data 
and were used in the degree of hazard evaluation are designated by a 
'Y' label. Applications that contained insufficient data are labeled 
'N' or 'T'. The applications lacking sufficient information were also 
tabulated in categories and labeled as, "no component," "no concentra­
tion," or "vague name. II 
Table 2-1.	 Description of the Aggregated Results of the Binary Screen 
of the Random Sample for RCRA and non-RCRA Applications. 
Waste Class No. of % No % No % Vague 
and Score Applications Component Concentration Names 
RCRA 
y 213 
N 40 35.2	 o 67 5
 
T	 29 o 6.9 93.1 
non-RCRA 
y 168 
N 135 13.3 o	 86 7
 
T	 244 0.4 4.1 95.5 
The further division of applications containing insufficient data 
into 'N' and 'T' categories demonstrated the degree of compliance. 
Those applications labeled as 'T' indicate that the waste generators 
made an effort to characterize the waste by providing a laboratory 
analysis for specified chemicals. However, these chemicals, if 
present, were usually found in only insignificant trace quantities 
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(0.1-10 ppm), and this information was not useful for the degree of 
hazard evaluation. The presence of so many 'T 
' 
-Iabeled applications 
indicated a wjllingness to comply by waste generators. However, the 
fact that trace compounds were evaluated indicates that confusion 
existed in how best to describe the waste streams. 
There was a marked difference in results from the RCRA Special Waste 
and non-RCRA Special Waste applications (Figures 2-1 and 2-2). The RCRA 
Special Waste applications were more than twice as likely to contain 
sufficient data for the binary screen as the non-RCRA Special Wastes 
(the mean values calculated from the aggregated random samples f 
standard error of the mean were 76% f 3.6% and 31% f 2.0%, respective­
ly). This finding was not surprising considering the fact that the 
RCRA Special Waste listing requirements are more restrictive than for 
the non-RCRA Special Wastes. 
Nearly all of the applications that did not list any components were 
emergency applications, identified by authorization numbers 500000­
699999 (RCRA emergency applications = 12 of 13 applications with no 
listed components; non-RCRA emergency applications = 17 of 19 applica­
tions with no components listed). None of these emergency applications 
provided a laboratory analysis of the waste product. These applica­
tions provided no information on the nature of the waste other than a 
generic name. 
When no usable chemical concentration was listed in the application 
it was because two or more components had been grouped under one 
concentration. This grouping may have been necessary to save space on 
the form or it may have been due to a lack of knowledge of concentra­
tions in a mixture. 
The overwhelming cause of insufficient data applications for both 
RCRA and non-RCRA Special Wastes was the use of vague component names 
(Figure 2-3). The use of vague names was not limited to the insuffici­
ent data applications, and was a problem in the degree of hazard 
evaluatjon for a considerable number of applications that passed the 
binary screen. To pass the binary screen only one component needed to 
be specified, although frequently more components were listed. Often, 
one or more of these additional components would be a vague name. 
Most of the vague names seemed to be attributable to one of three 
reasons. 
1).	 The applicant believed that the vague name was an adequate 
description of the waste product, e.g. hydraulic oil. Such a 
name was descriptive but not specific enough to obtain toxic­
ological or chemical data on the component. Examples of 
acceptable names include chemical names such as sodium hydrox­
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ide, ferric chloride etc., or common names 
unique substance such as lime or potash. 
that refer to a 
2). The applicant believed that the waste product component 
relatively harmless, e.g. inorganic salts. 
was 
3). The applicant described the waste product 
the use of trade names, e.g. "yellow 77". 
or waste stream by 
A list of vague names that appeared often are presented in Table 2­
2. The frequency reflects each time the vague name was listed as a 
component on any application. If the vague name was listed more than 
once on an application, the frequency counts each time it was listed. 
In conducting the binary screen a few problems were encountered. 
These can be divided into those directly related to the applications 
and those associated with deficiencies in the Illinois Environmental 
Protection Agency computer transcript of the randomly selected applica­
tion information. 
Problems directly associated with the waste applications included: 
1).	 Spelling errors and/or incorrectly identified chemical names 
included in the waste applications. 
2).	 Component percentages listed within an application that did not 
total 100%. 
3).	 Components listed in groups rather than individually. It was 
impossible to determine the concentration of individual waste 
components of a group. 
4).	 The use of vague component names. Components were often 
inadequately described or described in exceedingly general 
terms such that it was difficult or impossible to identify the 
component. 
Problems associated with the Illinois Environmental Protection 
Agency computer record of the waste applications included: 
1).	 The limit of six component names per Illinois Environmental 
Protection Agency application record. The applications contain 
space for only six components, however, there were application 
forms in which additional components were identified. Unfor­
tunately the computer transcript listed only six of the 
identified components. 
2).	 The limit of 22 character spaces for each component name. 
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Table 2-2. Often Used Vague Names on 1984 Special Waste Applications. 
vague I non-HCRA RCRA I frequency 
name I frequency frequency I all 
I I 
no. permits t 547 282 I 829 
I I 
OIL (all types) I 260 88 I 348 
AUTO I 2 0 I 2 
CRANK I 5 2 I 7 
CUTT I 21 8 I 29 
FUEL I 4 0 I 4 
HYDR I 16 1 I 17 
LUBE I 13 6 I 19 
LUBR I 10 2 I 12 
LUB (other thanl 6 0 I 6 
LUBE or LUBE) I I 
MACH I 15 6 I 21 
MINER J 5 1 J 6 
VEO I 6 0 6 
J 
SALTS (all types) I 142 54 196 
INORGANIC I 84 43 127 
NA I 45 6 51 
CA only I 12 2 ]4 
I 
ASH I 18 0 18 
PAT I 29 0 29 
GREASE I 48 14 62 
PAINT I 40 16 56 
SLUDGE I 5 0 5 
PIGMENTS I 23 24 47 
RESIN I 31 20 51 
STEEL I 6 0 6 
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There was no provision for component names that exceeded this 
space. Any portion of the name longer than 22 spaces was 
omitted. 
3). Components listed that were no longer part of the waste stream. 
There were cases where components of a waste stream had been 
removed from the waste product and documented in the waste 
application, but were not removed from the Illinois Environ­
mental Protection Agency computer transcript. 
2.5. RECOMMENDATIONS 
For the binary screen to be effective the following suggestions are 
offered for improving the waste applications and the Illinois Environ­
mental Protection Agency computer record of the applications. 
1).	 More rigorous attention to proper spelling and typing is 
required. 
2).	 The key components of a waste stream must total 100%. Any 
discrepancies must be explained. 
3).	 Components must be listed individually rather than in groups. 
4).	 Greater precision in reporting component names is necessary, 
including the CAS numbers. 
5).	 Allow for the inclusion of more than six components in an 
application. 
6).	 Allow additional space for component names in the Illinois 
Environmental Protection Agency computer record. 
7).	 Regularly update the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency 
computer records of the applications. 
8).	 Include clarifications present on the applications or in com­
munications with the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency 
concerning the computer records. 
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THE BINARY SCREEN
 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES AMONG RCRA APPLICATIONS. 
T (10Z) 
Y (76Z) 
HWC2-1 
Figure 2-1.	 The distribution of sufficient (Y) and insufficient 
(T and N) RCRA applications in the binary screen. 
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THE BINARY SCREEN
 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES AMONG non-RCRA APPLICATIONS. 
Y (31%) 
T (45%) 
HWC2-2 
Figure 2-2.	 The distribution of sufficient (Y) and insufficient 
(T and N) non-RCRA applications in the binary screen. 
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DISTRIBUTION OF UNACCEPTABLE APPLICATIONS
 
100.-------------------------, 
ol......-J~~___c:=i=l-----_r 
HWC2-3 
Figure 2-3.	 The distribution of data deficiencies among RCRA and 
non-RCRA applications that failed the binary screen. 
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3. CHAPTER III: DEGREE OF HAZARD METHODOLOGY 
3.1. ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICOLOGY METHODS 
3.1.1. INTRODUCTION 
The primary purpose of this study was to evaluate and improve upon 
the methodology presented in the Special Waste Categorization Study 
(Reddy, 1985). A statistically defensible subset of RCRA and non-RCRA 
Special Waste applications were randomly selected (Chapter II) and a 
binary screen was designed to select a minimum of 150 applications of 
each subset rated as having sufficient information for use in the 
degree of hazard procedure. Sufficient applications were defined as 
those specifying at least one identifiable component (other than a 
"carrier") with its concentration given. 
Reddy (1985) proposed a Special Waste screen prior to conducting the 
degree of hazard evaluation. The purpose of the Special Waste screen 
was to provide a rapid means for determining whether a waste stream is 
of negligible hazard and thus not subject to the degree of hazard 
evaluation. The information required to conduct the Special Waste 
screen was also needed, in part, to perform the degree of hazard 
evaluation. The Special Waste screen was a qualitative analysis while 
the degree of hazard evaluation was a quantitative analysis. Thus 
additional information was required for conducting the degree of hazard 
evaluation. 
The Special Waste screen (Reddy, 1985) was used to preselect the 
applications for the degree of hazard evaluation. The degree of hazard 
evaluation was conducted using a data base management system based on a 
microcomputer. The Special Waste screen and the degree of hazard 
evaluation were applied to both RCRA and non-RCRA Special Waste 
streams. This allowed comparisons in the distribution among hazard 
degree categories for each classification of waste applications. 
The degree of hazard evaluation required information based on 
characteristics of the waste stream as a whole and on each of the 
identifiable individual components of the waste stream. With the large 
number of applications evaluated a database management system was 
required to control the extensive information base. The database 
management system, Rbase 5000 by Microrim, was used with an IBM-AT 
microcomputer. Using the database management system a set of five 
different tables were prepared that contain information used in the 
different elements of the degree of hazard study. These database 
tables (described in section 3.2.2.) were designed to interact with 
each other based on a common feature such as authorization number or 
component name. 
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To facilitate data retrieval on individual components, a list 
containing all of the components was compiled separately for both RCRA 
and non-RCRA wastes. The data in these lists were adjusted by correct­
ing for spelling errors and removing both duplicate names and alternate 
names for the same compound. Cases in which two or more components 
were listed together were separated into individual components. From 
these corrected lists an attempt was made to identify each component 
with a CAS number. A lack of specificity in the component name listed 
on the application often prevented this. The information needed for 
the degree of hazard evaluation was dependent upon specifically defined _ 
components. Imposing a requirement that CAS or RTECS numbers must be 
provided along with the component name would reduce the misidentifica­
tion of components, reduce the use of vague names, and speed informa­
tjon retrieval. 
3.1.2. WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS 
The degree of hazard evaluation was based upon five characteristIcs 
of the waste stream: 1) toxicity (as modified by the environmental 
fate), 2) disease, 3) fire, 4) leaching agents, and 5) biological. 
3.1.2.1. Toxicity Hazard 
The degree of hazard was devised to place emphasis on the potentia] 
toxicity hazard. 
3.1.2.1.1. ToxicitX 
Reddy (1985) established three criteria for the evaluation of the 
toxicity hazard. These criteria are: 
1).	 Chronic toxicity. The identification of a carcinogenic or
 
mutagenic component in the waste stream.
 
2).	 Environmental toxicity. The aquatic toxicity measured as LC50 
(fish) after 48 hours or 96 hours of exposure. 
3).	 Acute toxicity. The oral LD50 for rats, the inhalation Le50 
for rats and the dermal LD50 for rabbits. 
To evaluate the toxicity of a component, data are required for at leas1 
one of the five criteria. 
The determination of whether a component is a carcinogen is speci­
fically defined as the listing of the component in The Annual Report ~ 
Carcinogens published by the National Toxicology Program, National 
Institute for Environmental Health Sciences. Similarly, a waste 
component will be labeled as a mutagen if it is determined to be 
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positive or weakly positive on any of five tests for mutagenicity 
annually reported by the National Toxicology Program in the National 
Toxicolog~ Annual Plan. In addition the mutagenicity screening results 
published in Environmental Mutagenesis were used to identify mutagens 
(REF). The scientific literature contains many reports on the carcino­
genic or mutagenic response of specific compounds. A comprehensive 
literature search for the mutagenic properties of waste stream compo­
nents beyond that indicated above was not conducted in the degree of 
hazard evaluation. Thus it is likely that some waste stream components 
which are mutagens, but were not on the National Toxicology Program 
lists or listed by Environmental Mutagenesis, may have a lower hazard 
ranking than they deserve. The National Toxicology Program's Annual 
Report On Carcinogens is not actually published annually. The latest 
list is four years old (an update is due this fall). There were no 
means for assessing the chronic toxicity of components listed as either 
complex mixtures or with vague names. The advantages in limiting the 
chronic toxicity evaluation to the National Toxicology Program annual 
reports and the published mutagen screens are the rapid manner by which 
the components can be searched and the avoidance of controversy from 
conflicting reports on the carcinogenic or mutagenic potential of 
compounds. 
The criteria employed for the environmental and acute toxicity 
evaluation were searched from the same reference materials. The 
primary source was the National Library of Medicine Toxicology Data 
Network. This network included the databases of NIOSH, RTECS, ToxNet 
and additional sources. A serious effort was made in searching for 
toxicity data for those components which were not listed in these 
databases or for which the databases did not contain data on the 
specific criteria required by Reddy (1985). Additional sources 
searched were: Sax's sixth edition of Dangerous Properties of Indus­
trial Materials, the Chemical Hazard Response Information S~stem 
Hazardous Chemical Data VII, and Chemical Abstracts. The four environ­
mental and acute toxicity criteria were defined well and were suffici­
ent to determine the toxicities of many of the waste stream components. 
There were other components, however, which did not have these parti­
cular assays performed (or at least reported) on them. Additional 
mammalian toxicity assays, other than those included by Reddy (1985) 
were available and should be considered as a supplemental source for 
the toxicity evaluation. Since the goal was to determine whether a 
hazard was posed by waste stream components, the use of additional 
mammalian toxicity data would be preferable to having no data at all. 
The degree of hazard evaluation was performed both with and without 
using the additional acute toxicity data. 
The toxicity data obtained for each component were adjusted accord­
ing to the sensitivity of the response into one of five weighting 
factor levels. The levels were spaced by one order of magnitude in the 
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toxicological response. The level assignments appear to have been 
adjusted such that the middle level 'C' has the same toxicological 
response as referenced in the RCRA listing criteria (Title 40 CFR. 
Chapter 1, §261.33). The toxicity weighting factor levels proposed by 
Reddy (1985) are presented in Table 3-1. 
Table 3-1.	 Toxicity Weighting Table from Special Waste Categorization 
Study (Reddy. 1985). 
Weighting Aquatic Oral-Rat Inhalation Dermal-Rabbit 
Factor Chronic LC LCSD-SO LDSIL	 LDSft_ Level Equivalency Toxicity ppm mglKg mgTL mgTKg 
A 1 Carcinogens 
Mutagens <0.1 <0.5 <0.02 <2.0 
B 0.1 0.1-1 0.5-5 0.02-0.2 2-20 
C 0.01 1-10 5-50 0.2-2 20-200 
D 0.001 10-100 50-500 2-20 200-2000 
E 0.0001 100-1000 500-5000 20-200 2000-20000 
The assessment by the research team was that the weighting factor 
levels were not adequately evaluated so that the toxicity of the 
components might be appropriately reflected. The ranking of carcino­
gens and mutagens into the highest level was appropriate, however, 
there were no components, other than carcinogens/mutagens that were 
ranked in the highest toxicity level 'A'. A reasonable change in the 
weighting factor levels presented by Reddy (1985) would be to adjust 
the toxicological response needed for each weightjng level such that 
RCRA wastes would score high on the degree of hazard evaluation. To 
properly evaluate this modification. the degree of hazard evaluation 
was performed with the toxicological response ranges set at the 
weighting factor levels as proposed by Reddy (1985) and, separately. 
with the ranges adjusted up to the next higher weighting factor level. 
A response formerly representing 'C' would then represent the 'B' 
level. The toxicity weighting factor levels proposed by this study are 
presented in Table 3-2. 
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Table 3-2. Adjusted Toxicity Weighting Table. 
Weighting Aquatic Oral-Rat Inhalation Dermal-Rabbit 
Factor Chronic LC LDSO_ LCSfl LDSOLevel Equivalency 'l'oxicity ppm mglKg mgTL mg%g 
A 1 Carcinogens 
Mutagens <1 <5 <0.2 <20 
B 0.1 1-10 5-50 0.2-2 20-200 
C 0.01 10-100 50-500 2-20 200-2000 
D 0.001 100-1000 500-5000 20-200 2000-20000 
With the methodology described by Reddy (1985) components for which 
no data are available for any of the five toxicity criteria would be 
placed in the highest weighted toxicity level, tA'. This conservative 
approach insured that unknown, yet hazardous components received an 
appropriate toxicity ranking. This approach also resulted in higher 
degree of hazard rankings for those waste streams that contained 
innocuous components for which there were no toxicity values available. 
In this study unknown components were not assigned to the 'A' toxicity 
level but were labeled as 'unknown'. The ranking of unknowns as 'High' 
could mask the actual distribution of waste streams into the various 
categories of the degree of hazard evaluation. 
The state of the science of toxicology has not advanced sufficiently 
to provide accurate data on the toxicities of complex mixtures. Many 
waste stream components were listed as mixtures. Frequently occurring 
examples of such complex mixtures were oil, paint, resins and inorganic 
salts. These mixtures often comprised large percentages of a waste 
stream. These mixtures, treated as components, were ranked in the lA' 
toxicity level by Reddy (1985). In this study the research team 
attempted a best estimate system which placed mixtures into an appro­
priate weighting factor level. Two classes of mixtures, oil and 
inorganic salts were ranked using this strategy. No data were found to 
assess these mixtures for their toxicity. Oils were assigned to the 
IAI weighting factor level. The basis for this assessment was the high 
concentration of carcinogens/mutagens found in oil taken as a group. 
Additionally, the most refined, mineral oil, was listed as a carcinogen 
by the National Toxicology Program. Inorganic salts were assigned to 
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the IE' weighting factor level based on a composite of acute toxicity 
values from 13 specific inorganic salts. With further research it may 
be possible to assign other classes of mixtures such as paints and 
resins to appropriate weighting factor levels. A best estimate method 
allowed a more accurate assessment of the degree of hazard posed by the 
waste streams that contained complex mixtures. It was not, however, 
based specifically on the five criteria for toxicity as formally 
presented in this report. It was felt that an attempt should be made 
to assess the toxicological impact of complex mixtures listed as 
components of waste streams. The methodology proposed by Reddy (1985) 
resulted in all of the mixtures being placed in the 'A' weighting 
factor level due to the lack of toxicity data. A best estimate method 
for unknowns would better categorize waste streams according to the 
degree of potential or actual risk posed to human health and the 
environment. In this study a degree of hazard evaluation was conducted 
with all mixtures defined as 'unknown' and, separately, with a best 
estimate of toxicity for oils and inorganic salts. 
3.1.2.1.2. Accumulative Toxicity 
The toxic equivalent concentration was calculated for each waste 
stream according to the formula presented by Reddy (1985). The toxic 
equivalent concentration was expressed as a percentage for all compo­
nents in a waste stream. The summation of each toxicity level was 
divided by the weighting factor and these adjusted concentrations were 
summed to calculate the percent toxic equivalent concentration. The 
toxic equivalent concentration was calculated by the following equa­
tion: 
Tox. Equiv.
 
Conc.(%) = 1A% + 1B%/10 + IC%/100 + 10%/1,000 + IE%/10,OOO
 
All of the calculations were performed by computer. 
The accumulative toxicity scoring was also calculated automatically 
by computer using both the stringent and lenient approaches. The 
accumulative toxicity graphs were divided Into four areas of potential 
toxicity (Figures 3-1 and 3-2). The lenient graph was divided into 
areas on a completely arbitrary basis. The lenient graph differed from 
the stringent approach by over two orders of magnitude in the equival­
ent concentration and in weight of the waste generated. Reddy (1985) 
stated that the basis for the lenient graph was to allow waste streams 
to fall into areas designated as having lower potential toxicity. An 
intermediate graph for accumulative toxicity or the development of an 
accumulatjve toxicity graph based on a less arbitrary basis may be more 
appropriate. 
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3.1.2.1.3. Accumulative Environmental Fate. 
The environmental fate determination was designed to modify the 
toxicity ranking determined by the accumulative toxicity graph. There 
were four toxicity scores, 0, 1, 2, and 3. Waste streams that scored a 
'0' on the accumulative toxicity graph were automatically ranked in the 
low hazard category and were not subjected to the environmental fate 
scoring. Waste streams scoring a '3' on the toxicity graph were ranked 
'high' and were not subjected to environmental fate scoring. Waste 
streams that received intermediate scores were evaluated by the 
environmental fate determination and, thus, were subject to having 
their degree of hazard ranking modified. 
For the environmental fate determination, waste stream components 
were rated according to three criteria. These included: 
1). Bioaccumulation. Measured as the log 10 of the n-octanol/water 
partition coefficient (log Pl. 
2). Persistence. Measured 
or water (T%). 
as the half-life of the chemical in soil 
3). Solubility. Measured as ppm in water. 
The environmental fate score was calculated similarly to the 
toxicity score. Each component was assigned a weighting factor as 
presented in Table 3-3. The environmental fate equivalent concentra­
tion was added using the equation: 
Envir. fate 
Equiv. % Cone. = IA% + IB%/10 + IC%/100 + ID%/l,OOO + IE%/10,OOO 
This value, along with the weight of the waste stream, was plotted on 
the corresponding environmental fate scoring graph (Figures 3-3 and 3­
4) using the lenient or stringent interpretation. 
Data were required on at least one of the three criteria to perform 
the environmental fate determination. The data determine a weighting 
factor level used for determining an environmental fate equivalent 
concentration. Reddy (1985) provided an alternate weighting table 
which was used to place components for which no data on the three 
criteria were found. The alternative weighting table was very useful 
in this study (Table 3-4). The sources for the environmental fate data 
were, the National Library of Medicine Toxicology Data Network, the 
Merck Index and the alternate weighting table provided by Reddy (1985) 
(Table 3-4). 
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Table 3-3. Environmental Fate Weighting Table from Special Waste 
Categorization Stud~ (Reddy, 1985). 
Level Bioaccumulation Persistence Solubility 
log P half life ppm in water 
A > 6 ~ 10 yrs. 500+ 
B 5 - 6 1 yr- 10 yrs 100 - 499 
C 4 - 5 1 month - 1 yr. 50 - 99 
D 3 - 4 3 days - 1 month 10 - 49 
E <3 < 3 days <10 
The accumulative environmental fate scoring was also performed by 
computer analysis by relating the waste stream weight with its environ­
mental fate equivalent concentration. Reddy (1985) presented both a 
stringent and a lenient accumulative environmental fate scoring graph. 
In this case the lenient version varied from the stringent version by 
more than three orders of magnitude. In the study, the degree of 
hazard evaluation was performed using both the stringent and lenient 
versions of the accumulative environmental fate scoring graph. 
Following the toxicity evaluation each waste stream was then 
evaluated on four additional characteristics. These characteristics 
were: disease hazard, fire hazard, leaching hazard and biological 
hazard. 
3.1.2.2. Disease Hazard 
The criteria for determining the disease hazard of a waste stream 
was defined by Reddy (1985) as the presence of material of human 
contact in the waste stream. In this study, an evaluation of 380 
applications did not contain any waste streams which posed a disease 
hazard. The binary screen, however, which required that waste streams 
have at least one identifiable component, eliminated a few waste 
streams with potential disease hazard (e.g. frozen carcasses, bovine 
blood) from being analyzed in the degree of hazard evaluation. Waste 
streams containing primarily biological materials were not likely to 
also have specific chemical components. Any waste stream having a 
disease hazard was placed in the high degree of hazard category 
regardless of volume (Reddy, 1985). An improvement to the degree of 
hazard evaluation would be to have the disease evaluation as part of 
the waste stream application form. Having a "Yes/No" disease response 
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on the application would allow for automatic evaluation. 
Table 3-4.	 Alternate Weighting Table for Persistence from Special Waste 
Categorization Study (Reddy, 1985). 
Waste Stream Persistence Weighting 
Components half life Factor 
in soil or water Level 
Heavy metals, inorganic oxides, 
inorganic salts, asbestos, clays, 
plastics, polymers 
Pesticides, biphenyls, resins, 
halogenated hydrocarbons, oils, 
fats, greases, pigments, paper 
products, phthalate esters, 
polyaromatic hydrocarbons 
Simple nonhalogenated benzenes, 
nonhalogenated cyclic hydrocarbons, 
nonhalogenated straight chain and 
branched hydrocarbons (>10 carbons) 
Nonhalogenated straight chain and 
branched hydrocarbons (~ 10 carbons) 
Nonhalogenated, oxygen containing 
simple hydrocarbons ( 1-4 carbons) 
~10 years	 A 
1 - 10 years	 B 
1 month - 1 year C 
3 days - 1 month o 
!3 days	 E 
3.1.2.3. Fire Hazard 
The determination of the fire hazard was dependent on the phase of 
the waste stream. Liquid waste streams were assessed according to 
their jgnitability. The definition for ignitability was based on the 
flash point. Since the flash point was listed on the application, the 
fire hazard of liquid waste streams was very easy to assess and was 
fully automated. 
The fire hazard posed by solid waste streams was more difficult to 
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determine. Reddy (1985) delineated seven criteria for assessing the 
fire hazard of the solid materials. Toxnet was searched for fire 
potential and decomposition and these two categories encompassed most 
of the seven criteria. The flash point on the application could be 
used for determining pyrophoric solids. Much of solid waste stream 
fire potential was based on component information. The fire potential 
of liquids was based on the waste stream as a whole. Evaluations based 
on the entire waste stream can account for the interaction of com­
ponents and their concentrations. This was preferable to assessing 
fire potential on a component basis. Ideally, the fire hazard evalua­
tion would be determined by the generator or an outside laboratory and 
reported on the application. 
The fire hazard evaluation was dependent on the waste stream volume 
(Table 3-5). Waste streams determined to pose a fire threat and 
containing a volume over 1,200 kg a year were ranked as a high degree 
of hazard, regardless of their previous toxicity ranking. There were 
9.2% of non-RCRA and 7.3% of RCRA waste streams which were ranked as a 
high degree of hazard based on their fire hazard evaluation. 
Table 3-5	 Hazard categorization Volume Table from Special Waste. 
Categorization Study (Reddy, 1985). 
Hazard Category	 Volume (Kg) Hazard Level 
Fire > 1200 High 
< 1200 Low 
Leaching Agent > 1200 Moderate 
< 1200 Low 
Disease any volume High 
Biological > 100,000 High 
10,000-100,000 Moderate 
< 10,000 Low 
3.1.2.4. Leaching Hazard 
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The criteria for leaching agent hazard was based upon the pH of the 
waste stream. Since this information was contained in the application 
it was readily available and the leaching hazard was easily assessed. 
The evaluation was also based on waste stream volume. A leaching 
hazard with a volume greater than 1,200 kg was ranked as a moderate 
hazard. A moderate leaching hazard that also has a moderate toxicity 
hazard remained in the moderate hazard degree category. A hazard that 
this type of waste poses might be better reflected in a high hazard 
degree ranking because a corrosive stream is more likely to invade the 
environment than a neutral toxic stream. 
3.1.2.5. Biological Hazard 
The biological characteristics evaluation was based on four criter­
ia. The criteria were: 
1). A high biological oxygen demand. 
2). The evolution of methane or hydrogen sulfide gases. 
3). The attraction of biological vectors. 
4). The generation of obnoxious odors. 
These four criteria were not well defined by Reddy (1985). The 
suggested source of information was simply from the waste stream 
application. This information was not sufficient. No quantitative 
measure was given for constituting a high BOD. Toxnet was searched 
using "decomposition" as a category for data on the generation of 
gases. As stated earlier, biological wastes that would attract vector 
organisms were not likely to pass the binary screen because such wastes 
usuallY had no chemical components listed. The appropriateness of 
assigning a high hazard degree ranking on the basis of vector attrac-­
tion was questioned. The criteria of offensive odors was assessed 
using Toxnet for some source material. A waste stream was labeled as 
having a biological hazard if its components were described with such 
adjectives as "strong", "pungent" or "sickening" and the component 
percentage totaled at least 30%. The biological evaluation needs 
better definition or should be eliminated from the degree of hazard 
evaluation. It was doubtful that the state regulators truly want to 
assess waste streams as high hazards based on the generation of 
offensive odors or the attraction of vector organisms. Municipal waste 
attracts vector organisms but is not treated as a high hazard. In this 
study no non-RCRA wastes which had a biological hazard were identified. 
There were four high biological hazards in the RCRA class. 
3.1.3. HAZARD CATEGORY 
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For each application, the hazard rankings from each hazard category 
were compared and the highest value was assigned as the overall hazard 
rank. 
3.2. COMPUTER AND DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
3.2.1. INTRODUCTION 
This project, with the vast amount of data and multiple objectives 
required a sophisticated decision criteria system. The accumulation, 
storage and manipulation of data and the requirements of the decision 
criteria demanded that the process be computerized. An IBM-AT computer 
with a 30 Mb fixed disk drive and the database software package RBase 
5000 by Microrim were purchased for this project. The system for 
degree of hazard evaluation (Reddy, 1985) was coded into decision­
making programs. After processing the randomly-chosen Special Waste 
application applications through the binary screen, the data from the 
sufficIent data applications were processed by the programs developed 
by this project ~masse and assigned a degree of hazard ranking. 
3.2.2. DATABASE TABLE FILES 
Two databases were constructed, one for RCRA applications and one 
for non-RCRA applications. Each database consisted of five table files 
for data storage. The filenames of the database tables were, Applica-­
tion, COMP, SUBSTANC, HAZYN, and HAZDEG. The first two tables, 
Application And COMP, contained all the necessary data from the Special 
Waste Application. The SUBSTANC table contained the toxicity and 
physical data for specific compounds listed on the applications. 
Tables HAZYN and HAZDEG contained the results for the Special Waste 
Screen and the degree of hazard evaluation, respectively. These four 
tables were interrelated by authorization number. 
3.2.2.1. Application 
The Application database table contained the data obtained directly 
from the Special Waste Application Applications. The data elements in 
the file include the following: 
1). Authorization number, 
2). Process name, 
3). Generic name 
4). Quantity of waste stream in 1984 (gallons), 
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5).	 Waste stream phase, 
6).	 Flash point, 
7).	 pH, 
8).	 Presence of trace components over 1,000 ppm. 
The information in the Application database table appeared only once 
on a application. 
3.2.2.2. 
The database table COMP contained the list of components from each 
waste stream with the concentration of each component. The database 
table also contained space for additional component names for applica­
tions that have multiple components listed on a single line. The data 
elements for this database table include: 
1) .	 Authorization number, 
2).	 Component name, 
3) .	 Component concentration, 
4) •	 Alternate component name (for use in the best estimate of
 
component concentration) ,
 
5).	 Component toxicity rating. 
3.2.2.3.	 SUBSTANC 
The database table SUBSTANC contained a list of the component names 
identified from the applications with their individual toxicity data. 
The table also includes information on the physical properties of each 
component.	 The data elements for this database table include: 
1). Component name, 
2) . CAS number, 
3). Carcinogenic or mutagenic properties, 
4). RCRA or non-RCRA component, 
5). Rat oral LD50 ,
 
6). Rat inhalation LCSO '
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7) . Rabbit dermal LDSO ' 
8) . Aquatic toxicity LC SD ' 
9) . Solubility, 
10) . Half life (T~), 
11). Bioaccumulation (log P), 
12) . Fire potential, 
13). Odor. 
A separate database table, SUBSTANC, was constructed rather than 
depositing the data in COMP with the component listings because many of 
the components were repeated among the applications. In fact, in the 
RCRA database a list of approximately 110 compounds covered 70% of the 
over 800 components, while in the non-RCRA database approximately 140 
compounds encompassed 56% of the 730 components listed on the applica­
tions. Therefore, having a separate database table of compounds for 
all the applications increased the efficiency of data acquisition and 
data entry. 
3.2.2.4.	 HAZYN 
In order to perform the Special Waste screen described earlier, the 
database table HAZYN contained a "yes or no" response based on whether 
or not a waste stream met the criteria specified by Reddy (1985). The 
data	 elements for this database table include: 
1) . Authorization number, 
2). Ignitability hazard, 
3). Flammability hazard, 
4) • Leaching hazard, 
5) . Biological hazard, 
6) . Infectious hazard, 
7). Carcinogen or mutagen hazard, 
8) . Presence of RCRA waste component, 
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9). Flag for tracking of unknowns, 
10). Acute toxicity, 
11). EnvironMental toxicity, 
12). Any "yes" statement in t.he list. 
All of the information in this table was generated by prograMs based 
on the criteria outlined by Reddy (1985). The overall results from 
this database table is reflective of a application that received a 
"Yes" in any of the Special Waste Screen categories. All applications 
receiving a Special Waste Screen overall result of liVes" were entered 
into the database table, HAZDEG, for a degree of hazard evaluation. 
3.2.2.5. HAZDEG 
The database table, HAZDEG, contained the resultant degree of hazard 
rating for any application that scored a lIYes" in the HAZYN database 
table. The data elements for this database table include: 
1). Authorization number, 
2). Presence of compound listed in RCRA §261.33 (for information 
only, not used in decision-Making process), 
3). Flag, unknown data/category tracking, 
4). Disease hazard estimate, 
5). Fire hazard estimate, 
6). Biological hazard estimate, 
7). Leaching hazard potential, 
8). Weight in kg, 
9). Toxicity equivalent, 
10). Percentage of 'Unknown' toxicity components, 
11). Stringent toxicity scoring graph (4-6), 
12). Lenient toxicity scoring graph (4-7), 
13). Stringent environmental scoring graph (4-9), 
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14).	 Lenient environmental scoring graph (4-10), 
15).	 Stringent toxicity degree of hazard, 
16).	 Lenient toxicity degree of hazard, 
17).	 Overall degree of hazard from highest number from items 4, 5, 
6, 7, 9, 15 and 16. 
The evaluation of the applications was performed by computer 
programs based on the information by Reddy (1985). In addition to the 
categories required by Reddy (1985), the total concentration of 
components which could not be evaluated was recorded for each applica­
tion. In this manner, applications with unknowns were sorted out and 
did not need to be automatically labeled as having a high degree of 
hazard evaluation. Also both toxicity graphs (lenient and stringent) 
were calculated and the score recorded. The final overall degree of 
hazard reflects the highest rating in any category. If toxicity was 
the highest rating, but differed depending on which accumulative 
scoring graph was used, this was also reflected in the result. 
3.3. RBASE 5000 PROGRAMS WRITTEN FOR PROJECT 
3.3.1. INTRODUCTION 
A total of eight computer programs were written specifically for 
this project in RBase 5000 command language (see Appendix A for program 
code listings). Four of these eight programs were for the Special 
Waste Screen, with the remaining four programs addressing the degree of 
hazard evaluation. Each program was specialized to deal with hazard 
categories in the evaluation process. This discontinuous approach 
allowed for quicker re-evaluation of all the 380 randomly-chosen 
applications when a modification was made affecting only one category. 
An example of such a manipulation would be modifying the accumulative 
toxicity scoring graphs. 
The information sources used by these specific RBase 5000 programs 
were of three types: 1) Information that was listed on the application. 
This information was objective and required no operator decisions. An 
example would be data on ignitability (flash point) and leaching agents 
(pH). 2) Information that required application data with some external 
data, this was objective and required no operator decisions. An example 
would be data on toxicity (specific sources of information searched for 
toxicity data on the components listed on the applications). 3) 
Information that required a decision by the operator and was integrated 
with application data and external data. An example would be data on 
disease, flammability and biological hazards where definitions were 
vague and values from the literature were lacking. 
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3.3.2. PROGRAMS FOR THE SPECIAL WASTE SCREEN 
The Special Waste Screen used programs IGLERUN, BIENTER, RCTOXRUN, 
and ALLRUN. The program IGLERUN was used to assess ignitability and 
leaching potential based on the data derived from the applications on 
flash point and pH, respectively. All the information was required by 
the application and no subjective decisions were needed. 
The program BIENTER was used to assess disease, biological and 
flammability hazard. It required operator judgment due to the lack of 
explicit information on the application for these parameters. This 
program generated a table on computer display screen for each applica­
tion presenting waste stream processes, generic names, components, the 
component concentrations and any data on odor or fire potential. Using 
the displayed information, the operator then entered the 'Yes' 'No' or 
'Unknown' decision directly into the table. The program BIENTER 
required an operator familiar with the waste stream, its chemistry and 
toxicology. To reduce operator error the criteria for the decisions 
required by BIENTER might be incorporated into a revised application 
form. 
Before any of the toxicity values could be determined, the toxicity 
and physical data had to be obtained and entered into the database 
table, SUBSTANC (see section 3.2.2.3), using a program called SUBENTER. 
After the database table SUBSTANC was completed the program RCTOXRUN 
was run. RCTOXRUN was a program that checked the toxicity data for 
each component in a application against the limits established by Reddy 
(1985) for the Special Waste screen and assigned a 'Yes', 'No' or 
'Unknown' rating in the database table, HAZYN (see Section 3.2.2.4), 
for the columns covering chronic, acute, and environmental toxicity. 
The final program for the database table, HAZYN, checked each of the 
categories for 'Ves' responses, and assigned the overall 'Yes' or 'No' 
rating. The program, ALLRUN, then created the database table HAZDEG, 
and placed all applications receiving an overall 'Yes' rating into it 
for a degree of hazard evaluation. 
3.3.3. PROGRAMS FOR THE DEGREE OF HAZARD EVALUATION 
Four of the five categories in the degree of hazard evaluation were 
based only on the 'Yes' or 'No' Special Waste Screen response in 
specific categories as modified by the total weight of the waste 
stream. The program WTRUN calculated an estimated waste stream weight, 
using the waste stream volume reported on the application in gallons, 
and the density of water to estimate the stream density. The program 
then determined the degree of hazard evaluation for the leaching 
hazard, disease hazard, biological hazard, and fire potential. 
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Due to the complexity of the toxicity evaluation, it was divided 
into two programs. COMPTOX assigned each component of a waste stream a 
toxicity ranking, A, a, C, D, E, based on the literature values entered 
(Reddy, 1985) or unknown. The assignments derived by program COMPTOX 
were put in table COMP under TOXRATI. These assignments were based on 
data that COMPTOX derived for that component in the database table 
SUBSTANC. Using these rankings, the program TOXDEG.RUN calculated the 
equivalent toxicity concentration, and it summed the concentrations of 
the components ranked as 'Unknown'. TOXDEG.RUN assigned a toxicity 
rating from the graphs, modified the evaluation based on the environ­
mental criteria, and calculated a final toxicity degree of hazard 
rating. 
The final overall degree of hazard evaluation was calculated by the 
program ALLDEG. This program compared the various categories in the 
degree of hazard evaluation, and selected the highest rating as the 
overall degree of hazard rating (Figure 3-5). 
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Figure 3-1.	 The lenient interpretation of the accumulative toxicity 
scoring graph (Reddy, 1985). 
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Figure 3-2.	 The stringent interpretation of the accumulative toxicity 
scoring graph (Reddy. 1985). 
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Figure 3-3. The lenient interpretation of the accumulative environ­
mental fate scoring graph (Reddy, 1985). 
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Figure 3-4.	 The stringent interpretation of the accumulative environ­
mental fate scoring graph (Reddy, 1985). 
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Figure 3-5.	 A flow diagram that illustrates the interrelationships 
among the various computer programs written for the degree 
of hazard evaluation process. 
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4. CHAPTER IV. DEGREE OF HAZARD EVALUATION 
4.1. REDDY INTERPRETATION OF THE DEGREE OF HAZARD 
The Special Waste Categorization Stud~ (Reddy, 1985) established the 
primary emphasis on the toxicity hazard for the degree of hazard 
evaluation. The appropriateness of this approach was apparent in the 
results of the Special Waste screen conducted on the randomly sampled 
Special Waste applications that contained sufficient data. As indicat­
ed in Table 4-1, the toxic hazard category (chronic, acute, and 
environmental combined) was the major hazard category that demanded the 
applications to proceed to a degree of hazard evaluation. 
Table 4-1.	 Percent of Applications with a 'Yes' Response in the Hazard 
Categories in the Special Waste Screen. 
Leach Fire Toxicity Disease Bio Unknown 
NON-RCRA 19% 7% 62% 0% 0% 27%
 
RCRA 16% 7% 78% 0% 36% 10%
 
4.2. THE BINARY SCREEN AND THE SPECIAL WASTE SCREEN 
Chemical names and their concentration for each Special Waste stream 
were required for the binary screen as described in Section 2.3 in 
order to be listed as having sufficient data for analysis by the 
Special Waste screen. In the random sample of RCRA and non-RCRA 
Illinois Special Waste applications that passed the binary screen, the 
lack of applications with high disease hazard ratings was noted. This 
was probably due to the method of choosing applications with sufficient 
data. Those applications that listed only complex mixtures, such as 
sanitary wastes, were rejected by the binary screen as "insufficient 
data. 11 As defined, the disease hazard category was biased toward those 
Special Waste streams that contained biological, complex mixtures. It 
is because of this bias that the frequency of applications that may 
have a significant disease hazard was relatively low compared to the 
number of applications describing Special Waste streams containing 
chemical wastes. 
The Special Waste applications were analyzed by the binary screen 
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for sufficient data prior to analysis by the Special Waste screen. A 
significant percentage of applications analyzed in the Special Waste 
screen were unsuitable for further classification due to the lack of 
information regarding the toxicity of waste stream components. A 
significant frequency of applications that did not score any 'Yes t 
ratings in the Special Waste screen had one or more hazard categories 
with an unknown score. Because of this uncertainty, these applications 
did not score an overall 'No' rating. 
Those applications that scored at least one 'Yes' rating in the 
hazard categories of the Special Waste screen proceeded to the degree 
of hazard evaluation (Figure 4-1). The percentage of Special Waste 
applications that passed the binary screen, were suitable for the 
Special Waste screen, and proceeded to the degree of hazard evaluation 
were 91% and 71% for RCRA and non-RCRA wastes, respectively. A 
application did not proceed to the degree of hazard evaluation if it 
scored 'No' on every hazard category in the Special Waste screen. Such 
waste streams were considered innocuous. 
Of the 168 non-RCRA applications that passed the binary screen 
(Table 2-1), only three applications passed the Special Waste screen 
with scores of 'No' in every hazard category. This accounted for 
approximately 1.8% of the non-HCRA samples that were analyzed in this 
study. Since these applications were drawn from a random sample of the 
population of active Special Waste applications in Illinois, these data 
suggest that approximately 2% of the Illinois non-RCRA Special Waste 
streams are nonhazardous at this level of evaluation. There were no 
RCRA Special Waste applications which scored 'No' ratings in all of the 
hazard categories in the Special Waste screen. Thus, none of the 
Illinois RCRA Special Waste streams were considered nonhazardous at 
this level of evaluation. 
The remainder of the applications that proceeded through the Special 
Waste screen and were found to be unsuitable for a degree of hazard 
evaluation were not rated as hazardous, as suggested by Reddy (1985) 
because they lacked sufficient information to proceed to the degree of 
hazard evaluation process. Instead, such applications were labeled as 
'Unknown'. Using the scoring methodology according to Reddy (1985) 
these applications assessed as 'Unknown' would proceed to the degree of 
hazard evaluation and would be evaluated as a high hazard due to their 
'Unknown' status. 
4.3. CRITICAL DIFFICULTIES 
This study uncovered two critical difficulties when the Special 
Waste applications were evaluated by stringently following the degree 
of hazard evaluation methodology proposed by Reddy (1985). 
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4.3.1. UNKNOWN HAZARD CATEGORY 
The first problem was that few applications were able to be fully 
evaluated. Most applications contained components for which toxicity 
data were not available, vague components names, or both. According to 
Reddy (1985) all such applications with components of unknown hazard 
would automatically be ranked in the highest degree of hazard level. 
Under that evaluation alone, 83% of the non-RCRA and 71% of the RCRA 
applications that contained "sufficient information" in the binary 
screen would rate as a high hazard in the degree of hazard evaluation. 
In this study those applications that did not have sufficient informa­
tion in all of the hazard categories were noted as having an 'Unknown' 
rating. 
4.3.2. ACCUMULATIVE TOXICITY SCORING GRAPHS 
The second problem was assigning a toxicity hazard ranking. The 
root of the problem rests with the two accumulative toxicity scoring 
graphs published in the Special Waste Categorization Stud¥ (Reddy, 
1985). These accumulative toxicity scoring graphs are illustrated in 
Figures 4-2 and 4-3. The range between the stringent and lenient 
accumulative toxicity scoring graphs was excessive. The rankings of 
approximately half of the applications analyzed by the degree of hazard 
were dependent upon which graph was used. These data are presented in 
Table 4-2. The effect of using the stringent versus the lenient 
accumulative toxicity scoring graph caused a difference in the degree 
of hazard evaluation rank between 'High' and 'Low' or 'Negligible'. In 
this study we addressed this poor level of discrimination by altering 
the accumulative toxicity scoring graphs so that the stringent inter­
pretation of the graphs preferentially accommodated the RCRA Special 
Wastes as 'High' hazards. The effect of using the stringent accumulat­
ed toxicity scoring graph on the degree of hazard analysis on RCRA and 
non-RCRA Special Waste streams is illustrated in Figures 4-4 and 4-5. 
Table 4-2.	 Application Toxicity Hazard Results (no modifications to 
Reddy method). 
Non-RCRA RCRA 
Lenient Stringent Lenient Stringent 
High 26% 78% 10% 90% 
Moderate 0% 4% 0% 5% 
Low 37% 0% 21% 0% 
Negligible 37% 18% 69% 5% 
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4.4. EVOLUTION OF DEGREE OF HAZARD EVALUATION MEASUREMENTS 
In an effort to address the deficiencies associated with the degree 
of hazard evaluation methodology outlined in the Special Waste Categor­
ization Study (Reddy, 1985), five different modification clusters were 
analyzed. They are: 1) the best estimate of the component concentra­
tion, 2) evaluation of complex mixtures, 3) additional mammalian 
toxicity data, 4) toxic weighting factors increased, and, 5) adjustment 
of the accumulative fate scoring graph. These modifications in the 
methodology of determining the degree of hazard evaluation were 
additive. For example, the fifth modification cluster incorporated the 
alterations of the four preceding modifications. Their effect on the 
distribution of the degree of hazard evaluation scores between the RCRA 
and non-RCRA Special Waste streams were sequentially analyzed and the 
results are discussed in Section 4.5.2. The first three modifications 
were designed to increase the number of applications that were allowed 
to proceed through the degree of hazard evaluation. A comparison of 
the applications evaluated is presented in Table 4-3. The last two 
modifications addressed differences with the accumulative toxicity 
scoring graphs. 
Table 4-3.	 Comparison of Percent of Applications Able to be Toxicologic­
ally Evaluated. 
Non-RCRA RCRA 
Reddy method 18% 27% 
Mod.l, "Best Estimate" 21% 27% 
Mod.2, Complex Mixtures 33% 53% 
Mod.3, Any Mammal Data 36% 57% 
4.4.1. BEST ESTIMATE OF COMPONENT CONCENTRATION 
With this modification, a best estimate of an alternate component 
name and concentration was made. This method involved identifying 
applications where two components had been listed on the same line of a 
single application and shared a single concentration. In such a case, 
the components were divided and the listed concentration was assigned 
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to both components. This was the most conservative approach, because 
the true concentration of each component did not exceed the listed 
concentration. 
4.4.2. COMPLEX MIXTURES 
The degree of hazard analysis employing this modification also 
includes the results of the best estimate of component concentration as 
described in the previous section. The most frequent problem that 
prevented a degree of hazard evaluation on Special Waste applications 
was the use of vague names for components. The two most prevalent 
vague names that were listed in the combined RCRA and non-RCRA sample 
of Special Waste applications were "oil" (listed 102 times) and 
"inorganic salts" (listed 87 times). These names represent complex 
mixtures of compounds, which individually, might be possible to 
evaluate. In order to analyze the increased efficiency in alloWing 
more applications to proceed to a degree of hazard evaluation, generic 
names were created with a list of probable constituents in each 
mixture. A toxicity ranking (A, B, C, D, E) for each generic name was 
estimated. This approach was justifiable from the standpoint that an 
exact toxicity rating for lhe compounds within the mixture could not be 
obtained. The mixture itself was assigned a toxicity rating as a 
component. It was then possible to use the generic name In the degree 
of hazard evaluation process. 
In creating a generic name a list of the probable constituents of 
the complex mixture and their toxicity data was prepared. A prelimin­
ary estimate was developed for "inorganic salts" (Table 4-4). In this 
study a low toxicity rating (E) was assigned to the generic name of 
"inorganic salts" and this rating was used in the degree of hazard 
evaluation. This low toxicity rating for "inorganic salts" was 
supported by the fact that most toxic cations, metals, and anions were 
specifically required to be tested for and listed on the Special Waste 
application. 
In the case of the complex mixture identified by the generic name of 
"oil", a high toxicity rating (A) was assigned to it due to the 
carcinogenic/mutagenic nature of many of the constituents found in 
oils. The highest toxicity level (A) was automatically assigned to 
carcinogens and mutagens. 
Both of these ratings were rough estimates based on limited informa­
tion to demonstrate the effect of using generic names in the degree of 
hazard evaluation process. Generic names should not be used in degree 
of hazard ratings for regulatory purposes without further investigation 
and verification. 
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Table 4-4. Compounds and their Toxicities Used in Preliminary Estimate 
of "Inorganic Salts ll Generic Name. 
Compound Oral LOSO - rat Aquatic 
Calcium Carbonate 
Calcium Chloride 
Calcium Nitrate 
Calcium Sulfate 
Potassium Carbonate 
Potassium Chloride 
Potassium Nitrate 
Potassium Sulfate 
Sodium Bicarbonate 
Sodium Chloride 
Sodium Phosphate 
Average value 
1000 
3900 
1870 
3020 
3750 
2340 
4220 
3000 
7400 
3390 
>1000 
>1000 
>1000 
>1000 
>1000 
4.4.3. MAMMALIAN TOXICITY DATA 
In the §Recial Waste Categorization Study (Reddy, 1985) the mam­
malian toxicity data for the degree of hazard evaluation was limited to 
two mammalian species and three categories. They were: oral toxicity 
LOSD rat, inhalation toxicity LeSO rat, and dermal toxicity LDSO
raobit. These toxicity assays were identical to those specifiea by the 
RCRA legislation (Title 40CFR, Chapter I, §261.11). For most com­
pounds, LOSO test results if available were usually those conducted on laboratory rats. However, toxicity tests for compounds and mixture 
components have been performed on other mammalian species. 
The goal of the degree of hazard evaluation was to determine the 
potential hazard of waste streams to humans and the environment. The 
research team concluded that, in the absence of toxicity data based on 
laboratory rats or rabbits, information on toxicity from any mammalian 
species would provide a valid toxicity ranking for a component. Those 
components that did not have rat and rabbit toxicity data would have 
been scored as •Unknown , without this proposed modification. 
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4.4.4. TOXIC WEIGHTING FACTORS INCREASED ONE LEVEL 
This modification cluster included the modification cluster de­
scribed previously and was an effort to improve the toxicity rating 
system. The four lowest toxicity levels for the components (liB-En) 
(Table 3-2) were increased one step (to "A-Oil, level uE" was dropped). 
This modification made values considered to be toxic under RCRA rank in 
the liB" level, instead of the nc" level. 
4.4.5. ADJUSTMENT OF THE ACCUMULATIVE FATE SCORING GRAPH TO 100 KG 
The degree of hazard analysis employing this modification cluster 
also included the previously described modification clusters: best 
estimate of component concentration, complex mixtures and the extended 
mammalian toxicity data range and an alteration in the basis of the 
accumulative fate scoring graph. The stringent interpretation of the 
accumulative fate scoring graph was based on the weight times the 
Equivalent Toxic Concentration equaled 0.5 kg. The lenient interpreta­
tion of the accumulative fate scoring graph used 1,000 kg as its basis 
(as defined by Reddy, 1985). While retaining the toxicity level 
ranking used in the modification cluster discussed previously, the 
basis of the lenient graph was changed to 100 kg. This value was 
chosen because waste streams weighing under 100 kg per month are 
unregulated in Illinois with the exception of acutely hazardous waste. 
4.5. ANALYSIS OF THE DEGREE OF HAZARD EVALUATION NORMS 
4 .5 . 1 . APPROACH 
The analysis of the effect on the degree of hazard evaluation 
process by specific modifications to the norms depended upon the 
computer database management system. As indicated above, the modifica­
tions are additive, e.g. a specific modification includes all of the 
desirable modifications that preceded it. The evaluation of the five 
modification clusters was based upon three elements. These were: 1) 
the Special Waste applications that were rated as 'Unknown t for the 
toxicity hazard category were not automatically rated as 'High' in the 
degree of hazard evaluation as they would have been in the Reddy (1985) 
evaluation. This strategy prevented those applications with an unknown 
rating in one of the toxicity hazard categories from overwhelming the 
evaluative process by inflating the number of applications that would 
have received a tHigh' degree of hazard ranking by default. 2) A 
desirable modification to the degree of hazard evaluation process was 
one that increased the number of applications that were able to be 
processed and/or one that agreed with the central evaluative hypo­
thesis. The central hypothesis was that RCRA waste streams pose a 
greater toxicity hazard than non-RCRA waste streams. Thus any modi­
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fication that increased the percentage of RCRA applications classified 
in a 'High' toxic hazard category and enhanced the divergence ratings 
between RCRA and non-RCRA applications was desirable. This strategy 
prevented a degree of hazard norm that was so restrictive that, 
although all RCRA applications were classified as lHigh' toxic hazards, 
so were all non-RCRA applications. 3) Because of the low frequency of 
sufficient data in all degree of hazard categories, the toxic hazard 
category was used to monitor the effects of specific modifications in 
the degree of hazard evaluation norms. 
4.5.1.1.	 Use of the Degree of Toxic Hazard to Monitor the Effects 
Upon the Degree of Hazard Ratings by Specific Modifica­
tions 
An additional difficulty that arose after the database was 
established was the lack of sufficient RCRA Special Waste applications 
that passed the Special Waste screen without an 'Unknown' score. An 
example of this problem was that most RCRA applications failed to 
include the pH of the waste stream. Because of this, it was impossible 
to determine the leaching agent hazard and those applications with no 
pH data were scored as an 'Unknown'. Also it was very difficult to 
determine the disease hazard. As indicated in Table 4-1, none of the 
RCRA or non-RCRA applications that passed the binary screen scored a 
'Yes· rating for disease hazard in the Special Waste screen. Applica­
tions with one or more deficiencies were noted as 'Unknown'. Unfortun­
ately, the entire database of RCRA applications available for the 
degree of hazard analysis represented only 13 waste streams (i.e. had 
information in every hazard category). Of the 58 RCRA applications 
that had sufficient data as defined by Reddy (1985) for a determination 
of a toxicity hazard category, 45 applications did not contain informa­
tion on the pH of the waste stream. Since these data are from a 
random sample they are predictive of the entire Illinois Special Waste 
application situation. In order to use the RCRA application database 
in evaluating the modifications of the degree of hazard methodology, it 
was decided by the research team to use the RCRA applications that had 
sufficient data for a toxicity hazard evaluation as a surrogate. The 
rationale for this approach was based on the fact that the primary 
emphasis of the degree of hazard evaluation was the toxicity hazard. 
The most difficult hazard category to establish was toxicity. It is 
important to note that the modification clusters only change the degree 
of toxic hazard and do not change the hazard rankings in the other 
hazard categories. The other hazard categories are independently 
determined. Therefore, any modification in the methodology that 
impacted upon the toxicity hazard category would also impact, in a 
parallel fashion, upon the ultimate degree of hazard rating. 
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4.5.2. DISTRIBUTION OF ApplicationS WITH SUFFICIENT DATA 
4.5.2.1.	 The Effect of the Best Estimation of Component Concentra­
tion 
With this modification the number of applications that could be 
analyzed by the degree of hazard evaluation increased in both the RCRA 
and non-RCRA Special Waste streams. The base of RCRA applications 
increased from 27% to 28% while the base of the non-RCRA increased from _ 
18% to 21% (Table 4-3, Figure 4-6). In properly completed applica­
tions, this modification would not be necessary. It also appeared that 
additional space for listing components on the application forms was 
needed. 
4.5.2.2.	 The Effect of Complex Mixtures 
The complex mixtures that were designated as "oil" and "inorganic 
salts" were included and evaluated as waste stream components. These 
two complex mixtures were assigned toxicity hazard ratings and this 
modification significantly increased the number of RCRA and non-ReRA 
applications that could proceed through the degree of hazard evaluation 
(Table 4-3). The improvement, over the degree of hazard norms as 
suggested by Reddy (1985), increased the percentage of RCRA applica­
tions that could proceed through tbe degree of hazard evaluation from 
27% to 53%. The percentage increase for non-RCRA applications was from 
18% to 33%. This modification was responsible for tbe greatest 
improvement of the degree of hazard norms (Figure 4-6). 
A significant improvement in the number of applications available 
for a degree of hazard evaluation would result if vague names could be 
converted to generic names and assigned standards. To implement the 
use of generic names in the degree of hazard evaluation, the term must 
be defined by identifying the specific components in the mixture. 
Generic names should be ranked in the same toxicity ranking range (A­
E) as the individual components in Special Waste streams. Tbis 
requirement may demand dividing some complex mixtures into several 
mixture components. A vague name such as "paint" may include latex 
based paint components, lead paint components, oil based components, 
etc. A generic name such as "Paint-I" could be defined to include 
compounds in latex paints, while "Paint-II" could be defined to include 
components in oil based paints, etc. Each generic name would be 
defined as a specific mixture of components. The toxicological and 
laboratory analysis of these components would be combined into a 
determination of its toxicity ranking. Special Wastes that contain 
complex mixture components and comply with these defined mixture 
components would be allowed to use the generic name in a application. 
Any mixture components that were not in compliance with such defined 
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components would have to be listed separately and may require further 
laboratory analysis so that the Special waste stream could be processed 
through a degree of hazard evaluation. 
4.5.2.3.	 The Effect of the Inclusion of all Mammalian Toxicity Data 
When the database was analyzed using toxicity data from any mam­
malian species a small increase (3-4%) was observed in the number of 
applications able to be fully processed by the degree of hazard 
evaluation for both RCRA and non-RCRA Special Waste applications. The 
effect of the inclusion of all mammalian toxicity data is presented in 
Table 4-3. Until sufficient toxicity data on the components of all 
waste streams becomes available the use of any mammalian toxicity data 
appears to be appropriate and provides a small but useful improvement 
in the number of applications that can be included in a degree of 
hazard evaluation (Figure 4-6). 
4.5.3. DISTRIBUTION OF TOXIC HAZARD CATEGORY 
4.5.3.1.	 The Effect of Increased Toxic Weighting Levels 
This modification cluster altered the percentages of applications 
receiving a 'High' degree of hazard evaluation rating (as monitored by 
the toxic hazard rank). However, it did not alter the result in that 
the lenient interpretation of the accumulative toxicity scoring graphs 
produced more non-RCRA applications with 'High' toxic ratings than ReRA 
applications. While the stringent interpretation of the environmental 
fate scoring graph increased the percentage of RCRA applications with 
'High' rank to 99.2%, it also raised the non-RCRA rank to 93%. 
4.5.3.2.	 !he Effect of Increased Toxic Weighting Levels with the 
Lenient Accumulative Fate Scoring Graph Adjusted to 100 kg 
The RCRA toxic hazard category ranking was very sensitive to which 
accumulative toxicity scoring graph was used. Close to 45% of the RCRA 
applications would oscillate from a toxicity hazard rating of 'High' to 
a hazard rating of 'Negligible' by changing from the stringent ac­
cumulative toxicity scoring graph to the lenient accumulative toxicity 
scoring graph set as published by Reddy (1985). The level of oscilla­
tion between the 'High' and 'Negligible' toxicity hazard rating, due to 
the choice of the accumulative toxicity scoring graph was only 19% in 
the non-ReRA applications. 
The lenient interpretation of the set of accumulative toxicity 
scoring and accumulative fate scoring graphs (Figures 3-3 and 3-4, 
respectively) produced unsatisfactory results. The data processed 
under the lenient interpretation of the scoring graphs produced a 
higher percentage of non-RCRA applications that ranked 'High' in the 
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degree of toxic hazard than did the RCRA applications. The non-RCRA 
applications described waste streams with greater volumes over a wider 
volume range (Table 4-5). Thus, when the two factors of toxicity and 
volume of the waste stream were plotted against each other, the RCRA 
and non-RCRA indicators intermingled on the graph. However, as Reddy 
(1985) suggested, having volume as a factor in the degree of hazard 
evaluation was desirable, because it afforded an incentive to the waste 
stream generators to reduce the volume of the waste stream. It is 
suggested that the reason RCRA wastes exhibited smaller total volumes 
was that the disposal of a RCRA waste stream generally incurs higher 
costs and it is probably economically efficient to reduce these costs 
by a reduction in volume. 
Table 4-5.	 Distribution of Non-RCRA versus RCRA Waste Stream 1984 
Volumes. 
Kgs.	 RCRA Non-RCRA 
<500 
500-1,000 
1,000-5,000 
5,000-10,000 
10,000-50,000 
50,000-100,000 
100,000-500,000 
500,000-1,000,000 
>1,000,000 
6.7% 
8.8% 
65.5% 
6.7% 
9.3% 
1.5% 
1.5% 
0% 
0% 
3.3% 
4.2% 
46.7% 
15.0% 
18.3% 
6.7% 
3.3% 
0.8% 
1.7% 
The stringent interpretation of accumulative toxicity scoring graph 
and the accumulative environmental fate scoring graph included 93.4% of 
the RCRA applications having sufficient data into a IHigh l toxicity 
hazard rating. Unfortunately, 93% of the appropriate non-RCRA applica­
tions also received a 'High" toxicity hazard rating. This condensation 
of both RCRA and non-ReRA applications at the highest toxicity rating 
level was considered undesirable by the research team. 
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4.6.	 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE BEST DEGREE OF HAZARD EVALUATION NORM_FOR 
THE RCRA AND NON-HCRA WASTE STREAMS WITH SUFFICIENT DATA 
4.6.1.	 DEFINITION OF THE ACCEPTABLE MODIFICATIONS TO THE DEGREE OF 
HAZARD NORMS 
The central hypothesis demanded that the RCRA applications be 
preferentially assigned a 'High' toxic hazard rating by any set of 
modifications employed. However, the divergence in toxic hazard 
ratings between RCRA and non-RCRA must not be artificially skewed 
toward the 'High' rating. This strategy prevented a degree of hazard 
norm that was so restrictive that, all applications, both RCRA and non­
ReRA, were classified in the 'High' toxic hazard ranking. 
Many modifications and combinations of modifications were run by the 
computer in an effort to identify a set of conditions that would 
satisfy the requirement that the greatest number of applications be 
available to be processed for the degree of hazard evaluation and also 
satisfy the central hypothesis. Three modifications are presented here 
as examples of this process used to modify the degree of hazard 
evaluation. 
The methodology of this study was based on the general recommenda­
tions for instituting a degree of hazard evaluation for Special Waste 
streams as presented in the Special Waste Categorization Study (Reddy, 
1985). The first set of data (Figure 4-7) represent the percentages of 
RCRA and non-RCRA applications that were ranked by a degree of toxic 
hazard using a methodology close to that proposed by Reddy (1985). 
The major difference between the method described here and that of 
Reddy (1985) was that those applications that had a rating of 'Unknown' 
in the toxic hazard category were not assigned a rank of 'High' in the 
degree of hazard evaluation as they would have been under the original 
methodology. Such applications were assigned a rank of 'Unknown' in 
this degree of hazard evaluation. Since the Special Waste Categoriza­
tion Study established the primary emphasis on the toxicity hazard for 
the development of the degree of hazard evaluation, the use of the 
degree of toxic hazard as a monitor for the degree of hazard was deemed 
appropriate (see section 4.5.1.1). The rationale for this approach was 
based on the fact that the primary emphasis of the degree of hazard 
evaluation was the toxicity hazard. The most difficult hazard category 
to establish was toxicity. It is important to note that the modifica­
tion clusters only change the degree of toxic hazard and do not change 
the hazard rankings in the other hazard categories. The other hazard 
categories are independently determined. Therefore, any modification 
in the methodology that impacted upon the toxicity hazard category 
would also impact, in a parallel fashion upon the ultimate degree of 
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hazard rating. The percentage of applications that passed the binary 
and Special Waste screen and were available for a degree of hazard 
evaluation were 27% and 18% for RCRA and non-RCRA applications, 
respectively. The 'High' degree of hazard evaluation (as monitored by 
the toxic hazard rank) was 89.7% for RCRA and 77.8% for non-RCRA 
applications. These values were used as the baseline for comparison 
with all modifications. These baseline data are presented in Table 4­
6. 
Table 4-6.	 Distribution of Degree of Hazard Ranking (Degree of Toxic 
Hazard) of RCRA and Non-RCRA Applications Using the Stringent 
Reddy Toxicity Graph Set. 
Rank	 Non-RCRA RCRA 
High 77.8% 89.7% 
Moderate 3.7% 5.2% 
Low 0% 0% 
Negligible 18.5% 5.1% 
The percent of applications that can be 
processed through the degree of hazard as 
monitored by the degree of toxic hazard is 
RCRA = 27%, Non-ReRA = 18%. 
The data that describe the modification cluster that included the best 
estimate of component concentration, complex mixtures and the extended 
mammalian toxicity data (as described in Section 4.4.1 to 4.4.3.) are 
presented in Table 4-7. This modification provided the greatest degree of 
efficiency; it allowed the greatest number of applications to be processed _ 
by the degree of hazard evaluation (as monitored by the degree of toxic 
hazard) and fulfilled the stringent requirements of the central hypothesis. 
The percentage of applications that passed the binary and Special Waste 
screen that were available for a degree of hazard evaluation were 57% and 
36% for RCRA and non-RCRA applications, respectively. However, the 'High' 
degree of hazard evaluation (as monitored by the toxic hazard rank) was 
94.2% for RCRA and 77.2% for non-RCRA applications. This modification 
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cluster gave the best results and was used to determine the final degree of 
hazard evaluation of Special Waste applications in this study (Figure 4-8). 
Table 4-7.	 Distribution of Degree of Hazard Ranking (Degree of Toxic 
Hazard) of RCRA and Non-RCRA Applications Using the String­
ent Reddy Toxicity Graph Set and Modification Cluster #3. 
Rank	 Non-RCRA RCRA 
High 77.2% 94.2% 
Moderate 12.3% 5.0% 
Low 0% 0% 
Negligible 10.5% 0.8% 
The percent of applications that can be 
processed through the degree of hazard as 
monitored by the degree of toxic hazard is 
RCRA ~ 57%, non-ReRA = 36%. 
An example of an overly restrictive cluster of modifications is 
presented in Table 4-8. This modification cluster (number 4) included 
the best estimate of component concentration, complex mixtures, the 
extended mammalian toxicity data range, an upgrade of one rating in the 
toxicity weighting table (see Section 4.4.4.) (all were given a 
weighting factor level of "B" instead of a level of ncn), and the basis 
of the stringent environmental fate scoring graph set at 0.5 kg. The 
percentage of applications that proceeded to the degree of hazard 
evaluation was the same as in the above example. However, the IHigh! 
degree of hazard evaluation (as monitored by the degree of toxic 
hazard) was 93.4% for RCRA and 93.0% for non-RCRA applications. It was 
obvious that this modification cluster was too restrictive and that the 
divergence between the RCRA and non-RCRA degree of hazard evaluation 
ranks (as monitored by the degree of toxic hazard) disappeared by the 
application of this modification cluster (Figure 4-9). This modifica­
tion to the degree of hazard evaluation procedure was judged as 
unacceptable. 
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Table 4-8.	 Distribution of Degree of Hazard Ranking (Degree of Toxic 
Hazard) of RCRA and Non-RCRA Applications Using the Stringent 
Reddy Toxicity Graph Set with the Toxicity Weighing Factor 
Increased One Level. 
Rank	 Non-RCRA RCRA 
High 93.0% 93.4% 
Moderate 1.8% 3.8% 
Low 1.8% 0.8% 
Negligible 3.5% 0% 
The percent of applications that can be 
processed through the degree of hazard as 
monitored by the degree of toxic hazard is 
RCRA = 57%, non-RCRA = 36%. 
4.6.2. DEGREE	 OF HAZARD EVALUATION 
The degree of hazard evaluation was conducted on the applications 
that were rated as having sufficient data by the binary screen and had 
passed the Special Waste screen. The applications were then processed 
by the database management system described in this report using the 
modification cluster that included the best estimate of component 
concentration, complex mixtures and the extended mammalian toxicity 
data range. This modification cluster was demonstrated to provide the 
greatest degree of efficiency in that it allowed the greatest number of 
applications to be processed by the degree of hazard evaluation (as 
monitored by the degree of toxic hazard) and fulfilled the stringent 
requirements of the central hypothesis. The central hypothesis 
demanded that the RCRA applications be preferentially assigned a 'High' 
toxic hazard rating by any set of modifications employed. However, the 
non-RCRA toxic hazard ratings must not be artificially skewed toward 
the 'High' rating. In the final degree of hazard evaluation for this 
report the applications that were ranked as 'Unknown' were included and 
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represented the largest group of applications. Thus, as the random 
sample indicated, the Illinois Special Waste applications, both RCRA 
and non-RCRA, have a severe problem due to the lack of information and 
poor data quality. 
A procedure was developed to sequentially conduct the degree of 
hazard evaluation. The optimum modification cluster was determined 
after analysis of changes in the degree of hazard standards based on 
the effects to the degree of toxic hazard (section 4.6.1.). After the 
optimum modification cluster was identified, the final degree of hazard _ 
evaluation analysis was divided into two parts. First, a final degree 
of hazard evaluation was conducted for applications in which a toxicity 
hazard ranking was required plus any other available hazard category. 
Secondly, a final degree of hazard evaluation was conducted for 
applications that had a complete hazard ranking available. This 
methodical and deterministic approach permitted the most efficient use 
of the database. 
4.6.2.1.	 Degree of Hazard Evaluation in Which Only the Toxicity
 
Hazard Category is Reguired
 
A final degree of hazard analysis was conducted with applications
 
that had a defined toxicity hazard plus any other hazard category.
 
This approach was used to ensure a reasonable database size. The RCRA
 
data are presented in Table 4-9 and the non-RCRA data are presented in
 
Table 4-10 (Figures 4--10 and 4-11).
 
Table 4-9.	 Hazard Ranking of RCRA Applications Having a Defined Toxicity 
Hazard Plus Any Other Hazard Category. 
Rank	 Fire Leach Bio Disease Toxicity 
Unknown 17% 67% 1% 0% 40% 
High 7% 0% 4% 0% 56.4% 
Moderate 0% 14% 0% 0% 3% 
Low 0.5% 2% 24% 0% 0% 
Negligible 0% 0% 0% 0% 0.5% 
None 75.5% 17% 61% 100% 0% 
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Table 4-10. Hazard Ranking of Non-ReRA Applications Having a Defined 
Toxicity Hazard Plus Any Other Hazard Category. 
Rank Fire Leach Bio Disease Toxicity 
Unknown 1.5% 19% 2% 0% 58% 
High 8% 0% 0% 0% 33% 
Moderate 0% 23% 0% 0% 5% 
Low 1% 1% 0% 0% 4% 
Negligible 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
None 89.5% 58% 99% 100% 0% 
The number of RCRA Special Waste applications that passed the binary 
screen and were processed through the Special Waste screen was 212. 
The number of RCRA Special Waste applications that contained sufficient 
data to determine their toxicity hazard, and contained some data in the 
other hazard categories and were available for the degree of hazard was 
202. Thus 95.3% of the RCRA applications were suitable for analysis at 
this level of evaluation. The applications were aligned into three 
hazard ranks 'Unknown', 'High' and 'Moderate' with percentages of 
40.6%, 56.4% and 3.0%, respectively (Table 4-11). Even at this 
truncated degree of hazard evaluation the high percentage of applica­
tions that were rated as 'Unknown' tends to obscure the process (Figure 
4-12) . 
Table 4-11. Final Degree of Hazard Ranking of Applications. 
That Contain 'Unknown' Rankings in Hazard Categ
Ignored Except for the Toxic Hazard. 
Applications 
ories are 
Rank Non-RCRA RCRA 
Unknown 59% 41% 
High 33% 56% 
Moderate 8% 3% 
Low 0% 0% 
Negligible 0% 0% 
None 2% 0% 
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The non-RCRA Special Waste applications that passed the binary 
screen and were processed through the Special Waste screen numbered 168 
with 135 applications designated as suitable for a degree of hazard 
evaluation. Those applications that did not proceed through the degree 
of hazard evaluation included four applications that had 'No' scores in 
all hazard categories, and 29 applications that contained one or more 
'Unknown' scores in the hazard categories. Thus 80.4% of the non-RCRA 
applications were suitable for analysis at this level of evaluation 
(Table 4~-11). Four hazard ranks were populated by the non-RCRA 
applications. The largest percentage of non-RCRA applications were 
ranked as 'Unknown' (59.3%) followed by the hazard level ranks of 
'High' (32.6%), 'Moderate' (8.1%), and, 'None' (2%) (Figure 4-13). 
4.6.2.2.	 Degree of Hazard Evaluation in Which All Hazard Categories 
. are Required. 
The final degree of hazard evaluation in which all of the hazard 
categories were required was analyzed by computer. Since this level of 
evaluation requires the highest level of completed data, the 'Unknown' 
hazard rank accumulated the greatest percentage of both RCRA and non­
RCRA applications (Figures 4-12 and 4-13). 
For the RCRA applications that were involved in the degree of hazard 
evaluation, 82.2% were ranked as 'Unknown' hazard, 15.3% were ranked as 
'High' hazard and 2.5% were ranked as 'Moderate' hazard (Table 4-12). 
None of the applications were ranked as 'Low,' 'Negligible' or 'No' 
hazard. 
Table 4-12.	 Final Degree of Hazard Ranking of Applications. Applications 
That Contain 'Unknown' Rankings are Ranked as Having an 
'Unknown' Degree of Hazard. 
Rank	 Non-RCRA RCRA 
Unknown 67.4% 82.2% 
High 24.4% 15.3% 
Moderate 8.1% 2.5% 
Low 0% 0% 
Negligible 0% 0% 
None 2.4% 
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A similar pattern for the final degree of hazard evaluation for the 
non-RCRA applications occurred. The hazard rank that contained the 
largest percentage of applications was the 'Unknown' hazard rank with 
67.4% followed by the 'High' hazard rank with 24.4%, the 'Moderate' 
hazard rank with 8.1% and finally the 'No' hazard rank of 2.4% (Table 
4-12). 
It is clear that a severe problem exists with the quantity and 
quality of information that was available on the Illinois Special Waste 
applications. The applications that were analyzed by the final degree 
of hazard evaluation represented only a small fraction of the RCRA and 
non-RCRA random sample. Only those applications that passed the binary 
screen and the Special Waste screen were included in the final degree 
of hazard evaluation. Yet the applications that rank as 'Unknown' 
overwhelm the distribution for both the RCRA applications (82.2%) and 
non-RCRA applications (67.4%). 
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non-RCRA applications were evaluated in the Special Waste 
screen. 
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5. CHAPTER V:	 DEFICIENCIES OF THE DATA 
5.1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the goals of this study was to use the random sample of 
Illinois Special Waste applications and to quantify the specific 
categories in which data were lacking for the degree of hazard evalua­
tion. In this section the three major sources of deficiencies in the 
data necessary for a degree of hazard evaluation are discussed. 
A large majority of Special Waste applications were not suitable for 
a final degree of hazard evaluation because of insufficient data. As 
is indicated in Table 5-1, 71% of the non-RCRA and 84% of the RCRA 
Special Waste applications that passed the binary screen contained 
unknowns in one or more hazard category. These data deficiencies 
severely reduced the number of applications that were suitable for a 
degree of hazard analysis. The primary emphasis of the degree of 
hazard evaluation was placed on the toxicity hazard category. Data 
deficiencies in the toxicity hazard category for both RCRA and non-RCRA 
Special Waste applications was the primary cause of a application being 
unsuitable for a degree of hazard evaluation. In addition, as illust­
rated by Figure 5-1, the RCRA Special Waste applications were also 
impacted by a lack of leaching agent data (no pH of the waste stream 
was reported). 
Table 5-1.	 Percent of Applications Ranking 'Unknown' by Hazard Category 
in the Degree of Hazard Evaluation. 
Fire Leaching Bio Disease Toxicity Overall 
Non-RCRA 2% 18% 1% 0% 61% 71%
 
RCRA 16% 68% 1% 0% 43% 84%
 
The data deficiencies were classified into three classes: 
1). Missing information that was 
application form. 
required on the Special Waste 
2). Data that was necessary for the degree of hazard evaluation but 
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2).	 Data that was necessary for the degree of hazard evaluation but 
not requested on the Special Waste application form. 
3).	 Data on specific components of a waste stream that was neces­
sary for the toxicity hazard category but was not available in 
the published scientific literature. 
5.2. MISSING DATA REQUESTED ON Application. 
The rank in the leaching agent hazard category was determined by the ­
pH of the waste stream. The measurement of the pH is both simple and 
is representative of the entire waste stream. This information on the 
pH of the waste slream was requested on the Special Waste application 
form, and should be readily available. However, such data were missing 
on 67.5% of the RCRA applications and 17.9% of the non-RCRA applica­
tions that passed the binary screen (Table 5-2 and Figure 5-2). The 
higher percentage of non-RCRA applications that included the pH of the 
waste stream may be due to a broader laboratory analysis of these waste 
streams. Many RCRA waste streams require the RCRA disposal methods 
based on components alone, thus, making pH superfluous data for these 
applications. These types of data deficiencies could be easily 
remedied by the waste stream generator. 
Table 5-2.	 Data Missing as a Percentage of Applications in Special 
Waste Screen. 
Waste Class, LEACHING FIRE POTENTIAL 
(No. of applications) pH Flash point Phase 
Non-RCRA (168) 18% 0% 0.6% 
RCRA (212) 68% 16% 0.5% 
The fire hazard potential of a waste stream was determined, in part, 
by the phase of the waste stream. The phase of the waste stream was 
almost always provided on the Special Waste application applications 
(Figure 5-2). 
For those waste streams that were composed of liquids, gases, and 
semi-solids, the flash point was required to determine the ignitability 
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of the waste stream. Again the rate of compliance on the applications 
differ between RCRA and non-RCRA applications (Table 5-2). As with the 
information on the pH, the non-RCRA applications were better defined 
than the RCRA applications (Figure 5-2). 
5.3. POORLY DEFINED INFORMATION ON Applications 
In order to make an informed, intelligent decision regarding the 
hazard ranking, the research team identified several hazard categories 
needing more detailed information than the current Special Waste 
application form requested. These hazard categories included disease, 
biological, and flammability. The low percentage of applications that 
ranked "Unknown" in the disease and biological categories reflected an 
operator judgment based on the waste stream name and given components. 
The responsibility for these hazard categories should rest with the 
waste stream generator. 
Although the definition of a disease hazard was clear, (i.e. the 
waste stream had human contact) most waste streams were generated by 
industrial manufacturing processes, and there was no easy manner to 
decide from the information on the application if a waste stream was 
negative. This problem can be demonstrated by a component listed as 
"sanitary waste". It was not stated on the application whether the 
waste was treated or not. 
The criteria for biological hazard was diverse. The BOD of the 
waste stream was required. However the BOD of the entire waste stream 
should be determined instead of on a component basis. It is important 
to have data on such hazard categories that are representative of the 
entire waste stream. This approach accounts for the interactions 
within the stream. 
5.4. LACK OF TOXICITY DATA 
The inability of a application to be evaluated for toxic hazard 
could be attributed to one or both of the following: 
1). The component name was too vague to specifically identify the 
compound and determine if the data were available. 
2). The component was not assayed for toxicity. 
Since applications usually contained several components, the probabil­
ity of haVing missing data in this category was greater than for any 
other hazard category. For the degree of hazard evaluation, just one 
vague name on a application, or a substance which no toxicity data were 
available would prevent the application from proceeding further in the 
process. 
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In order that a application be evaluated for a toxic hazard, the 
components of the waste stream must be identifiable and data on the 
toxicity for each component obtained from the scientific literature. 
The problem of having vague component names listed in the application 
plagued this category. Each properly listed compound was matched to 
its CAS number. This non-duplicate list consisted of 140 non-RCRA 
application substances and 108 RCRA application substances. The needed 
LD50 or LC50 data (oral, inhalation-rat, dermal-rabbit, aquatic-fish) 
were then searched for each identified substance. Often only one type 
of toxicity data was available for a substance, either aquatic toxicity 
or oral toxicity. The data deficiencies for the toxicity hazard 
category taken as a whole for the RCRA and non-RCRA involved in this 
study are presented in Figure 5-3 and Table 5-3. 
Table 5-3.	 Percentage of Applications with Data Deficiencies for 
Specific Components in the Toxic Hazard Category from Run 1 
(Reddy) . 
Oral Inhalation Dermal Aquatic No Data 
Non-RCRA (140) 61% 95% 99% 55% 39%
 
RCRA (108) 36% 82% 100% 38% 18%
 
Only two dermal LD50 values were found for the entire list of 
agents searched by CAS number. Dermal toxicity was usually reported as 
"irritant" dose rather than lethal dose. Therefore, little effort 
should be devoted to obtaining dermal LD50 values. 
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DATA DEFICIENCIES
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Figure 5-1. Distribution of data deficiencies for information that was 
requested on the Special Waste application forms for RCRA 
and non-RCRA applications. 
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HAZARD CATEGORY DATA DEFICIENCIES
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6. CHAPTER VI: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
6.1. REPORT SUMMARY 
In this report we defined the state of information on RCRA and non­
RCRA Special Waste applications for Illinois industrial waste streams 
and the feasibility of conducting a degree of hazard evaluation on 
these waste streams. The degree of hazard evaluation was computerized 
and a database management system was employed to facilitate the 
analysis of the data. The use of computer-based national databases as 
well as printed sources of information were evaluated for determining 
the hazard ranks within the specific hazard categories which comprised 
the degree of hazard evaluation. The degree of hazard methodology as 
defined by the SRacial Waste Categorization Stu~ (Reddy, 1985) was 
empirically analyzed and modifications were proposed and tested. A 
revised degree of hazard protocol was developed and used in an evalua­
tion of a randomly selected sample of Illinois RCRA and non-RCRA 
Special Waste applications. The degree of hazard evaluation for these 
applications are presented in Chapter IV and in Appendix 1. In 
addition the deficiencies of the Special Waste database were quantita­
tively analyzed and improvements to the Special Waste applications were 
suggested. 
6.2. CONCLUSIONS 
It is the conclusion of this study that a degree of hazard evalua­
tion of Illinois Special Waste streams is an appropriate method to 
determine the impact of these wastes upon the public health and 
environment. The degree of hazard evaluation is quantitative in 
nature. To conduct a degree of hazard evaluation of Special Waste 
streams it is absolutely necessary to have quantitative data of high 
quality. Unfortunately, the quality of information contained in the 
Illinois Special Waste applications is extremely poor. Unless there is 
a significant improvement in the quantity and quality of information 
included in the Special Waste applications, the fraction of applica­
tions in which a degree of hazard evaluation can be conducted will 
remain exceedingly small. 
6.3. RECOMMENDATIONS 
6.3.1. METHODOLOGY 
Specific recommendations to modify the degree of hazard methodology 
as proposed by Reddy (1985) include the following. 
l}.	 Applications that score an 'Unknown' in hazard categories must 
be identified and separated. These waste streams must be 
disposed as wastes that are labeled as having a 'High' degree 
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of hazard. However, information should be requested from the 
waste generator for those applications listed as tUnknown t . As 
the computer database is expanded, the applications that are 
identified as having an tUnknown t rating should be periodically 
re-evaluated. 
2.	 More rigorous attention must be paid to the proper typing of 
information on the applications and proper spelling. 
3.	 The key components of a waste stream must total 100%. Any 
discrepancies must be explained. 
4.	 Components of the waste stream must be listed individually 
rather than in groups. 
5.	 Industry-wide toxicity standards must be developed for the 
evaluation of complex mixtures or for the components of complex 
mixtures. These standards will allow the use of generic names 
such as "oils" as specific components in the degree of hazard 
analysis. 
6.	 If toxicity data for specific components are not available from 
studies on laboratory rat and/or rabbits, any competent, 
relevant data from any mammalian species should be used in the 
degree of hazard evaluation. 
7.	 The criteria for the biological hazard category should be 
simplified or removed. The biological hazard category should 
be based upon the characteristics of the intact waste stream. 
8.	 A test on the flammability on solid phase waste streams in lieu 
of the flash point should be required. 
9.	 The Special Waste screen should be discontinued because the 
computer·-based degree of hazard analysis does not require the 
screen. 
6.3.2. APPLICATIONS 
The key to a competent degree of hazard evaluation is the quantity 
and quality of information on a Special Waste stream that is communi­
cated by the application. No evaluation strategy, no matter its level 
of sophistication, can satisfactorily define the hazard to human health 
and the environment if the information on the application is inadequate 
or of poor quality. If the State of Illinois desires to employ a 
degree of hazard evaluation of industrial waste streams, the Special 
Waste applications need to be completely redesigned in order that the 
information necessary for the degree of hazard evaluation can be 
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provided by the waste generator. A new application form should be 
developed and in addition to the information currently required the 
following information items must be included. 
1.	 Greater precision in component names is necessary. A require­
ment that each specific component name be listed with its CAS 
or RTECS numbers is absolutely necessary for a degree of hazard 
analysis. The implementation of this recommendation would 
reduce the mistakes in identifying components, reduce the use 
of vague names by waste generators, and accelerate information 
retrieval. 
2.	 Allow for the inclusion of more than six components in a
 
Special Waste application.
 
3.	 Increase the space available on applications for individual 
component names. 
4.	 The application should have a 'Vesl/'No' statement to indicate 
if the waste stream poses a disease hazard. 
6.3.3. COMPUTERIZATION OF THE DEGREE OF HAZARD EVALUATION PROCESS 
The success of this study in analyzing the degree of hazard evalua­
tion was based in large measure on the establishment of a microcomputer 
database management system. Specific questions about and modifications 
to the degree of hazard process could be tested using the random sample 
of the Illinois RCRA and non-RCRA Special Waste streams. Without the 
employment of a computer database management system the development and 
the evaluation of the series of modification clusters and their effect 
upon the degree of hazard rankings could not be analyzed. However a 
great deal more can be done to increase the sophistication of the 
computer-based degree of hazard evaluation. 
The results of this study clearly demonstrate that a degree of 
hazard evaluation can be conducted on Special Waste applications 
assuming that the information is adequate. The entire Special Waste 
application form could be conducted by computer and programs can be 
written that would scan the application information and determine if a 
degree of hazard analysis can be conducted. The output would indicate 
whether additional information is required or if the application is 
properly completed. A computer program would identify the specific 
data deficiencies so that the waste generator would be able to amend 
the application. When sufficient information is present, a degree of 
hazard evaluation could be automatically conducted. If the hazard 
category database contains sufficient information, a degree of hazard 
rank would be assigned to the Special Waste stream. If the hazard 
category database does not contain the appropriate information, then 
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the specific types of required information would be listed so that 
staff could search the national databases and/or scientific literature. 
Once the appropriate information is acquired, it would be entered into 
the hazard category database and a degree of hazard evaluation for the 
Special Waste stream would conducted. If the necessary information 
could not be found in the national databases, or in the scientific 
literature, the waste generator would have the option of having the 
waste stream analyzed by a contract laboratory, or having the waste 
stream ranked as 'Unknown' and, therefore, be treated as a waste with 
'High' degree of hazard ranking. 
From results of this study it is apparent that conducting a degree 
of hazard evaluation on Illinois Special Waste streams is feasible and 
appropriate. Such a hazard evaluation could be conducted in a consis­
tently fair manner with a high degree of accuracy. Those waste streams 
that pose a significant threat to the public health or the environment 
would be disposed of in an appropriate manner. Those waste streams 
that pose a low hazard could be candidates for deregulation. The 
degree of hazard approach permits an estimate of hazard based on 
scientific evidence. The degree of hazard evaluation as described in 
this study has the added benefit of being relatively rapid while 
reducing subjectivity in the decision-making process. Finally, the 
evaluation can be economically positive in that those waste streams 
that demand more costly disposal techniques may be identified and 
separated from those waste streams that pose little hazard to human 
health and the environment. 
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APPENDIX A
 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS IN RBASE 5000 COMMAND LANGUAGE
 
*(IgLeRUN ) 
*( Decides LEACH & IGNITE for HAZYN from data in PERMIT ) 
*( no operator input; run first for HAZYN because it loads in the ) 
*( authorization # to HAZYN from PERMIT) 
new page 
set pointer #2 ptr2 for PERMIT 
while ptr2 EQ 0 then 
set var Tauthno to authno in #2
 
set var Tphase to phase in #2
 
set var Tflash to flash in #2
 
set var TpH to pH in #2
 
*(LEACH= if pH < 4 or pH> 10 then Y )
 
if TpH LE 4.0 or TpH GE 10.0 then
 
set var Tleach to "Y"
 
else
 
set var Tleach to "Nt!
 
endif
 
if Tph EQ 0 then
 
set var Tleach to "UK"
 
set var Tflag to "pH"
 
else
 
set var Tflag to " "
 
endif
 
*(IGNITE= liquid or semi- wi 140F< flash < 200F
 
if Tflash GE 140.0 and Tflash LT 200.0 then
 
set var Tignite to "Y"
 
else
 
set var Tignite to "N"
 
endif
 
if Tflash EQ 0 then
 
set var 'rigni te to "UK"
 
endif
 
if Tphase EQ "solid" OR Tphase EQ tl gas" or Tphase EQ "powder" then 
set var Tignite to "NA" 
endif 
if Tphase EQ "UK" then; set var Tflag to Tflag & "ign"; endif 
load hazyn using authno ignite leach flag 
.Tauthno .Tignite . Tleach .Tflag 
end 
next #2 ptr2 
endwhile 
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*(BIEnter ) 
*( Displays permit info & enters YIN for BIO, INFECt FLAM in HAZYN ) 
*( requires operator input/decison based on SUBDATA info; run after) 
*( SUBSTANC data inputted & after IGLERUN ) 
set var Tid integer
 
fillin Tid using "What authorization number should we start with? "
 
fillin what using "Does the table uniting COMP with SUBSTANC exist YIN?
 
" 
if what EQ "N" or what EQ lin" then 
write "Relax .... this is going to take quite some time ("'15 min.) It 
UNION camp WITH substanc FORMING Ttab USING compon cone authno 
fire_pot odor 
endif 
set pointer #2 ptr2 for hazyn sorted by authno where authno GE .Tid 
While ptr2 EQ 0 then 
newpage
 
set var id to authno in #2
 
write
 tt It 
write n11 
write" "
 
write "
It 
select process generic from permit where authno EQ .id 
select authno phase flash from permit where authno EQ .id 
set var Tphase to phase in permit where authno EQ .id 
set var Tflash to flash in permit where authno EQ .id 
if Tflash LE ]30 and Tphase EQ "SOLID" then; change flam to "y ll in #2 
endif 
if Tphase EQ "LIQUID" or Tphase EQ nGAS" or Tphase EQ "SEMI-" then 
change flam to "NA lt in #2 
endif 
select compon cone fire_pot odor from Ttab where authno EQ .id
 
fillin who using "Strike enter to continue ... "
 
edit using BIOINFEC where authno = .id
 
SET VAR Temp TO BIO IN #2
 
if Temp EQ "UK" then; assign flag to flag & "bia" in #2; endif
 
set var Temp to Infec in #2
 
if Temp EQ "UK" then; assign flag to flag & "inf" in #2; endif
 
set var Temp to flam in #2
 
if Temp EQ "UK" then; assign flag to flag & "flam" in #2; endif
 
next #2 ptr2 
endwhile 
fillin what using "Should I keep the extra table for use later ? " 
if what EQ "N" or what EQ lin" then 
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remove Ttab 
endif 
newpage 
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*(RCToxRUN) 
*( Screens toxicity data by compon for HAZYN ) 
*( SUBSTANC data must be inputted first ) 
*(ptr 1 for table SUBSTANC, to tag compon line )
 
*(ptr 2 for table HAZYN, runs thru table changing Toxcitity values
 
*(ptr 3 for table COMP, run thru compons for each permit to change 
HAZYN) 
new page 
set val' WHAT =: "GUESS tl 
set var Acount text 
set val' Ecount text 
set pointer #2 ptr2 for hazyn 
while ptr2 EQ 0 then 
*(run thru table YIN of hazard) 
NEW PAGE 
change RCRA to liN" in #2 
change Carcin to "N" in #2 
change AcuTox to liN" in #2 
change EnvirTox to "Nil in #2 
set val' Acount to "_" 
set val' Ecount to It_,, 
set val' Tauthno to authno in #2 
set pointer #3 ptr3 for comp where authno EQ .Tauthno and .WHAT 
exists 
while ptr3 EQ 0 then 
*(run thru each component for an authorization number) 
set val' Tcomp to .WHAT in #3 
set var Tsub to "ZIP" 
SHOW VAR TCOMP 
set var Tsub to compon in 8ubstanc where compon EQ .Tcomp 
SHOW VAR TSUB 
if Tcomp EQ .Tsub then 
SET POINTER #1 PTRl FOR SUBSTANC WHERE COMPON EQ .TCOMP 
set val' TR to RCRA in #1 
if TR EQ "V" then
 
change RCRA to "y" in #2
 
endif
 
set var TR to Carcin in #1 
if TR EQ "C" or TR EQ "M" then
 
change Carcin to fly" in #2
 
endif
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set var TOR to oral_LD in #1 
if Tor	 LE 5000 and TOR OT 0 and TOR NE 999999 then 
change AcuTox to ny" in #2 
endif 
set var Tin to inhal_LD in #1 
if Tin	 LT 200 and Tin OT 0 and Tin NE 999999 then 
change AcuTox to "y" in #2 
endif 
set var Tder to dermal in #1 
if Tder LE 20000 and Tder GT 0 and Tder NE 999999 then 
change AcuTox to "Y" in #2 
endif 
if Tin EQ 999999 and Tder EQ 999999 and Tor EQ 999999 then 
set var Acount := .Acount & "99" 
endif 
set var Tin to LC_fish in #1 
if Tin LE 1000 and Tin 6T 0 and Tin NE 999999 then 
change EnvirTox to "Y" in #2 
endif 
if Tin EQ 999999 then 
set var Ecount .Ecount & "99" 
endif 
else 
set var Acount .Acount & "NO" 
set var Ecount .Ecount & "NO" 
endif 
SHOW VAR ACOUNT 
next #3 ptr3 
endwhile 
set var Atox to AcuTox in #2 
if Atox EQ !tNt! and Acount contains "NO" or Acount contains "99" then 
change Acutox to l1UK" in #2 
endif 
set var Etox to EnvirTox in #2 
if Etox EQ "N" and Ecount contains "NO" or Ecount contains 1f9911 then 
change EnvirTox to "UK" in #2 
endif 
if Ecount contains "NO" then; assign flag to flag & "EnvNoSub" in #2 
endif 
if Acount contains "NO" then; assign flag to flag & "AcTxNoSub" in 
#2 endif 
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#2 endif 
if Ecount contains "99" then; assign flag to flag & "EnvNoDat ll in #2 
endif 
next #2 ptr2 
endwhile 
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*( ALLRUN ) 
*( Checks table HAZYN & makes new table HAZDEG of permits wi Y ) 
*( run after IGLERUN, BIENTER, & RCTOXRUN ) 
new page 
set var Y nyn 
set var U nUK" 
set pointer #2 ptr2 for hazyn 
set var count = 0 
while ptr2 EQ 0 then 
set var count = .count i 1 
show var count 
set var T1 to ignite in #2 
set var T2 to flam in #2 
set var T3 to leach in #2 
set var T4 to bio in #2 
set var T5 to infec in #2 
set var T6 to care in in #2 
set var T7 to AcuTox in #2 
set var T8 to EnvirTox in #2 
change allYN to nN" in #2 
jf T1 eq .U or T2 eq .U or T3 eq .U or T4 eq .U or T5 eq .U or T6 eq 
.U + or T7 eq .U or T8 eq .U then 
change allYN to "UK n in #2 
endif 
if T1 EQ .Y or T2 EQ .Y or T3 eq .Y or T4 EQ .Y or T5 EQ .Y or t6 EQ 
.Y +	 or T7 EQ .Y or T8 EQ .Y then 
change allYN to nyu in #2 
endif 
next #2 ptr2 
endwhile 
project hazdeg from hazyn using authno RCRA flag where allyn EQ ny" 
expand HAZDEG with dIsease text 5 
expand HAZDEG with fire text 5 
expand HAZDEG with bio 
expand HAZDEG with leach 
expand HAZDEG with wt_KG real 
*( equivalent conc of Known/evaluatable compons & unknowns 
) 
expand HAZDEG with ToxEqv real 
expand HAZDEG with ToxUK real 
*( toxicity rating ) 
expand HAZDEG with ToxGrStr integer 
expand HAZDEG with ToxGrLen integer 
*( environmental effect of toxic compon ) 
expand HAZDEG with Gr4_9 integer 
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expand HAZDEG with Gr4_10 integer 
*( final Toxicity rating
 
expand HAZDEG with StrTox text 5
 
expand HAZDEG with LenTox text 5
 
expand HAZDEG with OverAll text 8
 
newpage compute rows from hazdeg
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*( WtRun) 
*( Calculates wt_KG from Quant in PERMIT, assumes density of 
Ig/ml) 
*( then evaluates Degree of Haz for infec, leach, bio, & fire 
based) 
*( on wt & YIN in HAZYN ) 
*( can be rerun ; needs completed HAZYN & table HAZDEG made ) 
newpage 
set pointer #2 ptr2 for hazdeg 
set var count = 0 
while ptr2 EQ 0 then 
set var count = .count + 1
 
show var count
 
set var Tauth to authno in #2
 
set pointer #3 ptr3 for comp where authno EQ .Tauth
 
*( calc weight; 3.785 kg/gal water density)
 
set var Tmuch to quant_84 in permit where authno EQ .Tauth
 
set var Tmuch to Tmuch x 3.785
 
change wt_KG to .Tmuch in #2
 
set var wt to wt_KG in #2
 
*( deg for DISEASE )
 
set var crit to infec in hazyn where authno EQ .Tauth
 
if crit EQ nyn then
 
change disease to "HI" in #2 
else
 
change disease to tlNIL" in #2
 
endif
 
if crit EQ "UK tI then; change disease to "UK" in #2; endif 
*( deg for LEACH)
 
set var crit to leach in hazyn where authno EQ .Tauth
 
if crit EQ ny" and wt GE 1200.0 then
 
change leach to "MOD" in #2
 
endif
 
if crit EQ "yn and wt 1T 1200.0 then
 
change leach to !fLO" in #2
 
endif
 
if crit EQ "N" then
 
change leach to "NIL tI in #2
 
endif
 
if crit EQ flUK" then; change leach to "UK" in #2; endif
 
*( deg for FIRE)
 
set var crit to ignite in hazyn where authno EQ .Tauth
 
set var crit1 to flam in hazyn where authno EQ .Tauth
 
if crit EQ "y" or crit1 EQ "y" then
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if wt OE 1200.0 then
 
change fire to "HIll in #2
 
else
 
change fire to "LOn in #2
 
endif
 
else
 
change fire to "NIL" in #2
 
endif
 
if crit EQ "UK" and critl EQ llUK" then
 
change fire to "UK II in #2
 
endif
 
*( deg for BIOlogical ) 
set var crit to bio in hazyn where authno EQ .Tauth 
if crit EQ "yll and wt GE 100000 then 
change bio to IIHl tI in #2 
endif 
if crit EQ try" and wt LT 10000 then 
change bio to IILO H in #2 
endif 
if crit EQ llyn and wt GE 10000 and wt LT 100000 then 
change bio to "MOD" in #2 
endif 
if crit EQ IIUK" then; change bio to "UK" in #2; endif 
if crit EQ liN" then; change bio to "NIL lI in #2; endif 
next #2 ptr2 
endwhile 
newpage 
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*( CompTox ) 
*( determines toxicity rating --A BCD E- for each compon by 
*( checking data in SUBSTANC table; puts result as number in 
*( COMP table under ToxRati ) 
*( variation where level E is dropped & all are moved up one level ) 
new page 
set var WHAT = "GUESS" 
set message off 
set var count to 0 
set var hoI real 
set pointer #2 ptr2 for comp 
while ptr2 EQ 0 then 
set var count to count + 1
 
show var count
 
set var name to .WHAT in #2
 
set var Tsub to compon in substanc where compon EQ .name
 
if name EQ .Tsub then
 
set var hoI to 99 
set var Tl to carein in substanc where compon EQ .name 
set var To to oral_LD in substanc where eompon EQ .name 
set var Ti to inhal_LD in substanc where compon EQ .name 
set var Td to dermal in substanc where compon EQ .name 
set var Te to LC_fish in substanc where compon EQ .name 
if To LE 5000 or Ti LE 200 or Td LE 20000 or Tc LE 1000 then 
*( E )
 
set var hoI to 0.001
 
endif
 
if To LE 500 or Ti LE 20 or Td LE 2000 or Tc LE 100 then 
*( D )
 
set var H01 to 0.01
 
endif
 
if To 1E 50 or Ti LE 2 or Td LE 200 or Te 1E 10 then 
*( C )
 
set var HaL to 0.1
 
endif
 
if To LE 5 or Ti LE 0.2 or Td LE 20 or Te LE 1 then 
*( B )
 
set var HaL to 1.0
 
endif
 
if Tl NE "N" or To 1E 0.5 or Ti 1E 0.02 or l'd LE 2 or Tc LE 0.1 
then 
*( A )
 
set var HOL to 1.0
 
endif
 
*( innoe 
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if To Gt 5000 and Ti OT 200 and Td GT 20000 and Tc GT 1000 and + 
T1 EQ uN" then 
set var HOL to 0 
endif 
if To EQ -1 and Ti EQ -1 and Te EQ -1 then 
set var HOL to 0 
endif 
*( unknown ) 
if To = 999999 and Ti = 999999 and Td 999999 and Tc 999999 and 
+ 
T1 EQ "N" then 
set var HOL to 99 
eudif 
if To fails then; set var HOL to 99; endif 
endif 
change TOXRATI to .HOL in #2 
if name NE .Tsub then 
change ToxRati to 99 in #2 
endif 
next #2 ptr2 
endwhile 
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*( ToxDeg.RUN ) 
*( Determines Toxicity rating - 0 1 2 3- for each permit) 
*( run after COMpTox and WtRun ) 
set var WHAT :::: "GUESS" 
set message off 
set bell off 
new page 
set var TTox real 
set var UTox real 
set var Envir real 
set var HOL real 
set var nine integer 
set var ten integer 
*( Lenient graph breakpoints ) 
set var one real 
set var one = 10.0El0 
set var two real 
set var two 10.0E9 
set var three real 
set var three = 10.0E8 
set pointer #2 ptr2 for hazdeg 
set var count :::: 0 
while ptr2 EQ 0 then 
set var count:::: .count + 1
 
show var count
 
*( Equivalent Cone)
 
set var TTox = 0
 
*( Unknown Cone
 
set var UTox = 0
 
set var Tauth to authno in #2
 
set var ToxYN to Acutox in hazyn where 6uthno eq .Tauth
 
set var EnvYN to Envirtox in hazyn where authno eq .Tauth
 
set var CarYN to Carcin in hazyn where authno eq .Tauth
 
if ToxYN eq "N" and EnvYN eq "N" and CarYN eq "N" then
 
change StrTox to "NIL" in #2 
change LenTox to "NIL" in #2 
else 
*( get cummulative Equivalent Toxjcity ) 
set pointer #3 ptr3 for CaMp where authno EQ .Tauth and .WHAT 
exists 
while ptr3 EQ 0 then
 
set var Teonc to cone in #3
 
set var Trat to ToxRati in #3
 
if Trat Lt 98 then
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set var T = .Tconc x .Trat 
set var TTox .TTox + .T 
else 
set var UTox .UTox 4 .Tconc 
endif 
next #3 ptr3 
endwhile 
change ToxEqv to .TTox in #2 
change ToxUK to .UTox in #2 
*( assign rating according to graphs ) 
set var wt to wt_KG in #2 
set var wtconc to .wt x .TTox 
*( graph 4.6- STRICT~ based on PCBs - 0.5 kg OK ) 
if wtconc LE 50.0 or TTox LE 0.01 then 
change ToxGrStr to 2 in #2 
else 
change ToxGrStr to 3 in #2 
endif 
if wtconc Le 5.0 or TTox LE 0.005 then; change ToxGrStr to 1 in #2 
endif 
if wtconc LE 0.5 or TTox LE 0.001 then; change ToxGrStr to 0 in #2 
endif 
*( graph 4.7- LENIENT, based on 111 - 1000 kg limit on 0 ) 
if wtconc LE 100000.0 or TTox LE 0.01 then 
change ToxGrLen to 2 in #2 
else 
change ToxGrLen to 3 in #2 
endif 
if wtconc LE 10000.0 or TTox LE 0.005 then; change ToxGrLen to 1 in #2 
endif 
if wtconc LE 1000.0 or TTox LE 0.001 then; change ToxGrLen to 0 in #2 
endif 
*( modify rating based on bioaccumm. & enviromental longetivity 
set var SRat to ToxgrStr in #2 
set var LRat to ToxgrLen in #2 
set var nine = 1 
set var ten = 1 
if LRat EQ 1 or LRat EQ 2 or SRat EQ 1 or SRat EQ 2 then 
set pointer #3 ptr3 for comp where authno EQ .Tauth and .WHAT 
exists 
set var Envll' to 0 
While ptr3 EQ 0 then 
set val' TTox Lo ToxRati in #3 
if TTox LE 1 and TTox GT 0 then 
set var name to .WHAT in #3 
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.name 
then 
endif 
endif 
endif 
endif 
endif 
set var Tsub to compon in substanc where compon eq .name 
set var P -1.0 
set var T = -1.0 
set var S = -1.0 
set var Tconc = -1.0 
set var HOL = 0.0 
WRITE "3" 
if name eq .Tsub then 
set var P to log_P in substanc where compon eq .name 
set var T to halflife in substanc where compon eq 
set var S to sol in substanc where compon eq .name 
set var Tconc to cone in #3 
endif
 
SHOW VAR S
 
WRITE "4- SOL"
 
if	 P LT 3 and P GT 0 or T LT 3 and T GT a or S LT 10 and S GT 0 
set var HOL to 0.0001; endif 
if P GE 3 or T OE 3 or S GE 10 then; set var HOL to 0.001 
if	 P GE 4 or T GE 30 or S GE 50 then; set var HOL to 0.01 
if	 P GE 5 or T GE 365 or S GE 100 then; set var HOL to 0.1 
if P GE 6 or T GE 3650 or S GE 500 then; set var HOL to 1.0 
endif 
if	 Teonc GT 0 then
 
set var HOL to .HOL x .Teonc
 
set var Envir to .Envir -I- • HOI.
 
endif
 
endif
 
next #3 ptr3
 
endwhile 
*( Enviromental persistanee graphs
 
set var wteonc to .wt x .Envir
 
if wtcone LE 50.0 or Envir LE 0.01 then; set var nine to 2
 
else; set var nine to 3 ; endif
 
if wtconc LE 5.0 or Envir LE 0.005 then; set var nine to 1
 
if	 wtconc LE 0.5 or Envir Le 0.001 then; set var nine to 0 
if wtconc LE .one or Envir LE 0.01 then
 
set var ten to 2
 
else; set var ten to 3; endif
 
if wtconc LE .two or Envir LE 0.005 then; set var ten to 1
 
endif
 
if wtconc LE .three or Envir LE 0.001 then; set var ten to 0
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endif 
endif 
if wtconc EQ 0 then 
set var nine = 1; set var ten 1; endif 
change Gr4_9 to .NINE in #2 
change Gr4_10 to .TEN in #2 
*( fig. 4-11 Tox Haz Catagory ) 
if SRat EQ 3 then; change StrTox to "HI" in #2; endif 
if LRat EQ 3 then; change LenTox to "HI" in #2; endif 
if SRat EQ 2 and nine EQ 3 then; change StrTox to "HIll in #2 
endif 
if LRat EQ 2 and ten EQ 3 then; change LenTox to "HI" in #2; 
endif 
if SRat EQ 2 and nine EQ 2 then; change StrTox to "Mod" in #2 
endif 
if LRat EQ 2 and ten EQ 2 then; change LenTox to "ModI! in #2 
endif 
if SRat EQ 2 and nine EQ 1 then; change StrTox to "Mod" in #2 
endif 
jf LRat EQ 2 and ten EQ 1 then; change LenTox to IlMod ll in #2 
endif 
if SRat EQ 2 and nine EQ 0 then; change StrTox to "Lon in #2 
endif 
if LRat EQ 2 and ten EQ 0 then; change LenTox to "Lo" in #2; 
endif 
if SRat EQ 1 and nine EQ 3 then; change StrTox to "Mod" in #2 
endif 
if LRat EQ 1 and ten EQ 3 then; change LenTox to IlModl! in #2 
endif 
if SRat EQ 1 and nine EQ 2 then; change StrTox to "Lo" in #2 
endif 
if LRat EQ 1 and ten EQ 2 then; change LenTox to "Lo" in #2; 
endif 
if SRat EQ 1 and nine EQ 1 then; change StrTox to "Lo" tn #2 
endif 
if LRat EQ 1 and ten EQ 1 then; change LenTox to "Lo" in #2; 
endif 
if SRat EQ 1 and nine EQ 0 then; change StrTox to IlNeg" in #2 
endif 
if LRat EQ 1 and ten EQ 0 then; change LenTox to "Neg" in #2 
endif 
if SRat EQ 0 then; change StrTox to IlNeg" in #2; endif 
if LRat EQ 0 then; change LenTox to "Neg" in #2; endif 
endif 
next #2 ptr2 
endwhile 
set error message on 
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tally StrTox from hazdeg 
tally LenTox from hazdeg 
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*( AIIDeg ) 
*( checks each catagory for degree of haz rating & selects ) 
*( highest as OverAll rating in HAZDEG ) 
newpage 
set pointer #2 ptr2 for HAZDEG 
while ptr2 EQ 0 then 
set var F to fire in #2
 
set val' D to disease in #2
 
set var B to bio in #2
 
set val' L to leach in #2
 
set var STx to StrTox in #2
 
set val' LTx to LenTox in #2
 
if F EQ "NIL" and D EQ "NIL" and B EQ "NIL" and L EQ "NIL" then
 
set val' A to "NIL"; endif
 
if F EQ "LOn or D EQ "LO" or B EQ "LO" or L RQ "LO" then
 
set val' A to "LO"; endif
 
if F EQ "MOD" or D EQ "MOD" or B EQ "MOD" or L EQ "MOD" then
 
set val' A to "MOD"; endif
 
if F EQ "HI" or 0 EQ "HI" or B EQ "HI" or L EQ "HI" then
 
set val' A to "HI"
 
else 
if LTx EQ "HIll then; set val' A to "HI"; endif 
if STx EQ "HI" and LTx EQ "MOD" then; set val' A to "MOD-HI"; 
endif 
if STx EQ "HI" and LTx EQ "LO" then; set var A to "LO-HI"; endif 
if STx EQ "HI" and LTx EQ "NEG" then; set val' A to "NEG-HI"; 
endif 
if STx EQ "MOD" and LTx EQ "MOD" then; set var A to tfMOD" ; endif 
if STx EQ "MOD" and LTx EQ "LO" and A NE "MOD" then 
set var A to "LO-MODI~: endif 
if STx EQ "MOD" and LTX EQ "NEG" and A NE "MOD lI then 
set val' A to "NEG-MOD"; endif 
if STx EQ "LO" and LTx EQ "LOll and A Eq I1NIL" then 
set var A to "LO"; endif 
if STx EQ "LO" and LTx EQ "NEG" and A EQ "NIL" then 
set var A to "NEG-LO": endif 
if STx EQ "NEG" and A EQ "NIL" then; set val' A to "NEG"; endif 
endif
 
change OverAll to .A in #2
 
next #2 ptr2
 
endwhile 
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APPENDIX B
 
NON-RCRA SPECIAL WASTE APPLICATION DATA WITH SPECIAL
 
SCREEN AND DEGREE OF HAZARD EVALUATION RESULTS
 
FROM FINAL ANALYSIS
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NON-ReRA SPECIAL WASTE PERMIT DAfA 
Authorization Process Name 
Name 
-- --------- Component Name ------------­
790898 SPRAY BOOTH FILTERS PAINf 
pH - 7.20 flashpoint= IbO.OF 
ACETm~E 
CHROMIUfi 
LEAD 
METHYL ETHYL rETONE 
PAINT SOlIDS 
TOLUENE 
ZINC 
781234 MFG. SEALING COMPOUNDS 
pH = 7.00 flashpoint= E12.0F 
INORSANIC SALTS 
OIL J GREASE, ADHESIVtS WATER 
ZINC 
-0­
781575 BUS TERMINAL MAINTENANCE 
pH = 6.90 fJashpoint= 212.0F 
CALCIUM HYDROXIDE 
INORGANIC SALTS 
MAGNESIUM HYDROXIDE
 
!.1 IL f~ GREASE
 
WATER 
ZINC 
-0­
781614 TANV CLEANING RESIDUE 
uH = 8.1u flashp~int= 200.0f
 
INORGANIC SALTS SANl}

HIXED SOLVENTS 
fiI L PAINT SOAP 
SODIUM HYDROXIDt 
HATER 
ZHK 
-0­
-Q­
782123 CLEANING Of CARMEL COOKER/rAND 
_ pH = 6.40 flashpDint= 212.0F 
ACtTIC ACID 
CA &NA t KSALTS 
SUGAR MILK SOLIDS 
WATER 
-0­
782207 POLYVINYL ACtTATE 
pH = 7.00 flashpoint= 200.0F 
POLYVINYL ACETATE 
HATER 
782238 SEWING MACHINE MF6 
pH = 9.10 flashpoint= ESO.OF 
SODIUM HYDROXIDE 
HAfER 
782396 fLUE GAS DECDMTAMINATION 
pH = Q.4Q flashpoint= 212.0F
 
CALCIUM HYDROXIDE
 
INORGANIC SALTS 
OIL &GREASE 
HATER 
-Q­
iL2 
6enerir Name 
----------- Alternate Name ~- ~- ---------
PAINT BOOTH SPRAY SCRAP 
phase = s~mi-
14.7000% 
1984 quantity = 
ACETONE 
1215,00 gaL 
Q.40000~ CHROMIUM 
1.40000% LEAD 
14.7000% METHYL ETHYL KE10NE 
55.8000% PIGMENTS 
14.7000% TOLUENE 
O.30000~ ZINC 
TANK WASH HASTE 
phase = liquid
0.400001 
1984 q~antity 
INORGANIC SALTS 
~ 52500,i} 
13.0000% OIL 
86.6000% HAlER 
Q.I0QOO~ ZIMC 
13.0000% GREASE 
CLARIFIER SKIMMINGS WWiP 
phase = liquid
3.80MO% 
1984 ~uantity 
CALCIUM HYDRUXfDE 
= 47500.0 gaL 
6.70000% INORGANIC SALTS 
2.50000% MAGNESIUM HYDHOYIDE 
9.EOOOO% OIL 
72.4000% WAfER 
O.40000~ ZINC 
9. cil(Il)O% GREASE 
OIL WATER PAINl SOAP SOLVENT 
phase =semi­
?70000% 
1984 quantity = 
IWJRGAtHC SALTS 
2Bp30.0 gal. 
2.00000% SOLVENTS 
16.2000% OIL 
0.30000% SnnIUM HYDROXIDE 
76 .1000~4 WATER 
O.100(1(l?; 
16.2000% 
ZINC 
PAINT 
Ib.2000~4 SOAP 
tIP WASH SOtUTION 
phase = liq~id 
0.40000% 
0.50000% 
1984 Quantity = 
ACE1IC ACID 
CA &NA SAl IS 
6J42i.0 gal. 
3.40000% LACTOSE 
95.7QOu%
0.50000% 
WATER 
¥ SALTS 
PRODUCT SCRAPINGS 
phase:;: sEmi­
6iJ.0000% 
1984 quanti tv ;;;
POLYVINYL ACE fAtE 
3574~. ! 
40.00(1(1% HATER 
/\LKAlH!E MASH t·lfHER 
phase;: liguid 1984 9uantjty ~ 
3.00000% SODIUM H~DRDXIDE 
97.Qoonx WATER 
S02 SCRUBBER SLUDGE 
~ha5f.! ;: solid 
8.50000% 
1984 lluantHy :: 
CALCIUM HYDROXIDE 
.3'70353£7 gaL 
45.10(lQ~~ INOR6AtHC SAL rs 
O.EO(I(101J 
44.2000% 
Oil 
WATER 
Q.20!}(lfl% GREASE 
NIJN-RCRA SPECIAL WASTE PERtHT nATA 
Authnrization Process Name	 Generic Name 
Name 
--------~ -- CDmjHment Name ---- ~- .------ Cl:tllcentratirm -----.----- Alternate Name _._~._----.-. 
========:===~========:~=======:=======:===~===:=====:==:===~====================~=========:===~===~~==~== 
'19(1314 UME COAfH!6 OF STEEL
 
~H = 10.5 flashpoint= 212.QF

CALCIUM HYDROXIDf 
INORGANIC SALTS 
SDDW!'! HYDROXIDE 
HAlER 
79041S TANNING &FINISHING lEAtHER 
pH = 10.1 flashpoint= eOO.OF 
CA & ~iA SAl is 
CHR0i1I Ui't 
LEArHER PIECES 
HATER 
790593 TIRE MANUFACTURING 
pH = 6,20 flashr~int= 16S.0F 
CARBON BLACK 
INORGANIC PIGMENTS 
OILS	 (IUBPICATIM6, HEA 
RUBBER 
S!JL1~ENT~ 
790800 PAINT MFG 
pH ~ 8.S0 flashpoint= cOO.OF 
BARIUM SULFATE 
FtRRIC mmE 
GYPSUN 
HATER 
791060 SPRAY PAINTING 
pH:: -- flashpoint= 212.0F 
INORGANIC SALTS PIGMEN 
LEAD 
PAINf OILS &RESINS 
MATER 
-(}­
'0­
-0­
791087 AIR AND HYDRAULIC CYLINDER MFG 
pH::: 10.0 fln5hp~int::: 212.0F 
CA ~ NA SALTS 
MINERAL SPIRITS 
OIL 
PERCHLOROETHYLENE 
HAfER 
791141 ABS RESIN MfG
 
pH:: 8~QO flashpoint=

ABS POLYMERS
 
DIGESfED SOLIDS 
HAlER
 
/91193 GAS &DIESEL SYSTEMS
 
nH;;: 10,1 flashpDint= 2QO.OF
 
CHRGt1fm1
 
MILL	 SlU06E (SAND} 
OIL 
WATER 
7918u(l CASTING ROLLING FAB &AND MFG 
pH ;;: flashpoint= 200.QF
 
ASBESfOS
 
ASBESTOS GLOVES 
INSUI ATIDN 
PAPER 
TRANSITE MATERIAL 
phase ~ liguirl
O.8uOOO% 
0.50000% 
2.20000~ 
96.5000% 
phase ::: semi­
30.uM(1%
6.00000% 
12.0i/{I!)l\ 
50.Q(lOO\\
2. (H)!)fl(W 
phase:: semi­
3.(1000(1% 
12.00QO~~ 
13.000u% 
72.0(li)fl% 
phase::: serei­
O.400(l(l~~ 
O.iOOOO% 
0.80000% 
98.80007; 
0.80000% 
0.40000% 
O.80(}(l(l~ 
phase::: liauid 
5.40000% 
2.00000% 
O.30000~ 
0.900(10% 
94.3000~ 
phase:: semi­
1.00000% 
22.0000% 
n.OOOO% 
phase:: s£!lili­
O.95000~ 
B9.(l(l(lO% 
3.00000% 
8.(~flO(lO'4 
phasE;;: sDlid 
!OO.(lO(l~ 
j .MQOO~\ 
1,00000% 
1.(lOOO(l~\ 
1,00000% 
LIME HATER RINSE WASTE 
1984 ~uantity = 12500,0 gal.
CALCIUM HYDROXIDE 
INORGANIC SALTS 
SODIUM HVDROXIDE 
WATER 
TANNING ~ FINISHING MABlE \~RY 
19B4	 quantity:: 161594. gaL
CA &NA SALTS 
CHROMIUN 
LEATHER PIECES 
HATER 
t~AS1E RUBBER AND OIl H1!JL5IUN 
1984 Quantity:: 40BOO,0 gaL
CARBON BLACK 
PIGMENTS 
OIl 
R@BER
SOLVENTS 
FILlER CAKE SlUDGE 
19B4 quantity;;:
 
BARIUM Sut fATE
 
FERR leO)' IDE 
GYPSUM 
l4ATER 
PAINT SLUDGE 
1994 quantity:; 16160.1}

INORGANIC SALTS
 
LEA!}
PAINT 
HATER 
OIL 
PIGMENTS 
RESIN 
COOLANT AND WATER 
1984 quanti ty ::::
 
CA & th1 SALIS
 
MINERAL SPIRiTS 
OIL 
PERCHLOROETHYLENE 
HATER 
WASTEWATER TREATMENT SLUDGE 
1984 quantity = .!2!755t? 
ABS POLn!ERS 
DIGESTEr! SOLIDS 
WATFR 
NIlL	 GRINDINGS SUJD6E
 
1994 nuantity :::
 
CHROMIUti 
SAND 
OIL 
WATER
 
ASBESrOS CONfAIMING HASft
 
1984 quantity = 21611.9 gaL
ASBESTDS 
ASBESTOS 
INSULATION 
PAPER 
TRANSIrE MA1ERIA! 
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NON-ReRA SPECIAL WASTE PERMIT DATA 
AuthDrizatioTI Process Name Generir Name 
Name 
----------- CDmponent Name --------.---- COTIcentra!iCI1 -------- .. -- Alternate Name --- .------­
========:==:===;=============;~========~====;============================~==;==~=============~====~=~==== 
79E019 DEHYDRATION OF NAfURAI BAS 
pH ~ h.eu flashpoint= 21E.OF 
ALUMINUM OXIDE 
SILICA GEl 
HATER 
792341 PRIMARY WAS1EWATER fREAfMENl 
pH = 7.00 flashpDint= 200.0F 
ABS MONOMERS 
AilS POLYMERS 
WAlt.H 
792442 TUBE MAKING OPERATION-WELD MIL 
pH ­
COPPER 
flashpoint= 200.0F 
INORGANIC SALTS 
OIL SLUDGE 
HATER 
ZINC 
792475 1MiNING 
pH ­
CHRGHIUt1 
f1 ashpcd nt= 212.0F 
nlORGANIC SAUS 
LEATHER HAIR FAT E1C 
WAfER 
792482 FLAl BLASS MANUfAC1URING 
~H ~ flashpDint= EOR.OF 
ASBESTOS 
CEMENT 
79P538 GLASS COATING 
pH = 10.3 flashpoint= 2M.QF 
BARIUM 
GLASS BISQUE SLUDGE 
LEAD 
liGO 
WiD 
NA20 
tHC~'EL 
503 
TI02 
-(>­
-Q­
792640 CORN MILLING - SYRUP REFINING 
n._H pH:: 6.00 flashpBint= 200.0F 
A"t 
CARDON 
ORGANIC MAlTER 
HATER 
79296) FOAM FOARD INSULATION MFG 
pH = flashpDint:: 900.0F 
AlUMINUN 
INORGANIC FIBER 
ISOCYANURAfE FOAM 
793J58 8 fRACK &PHONOGRAPH MAWr 
pH = fiashpoint= 90u.QF
PAPER 
PVC 
HATER 
124 
VhaSE = sEmi­
(I. 2(lOOO~\ 
30.0000~ 
69 .B(l(!O:~ 
phase = liquid
0.10000% 
B1.flOM% 
B.OOOM% 
10.0000% 
0.10000% 
phase :: sc,l irl 
O. 7(l(lOm~ 
8J OOO(I(!~{ 
14.8000% 
76.5(lOO~ 
phase = SCtll d 
40.0000X 
60.0000:4 
phase:: semi­
(I J i 40(1(1% 
100,OOQ~ 
O.lBOOO% 
3.40000% 
O.EOOM% 
10.1000:4 
0.4BOOO% 
I). ~!)(I(lO;\ 
5.200001; 
10(J.OQQ~ 
lQO.OOO;{ 
phaSE = solid 
fLO(IOM~ 
42.0000% 
1.00000% 
49.0000% 
phase;: solid
15.0000% 
10.0000% 
75.QO{)o~ 
pha!:l? = Sfllli­
10,0(1)(1%
It •(J(lO(lI) % 
50.0(1(10% 
SPENT SILICA GEL BEADS 
19B1I Quant j ty :: 30297.0 
ALUHINUN OXIDE 
SIt leA GEL 
HAfER 
ABS PRIMARY TREATMENT SLUDGE 
1984 quantity = 139566. 
ABS tmNOMERS
 
ABS POLYfiERS
 
HATER
 
HASTE OIL SLUbGE
 
1984 quantity::: 6059.40 
COPPER 
INORGANIC SALTS 
OIL 
~!ATER 
?INC 
CENTR! FUGE [;A~,E 
1984 quantity = 333E6.7 gal.
CHROMIUM 
INORGANIC SAliS 
LEATHER HAIR fAT E1C 
WAfER 
"BBESTOS DISC 
1984 quantity:::
 
ASBESTOS
 
CEMENT 
PORCELIN ENAMAl GLASS BISQUE 
1984 quantity::: 515v4.9 
BARIUM 
SILICON OXIDE 
LEAD 
1160 
HNO 
NA20 
NICKEL 
SIB 
nu, 
NA2D
 
B203
 
SPENT CARBON CAft 
1984 quantity = 403959. gal. 
ASH 
CARBON 
ORGANIC MATTER 
WATER
 
PULY-ISOCYANURATE FOAM BOARD
 
1984 nuantity = .448333E7 
ALUNINUH' 
INDRGANIC FIBER 
ISOCYANURATE FUAM 
PULYVfNYL CHLORIDE &PAPER 
1984 quantity = 2400.00 gaL
PAPER 
PVC 
WHER 
MOM-RCRA SPECIAL WASTE PERMIT DAfA 
Authorization Process Name Gener?!.: Name 
Name 
.---------- Comp~nent Name ------------­ ----------- Alternate Namu - .. ­ --.----­
~=======~;=================:;===============~=============================:======================~=====~= 
B~0054 VITREOUS ENAMEL COATING PROCES SILICA SAND HATER &ENAMEl WAS 
pH ~ 
BARIUM 
9.90 flashpoint= ei2.0F phase ~ serni-
O.3uOOO% 
CALCIUM HYDRDXIDE 
INORGANIC SALTS SILICA 
1LbOMX 
27.2000% 
Nln:El O.10QOO~ 
SOD JUti HYDRHXI DE 
WATER 
1.1(1000% 
59.7000~ 
-(I • 27.2000% 
800091 MANUFACTURE POLYETHYLENE FILM 
pH = 9.70 flashpoint= 900.0F phase = liquid
iRISDDIUM PHOSPHATE 10.0000% 
WATER 90.00QQ~ 
800706 CHEMICAL BLENDING AND PRODUrTH 
~H = 4.30 flashpoint= 2QO.OF
POlYVINYL ACETATE 
HATER 
8Qf349 SPILLS FROM RA~1 UATERIAlS 
pH::; ~- flashpolnt= 212.0F 
FATTY ACIDS AND AMINES 
GRAVEt IMDRGANlf SAlfS 
NICtEL 
HAfffi 
802439 BUILDJNG 10 IODIDE SALfS 
pH = 9.00 flashpDint~ EUO.OF 
BARIUM SULFATE 
IRlJt·! HYDROYIDE 
POTASSIUM IODIDE 
WATER 
a026H9 RtCOMDITIONING DRUMS 
pH = 7.00 flashpoint= 164.uF 
BARIUt-1 
BUTYL CElLOSOlVE 
CHROMiUM 
INORGANIC SALfS, PiGMENTS 
ISOPPOPANOl 
METHVl E1HYL rETDNE 
MINERl1l SPIRITS 
PAINT OILS &RESINS 
TOLUfNf 
WATER );VlENf
ZINC 
-0­
-(1­
802809 CORRUGAlED BOX NfG.lCATCH BASI 
pH = 4.UQ flashp~int= 212.0F 
ACETIC ACID 
INDRGAMIC SALTS 
STARCH tiJlS t GREASE 
~ATER 
-u­
810316 DRUM kEGONDITIDMINfi 
pH = 12.9 flBshpDint= POO.O~ 
ADHESIVES 
INORGMH CSALTS 
SODILlti HYDROXIDE 
I~ATER 
phase = s~mi-
40.9000% 
59 .1 flQO~ 
phase::; solid
8.1 OO(t(j~~ 
89. 4QQI)~4 
(I. 2(iO(i(l~{ 
2.5~Ij)Ol)% 
phase:: liquid 
O.24000~~ 
2.0Qi}Q{I% 
O. !aoOl)~ 
15.8(IQ(lY: 
2.000!}(I% 
2.nJjO(lO~\ 
2. (I(lQ(lO:4
37.40(10%
2.00000% 
3E.OQOO~· 
2. (l(IOO(l~\ 
O.24(Hj(I%
15.BOOO% 
37.4000:4 
phase = liQuid 
v.40000~ 
1.!QOQQ~ 
1.10000% 
97.8000~ 
1.1 (1(100% 
1984 quantity = 6000.00 gaL
BARIUM 
CALCIUM HYDROXIDE 
INORGANIC SALTS 
NIC~'EL 
SUDIUM HYDROxIDE 
WAIER 
SILICA 
GREASE SOIL E1C FROM METAL PAR 
1984 quantity = 4705.00 
TRISODIUM PHDSPHA1E 
~lATER 
COMPOSITE WASTE FRUM BLENDING 
1984 quantitv ~ 654~3.6
 
POLYVINYL ACETATE
 
HAiFR 
GRAVEL CONTAMINATED WITH FA11V 
1984 quantity = "298.9
 
FATTY ACIDS ANl} ANH!ES
 
HmRGAtHC SAllS 
NICKEL 
HATER 
IRON HYDROXIDE PRESS CA~[ 
19B4 quantity = an7.9no 
BARIUM SOl FATE 
IRm4 HYDROX IDE 
P01ASSIUH IDDIDE 
HATER 
DRUM Ct EAHIti!} Si UDGf 
1984 quantity = 
BARIUM 
BUTYt CELLOSOLVE 
CHROMIUM 
PIGMENTS 
ISOPROPANOl 
HE~: 
MINERAL SPIRITS 
PAnl"! 
TOLUENE 
HATER 
XYLENE 
ZINC
 
INDRGANlr SAlTS
 
RESIN
 
STARCH SETTLING TAMil SUJN3E 
1984 Quantity::; 43P.B5,Q gaL
ACETIC ACID 
INORGANIC SALTS 
OIL-VEG 
!~!~TER 
GREASE 
~ATER EMUlSION WAglE
1984 quantity:: 1,900,0 qaL
ADHESIVES 
INORGANIC SriLTS 
SmHIIM HYDROXIDE 
HATER 
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NOM-ReRA SPECIAL WASTE PERNll DAfA 
HtithQrizati~n PrDc~ss Name 
Niflfll: 
.---------- Component Name ------------- ----------- Alternate Name ------- - --­
=========~=~===~======================~=~===========~==~=========~==:=:===:=~================;======~==== 
810376 PAINTING 
pH:::: 4.20 flashpoint~ EM.OF 
PAINT &RESINS 
HATER 
XYLENE 
-(1­
810436 DEMm ITIONpH _. fl ashprd !"it.: 20(I.OF 
ASBESTOS 
BUILDING DEBRIS 
810475 MFG OF SHEET MuLDING COMPOUND 
pH:::: 1.00 flashpQint= c12.0F 
CALCIUM CARBONATE 
POLYESTER RESIN 
POLYVINYL ACE fATE 
SlEARIC ACID 
TER1-BUTYL PERBENZOATE 
ZIMC STEARATE 
8J0894 TANK tlEANIMG &SPILL CLEANUP 
pH = 8.00 flashpoint= i65.0F 
HEAVY fUEL OILS DETERS 
INORGRNIC SALTS DIRT 
lEAD 
lIGHl ~UEl OILS 
-Q­
811233 FItLING OF FIRE EXTINGUISHERS 
pH = 4.BO flashpoint= 200.0f 
flRY INGREDIENTS 
MONOAMKONIUN PHOSPHATE 
HEl INGREDIENTS 
811282 SfEEL DRUM RECONDITIONING 
H= lE.3 flashpoint= 212.vF 
MiMOt-!fUM HYDROXIDE 
BARIUN 
CALCIUM HYDROXIDE 
INORGANIC SALTS 
OILS &RESINS (PAINT)
HATER 
ZINC lEAD 
-(1­
-0­
811395 ALUMINUM SMELTER &REFINER 
pH = 7.0D flashpoint= 21E.OF 
COPPER 
IW.iRGIUHC SAL TS 
WATER 
ZINC 
8114EO DRUM CLEANING OPERATION 
pH = 11;0 fl&shp~int~ 200.0F 
CALCIUM HYDROXIDE 
CHfWfi1 Uf<l 
HlURtiAnIC PI8HEtHSMiAl 
LEAD 
ORGANIC PIGMENTS &OIL 
WATER 
ZINC 
-0­
-(l ~ 
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phase:::: sc,lid 
92.5000% 
5.(10000%
2.50000% 
92. 5(1(lO~~ 
phase: srd id 
"10.000(i~ 
10.0000% 
phase:::: semi­
bl.1000~ 
25.2000% 
12.000Q~ 
0.60000% 
0.40000% 
0.60000% 
phase = liquid 
59.7000~ 
7.50000% 
O.10000Yt 
32.7000% 
Sv.7QOQ~ 
phase = solid 
4.30000% 
95.00001. 
0.7(1000% 
phase::: solid 
4.30000% 
0.28000;{
4.70000% 
3B.5000~ 
3B. 9(lOO:~ 
13.2(l(lO:~ 
O.4(lOfH)~{ 
0.40000% 
:iH.9ODO% 
phase :: solid 
5,(l(H)(lOK 
f1.30fiQ(J% 
1i •9\ltlO~ 
7.600MK 
51.40t/(I% 
~1.4QOO% 
2.40000% 
51 ,400(l~ 
11.9000% 
PAINT RESIDUE 
1984 quantity = 2150.(1(1
PlUtH 
~!ATER 
XYLEtiE 
RESIN 
BUILDING DEBRIS ASBESTOS 
1984 ~~antity ::: 52716.8 
ASBESTO., 
BUIUHrm DEBRIS 
SHHI 110lIlING CDt1POUNH PABfE 
1984 quantity::: 93640.0 
CALCIUi1 CARBONH IF. 
RESIN 
POLYVINYL ACETATE 
STEARIC ACID 
JERJ-BUIYl PER~ENZOArE
 
ZINC STEARATE
 
WASTE OIL WAfER DIRT ~ DETERGE 
1984 quantity: 398075, 
OIL 
INORGANIC SALTS 
LEAD 
OIL 
DETERGEt4f 
TRIPLEX pmmER {DRY CHErHCAL F 
1984 Quantit v = 30475.6 
DRY INGREDIENTS 
MONOANONIUM PHOSPHATF 
HEr INGREDIENTS 
CUMPOSITE PAINT SLU~GF (5X LIM 
19B4 quantity :::: 122805. yaL
AMMUNIUM HYDRO~IDE 
BARIUM 
CALCIUM HYDROXIDE 
INORGANIC SAlTn 
OIL 
WATER 
lINC 
LEAD 
RESIN 
ALUMINUM BAGHDUSE DUST &REFRA 
1984 quantity::: 110910. gal.
COPPER 
INORBANIC SALTS 
WATER 
ZINC 
COMPOSlfE PAINl StUD ~5~ lIME 
1984 quantity = 159565,
CALCIUM HYDROXIDF 
CHROMIUM 
PIGMEtHS 
LEAD 
PInNEtHS
 
~!A fER
 
ZINC
 
OIL 
HWRGANIC SALTS 
MON-PCRA SPECIAL WASTE PEPMIT DATA 
AuthorizatiDn Process Name Generic Name 
Name 
--.----- ..- Component Name ~----_. ¥-._- ---.- ..---- AltErnate Naree .._. --.----­
:==========================~~=========~=====~===~==:========~===========:==~:===~::=======;==~=====~===:= 
911469 CLUTCH FACING 
pH - 7.00 flashpoint= 200.0F phase;; solid
ASBESroS 50:0000% 
DIRT 50.0(l(l{l~ 
811575 K 
pH = 5.70 flashp~3nt= phase = semi­
SPENT CATALYST (5102) 40.6000% 
HAiER Hi. 3(l(1(i% 
Bllb80 ADHESIVE COATING ~{ PRHlTING OF 
pH;; 9.50 flashpoint;; EOO.OF phasE ~ semi-
AMNONIAfED LATEX 59.4000% 
INORGANIC SAL19 O.50000K 
WATER 39.9000% 
ZINC 0.20000% 
81lB49 RAIL BEARING CLEANING 
pH;; 10.2 flashpDint= IS0.0F pha:.e ;;: liquid
Pf1ROlEUM DERIVATIVE b.QOOOm; 
SOD IVf'! CHI. ORIDE 15.00(lOi~ 
SODIUl'l HVmmXIDf 1.l)i100m{ 
~1ATER 78.0000% 
B1i9{t6
pH :: flashpoint= nnase = StIli rl 
HSBESTUS , 10.00(10% 
IMPURHES 5.0(10(10%
MGNESIA 85.0Q(l(l7;. 
811959 tONVEHSION OF S02 GAS TO SUlFU 
pH:.: 3.BI l flashpDint= 212.liF phasE' = 5lJlid QUAKTZ 99.9000% 
SULFUR If, ACIB (I.li)OO(l% 
811989 OIL SEPARATOR 
pH::: 6,50 flashpoint= 2uO.OF phtl!:e = liquid
CA &Nit SALTS 4.(i(l(l(lO%
IRON (1.20000%
OIL 22.8000\\ 
~lATER 73,MOO~ 
AS~ESTDS DUST 
1994 quantity::: 404. (IOU gal.
ASBESroS 
DIRT 
SPENT HIGH DENSITY CATALYSf 
i9B4 quantit v ::: 3685.0Q
 
QUARTZ '
 
HATER 
LArn WATER BASE WITH fltHWNIA 
1984 quantity::: 2365.00 
Ai·mmiIAfED LAff:X 
INURGANH SAlT8 
!1AfER 
ZINC 
STEEL PROCESSIN6 SLUDGE 
1984 quant i b' ::: gaL
PETROLEUM DEH!~ATIVE 
SfiDJUM CHLORIDE 
SODIUM HYDPQXIDE 
tlf.HER 
~ASTE ASBESTOS IMSULATIOM 
1984 ql.Ewt it i' :: i Hi .(HIO 
ASBESTOS 
IHPURITES 
MGf.tESIA 
CATALYST l:iUAPfZ 
! 984 qu anti ty :: gaL
9.UARTZ 
SULfURIC ACI\} 
OIL SEPRATOR WASTE 
1984 quantity::: IHflUJ),U

CA t NA SALTS
 
IRON 
OIL 
MATER 
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mJN-RCRA SPECIAL WASTE PERMIT MIA 
AuthorizatiDTI Protess Name 
Name 
----------- Component Name ------------- Com:entraticfTI 
==========:===;=====~=======:====~==================~=======================~~==;=========:==~=====~====== 
812142 CUTTING OIL &RUST PREVENTATIV 
pH = 5.90 flashpoint= 212.0F phase = liquid
AMINE 1.00000% 
ORGANIC ACID 1.0000u~ 
PETROLEUM HYDRUCARBONS 7B.OOOOX 
PETROLEUM SULFONATtS 11.0000% 
PULY GLYCOL 1.00000% 
WATER 10.0000% 
812143 CELLULOSE PRIN1!N6 
pH = 9.90 flashpoint= 200.0F phase:; !:·emj.··
ALCOHOL 2.00(1l)(l%
MOHO-POLE. OIL 2. (iOOOOYt 
NAPTHOl SOU DS 3.5(iOOO~ 
SODIUM HYDROXIDE 1.5001.)(1%
SULFAfES 1.00QOO~ 
!4ATfR 90.(lOOO~ 
812163 WABHIMG TRUCKS AND BRANCH FLOG 
~H:;; 9.20 flashpoint= 212.0f phase:;; semi-
AMMONiUM HYDROXIDE 1.90000% 
DIRT 55.90~0~ 
OIL AND HRfASE 8.90000% 
WATER 33.2000~ 
ZINC O.100uO~ 
-0- 8.90000% 
81e!b5 WASHlMG TRUCYS AND BRANCH FLOG 
H= 9.20 flashpoint= 212.0F phase = semi 
ANNUMfUN HYDROXIDE 1.9QOQO~ 
DIRT 55.9000% 
OIL AND GREASE 8.90000% 
HATER 33.2000% 
ZINC O.100QO~ 
-0- B,90000% 
8ic229 INr.INERATIOM 
pH - 7.80 flashpoint= 212.0F D'!iBse :: solid 
COPPER . 0.10000% 
INORGANIC SALTS 35.90M% 
UNBURNED CARBON 24.9000~ 
HATER 38.8000% 
ZINC 0.30000% 
812235 BINDER USED IN MFG NON-WOvEN S 
pH:;; 5.60 flashpClint:;; 2t2.0F phase :. li4Uid 
BORAX 2,00000%
LA1EX ACRYLIC 18.0DQQ~ 
WHEf{ flO. (1000:\ 
812321 MISC PROCESS COMPONENTS 
pH = 6.00 flashpQint~ 212.0f phaEf:! =: solid 
COPPER 0.10(101):4
IRON &. IRON AllOYS 92. b(!(!(1%
WATER 'l.3Q(lflO~; 
Generic Name 
----------- Alternat~ Nallie -- - .--------
PETROLEUM HYDROCARBONS 
1984 quantitv =: 16uO.OO 
AMINE I 
ORGANIC ACID 
PETROLEUfi HYDROCARBONS 
PETROLEUM SUlFOHATES 
POLY GLYCOL 
HATER 
DIAZO DEVELOPER SLUDGE 
1984 quantity = 3:J5S.11f) gaL
ALCOHOL 
W.)NO-POl E t\ i L
 
NAPTHDt SOL I DS
 
SOD IUti HYDROXI!)(

SULFATES
 
UATER 
MASH WATER/RECYCLE SYSfEH SLUD 
1984 nuantity = 200.000 gaL
AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE 
DIRT 
OIL 
HilTER 
ZINC 
GREASE 
t~ASH WATER/RE~YCLE SYS fEM sum 
1984 guantit1. ~ 500,000 gaL 
Am10NIUh HYDRO" IDE 
DIRT 
OIL 
WATER 
ZINC 
GREASE 
INCINERATION ASH 
1984 quantity::: 193B9.6 
COPPER 
INORGANIC bAt1S 
CARBON 
~IATER 
ZINC 
LIQUID LA1EK ACRVLIC EMULSIUN 
1984 quantity = 2?00.00 
BORAX 
LA rEX ACRYl Ie 
WAfER 
HOOR S~IEEP! NGS ~ nus r COLl.EC! 
1984 quantity: 3554B.! gaL
COPPER 
IRON 
WATER 
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NON-RCRA SPECIAL WASfE PERMI1 DA1A 
AuthDrization Pi~teSS Name Gem:!?' i c Name 
Name 
-- ---- ---- CQlnplinent Name .~ ---"-- ~--~- --- --_._-- Alternate Name ---- -- ---­
==========================================================~==:=============~~===============~==~=~:~====~ 
312599 SPRAY BOOfH PfHNT FILiERSKH = 5.60 flashpoint= EOO.(IF 13has£! ::: SI)}ld 1984 gmmtity ;: 1210.00 gal.
INORG MIe SALTS FILTER ' 17.300(1% INORGAHIC SALTS 
IRON 0,10000X IRON 
PAINT OILS & RfSINS 75.7000~ P{tItH
HATER b. 9000(l~\ WHER 
-1)- 75.7000~ RESHldy dDne 
B12642 LOPE FINISHING PRA SUi1P BOT fmiS
pH::: 6,BO flBshpoint::: 212.0F phase::: liquid 1984 {uanti ty ::: a07.lfE.O gal.
DIRT ~ SILICOTE 5.0(lOOO~ SILICOT 
OIL 3. OOOO(}% OIL 
POLYETHYLfNE 55.0MOX POLYETHYt ENE 
~ATER 37 .5Q(1I)~{ ~lATtR 
81301B PRODUCT TRANSFER I1ISe POi YSfYRENE HASTE 
pH ::: flashpoint;;: ?12,OF phase;;: solid 1984 qllant ity ::: i656P..7 gaL
DIRT 10.(lO(iO~ DIRT 
POLYSTYRENE SPILLAGE 90.0M(lY; POLYSTYRENE SPILLAGt 
92QO~6 AR9.UAfi PRODUCTION SALT CAVE 
oH;;: 10.1 flashpoint= i96.0F phas£l :: Sf! Iid 19~:Ft quantity::: pn40fl,i) nJl ~"i" ..AMMONIUM HYDROXIuE O.lQ(I(H)~ AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE 
FArry MINES 16.5000% FATTY AMHIFS 
SALTS 6(1.9000:4 INORGANIC SALTS 
MATER 22.5000% ~JArFR 
820124 MIRROR rlF6 HASTE COPPER SOLUTION 
!l1.8 flashpDint= 212.0F phase ;:: l1~l.\id !98lt quanti ty ;:: 101UO.O gaL~H -CGPPE: O.100I.Q~ COPPER 
mORGAN!C SALfS 1.(I(l(I(iO~ INORGANIC BALTS 
WATER 98.90(1(1% HA1ER 
8203?! ANODIZING ALUMINUM FILfER PRtSS SLUDGE 
nH::: 10.2 fl ashp{d nt= 212.0F phase;;: sellli- 1984 quant i tJ :: '17465,3 gaL
INORGANIC SALfS 9. 6(l(!(I0~t HWRGMH C SAL L-
OllS DYES &RESINS 4.50(lOO;{ OIt 
SODIUM HY~ROX!Df j).5(lOQO~{ SODIUM HYDROXIDE 
WATER BS.40QOX Mf~TER 
-0- 4.5i)(JQ(l~ PIGMEtHS 
-0- 4.50(l(i(l% RESIN 
820401 DISTILLATION O~ FATTY ACID t A VEGETABLE OIL&AHH!flL FAr RESHi 
pH:: B.uO flashp~int= Et2.0F phaSE = liquid 1984 quantity::: 30000,0 gaL
INORGAN!C SALTS 32.5000% INORGANIf Sf~l IS 
NICKEL 0.10000% tHCK'El 
VEGETABLt UIL FATS &G 47,6000% GREASE 
WATER 19,8000% ~lATER 
·0- 47.6(11)1)% VEBEfAELE OIL 
820542 HOT LIME SODA WATER SOFTENER B LIME SODA HASTE WAfER 
pH:: 11.7 flashpoint= 21~.OF phaSE::: liquid 1934 quantity = gal,
CALCIUM HYDROXIDE 3.0(lOuO~ CAl ClUt-! HYDROXIDE 
INORGANIC SALTS 2.200nOK INORGANIC SALTS 
H{%TER 94.BOoo% HATER 
820860 MFG Of ELECTRONIC EQUIPMEMT W1STE PROPYLENE Gln;uL

pH::: 9.50 flashpoint= 210.0F phase =liquid 1984 ~tlantitv =
 
PROPYLENE GLYCOL 100,000% PROPYLENE GLY[OL 
8P.Q958 AUTOMOTIVE PAINT SPRAYING OPfR PAun SCREENING summ­
pH;;: a.8D fla5hp~int= HiE.OF phase = semi- 1984 qmmtitv ::: 
INORGANIC SALTS PI6MEN 6.DOOOOX INORGANIC SAL1 B 
LEAD O.tOOOO% lFAD 
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NON-HeRA SPECIAL WASTE PERMll DATA 
Authorization Process Mam~ Generic Mallie 
Nai!l~ 
---------- CDmponent Name .------------ CIH'iCentratirm -------- --- Alternate M~me "- --------­
===~===;========~=====================:============================~========;~===========~=====~======:== 
NAPHfHA &VOLATILE OIL 24,(lOOQls
PAINT OILS &RESINS 28.9(l(lOX
HATER 41.0000% 
-0- 2a. 9000:~ 
-0- 24.01)00%
-1)- 6,(100(10), 
B20992 DEMOLITION OF BUILDING INTERIO 
~H ~ 6.80 flashpoint= 212.QF
ASBESTOS &INORGANIC S 
B~RHm 
CLOTH FIBERS 
LEMi 
wATER 
ZINC 
-0­
321109 NAPHTHA TANK 
pH ~ 
COPPER 
flashpoint= 21?.OF 
mORJ1AmC SAliS 
IRON 
WATER NAPHfHA OIL GREA 
-0­
-(1-
B21118 CARDBOARD MANUFACTURING 
pH ~ 7.10 flashp~int:: 200.0F 
CEli.ULiJ9E 
eLA';
\1ATER 
82117(\ 
pH = 
KAOliN CLAY 
WATER 
82J302 
~ fH CHRiJf1 uti 
TILE MFG PLANT t1ACHINE SHlRT-U 
f!ashp~int= 212.0F 
ElECfROGAlVANIlING 
7.50 flashpoint= E12.0F 
IND.RBAtHC SALTS 
~~ATER 
ZINC 
821623 GAS GENERATOR MANUFACTURING 
VH = ~- flashpoint= 212.0F 
AtJl10NIUM DXALATE 
ASBES10S 
POLYMERIZED RUBBER 
SfEARIC ACID 
821881 
~H:: 
KAOLIN CLAY 
IUnER 
821959 
_ pH = 
TILE MFG PLANT 
7.90 flashpoint~ E12.0F 
WASTE TREA1MENT &502 SCRUBBER 
1?~2 flashpoint~ 200.0F 
CALCIUM SULF!lE 
DIRT 
fLY ASH 
SANITARY WASlt t Ult 
WA1ER 
-0­
phase = solid 
Bi.8fJOO% 
(t. 40(100%
14.200D% 
0.50000% 
2,20000%
0.90000% 
81.8noo~ 
phase:: 51:11io 
0.10000% 
7.20000!\ 
b5.60(iO~ 
27 .1000~\ 
27.1(1)0%
27.10(1(\% 
phase ::: sellli~ 
12.00(10:4 
1.000(10%
B7.QOOOK 
phase:: liqU1rl
50.0000K 
50.0000% 
phase :: Eoli<l 
0.20000% 
8.00000'{
88.3000% 
3.50000:1 
phase:: solid 
40,00(1)% 
35.(lOOO~i 
24.5000% 
O.50(l{l(l% 
phase:: liguie
50. (10(1(1% 
50,0000% 
phase =_sE~i~ 
9.uOOu(l~ 
27.QOOO~ 
!2.0QOO~ 
3.00000% 
49.0000% 
3. (I00(l(l% 
fUNERAL SPIRJTS 
PAINT 
HATER 
RESIN 
VDLATItE on 
PIGMENTS 
ASBESiOS CONfAININH DEBRIS 
~9a~ quantity ~ 21490,Q gal.
ASBESlOS 
BAR!ut1
 
CLOTH F!l~tRS
 
LEAD 
MAiER 
ZINC
 
HIORBAtm: SALTS
 
NAPHTHA lAN~' BOnmm 
1984 qUi-mt i ty = 191BB. ~ gaL
COPPER 
INORGANIC SALTS 
mON
 
MH~ERAl SPIRITS
 
UIl
 
BREASt. 
PAPER SToer SLUDGf 
19H4 Quanti toy ~ 76M.i}(J
CELLULOSE
 
elM
 
HATER
 
KAOLIN FILLER CLAY &HATER 
1984 quantity = 
~'AOLIN CUW 
HATER 
Nt" rAI. HVDRm IOE SLUDGE 
1984 qUBntity = 
CHROiHut1 
INORGANIC SALTS 
!;JATER
 
lINC
 
WASfE BONDED INSULATION 
1984 quantity::
AMMONIUM OXALAIE 
ASBESTOS 
RUBBfR 
STEARIC Aell! 
AHHESIVE WASiE 
1984 guantity ;: 
KAOLIN CLAY 
WATER 
WASTE lREATMENT SLUDGES 
1984 ~uantity = 
CALCIUM SULflfE 
DIRT 
HYASH
 
OJL
 
WATER 
BANlTMtY WABff 
50Uo.OO 
86851.4 
606.1)00 gaL 
.3149b6F.? 
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NDN-RCRA SPECIAL ~ASrE PERMIT DATA 
AuthorizatiDn Process Name Generic Name 
Name 
-~-_ .._---- CQmpQnent Name ---~_.~------ Concentration --------- - Alternate rt~il!e ---- - -- -_.. 
================~~~===~========~:=:===========;;==:===========================:=:============~=========== 
822174 BRASS CASTING 2-17 CYCLONE DUST 
pl!::-: -­ flashpl:d nt:: 
COPPER 
GRAPHITE &INERTS 
NICr:a 
EHI.OF phas~ ::: SCI Iid 
10.1(100%
b7.00(iO% 
O.8i'jOQO~4 
1984 quantity
COPPER 
CARBON 
NICKEL 
= 702B8.8 gal. 
HATER 12.1000% titHER 
ZINC 10.1)0(10% ZINC 
822398 PHOTO-IMAGING DERESISTING SLUDGE 
p~l 
UME 
tlETAlS 
= 7.il(l flashpQi nt::: 212.uF phase = semi­
1•(l(lO(l(i:i 
1.00000~ 
1984 quanti ty = 
I.HtE 
METALS 
30~9. 7(1 g2L 
PHOT!}PDl YHER 
SULFAlfB 
40.3000% 
1.0(H)(l!)~ 
PHOl DPillYHER 
SULFATES 
WATER 56.700(1% HATER 
822460 SHRIVER PRESS FILfER CASE SHEET MATER FILTER CnVE 
pH ~ lu.8 flashpoint=
CALCIUM HVDROY.IUE 
INORGANIC SAL1S 
WAIER 
2!2.QF phase;: solid 
B.OQOOO% 
11.9(100%
59.5000% 
1984 qUtlntit v :: 
CALCIUM HYDRDXiDE 
INOP,6AiH C SALTS 
~jATER 
262775. g~L 
822703 GAS SCRUBFER SYSTEM 
pH;:; 9.60 f1ashpoint= 212.QF
AMMONIUM HYDROXIDt 
CA &NA SALfS 
ph?se = li~l.!irl 
2.CQOIoO~' 
12.3000% 
NON HAZ. LIQUID SCRUBBFR EFFLU 
!984 qu anti ty ::: 17651).!) 
AMMmn m-i HYDRDX IDE 
CA S: NA SALTS 
g2L 
GLYCOL 
HATER 
3.BO(lM~ 
81.7000% 
GLVCOl 
18lrER 
822812 METAl fiALH HilNG CUT1ING OIL &HATER 
pH;:; a,6Q flashpDint= 
CUfTHlG on #2 
INORGANIC SALTS (CA ~ 
SODIUM HYDROXIDE 
~!ATER 
2i2.0f phase = 1i~uid 
29.30.0% (1.60000% 
0.1(10(10% 
10.Mfll)]; 
1984 quantity;:; 
OIL 
eA &NA SALTS 
SDDIUM HYDROXIDE 
HAiER 
?lJt9.8rj g~L 
922955 BIrmER USED !N VACUUM FORM I fiG COLlOIDAL SIliCA 
pH:: 6.Q~1 f1ashpQint=
COLLOIDAL SILICA 
'IE.OF phase = li~l.!id 
9.3(l{h.O:~ 
19B4 I1llantitl' ;:;
COLLO!DAL SILICA 
ETHYLENE Gi yeOL
HATFR 
0.60000% 
90,lQQO~ 
ETHYLENE GllTUL 
WATER 
822993 DESUiERIZA1IOM S02 SCRUBBER SO? SLUH6E: 
pH:: 11.1 
CALC IUM SULFITE 
t!ashpoint= 20Q.QF phase:: semi­
19.0000% 
1994 OlHmti tv :: 
CALCIllt1 'SULFI rF 701'130. 
FlY ASH 25.u(100~\ FLY ASH 
SODIUM SULFA fE ?(lQ(I(H)K SfHHUN SHLHHE 
SODIUti SULFI fE 
HATER 
1.00uOO% 
53.0000% 
SOIHUM Sill-FIlE 
MAfER 
830Iflb METAL MACHINING HEAVY OIL SlUDGE 
~H:: 6.40 
ruPPE.. (UnmS OIL 
I~IORGAN! C SAl TS 
IRON 
lEAO 
flashprint;:; 212.0F pha=.e = liquid
O.l00uO?; 
20.0000% 
7.7(1(100% 
1.9fI(lOOis 
O.lOQO(I~ 
1994 qmmti ty ;:: 
COPPER 
Oil 
INORGANIC SALTS 
IRON 
!.EAIl 
9::·1. 
HATER 7(l.2fiOI)~ HATEP 
830E34 NA¥ING AND COATIUG PA~KlH6 
pH:: 3,90 flashpnint= 2t2.0F 
INORGMHC SALTS 
OIL &GREASE 
RESIN &SURfACTANTS 
SULfURIC ArID 
HATER 
-0-
Q-
BOX 
phase:: solid 
E.P(l(l(lO~ 
O.30000~ 
49.BOOO% 
O.7000Q~ 
4?(I(lQ(l~ 
49.8000% 
0.30000% 
12 T P4'!1S E} PLAtH 
1984 quar.tit'l ;:; 
HWRSAN! C SAt 1S 
OIL 
RESIN 
SULFURIC Aem 
WATER 
Sl!RFACTAN!S 
BREASt 
LLfANUP 
55. (I(\(l!) gal. 
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Authorization PrDcess Name Generic Name 
Name 
----------- Component Name ------------- Clmcentration -------.. -- Alternate Name --------­ ..­
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a3~411 6IBBERILLIN PRODUCTION 
pH = 6.60 flashpoint= 212.0F 
FERMENTATIUN BYPRODUCT 
MAGNESIUM SULFATE 
POfASSIUM PHOSPHATE 
HATER 
phase = semi­
17 ,500m~ 
1. (lQ(iQ(!% 
1.50000% 
BO,OOM% 
GIBBERILLIN FILTER CAVE 
1984 guantity = •146255E7 
FERMENTATIDN ~YPRnDUCT 
tlAGMESIUf1 SUi FATE 
POfASSIUM PHOSPHA1E 
HATrR 
gaL 
830452 MANUFACTURING OF SORBITOL 
pH = B.OO flashpoint= ?OO.OF 
DIATOMACEOUS EARTH 
SORBilOL 
I~ATER 
phase = solid 
5b.(lOOQ~~ 
O. !(l{I(lO% 
43,9I)OO~ 
DIAfOMACEOUS EARtH 
1984 gUiil1tity ::: 
DIATOMACEOUS fARfH 
SORB 11 OL 
WATER 
466j9.3 gaL 
83{!964 STEEL GRWDING FRot! i1ANUFACTUR STEEL GRINDING SLUDGE 
EM = 4.6fi fla5hp~int= c30.vF phase = solio 1984 Qnantity = gal.
CASf SlEfl B5.00QO~ CAST 81EH 
KEROSENE 15,0000% VEROSENE 
830996 MACHINING WATER SOLUBLE COOLANT AND OIL 
pH;: 6.70 flashpoint= 21E.OF phase;: liquid 1984 que.ntity = 2500.00 gaL
ETHANOL, ISOPROPANOL (l.2QOOO~~ ETHANOL 
UmR6ArH C SALTS (•• 5lJOOQ~s INORGANIC" SALTS 
MEiHANOL 2.Q(JO(lO~~ METHANOL 
fill, WATER SOLUBLE cno 21.10007; OIL 
HATER 76.2000~ WAlfH 
-1)- i).200(lf!% ISOPfWPANOL 
831056 SURPLUS STOCK rOLLODIAL SILICA 
~H 
SILICA 
= 10.5 flashpoint= 1984 quantity::
SILICA 
330.000 
MATEP ~ATER 
831097 BOILER WATER SOFTENING LIMf WASTE WATER 
pH = 10,2 flashpoint=
ALUMINUM SILICATES 
21E.OF phase:; liquid 
1.00000:\ 
1984 quantity = 
AlUMINUM SiLICATES 
45QO.Ofl gal. 
CALCIUM 4.00000% CALCIUM 
tlAGNESIlIM 
WATER 
Q.5QQOO~\ 
95.00M% 
MAGNESIUN 
WATER 
831145 HASTE WATER TRfATMENI PLANT SLUft6E CAKE 
pH = 8.10 flashpoint=
CALCIUM &MAGNESIUM 
212.0F phase;: semi­
25.000(l~\ 
1984 quantity
CALCIUM 
= 6059.40 gal. 
IRON HYDROX IDE S,OOOO(l7~ IRON HYDROXIDE 
!4ATfR 70 ,(lOOO~4 WAiER 
-i1­ 25.0000% I1AHNEDIUN 
H31207 PAINT MFG 
pH = 7.80 flashpoint=
INORGANIC ADDITIVES 
212.0F phase::: sl)lid
0.30000% 
WASTE BEADS {SUlIDl
1984 quantity;:
INORGANIC ADDITIVES 
12522.8 gal. 
ORGANIC ADDITIVES 
POLYESTER &STYRENE 
PVA &HEr 
1.5000(l~{ 
15.bOOQ% 
14.70i)(l~ 
ORGANIC ADDITIVES 
STYRENE 
POLYVINYL ALCOHOL 
HOP. 
HATER 
12.5000% 
55.40(lO~ 
TID2 
WAfER 
~(J- 15.6000% POLYESTER 
-(I­ 14.7000% HEe =f!-HYDROXYHHYL EfHEH CELUfUmE 
831272 WASfE OIL BURNED IN FURNACE FURNACE ASH 
pH;: 3.10 fla5hpQint~ 
CARBON, SILICA &INORG 
SUlFURIC ArID 
!4ATER 
212.0F phase::: solid 
99.50(JO~ 
(1.40(100% 
0.10000% 
1984 q!lantitll :: 
CARBON 
SULfURIC ACID 
14ATtR 
24641.5 
-0­
-1)-
99.50QO% 
99.5000% 
WORGAtHC SAL rs 
SIUCA 
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NOM-HeRA SPECIAL HASTE PERMIT DATA 
Authorization Process Marne Generic Name 
name 
-._-- ----- CompDnent Name ---------.--- Cccnrentration -------~--- Alternate Name -­
~==::===~==~=====================~=====~========:===~==~~=================================~=====~======== 
831308 PETROLEUM REFINING 
~H == B.S(} flashpc<int~ 212.(lF 
INORG .NIC SALTS 
SULFUR 
WATER 
phase::: solid 
1.1i)OOO~ 
75.bOO(}~{ 
~3.3flOO% 
CONfAN!NATED SULFUR 
1984 ~ua!ltitv :: 
INORGAtHC SALTS 
SULFUR 
MATER 
21207.9 gal. 
831344 OIL SEPARAiOR SYSTEM 
pH:: 6.00 fiashpoint= cOO.Of 
CALCIUM HYDROXIDE 
CALCIUM SULFATE 
FLOCULJTE POLYMER 
HAZOP9 
PHENOL &FERRIC CHLORIDE 
HAlfR 
-~-
phase = saUd 
20.0000% 
10.0000% 
3S.0000Yt 
10.QQOQ%
2,OOOOO;{ 
23.(H)(H)% 
2,O(Il)(lO% 
OIL SEPARATOR SLUDGE 
1984 quantit~ = 
CAlCIUM HYDROX.DE 
CALCIUt1 SULFATE 
FLOCULITf PDLYHER 
HAZiJRB 
PHENOL 
~IATER 
FERHIC CHlQRlDE 
605,900_ gaL 
B31423 NICKEL SALTS REFINING 
R,H :::: 6.20 fhshpoint= Et2.0F 
COPPE. 
INORGANIC SAllS 
LEAD 
NICKEl 
Wfi fER 
ZINC 
phase:::: snlid 
19.4000~ 
21. 30(lO~" 
0,20000% 
0.10000% 
58.S000% 
O.c(lOQO:4 
METAL HYDROYIDE ~A8TE 
1984 quantity::
COPPER 
IMUP6ANIC SALTS 
LEAD 
NIn'El 
WAfER 
i.'INC 
'13829.6 9:\1. 
83143(1 INVESTMENT CAS1IND 
pH :::: 9.30 flashplJint= 2QO.OF 
CALClut-t 
HYDRATION OF SILICATE 
SILICA 
SULFATES 
~jA fER 
ph?se :::: sellli­
1.7(u)(J(l% 
4.BOOOv'{
48.0000% 
7.SOO(I(l:~ 
38.0000% 
SPEtH INVfS1MENf 
1984 quantity:::: 
CALCIUN 
SILICA GEl 
Ell ICA 
SUl.FATES 
WATER 
~!HH4.2 11;<1'::1' ......... 
831443 GRINDING 
pH = 8.50 flashpDint=
ALUMINUM OXIDE &SILICATES 
METAL FINES (!pmn 
WATER 
-(1­
20S.0F phase = 50Iid 
55.0QOOt~ 
4n.O(l(lO~ 
5.00Q(i(i~ 
55.(lOOO~{ 
GRIND ING 81 UDGE 
1984 quantity =: 
At Uti !NUt1 OX IDE 
IRON 
HATER 
ALUHIMUN SILICATES 
7271.21) g2L 
831444 
pH:: -­
vEFLOCUlANJ 
EtiESul 
PAHH 
fOLUHIE 
WATER 
SPRAY PAINTING 
flashpcl i nt= 212.!)F phase :: 50 Iid 
5.0000(1% 
O.5(JONI~ 
1f1.5000% 
Q.50QOO~ 
15.50(H)~~ 
PAINI SLUDGE 
1984 quantity
DEFLOCULANT 
EMESm 
P/HN1
TOLUENE 
WATER 
= S41f1JH) gaL 
8314B2 MFG OF DIAGNOSTIC rIfS 
oH:: 2.00 flashpoint= 200.0F 
O-PHENVLEMEDIAMIME
sanlm, CARBONATE AND SODIUM lHCARBDNATE 
SODIUM CYCLAMATES 
TARTARIC 
-(1­
phasfl = 51)! i d 
7.5(1(/1)0% 
14.0000:1 
65.0000% 
13.50(10%
14.00(11)% 
!l-PHENYLENEDIAtH NE··!?-m'flRvfHU} 
1994 Ql!iHlti ty :: 3uP.9.?0 
D-PHENYLENED IAI4 JNE 
SOD lUff CARDDNA1E 
SOJiIUM CYCLAMATES 
TARTARIC 
SOli! uti II tCARBm'!fl! E 
gaL 
831505 VACUUM FILTRATION 
~H = 6.00 flashp~int= eM.lJr 
DIATO~ACEOUS EARTH 
FERRIC OXH1E 
FEPROUS SULFATE 
T!02 
HAlER 
phase = sl:l!li­
11.600(i:{ 
9.7(1(}(l(l% 
10.flu(li}%
2.90000% 
65.0000% 
PRECDAT Sl U9GE 
19f1'1 quant!ty = 
DIATOMACEOUS EARTH 
FERRIC mHH': 
tt:RRmm SULFA fE 
fI02 
WATER 
Ef!1'7'79. gal. 
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NOM-HeRA SPECIAL WASTE PERMI! DAIA 
AuthBf!Zation Process Name 
Name 
----------- Comp~nent Mame ------------- ----------- AltErnate Name -­
===========~=~===============================:=:========~===========================~=~====~===~=~~~=~==~ 
831513 REMANUFArrURE UF COPYiNG MACHI HASTE TONER &DEVELOPER 
pH == 6, If! f laE.hpoint= E1c.OF phase ==powder 1984 quanti tv ::: gaL
COATED FERRITE POWDER, 95.7000~ CARBON BLACK I 
IRON 1.4QQOO~ IRON 
NHJH 0.2()000% tHCrEL 
STYRENE. ,N-BUTYlME THACRYLATE 2.1 (1(100% STYRENE 
ZINC 0.60000% lINC 
-n- 2.10000% N-BUTYLMETHACRYlATE 
831528 SCRAPINGS FROM lRENCHES TRENCH SLUBSE 
pH:: 1.90 flashpoint= 212.0F nhase = semi- 1984 I'll.l~nti ty ::: lS78S.(l gal. 
ALKVD PAml RESINS r 2. ~l){)(H)~ PlGMEtHS 
INORGANIC PIGMfNTS AND 27, 700(i:~ PJGt1fNiS 
IRON 1.60I)Om, nWN 
lATEX PAINT POLYMERS 2.30000}\ PAINT 
WAfER 65.9000% WAfER 
ZINC (I .1 (l{l(lO;~ ZHlr 
-0- 2.400001: PAHn 
B3!6Q9 REACTION PRODUCT SUPERH EX HASl f 
~H = 4.60 flashpoint= lY5.0F phase = scdid 1984 ~!lantiti ::: 3231.'1() gaL
9,9 DIMETHYLACRIDAME 60.0(100% 9,9 D1M_THYLACRIDANE 
DIPHENYLAMINE 25.00(l(l}{ DIPHENVLMHNE 
UNKNOWN SIDE REACTANTS 15, (lOM:~ UN¥NDNN SIDt REACTANiS 
831742 FLOOR LlEANING PIDMEN1ED SOAP 
nH = 9.50 flashpDint= ~OO.OF phase :: se~i- 19a4 quantit« ::: !65.0M g~.l ,
CAUSTfc POrASH 5.(lOO(l(l~ CAUSTIC POTASH} 
C1 AY 40.(100(1% elM 
FATTY ACID BLEND 5.00000% FATTY ACID BLEND 
HATER 50.00(l(l~ WATER 
831192 WATER HASH PAINr EODfH NI fROCEllULOSE LAtGUERE & PRII1 
pH = 5,20 flash~Dint:: EOO.OF phase == s€mi- 1984 ~l.lant!ty ::: 1925,OV g1?L 
ALKYD RESIN 5.00000% RESIN 
tt ITRDCELLULOSE 30. (lOOO:~ NI THOrELL ut OSf 
PLASTICIZER 5.00000% PLASTICIZER 
fALe &ALUM SILICATE 25,0000% TA! C 
TITANWH &: IRON OnnE 10.0000% rW2 
HATER 25. (l(l(lO% WATER 
-0- 25.0000% Alut1 SIUCAfE 
-(1- 10.M(l(l% FERRIC OXIDE. 
832017 NEiAL PARTS CLEANING HASHER SLUDGE 
pH:: 6.40 flashpoint= 2QQ.OF phase:: semi· 1984 Quant itv ::: yaL
AMMONIUM HYDRO~IDE 0, 90(lQ(l~t AMMONIUM HVDROXIDE 
INORG PIGMENTS 5.4Q(lOQ~~ PIGHENTS 
PAINTS~ OILS &RESINS 17 .500(l~~ PAINT 
PHENlJt ICS 0.10000% PHENOl IrS 
WATER 76.2000% MATER 
-(1- 17.5000% OIL 
-0 ~ i7,50(li)% RESIN 
B32063 FLOUR tAR FUMIGATION SPENT PESTICIDE flAGS 
pH = f!ashpoint= 207.0F phase:: pDwder 1984 quantity:: 
ALUmNUf1 OXIDE lQO.OOQ~ ALUMINUM OXIDE 
83?Qb4 fifu UF COnflUuATED BOARD (URN SfARCH 
. gH ~ 11,3 flashpoint= 2t2.0F ph~se =sDlid 1984 quantity ~ 140q~,O gaL 
tORN I.l IA!(CH Ei}.OOI!(l~ lUliN SlARCH 
HHTER EO. {1(l(lO~{ MAlER 
a32u9~ ACID NEUTRALIZATION t1EHH. HVLiRuHDE SLUH8E J 
pH = 9,70 flashpDint== 21E,OF phase;:: liquirl i 9B4 ~mH1t, ity :::: 4(1l){! • OU gaL
COPPER 2.200(l(i}\ COPPER 
INORGANIC SA! 18 10.700Q'4 INORGANIC ~AlrS 
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Auth~rlz~tion PrDcess Mame 
Name 
----------- Component Mame ------------- Crmcentratirl11 --- -------- Ai ternate Name -.. -- -- --­
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IPON 
NITRA1ES 
HATER 
ZINC 
832136 METAL TUBE fREAfMEMl 
pH; 8.10 flashpoint= 212.0F 
LALtIUM HYDROXIDE 
INORGANIC SALlS 
tJATER 
ZINC 
84ui}']1) IMVEtHORV WR HE -OFF 
PH= 7.30 flashpoint= 212.0F AMrlOl\LUM SAU OF SULFO 
AMMONIUM SULFONATE 
CA &NA SALTS 
VAGUUn GAS OIL 
HAfER 
84(l0?7 INDUSTRIAL SPRAY PAINTHlG 
nN = 6.80 flashpDint= 212.0r 
CHRtH'tll1M 
INOR8Af.lIC SALTS 
mON 
PAINf OILS &RESINS 
HAlER 
ZINC 
--\)­
840131 MIYING 
pH - 8.70 flashpDint= 
U19TOR on 
LH1ESfONE 
84021il DENOUlIDt4 OF BUILnING WTERHi 
nH:: 10.1 flashpBint= 212.0F 
CALL 10M HYDROXIUE 
~HROM!UM &NIC¥EL 
CLOfH FIBERS 
INORGANIC SALTS 
HATER 
ZINC	 &lEAD 
-u­
-0-
BliQ233 CYlHmER MrS !,H%S fE TREATI1HIT 
pH = 9.70 flashpoint= 200.vF 
CHROMIUM HYDROXIDE 
COPPER HYDRUXIDE 
FERRIC OYIDE 
HATER 
ZINC	 HYDRnnDE 
840337 OUT-DATED MATERIAL 
~ e~ = -- flashpoint= 2JP.oF 
LA & ~fH SAL TS 
POL V! Sl}FUTYlH~E 
~}ATFR 
B1t l1 350 GENERAL NANUFAI.:iURIN6 USE 
nH = -- fla5hpuin~= 280,OF 
euw ABSURBENI 
iRIACETlN 
HATf:R 
135 
8a.30QO?;
1. 3(!1){H)% 
phaSE:::	 st?i!!i­
0.20000% 
99.500(1% 
O.3(l!)(IH~ 
p.hase ::: so 1id 
4•7(H)(IO~~ 
5a.lOQO~ 
35.7000~ 
!.50000% 
phase :: li~l!id 
53.2(l(l(l~ 
6.500(0)\
0.10000% 
a.l(10QO~ 
32.10(10% 
phase;: SE'liii­
O.10MO;{
7.40000% 
1•OO(l(i(II~ 
16 ~ 9(i(;O~': 
74.5000% 
O. !Q!)f}Ot~ 
16.900(1:4 
phase := sE'mi­
5u.(I000% 
5u•Oi)t)Q)~ 
phase:: solid 
10.4000% 
0.40000% 
12.1000% 
21.2000% 
55.8000% 
0.10000% 
0.10000% 
0.40000% 
phase = ser!!i­
f!.2000(i'~ 
4.1(lOOlJY:
4. 1MO(}%
IRON 
NITRATES 
HATER 
ZINC 
ZINC	 PHOSPHATE SLUDGt 
1994	 quantity = 
CALCIUM HYDRUX!UE 
INORGANIC SAiTS 
HAfER 
ZINC 
SUi FOHATE 
1984 Quantity::
M1i10MIUH StllFONAIE 
AttMOm Uti SLlLf ONATE 
CA 8: NA SAt rs 
OIL 
HAfER 
(~I1H LI 
7877.io· 
464659. 
PAINT SPRAY BD1HH SLUDGE & HAL 
!984 qmmt lty :: 5025. (ij)
 
CHROHIUN
 
INORGANIC SALTS 
IRON
 
PAmT
 
tiA1ER
 
ZINC
 
RES1N 
DFF8RAUE INSULA1ING NAfERIAL 
1984 quanti ty :: 2!1~L(iO gaL 
CASfOR OIL 
LHiESrmJE 
CONfAtimAfED ASBESTOS rONfAItH 
1984 quantity::
CALCWH HY}IRDYJDf 
CHROrlI ut1 
CLOTH FIBERS 
INORGANIC SALTS 
HATER 
ZINC 
LEAD 
Nln.EL 
CHRDtU UN HYDRm mE SLmJ6E 
1984 qu~ntitl = 
CHROMIUr·I HYHRO.JJJE 
COPPER HVDROXIDt 
FERRlr OXJJJE 
14ATER 
ZINC HYI>ROHiiE 
POlYETHYlEMT GREASt 
19RI} qnanti ty :: 
CA &NA SALTS 
pm Y!Su~UTYLENE 
WATl:R 
ClAY	 CuNlfilMING TRIACElIM 
19B~ quantity = 
C! AV A~SORBENT 
TRIACETIN 
\4IH1:.R 
lP65.00 gaL 
?b45.o0 
2.00000
 
NON-HeRA SPECIAL WASTE PERMIT DATA 
Authorization Process Name 
Name 
----------- CDmpDnent Name ------.----- -.--------- Alternate Name ------ - ---­
ff4n404 CULD LINE SOFfENING OF WAfER MABIE LIME SLUDGE 
JiH::; 9.60 flashpDint:
CALCIUM CARBONA1E 
flOu.OF nhl<se = sfm1­
r· .•, itO. (1(100% 19B4 qtHmti tv = CALCIUM CARBONArt gal. 
MAGNESIUM HYDROXIDE 
WAfER 
20,Oi)uO~; 
4(l,(lOOO~\ 
MAGNESIUM HYDROXIDE 
MATER 
840448 CAPACITOR MFG. CAPACITOR CLEANING SOl UTION H 
pH = 6.30 flashpDint=
ALKANOL AMINE 
IRIPRuPYLENE GLYCUl METHYL 
1984 quantity:::
ALI(ANOl AIHNE 
TRIPROPYl ENE fit YCm 
275D,QQ 
i'tf liN!: 
HATER WATER 
84fiS12 R~FUSE INCIMER~IION MASTE HEAr BUlLER ASH 
nH = 8.30 flashDolnt= 
mORGAt-HC SALTS . 
IRON 
UNBURNED CARBONACEOUS MATERIAl 
HATER 
ZINC 
21E.~F phase = solid 
i5.50{)i)~\ 
3.50000:4 
10.70QO%
?O.20OQ7J
O.100M% 
1984 ~!lal1titx 
INORGAtH t SALb 
IRON 
CARBON 
HATER 
ZINC 
:: gal. 
840522 GR!MO!NG MACHINES GRINDING SlUDGE 
pH = 8.10 flashpDint=
61UNDING SRI f 
MOBIL UMICRUN OIL 
212.0r 1984 quantity
GRINDING GRIT 
OIL 
= gal, 
BiER STEEL 
MAfER Hf)TEP. 
840613 ZINC CuATING ZINC TREAHtEN f SLUDGE 
pH = 9.30 flashp~int= 
CAt CHIN CHLORIDE 
212,OF phase = Sf-fUd 
40.00(l(i~ 
1984 qu.antitv :: 
CRlCIUM CHLORIbE 
POLYMER 
SODIUM HYDRUXIDE 
WATER 
5.00(i(ii)% 
;:; •OO(u)t)~" 
50.0000% 
POLYMER 
SODIUM HYDROXIDE 
WATER 
84064? SOAP MfG GLYCERINE Pi ICH 
p!l = It.1.9 flashprdnt=
J1NHIAUVEG fHLS&GREASE 
phase = Ii qui. d 
O.30000~ 
1984 quanh ty ::: 
OIL-VES 
gaL 
GLYCHHNE 
INORGANIC ASH 
POLYGL YCERINE 
35.0(lOO~~ 
P7,OOO(l%
37.7000% 
GLYCERINE 
ASH 
POLYGLYCERINE 
-(1­ (I. 300(10;" ANIMAL OIL 
840H5B ELELTRUSTATIC PR£CIPIrATION ESP WASfE FROM JOHNSON&JOHNBOM 
nH = 4,10IWJ~:GANIC SALTS flashpDint= 212.0F nhase = semj­, O.5000mt 1984 guantityINURGANIC SALfS ~ 1980.00 
IRON (l.100(lO~; IRON 
TRICRESYL PHOSPHATE ~4.7MO~ fRICRESYL PHOSPHATt 
HATER 4.70000% WATER 
B40934 DEWA! ERI N6 HAS fE TREAnlEMT DEWATERED SLUDGE HITH CAR~DN 
CA ~ 
pH = 7.80 
NA SALTS 
flashpoint= 212.0F phase = snlid 
11.5000~ 
1984 nuaotity
CA t HA"SALfS 
= 7675p~O gaL 
CARBON 
SOAP,TAtlOWtCOCDNUr OIL 
HATER 
IJ70(l0!)~ 
12.5000% 
'74. 30(lO:~ 
CARBON 
COCONUT OIL 
WATER 
-0­ 12. 5(IOO~~ SOAP 
840987 FOOD CASING tlFG 
pH = 10.6 fJashpDint=
GELLEj) VISCOSE 
\-lATER 
17b.OF phese = sxd id 
35. ?OOO:~ 
64.30001. 
GEl U I} VISCOBE 
1984 quantity:::
GELLED VTSCDSf 
iM1TER 
B41024 WAREHOUSING 
~H = 5,40 f1 ashpt:<i nt= 
fERRIC OR1HRnPHOSPHATF 
BOO.of phase = p~wder 41>0000~ 
\'EHR!H1 {RICE ENRICHMENT)
198ft {pant! tv = 4tl 4 Uno 
FERRIC ORIHRDP~OSPHA!E g3 L 
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NOH-RCRA SPECIAL WASTE PERMIT DATA 
Authorization Proress Name 
r4ame 
----------- CompDnent Name ---------.--- Com:el1iratil:ln 
Generic Name
 
----------- Alternate Name ----- --_._..
 
ru fie! NAtH DE 
THIAtHNE tlONONITRATE 
841164 ZIMPRO UNIT C02 ABSORBER VENT 
===========~====================~=~========~=======:=======~=====;:==============;=======~=============== 
pH:; 6.20 flashprd.nt= 21P..Of 
ALUMINUM [ARBON
SUl FIDES -0 ILS 
841192 POLYMER PRODUCTION 
ryH:: 8.10 flashpDint= 190.oF ALutHt~!lfl OX IDE 
SULFIDES, OILS 
841251 TANK CLEANING FOR OIL lAMKS 
p'H:: 7.40 flashpDiot=
INORGANIC SAL1S 
rEROSFt4E 
OIL Sl tlDGE 
MATER 
92vlUO COULANT 
pH = It.4 flashpoint=
illL (COOLANT)
STODN1RD SOLVEN f 
WATER 
9211B8 PCB WASfE 
pH = -- flashpolnt=
rCB CAPAC HDRS 
PC~ t IP.U!DS 
PCB SPILL RESIDUE 
921189 PCB WASTE 
pH = -~ fJa=hpDint= 
PCB CAPACITORS 
PCB !.!HUmS 
PCB SPILL RESIDUE 
9?12~~ PCB WABlf 
~H ~ -. flashooint= 
PCH CAPArIl0RS . 
PCB l HHlJDS 
rcp SPILL RESfDUE 
?1P<Of 
212.uF 
200,or 
2JP.or 
q21299 PRINTED CIRCUli MANUFACTURING
pH ::: B.5Q fJashpoint= 212.0F 
Al1NONIA 
CHIOPIDE 
CuPPER 
WAfER 
9c1609 on RECOVERY·HAlt-R PHASE OF 
p!l:: 3.5lJ flashpDint::: 'HO.OF 
lNORGAN IC SAL! S 
SULFURIC AeIn 
MAlER 
9P2260 PCb NA5fES 
nH:: -- flashpoint=
PC}i l:APi\tlTORS 
phase:: solid 
6B.OOOv% 
31.000QX 
1.0000(lY; 
phaSE"; 51:.1 in 
99 .OO(l(l~\ 
1.QOOOOj{. 
pha~e ::. l'9uid 
(l.5Q(l\JO~ 
4.6QOOO~~ 
6B.90l)O~ 
26.M(ii)~ 
phase:: liquid 
bO. (I(lO(l~~ 
lQ.flono% 
3ij.(lOOO~ 
phasE:;: liquid 
60 •MOt}'!; 
~.O.QOQl)% 
30. (Il}(lr)~~ 
Dnase::: ligUla
•	 60 ,(!OOO% 
10.0000% 
30.0Q{llW 
phase::: liquid 
11.0Q(IO:i:
12. !)OO(l~~ 
9.00(100:4
6B.MOO% 
unaSE ::: U 
.	 6fl •(I(lQO~4 
rfB i InUIDS 1(I. Cl(\\i(\% 
pelf SPIll RESlDUE 3(1. (1000% 
9P2537 PRINTFU CIRCUIl HFG 
~H:;: 8.50 flaEhpDint= 212.nF phase = l~quid 
AtiMfJNIA 11 ,MllO~\ 
NIACINAMIDE 
THIAMINE NONONITRATE 
CARBON FILTER DRUM 
19BIJ nual'it i tv :;:
ALU!HNut1 I 
tARBor·} 
OIL 
B5.0000 gaL 
PILOT PLANT ALUMINA 
j 984 quanti ty :; 
Al UtlINinl OXIDE 
OIL 
OIL SLUDGE 
19B4 ql.lcnltH,1 = 
HlDR8AtH C SAL1 S 
KERDSENE 
OIL 
HATER 
gaL 
WARTE OIl 
19EF~ q~!ant i ty :;: 
OIL 
SfODHARD SnLVEH r 
YATER 
PCB t'ASrES 
1984 ~lli:!l1tHy 
PCB LIQUIDS 
PCB LH~U!OS 
PCf.! LlmJIlJS 
::: 165.000 gaL 
PCB HAS1ES 
~9B4 qHt!l1ti ty ::: 
PCB LIQUIDS 
PCB LI fJV IDS 
PCB U9.lIIPS 
PCB lJASTE~ 
i984 quad i t)i 
PCB UQUHiS 
PCB tIf.!U1DS 
fief! lHlllH\S 
::: gaL 
AMMGtHACAL CHPPf:.R SO! Uf!UN 
IqB4 qpantity ::: 1050U.0 
At1HOtHA 
LHlORIl1r;
COPPER 
M!11ER 
FPfE WIlER 
!9B4 qmmt i tv ::: 
iNORGANIC SAlrs 
SULFURIC ACID 
HATER 
PCH t~ASl tSf 
1984 quantity::: 
PCB LWUIDSPCB Uo.ums 
PCB Li8l!ILiS 
M1MUNJCAL CuPPFR SOU.! 
1984 quanlity ::: 
AliHl.lN IA 
~B~O.OO gal. 
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NON-ReRA SPECIAL MASiE PERMIT DAlA 
ButhDrizati~n PrDcess Name 
Name 
-- ---..----~ Ct1mpvl1!mt Name ---------- --- Concentration 
CHluRIIJE 12.0000% 
COPPER 9.0000Q:4
WATER 69.0000% 
922542 PRINftD CIRCUIT MFG 
pH ::: B.50 flashpDint= 2BO.OF 
M1MiJMIA 
CHLuRIDE 
COPPER 
HAlER 
922553 PR HiTED C!ReVn tiFG 
~H ;: 8.50 flashpaint:: 212.0F phase = liquid
Ar.nmNIA It .OO(l(l~\ 
CHLORIDE le.(H)OO%
COPPER 9.000007;
HAfER 68.(1000% 
9225H3 PRINTED CIRCUli MF6 
pH :: 8,~O flashpoint= 20Q.»F phase = liquid
AMMONIA 11,0000:4
CHLORIllE 12. (It)I)(l%
COPPER 9.00QO(lK 
WflfER 6B.ilOOO:{ 
92P594 PLATING PROCESS 
pH; 10.4 flashpoint= 200,QF phase = liquid
INORGANIC SALTS !.O(lOOO%
NICKEl 1. OOOOQ}~ 
\~ATER ?8.(lOOO~ 
92~630 PLATING PRUCESS 
pH = 10,4 flashpDint:: ~QI).OF pha!:.€ :: liqB~d 
HluRGMHC SALTS LOOOOO~ 
NICKEL 1. (1(100(1;4
WAfER 9a.OO(iO~ 
9227H8 PRIN1ED CIRCUIT MFG 
pH;: 9,50 flashpoint= E12.0F phase = 1i~\.lid 
AMMONIA 11.i)OJ(l~{ 
CHiORmE 12,OOOOX 
CtJPPER 9.(10000%
WATER 68. ill)(I0% 
922729 PRINTED CIRCUIT fiFG 
pH ~ 8,50 flashpDint= Eon,OF phase;; liquid
AMMONIA 11.0000% 
CHLORIDE 12.0000~ 
eOPPER 9.00000% 
WHER 68. (lOfl(l% 
922731 PRINTED CIRCUIT MFG 
pH ~ 8.50 flashpoint~ c12.0F 
ANNllNIA 
CHUWI IJ£ 
COPP£-f(
MAfER 
922742 PRINTED CIRCUll NfG 
pH - 8.50 flashpQint= 200,O~ 
AriMOMIA 
WLORIDE 
COPPER 
t-!AfER 
ge2802 NICKEL PRECJPlfATlUN 
nH = 8,50 flashpDint= 212,OF phase ~ sl:·lid 
mC~:El [APIWNHfE 29.0uuuX 
WAI'FR 72,OOOO~ 
Generic Name 
---- ------ Alternate N!m! --- -- ------
LHLORIDE 
COPPER 
MATER 
AMMONICAl COPPER SOlN 
1984 quantity :: 8690.uO
 
AtlttoHIA '
 
CHLORIDE 
COPPER 
HAlER 
AMHDNJCAL COPP~R HOLM 
! 984 qm:mt i ty ::: 1620v,0
ArmONIA 
rHLORIUE 
COPPER 
I1AIER 
~HMONICAL CuPPER SuLN 
1994 quantity = 
AMNONIA 
LHLORIUE 
COPPER 
HAlER 
TIN PlATING SLUDGE 
1984 quantit'[ ::: 
INORGANIC SAU!;;i
tHCKEL 
HATER 
11M PLATING SLUDGE 
1984 guantity :;

INORGANIC SALTB
 
tUn'El 
WAfER 
At1NDN ICAL COPPER SOUl 
1984 quantity:: gal. 
f%MNONIA 
CHLDRIDE 
COPPER 
HATER 
AMMONIACAL COPPER SULUTION 
1984 qnantity :: 1155.0{l ~aL 
AUHONIA 
CHLORIDE 
ClJPPER 
WA1EP 
AHMlJNI CAL rOPPE:R SOU! 
1984 quantity:: 
ArUiONIA 
CHLORIDE 
COPPER 
WAIER 
AMMONICAL CUPP~R BOLM 
Iff8't ql.lant1ty ;;: 
AMl1uN1A 
tHLURIDE 
COPPER 
HAlER 
"JerEl FILr~R CArE 
1984 quantity ;: 6463.3i\
 
NICVfl CARBONATE
 
HATER 
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NON-RCRA SPECIAL WAS1E PtRMll DAiA 
AuthDrizatiDn ProcEss Name 
N3fftE 
.. -------.- CompDnent N3me -~----~------ Concentratilm .-••------- Alternate Name -- .-.----.--. 
================================:======:=====================:===:===:========~====~====~======~========= 
9E2892 PRINTED CIRCUI! t1F6 
pH - 8.50 flashpoint= 21E.Of 
AMtinN'A 
CHLORIDE 
COPPER 
HATER 
9~~B97 PRINTED CIRCUIT MFH 
pH - 8.50 flashpoi.nt= 212.(IF 
A!1tH.!H.A 
CHUJRIOE 
COPPEr 
\lATER 
92290fl PRINTED CIRCUIT I1F6
nH ::: 
At1t1iJNfA 
CHLORIDE 
COPPER 
9.50 f!ashp~int:: EOO.OF 
!~ATFR 
93053'1 
f;H" --
MFG u~ ~UJEPRINT 
fl ashpr.d nt:: 
MACHINES 
15(1.tlf"
ETHYL-Nt -GLYCOl 
HAfER 
q~Hl;:'i) LAPPlflG UPERATION 
nH:: 6.40 flasl1ptfint= 2i2.QF 
ALUra NUN IH WE 
DIRt AN!J ME1Al 
NUHlt VAU1UL 3A OlL 
9'31415 MANUFAC1UR£ GLASS 
pH ::: B.IO f13shpoint= 20U,(I~ 
AMHlHHA 
BREASE AN!J OlL 
INK PHJMEN fS 
HAlER 
-ii­
931 il:i5 TANV fRUlV CLEANIN~ 
EH ~ 11.0 fJ.ashpcl int= 20(;. (iFWORti,NIC SAlT~ 
8iJDIUft HYDROXIDE 
~jAT[R 
94(;11 ij PR HHED CIRem f NFG 
pH = 8,50 f la!:.hpt1i nt= 20l1,Of 
At1NOtHA 
LHLORInE 
COPP£H 
HAfER 
94015B MA.NUFACTURING AIR PUWtR lOuiS 
pH:::: 9.111 flashpDint= 2!2.0f 
rUTTING U!L 
UlCQUfR TH1NNER 
STuDnARO SOLViNT 
V,ATER 
940228 tlACHINHIG tlETALS 
nl-! = -- flashpQint= ~8i,OF 
CHICLEAN 30 
CHitOHL 5 SlAR 40 
J40CKCUT 405 
SL@GE ANIl RESIDUE 
SIR FUR 
~ATER 
phase:: liquid 
11,00(107: 
12.o(l(l(l% 
9.0Ql)O(J~ 
68.0000% 
phase::: liquin
11.00(10\{ 
12,O(lVO~~ 
9.000i)O~ 
bB.OOt}{I)\ 
pha!:.e :: liq1.dd
11.(H)OO% 
12 .OOO(l~4 
9.000l)Ol{ 
b8.(iOfi(l~ 
phase:: liquid 
76.i)OO(l~ 
24.f!(lHO~ 
phase:: semi­
l(1.Qi)(lOi~ 
70.OQi)O~ 
2fJ. MOfiX 
p.h~r:e• t!.1 •. - ~ _ •11rin 
5.000 (}% 
5.000(II)i{ 
5.00000% 
95.0(1(10%
5.000(10% 
phast: := liquid 
1.10(l&}jf~ 
(I.20(lQQI~ 
98,'7000% 
phase = liquid
i 1,lJOV(l%
12.o(lfl{}X 
9.uM(I(l% 
68. iJOj)j)~{ 
phase:: liquid 
20,0000% 
1.00000X 
60,0000%
1if •O(H)(1~4 
AMtlOHICfiL CUPPER sou~ 
19f14 quantity :: 27750,(1 M!. :I-~' 
Ar1MUr-HA 
CHlORIOE 
CUPPER 
HATER 
AMtmNIUtl COPPER SULN 
1984 quantity:: 24800.0 gaL
AMMONIA 
CHUHUOE 
COPPER 
WATER 
AftMONlCAL CUPPER SOU~ 
1984 !It!imti ty :: 18tll0, iJ y~L 
ANMUNIA ' 
CHUJR1DE [OPPER 
!1AHR 
CUULANf &UIL 
!98~ "u2nh ty ;: IllS. vOl) 9?LETHYLEm? 6!. vcm 
!~ATER 
~}ASl E LAPP ItlG SLUHGE 
1994 quantity:: 1'1),000 lJai., 
At UNHltlf1 OXl!1f: 
t1E1Al 
£HL 
INK HASH HATER 
1984 Q!!i:!ntity •. l!:!'tU.M g~L 
AMMONIA 
on 
PIGMHHS 
~!ArER 
6REASl: 
fANVER WASH ~ASIE 
1984 lJ!.ldntitv :: 5H14(1I), gaL 
UmR8AiU't 8AL!S 
BlJ!HUH HYDRnX H}E
HAlfR 
AMMONIACAL CUPPfH SUi Ui JON 
198ft qmmt ~ ty = 3i:i;:;O.i)fl g:1L 
At1MON!/~ 
CHLORInE 
CUPPER 
HA"iER 
SUlVfN1 
1994 qmmtH\' ~ 4150. (j{l
 
UIl
 
tHNl:RAL SPIRITS
 
STODDARD SOlVfNT
 
~!ATER 
WASTE on 
1984 quantity = gaL 
CH~CU:AN 311 
OIL 
uIl 
SLLILIDE ANI) RES Jnu!:
 
SUlfUR
 
HlriE-,R 
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NON-RCRA SPECIAL HASTE PERMIT DATA 
AuthDrizatiDn Process Name 
Name 
-----..---- Lomponent NamE ~--~-- ----~- Content! at iCtn - --- ._---- Alternate Name ~_ .. -._.---_. 
=:==============:================~============================:~==~=======:=~==========~=====:~~=~~====== 
940233 COOLING AND LUBRICATION 
pH;: 9.40 flashpDint= lSI.0F 
HVIIRAULIt flIt 
MINERAl SPIRITS 
WATER HASED COOLAN1S 
940287 TEST HYDRO TRANSMISSION 
pH:: 6.80 flashpDint= 212.0F 
ALUMINUM SULPHATE 
ANIONIC pm MVER 
DIRI 
NAPTHANIC BASE PETRDlE 
SOyIUM HYDROXIOE 
WATER 
940503 MANUFACTURE OF FLOOR COATINGS 
pH:: 5.90 flashpvint= 2fl(l.l'jf
CALCIUM CHLORIDE 
HYDRO-CARBON RESIN 
MAGNESIUM SILICA FLDRIDE 
SDDIUK SIlJCAfE 
YINSOL RESIN 
~lInER 
940687 STEEt ROLL COAlING 
p-H:: 9.811 fl ashpo i nt= 2Cm, or 
!NORGAr4 JC SAL TS 
IRON 
M!CHl 
WATER 
ZINC 
phase:: liguid
10.0(1l}1)%
20. (l(i(H)% 
70.0Mf!% 
phase:: sfmi­
E.OO(lOO¥t
2.00000% 
5.00(lO(li{ 
70.0000% 
1.000001; 
!O.OOOO~\ 
phase;: HQuid 
j.OOQOO~ 
11.00QO~ 
1.00000K 
1.00000% 
2.00000~ 
84.0000% 
940102 AIR POLLUfION rONTROL DEVICE (
pH = --
ALKYL PHfHALATE 
flashpoint= H12.0F phase = liquid 
49.5000~ 
DI-2-EIHYL HEXYl-AZElATE 0.10000% 
DISDNONVL PHTHALATE 47.5000~ 
lINEAR ALCOHOL 0.10000% 
HINfRAL OIL 0.10000% 
POLYMERIC PLASTICIZERS O.10QO(l~ 
WATER 3.000001 
992759 SCREW MACHINE 
pH = 
CUTTING tnl 
lUNERAl SPIRITS 
994~53 
pH ~ 7.5u 
INORGANIC SALTS 
OILS	 AND GREASE 
~U~TER 
ZINC 
0­
995468 
nH ~ -­
flashpoint= 190.0F phase:: liquid 
40.00(10% 
6O.(jOOO~ 
rUSF ASSEMBLY 
flashpoint= !6U.ilf phase:: liquid 
10.0ClijO%
21. (1(100%
bB.OOOO% 
1.(I(lOO(l~, 
2i . (i(l0(l~; 
SEF LfsT IN DIY FILE 100.000% 
996241 FASTENERS ,SOCKETS}
pH = flashpoint= 30n.OF phase::: liquid
111 TRICHLOROETHANE 80.0000:4 
tHNERAL SPIRITS	 20.(1(11)0% 
lABOPAfORY WASTE &STOREROOM W 
flashpoint= 193.0F phase::: liquid 
WASTE OIL/MINERAL SPIRIfS 
1984 quantity = 
UIL 
MINERAL SPIRI1S 
WATER BASED COOLANTS 
OILY SLUDGE 
1984 quantity::
ALUMINUM SULPHATE 
ANIONIC POLMYER 
DIRT 
IHl 
SODIUM HYOROXIDE 
MATER 
2000u,u gilJ. 
10000.0 gal. 
WASTE WATER 8ASE OFF-SPEer PRO 
1984 quantity = 3578.00 gal. 
CALCIUt1 CHlORIDE 
RES Hi 
MAGNESIlm SILICA FUJIUDE 
SODIUri SILICArE 
RESIN 
WAfER 
HYDROXIDE SLUPRY 
1984 quantit v :: 17QOOfl. gaL
INORGANIC SALlS 
IRON 
NICrEl 
WAfER 
ZINC 
HEAF	 SLUDGE 
1994 quantity = 4235.00 
AU:YL PH1HALATE 
DI-2-ETHYL HEXYL-RlElAlf 
DISONOMYL PHTHALATE 
U NEAR ALCOHOL
 
rm~ERAL OIL
 
PLASTICIZER
 
!MHER 
~JASTE OIL 
1984	 tJuanti tv :: gal.OlL . . 
MINERAL SPIRI is 
INDUSTRIAL WASfE HATERS 
1984 q~antit~ = .c»9800t7 gaL
INDRGANIC SALT;:)
OIL 
WATER 
ZINC 
GREASE 
LABORATORY WASTE & STOREROUM ~l 
1984 quant i ty :: 
SEE LIST 1M DIV fILE 
TRICH1URETHANE 111 
1984 quantity = 
111 TRICHLOROETHANE 
lUNERAl SPIRITS 
33{1. (iOO gaL 
1000.1)0 gal. 
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--
NON-RCRA SPECIAL WASTE SCREEN 
Auth. TOKICITY BIO INFEC IGNITE flAMM LEACH OVER 
Number Chr. Arute Env. ALL 
-----------------~----------------~-------------------~-----------------_._--------"-
11 
I780898 If U¥ UK t,l N NA N y
 
781234 Y UK Y N N N NA N Y
 
781575 Y m: y N N N NA N y
 
781614 Y UK UK N N N NA N Y
 
782123 N ~' Y N N N NA N Y
 
782207 N UK UK N N r~ NA N Ull'

" 782238 N m: y N N t~ NA N y
 
78239b Y Y Y N ti NA N N Y
 
790314 N UK Y N N N NA Y y
 
790418 y UI( UK N N N NA Y y
 
190583 Y U~ Y N N Y NA N y
 
79Q8OQ N UK UK N N N NA N UK
 y791080 y U~' N N N Nfl UK Y 
y y791087 Y UK Y N N N NA
 
791141 N UV U~: N N t4 NA N m:
 
791183 y Ut" UK N N N NA V V
 
791BQO Y UK Ul( N N NA N UK y
 
792019 N UK UK N N filA N N UK
 
192341 N UK UK N N N !itA N UK
 ).792442 Y UK Y N N N riA UK 
792475 Y UK m: N N NA N UK Y
 
792482 Y UK UK N N NA N UI< V
 
792538 y Ur, UK N N t~ NA y V
 
79Eb4Q N UK UK N N riA N N m:
 
792965 N UK UK N N NA 14 UK UK
 
793158 N V UK N N N riA UK y
 
900054 Y UK U~ N N N NA N y
 
eooon t~ N UK N N N NA N UV
 
8007u6 N UK UK N N N NA N UV
 
801349 Y m~ UK N N NA N tW y
 
802439 N UK UK N N NA N N UK
 
8Q2b89 y UK UK N N y rIA N y
 
8028(19 N y y M M N NA Y V
 
81(1316 N UK Y N N N riA Y V
 
81037b N V V N N NA N N Y
 
810436 Y UK UK N N NA N U!< Y
 
810475 Y UK UK N N N NA M Y
 y y yS10894 U~~ N N NA N Y
 
911233 N UK UK t~ t4 NA N M UK
 
811282 Y UK UK N N NA N V Y
 
H11395 N UV Y N N riA M N Y
 
811420 Y UK UK N N NA ti Y V
 
811469 Y UI< U¥ N N t4A N N Y
 
811575 N N N N N N NA N N 
B11680 N UK Y N N N NA N y y y811349 M UK V N N V NA 
811946 Y UK UK t~ N NA N UK Y
 
811959 N Y Y N N NA M Y Y
 
811989 Y UK Y N 14 N riA N Y
 
812142 y UK ur UK N !If NA N Y
 
912143 N Ur-" UK N N N t~A N UK
 y8121b3 Y UK N N N NA N Y 
812165 Y UK V ~! N M NA i'! Y y812229 N UK Y N N Nfl N N
 
B12235 N V V N N M NA t~ V
 
812321 N U~~ Y N N NA N ~! y
 
812599 M Ul( Y N N NA N N y
 
812642 Y UK UK N N Ii NA N
 y
 
813018 N UK Uj( N N NA N m: UK
 y82(if)b6 tl Y Y N N liA N y
 
820124 N UK Y N N N j>!A Y y
 
820377 y UK y N .it' N NA y y
 
B20401 V m: UK N N N NA N y
 
820542 N Y Y N N Ii NA y Y
 
B209M Y N N N N N NA II! V
 
B209sa N y UK N N f4 riA N y
 
82rJ992 Y UK m' N N NA ill N Y
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NON-RCRA SPECIAL WASTE SCREEN
 
-Auth. 
Number ChI. 
TOXICITY 
AcutE Eny. 
BIG INFEC IGtUTE FlAtit1 LEACH OVER 
All 
-------------------------------------~------------------------------_8211(t9 Y UK Y rt N r~A N 
821118 N N N N N N NA 
821170 N N ti N N N NA 
821302 y m: UK N N NA N 
821623 Y UK UK N N NA N 
821881 N N N N N N NA 
821959 Y UK UK UK N N NA 
822174 Y U;' UK N N NA N 
822398 N UK Y N N N NA 
822460 t4 Y Y N N NA N 
.. ~---------~----
UK V 
ti N 
UK m' 
t~ Y 
U~: y 
t~ N y V 
UK Y 
N Y 
Y Y 
822703 N V Y N N N riA N V 
822812 
822955 
a?2993 
830186 
Y 
Y 
N 
Y 
UK 
Y
m'
UK 
V 
UK 
UK 
UK 
N 
N 
N 
N 
t~ 
N 
t4 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
N 
N 
Y 
N 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
830234 
830413 
Y 
N 
y 
UK 
y 
UK 
N 
N 
to! 
N 
filA 
N 
N 
tlA 
V 
N 
Y 
UK 
830452 
830964 
N 
N 
N 
UK 
N 
UK 
II! 
N 
N 
N 
NA 
NA 
t~ 
N 
~i 
N 
N 
UK 
830996 Y Y Y N N N NA N y 
831056 
831097 
N 
t~ 
N 
UK 
N 
UK 
N 
N 
14 
£4 
N 
t~ 
NA 
NA 
y 
Y 
y 
y 
831145 
831207 
N 
N 
UK 
UK 
UK 
UK 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
t4A 
riA 
N 
N 
N 
UK 
UK 
831272 
831308 
831344 
831423 
83143(1
831443 
831444 
?4 
N 
y 
Y 
N 
N 
N 
Y 
UK 
m: 
UJ( 
Y 
UK y 
Y 
N 
y 
UK 
UK 
UK 
y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
U 
NA 
MA 
NA 
NA 
N 
riA 
NA 
N 
N 
N 
N 
Nfl 
N 
N 
v 
I 
N 
N 
to! 
N 
t4 
UK 
Y 
UK 
Y 
Y 
Y 
UK 
y 
a31~B2 
831505 
831513 
83152e 
f~ 
N 
V 
N 
UI( 
UK 
UK 
UK 
ur 
Y 
UK 
Y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
M 
N 
N 
N 
NA 
t4 
NA 
N 
M 
NA 
U 
NA-
V 
N 
M 
N 
y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
831bO? Y UK UK N N NA U N Y 
831742 
931792 
N 
N 
Y 
UK 
V 
UK 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
NA 
t~A 
N 
M 
Y 
UK 
832017 
832063 
Y 
N 
Y 
UK 
Y 
UK 
N 
N 
N 
t~ 
N 
NA 
NA 
N 
N 
UK 
Y 
UK 
832064 
832092 
N 
14 
N 
UK 
M 
UK 
N 
N 
N 
N 
NA 
N 
N 
NA 
y 
ill 
V 
UK 
832136 
840070 
B4Q077 
840137 
t4 
V 
Y 
N 
UK 
UK 
UK 
UK 
Y 
UK 
UK 
t4 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
NA-
N 
N 
N 
N 
NA 
NA 
NA 
N 
N 
N 
t4 
V 
Y y 
ur 
a4021Q
840233 
840337 
840350 
B40403 
840404 
840448 
840512 
V 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
UK 
UK 
UK 
Y 
UK 
UJ( 
Y 
UK 
UK 
UK 
UK 
lll< 
y 
N 
UK 
y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
M 
N 
N 
~IA 
~l 
N 
NA 
N 
N 
N 
NA 
M 
NA 
NA 
N 
Nfl 
NA 
NA 
N 
Y 
N 
UK 
m' 
UK 
N 
N 
N 
Y 
UK 
UK y 
Y 
UK 
Y 
Y 
840522 
B40613 
Y 
N 
UK 
UK 
Y 
V 
N 
N 
N 
N 
NA 
NA 
N 
N 
N 
N 
V 
Y 
840647 
840858 
840934 
840987 
841024 
841164 
841192 
841251 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
Y 
Y y 
UK 
UK 
UK 
m'
UK 
UK 
m: 
V 
UK 
Y 
UK
m' 
UK 
UK 
UK y 
N 
t4 
N 
N 
N 
t~ 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
t~ 
NA 
t~A 
NA 
NA 
NA 
t4 
NA 
NA 
N 
N 
U 
N 
N 
tiA 
Y 
N 
N 
Y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
V 
Y 
UK y 
UK y 
Y y 
920100 
921188 
Y 
Y 
m: 
V 
UK 
V 
N 
t4 
N 
N 
Y 
N 
NA 
NA 
Y 
m: 
Y 
V 
921189 
921205 
y 
y 
Y 
V 
V 
Y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
NA 
NA 
U~ 
UK 
V 
Y 
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NON-RCRA SPECIAL WASTE SCREEN
 
-
~ 
Auth. TOXICITY BID INFEC IGNITE FLAMM LEACH OVER
 
Number Chr. Acute Env. ALL
 
---------------------------~------~------------------- -------------------------------
9~1299 N UK V N 14 t~ itA to! Y y921608 N Y N N N ttA Y V 
922260 Y V N N N N UV Yy
 
922537 N UK Y N t4 N NA M Y
 
922542 N UK Y N N N NA N Y
 
922553 N UK Y N N t~ t~A N V
 
922583 N UK V N N N NA N Y
 
922594 V UK UK N N t~ t~A Y Y
 
922630 Y Ul< UK N N N NA y y
 
922728 t~ UK Y N N ~! NA N Y
 y922729 N UK N N N NA N Y
 
922731 N UK y N N N NA N Y
 
922742 N UK Y N N N NA N Y
 
922802 y UK UK N N NA t~ N y
 
922B92 N UK Y N Ii N Nfl N Y
 y922897 N tit: N N N NA N Y 
922900 N UK y N N N NA N V y93053'J V N Y N N Y NA UK 
931220 V UK UK N N N NA N Y
 
931415 y Y Y N N N NA N Y
 
931435 N UK Y N N f4 rIA Y V
 
9401iQ t'l UK Y N N t~ NA ti Y
 
940158 Y UK UK N N Pi NA N Y
 
940228 y UK Y N N Y NA UK Y
 
94(1233 Y UK Y N N Y NA N V
 
94(1287 Y UK V t4 N t~ NA N Y
 
940503 !II y UK N N N NA N y
 
940687 y UK UK N N M NA N Y
 
940702 Y m.. UK N N N Nt'! m" y
 y99{1758 Y N N N Y NA UI< Y 
994953 Y UK Y N N Y NA N V y 
y 
9954bB N UK UK N N Y tiA UV 
996241 N N Y N !'I N NA UK 
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----- ----
NON-RCRA DEGREE OF HAZARD EVALUATION 
I 
1Auth. LEACH FIRE DISEASE BHl TOXICITY Factors in Toxicity EVBluationf. ~ FINAL OVI:RALL 
I 
INumher fEC~ %UK Accl0t Envir.Scurel R/HU!Ei 
-------~--_._-------------------~--~------------~-----------~._----_._- ---~-~------~----~--_. 
7808913 NIt HI NIL NIL U~ 1.8851 % 55 .B(i(I~~ 3 3 Ur: 
731234 NIL NIL NIL NIL UK 13.000% 13.000% 3 1 UK 
781575 NIL rUL NIL NIL UK 9.2019% 9.2(lO(l~~ 3 1 m:
 
781614 NIL MIL NIl NIL m. Ib.2(l1~ 34.40m~ 3 1 UK
 
792123 NIL NIL NIL NIL UK O.OOO4K 4.40(1(1% (I 1 m:
 
792238 NIL NIL NIL NIL MOD O.O(l30~ O. (1(1(10:{ 1 3 MOD
 
782396 NIL NIL NIL NIL UK 0,2054% 0,2QO(l~ 3 1 UK
 
790314 MOD NIL NIL NIL HOD O.(l(l23K 0,0(10(1% 1 3 r\1IJD~
 
790419 rmD NIL rUL NIL UK 1.1000% 2b.QOO}~ 3 1 lW
 
790~m3 NIL HI NIl NIL UK 12, OQ(l~~ 8,(IOOO:~ 3 1 -UK
 
7910BO UK PHl NIL rUl UK O.8fIQl% 2.0000~ 3 3 UK
 
791087 NOD NIL NIL NIL UK 1. 2000~~ 5.4(IOO~; 3 1 UK
 
7911B3 liOD NIL NIL NIL HI 3. 9500~{ (l:Q(I(lO~ 3 1 HI

79180(1 UK NIL NIL NIL U~ 101.0(1% 2.0000% 3 1 LW
 
7924/;2 U~· MIL MIL tin HI 8:(li)93~~ O.M(I(I% '1 ,J 1 UK
 
792475 U~' NIL NIL NIL UK O.700B~ 14.aoo~; 3 3 UK
 
792482 UK NIL NIL NIl HI 4(1.000% O.O(lOf)~ 3 1 UK
 
792538 MOD NIL NIL NIL UI< 0.4800% 210.84% 3 3 UK
 
7931513 UK NIl NIL NIL HI (l;040(l~\ O.OO(lu~ 3 1 lW
 
800054 NIL NIL NIL NIL UK 0, lQ50~; 0.3000% 3 3 tW
 
801349 UK NIL NIL NIL U~' 0.2089% 8,10(10% 3 3 m.
 
Bfl2689 NIL HI NIL NIL Ur' O.3ab4~ 93.040% 3 3 m:
 
802809 MOD NIL Nil NIL LW Q,(iOO5~ 1.10uO% (I i ur.
 
810316 MOD NIL NIL NIL Ul< 0.MI0% 28.80(1:4 1 3 UK
 
H10:n6 NIL NIL NIL NIL UK 0.0025% 1a5 .l}(l~s 1 1 UK
 
810436 UK NIL NIL NIt UK 9(i.O(iO~ l(i.(lO(l~ 3 1 l!r.:
 
810475 NIL NIt NIL NIL U~: 0.4000% 3'J.8Ql)% 3 ! m.'
 
810894 NIL HI NIL NIL UK 92,40U 59.'lQQ% 3 Ur:
 
B112Se MOD NIL NIL NIL UK 38.909% 39 .1aQ~ 3 1 UK
 
911395 NIL NIt NIL NIL HI 0.0083% O.O(l(lOX 2 3 HI
 
811420 fiOD NIL NIL NIL UK 51.705% 63,300% 3 1 UK
 
811469 NIL NIL NIL NIL HI 50.000% 0.0000% 3 3 HI
 
811b80 NIL NIL NIL NIL UK O.M03% 59.400% 0 I Of:
 
811849 MOD HI NIL NIL UK (l.OO25~~ 6.0000:{ 1 3 Ur:
 
911946 UK NIL NIL NIL UK 1(I. (1(10% 5.(l(l(H);~ 3 3 11K
 
811959 MnD NIL NIL NIL MOD 0.0010% fJ.OooOI\ (i 1 MOD
 
911989 NIL NIL NIL NIl UK 22.800% 4.(I(lf!O~ 3 1 UK
 
812142 NIL NIL NIL UK UK 1. QOi)(l~\ 91. (l(li)~ 3 3 m.
 
612163 NIL NIL NIL NIL Ur: 8.9020% 8,9000~ 3 3 Ul<
 
B1e!65 NIL MIL NIL NIL ur a.9020:\ B.9MO% 3 3 UK
 
812229 NIL NIL NIl NIL MOD O.(l049~t 0.0000% 1 3 tiOD
 
812235 NIL NIL NIL NIL UK 0.0002% !H.O(IO% 0 1 UK
 
812321 NIL NIL NIL NIl HI 0,0936% 1l.OOOOK 3 3 HI
 
812599 NIL NIL NIL NIL UK O.OOlB~~ 151.40% 1 ~i UK
 
B12642 NiL NIL NIL NIL UK 3.0000% 60.000% 3 1 U~·
 
ae('OM mm NIt NIL MIL U~ O.(i062~\ 16.50ml ~ 3 UK
 
820124 NOD rUL NIL NIL MOD 0.0011% O.Oi)QO~ ! 3 NOD
 
820377 MOD NIL Nil NIL UK 4.5015% 9.00(10% 3 1 UK
 
82fl401 NIL NIL NIL NIL UK O.1033;~ 95. 200~4 3 3 UK
 
8E0542 MOD MIL NJL NIL MOD O.OO05~\ 0.0(1(10% (I j fiDll
 
920860 NIL NIL NIL NIL HI 100.00% O. O(l(iO~\ 3 1 ll!
 
820958 NIL MIL NIL NIL U~ O. (lOO6~4 87.800% (I 1 UK
 
820992 NIL NIL NIL NIL UK 81.B09% 14 .b(lO~i 3 1 UK
 
821109 UK NIL NIL NIL UK 27.1b7~ c7 .100~{ 3 1 tW
 
821302 NIt NIt NIL NIL HI O.2fl43?~ !).OOOO~ 3 3 !!J
 
BE1623 U~: NIt NIL NIL UK 35,QOO~ 40.SM% 3 3 UK
 
921959 NOD NIL NIL UK UK 3.0000% 24 .(l(H)~~ 3 ! UK
 
922174 Ul< NIL NIL NIL HI O. 9!10~\ O.OMO% 3 1 m~
 
922398 NIL NIL NIL NIL lW 0.0001% 42.3Qo)\ () 1 W(
 
82246(1 fWD ttll NIL NIL NOD 0, 0020~~ (j. (l(IOOYt 1 3 MUD
 
822703A NIL NIL ______________NIL ~ U~' * _ _ ~ 16.10!)~ ~ __ ~~~_m_~~ _______ U Utt ~ __
______ ______________ * NIL _________ O.OO22~ ~ _____ j ________________ t _________ ~ 
* TEr = Toxic Equivalent Concentration %UK = total concentratiDn of unknown/vague components
AccTox = Atcumulative l~~icity Score from fig.3-2
Emir .Score = ikclllllulative Envircmmental fate Score from fig.3-4 
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________ ______ __ 
NON-RCRA DEGREE Of HAlARD [VALUATION 
IAuth. LEACH FIRE DISEASE BID TOXICITY Fadors in Tll}:it By EvalBationf I FI NAL OVERfiLL1 
INumber I IECK IVY AtcTo( En~ir.Scbrel RATING 
___ ~ __ ~_~_~ ~_~w ~._~~ ~ 
_......_-­----~-------~------~------~--------------------------- ------
822812 
822955 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
MIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
UK 
HI 
29,300% 
0.6009% 
O.bOOO% 
O.OOOQ~ 
3 
;] 
1 
3 
UK 
HI 
822993 
330196 
MOl} 
NIL 
NIL 
tUl 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
UK 
HI 
O.i)(lOl~ 
20.004% 
44.000% 
i).QQ(jOl~ 
0 
3 
1 
1 
UK 
HI 
830214 
830996 
LO 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
UK 
HI 
0.3072% 
21. 100% 
99.900% 
0.0000% 
3 
3 
1 
1 
ur 
HI 
831056 
831097 
831272 
831344 
831423 
331't3Q 
831444 
831482 
MOD 
MOD 
rmn 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
UK 
MOD 
NIL 
till 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
MIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIl 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
finD 
HI 
UK 
HI 
UK 
m' 
foWD 
O.O(l(ll)%
0.0005% 
0.0140% 
2.022fl}{
0.2964% (i.OM5}{ 
0.0005% 
0.0049% 
0.0000% 
0.00(10%
11.0000% 
45<Ooo~ 
0.00(1(1%
7.5i)OO~ 
84.(l(JQ% 
0.0000% 
(I 
(l 
3 
3 
3 
Q 
(I 
1 
Q 
1 
3 
3 
3 
1 
1 
3 
tifJD 
NOD 
HI!w -
__'·n 
m: 
UK
Non 
831505 
83151'3 
831528 
631609 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
rut 
NIL 
UK 
NIL 
UK 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIt 
NIL 
HI 
UV 
U~ 
UK 
0.0108% 
0.2022~\ (I.00j7%
25.000% 
0, O(lOO:~ 
?.1000\\ 
34.8(1(1% 
75.000% 
3 
3 
1 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
HI 
m' 
UK 
UK 
8317~2 
832017 
832064 
332136 
84(1(170 
B4i){I7'? 
84Q210 
940350 
NIL 
NIl 
MOD 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
MOD 
UV 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
rHL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIl 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
UV 
m.. 
NIL 
HI 
UK 
UK 
m'
UK 
0,005(1% 
17.501% 
O.OO(}O% 
i).OO7B~ 
8.1(1(10~ 
0.1019% 
0,8033X 
0.0005% 
5.0(JMK 
40.500% 
Q.OOOQ% 
0,(1(100% 
59.BOO% 
33.8(i0~ 
12.1 (iO~ 
0.0000% 
1 
3 
(I 
2 
3 
3 
3 
(l 
3 
3 
(I 
3 
1 
J 
1 
UK 
m: 
MOD 
HI 
UK 
UK 
UK 
UK 
840403 
a40448 
840512 
84(1~22 
UK 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIl 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
tW 
UK 
HI 
UK 
(l.(l{i05K 
0.0(1(11%
0.1)052%
5.000flK 
(I.0000!~ 
1.0(H)(IX 
O,(i!)(lO~ 
g(j.(lOO:~ 
I) 
(J 
2 
J 
1 
i 
3 
1 
UK 
Ur. 
HI 
UV 
840613 
840647 
840858 
840987 
841164 
941192 
B41251 
920100 
921188 
9211B9 
NIL 
MOD 
NIL 
MOD 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
MOD 
UK 
UI< 
NIL 
t~IL 
NIL 
Nil 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
HI 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
MH. 
UK 
UK 
HI 
UK 
lW 
UK 
HI 
UK 
HI 
HI 
0.0090% 
(1.(1(1(1(1% 
O.9472~ 
O.OOOO~ 
1.0(1(10% 
1.0(1(1(1% 
68.9(10%
bO.O(lO% 
100.00% 
100.00% 
5.(11)(10% 
65.000% 
O.(l(l(H);{ 
35.700;; 
6a.OOO~\ 
99.000% 
Q.(l(i(lfl% 
10,OOO~\ 
O.OOOOK 
0.0000% 
2 
0 
3 
Q 
3 
3 
a 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
3 
1 
1 
3 
j 
1 
3 
1 
UK 
UK 
HI 
ur.: 
UK 
Ur. 
HI 
UK 
Uf. 
U~' 
921205 
921299 
921608 
922260 
922537 
922542 
92c553 
922583 
92E594 
UK 
NIL 
MOD 
UK 
NIL 
NIL 
MIL 
NIL 
NOD 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
MIl 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
tHi 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
tnL 
NIl 
NIL 
HI 
HI 
MOD 
HI 
HI 
HI 
HI 
HI 
HI 
100.00% 
1.4000% 
0.0034;{
100.(10%
1.4000% 
t .400(l~ 
1.40(10%
1.4VOt)% 
1.0M! ~; 
(I.OOO(l;~ 
0.0000% 
O.OO(iQ~{ 
0.0000% 
O. OO(l(J~~ 
0.(1000%
0, (I(i(lO:~ 
O,(lOOO~ 
(I.0000~{ 
3 
3 
1 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
3 
3 
1 
3 
3 
3 
::I 
3 
UK 
HI 
w.m 
LW 
HI 
HI 
HI 
HI 
HI 
922630 MOD NIL tHL NIL HI 1.0001% 0.0000% 3 3 HI 
922728 
922729 
NIL 
NIl 
NIL 
NIl 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
HI 
HI 
1.4000% 
1.4000% 
0,0000% 
0.0000% 
3 
3 
1 
3 
HI 
HI 
92f!73! 
922742 
NIt 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIl 
HI 
HI 
1.4000% 
1.4000% 
0,0000;\ 
0.0000% 
3 
3 
3 
3 
H1 
HI 
922802 
922992 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIl 
NIL 
NIL 
HI 
HI 
2B.OM% 
1.4000K 
O.MOO% 
O.Oi)OO~\ 
3 
3 
1 
1 
HI 
HI 
922897 NIL 
922%0 NIL 
930537 UK 
9312E(i NIL 
931415 NIL 
931435 f'1OD__________ ._____
NIL 
NIL 
lO 
Nil. 
NIL 
NIL
________
NIL 
NIL 
MIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL
_______
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL
_______ 
HI 
HI 
HI 
UI(
Uli
" MOD
_______
1.40(l(l~ 0.0(1(1(1%
1,4000% 0.0000;\ 
70.0(1(1)\ 0.(11)(10%
20.(10(1% 80,(100%
5.0500]; 10.000% 
0.0003% 0.0000%
_ ~ _________________ ~ ___ w_ ~ _
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
(J 
_______
1 
1 
3 
3 
3 
1
_______~ __ ~___ 
HI 
HI 
UK 
UK 
UK 
lim)
__________ 
~ fEC = ToxlL Equivalent Concentration %UK = total toncentration of unknown/vague romponents
AcrTln:::: ACCllmulative Tfn:irity Scerre from fig.3-2
F.nvir.Store = Accumulative Environmental Fate Score from fiq.3-4 
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NON-HeRA DEGREE Of HAZARD EVALUATION 
IAuth. LEACH FIRE DISEASE BID TOXICITY 1 Factors in Toxicity fv~ltiation* : F!NAt (}IJEfHKL 
I 
____________Numher ~ ___ • _________________ ~ __________ ~ ___ ~ TECK ~ ____ • AccTox ~ _________ d RATINGI ______ _____________ __________________%Ur fnvjr.Scorei 
940110 Nll NIL NIL MIL HI 1.4000% (l.OO(IQ}\ 3 3 HI 
940158 NIL NIL NIL NIL UK 20.000% b(J.OOO~\ 3 1 !J~J 
940228 UK HI NIL NIL lW 6.5000~ 1.0000% 3 1 LI~. 
94f}233 NIL HI NIL NIL ur' 10.(lQQ~ 7f1. OO(l~\ 3 ] U~: 
940287 NIL NIL MIL NIL U¥ 70.001% 2.000(17; 3 1 m: Q40503 NIL NIL NIL NIl. UK O.Ol)12~{ 13.000% 1 3 UK 
940697 NIL NIL NIL NIL Hl 0.3019% 0.0000:1 3 1 HI 
940702 UK NIL rUl NIL UK 0.104B% 49.600% 3 3 m~ 
992758 UK HI rUL NIL HI 40. (lO(l~{ O.OO(lO~ 3 1 UK 
~94953 NIL Hi NIL NIL UK 21.002% 21.000% 3 t ur' ~ 
99546B UK HI NIL NIL ur 0,0000% 100.00% (I j UK 
996241 UK NIL ~ Nfl_______NIL~ ________________________HI l).08(lO~i ~ _________________________0.0000% 3 1w -UK_______________________ ___ ~ 
-------~_--------
* TEe = Toxic Equivalent CQTIcentiation %UK = tfrtal c~ncentiation of untnownivague cBm~~nents 
Acclox = ALcuffiulativE Toxicity Srore from fig.3-2
Envii .Score = ficcumulative Environmenta! f~te Score flom fig.3-4 
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Appendix c: 
ReRA Special Waste Permit Data
 
with
 
Special Screen and
 
Degree-of-Hazard Evaluation
 
Results from Final Run
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RCRA SPECIAL WASTE PERMIT DATA 
Huth~fization Process Name Generic NamE 
Numher 
----------- Component Name ~-----_._-~-- Concentyation ..----------- Alternate Mame ---------­
===:==~=======:================:========;==================~===============~====;==~=:==========~===~======= 
810447 RECYCLING OF CHLORIMA1ED SOLVE I C SOLIDS 
pH: 9.00 
CRESYtIC ArID 
flashp~int = 180.0 phase = SQlid
2.500% 
1984 guantity
CRESYUC ACID 
=: 2019.80 gaL 
LEAD 0.2501 LEAD 
ZINC 0.300% ZINC 
BOAP 95. OOK SOAP 
ORTHODICHLOROBENZENE 2.500K ORTHODICHLOROBENZENE 
811&19 II 
pH = 5.50 flashpDint = 
CADMIUM 
COPPER 
SPENT CuPPER/CADMIUM CATALYST 
200.0 nhase ::; sDlid 
. 17 .OO~~ 
20.00% 
10(1.0% 
SPENT COPPER/CADMiUM [AlAi VBl 
1984 quantity = 31508.8 
CADMIUM 
COPPER 
SPENT COPPERiCADNIUM CATALYSf 
gaL 
812515 CHROME PLATING NEI!TRAU?ED CHROME SLUDGE 
pH = 5.10 
CALCIUM SULPHATE 
flashpoint = 200.0 phase = semi­
95.00% 
IJt84 Quantity
CALCIUM SULPHATE 
= 
IRON 2.000% IRON 
CHROMIUM 3.000% CHROMIUM 
820758 INDUSTRIAl HASTE WATER lREATME WASTE WATER TREf1H1ENT SLUDGE 
pH
WATER 
= 9.20 fla5hpoint = 212.0 phase = semi~ 
63.00X 
1984 quantity
HATER 
= 4EOO.OO 
-0-
COPPER 
INORGANIC SAlfS 
27.40:{
0.1(10% 
9.5(JQ~ 
GREASE 
COPPER 
INORGANIC SALTS 
OIL & GREASE 27 .40~; OIL 
821407 ELECTROPLATING ELECTROPLAfING SLUDGE 
pH =: 
HATER 
ZINC 
CHROfHUM 
12.3 f!ashpoint = P12.0 phase = liquid
92.00% Q.4QOK 
1.600% 
1984 quantity
WATER 
ZINC 
CHROMIUM 
~ 
INORGANIC SALTS 
COPPEP 
NICKEL 
1.400% 
2.800% 
1.800% 
INORGANIC SALTS 
COPPER 
NICKEL 
822na COKE PLANT BY PRODUCTS TAR WASTE 
pH = 8.00 
INORGANIC SALTS 
COAL TAR 
flashpDint =: 212.0 phase:: semi­
0.50(1% 
35.50% 
1984 qUi'lntity :: 
INORGANIC SALTS 
COAL TAR 
7484.00 qaL 
~lATER 63.80% WATER 
PHENOLICS 0.200\\ PHENOLICS 
822731 
pH ­
COPPER 
LIME NEUTRllZATIOM OF METAL 
6.90 flashp~int = EI2.Q FI phase = solid 
1.000% 
~ASTtWA1ER lREATMEMl SLUDGE 
1984 quantity;;
COPPER 
76752.'t gaL 
-(!~ 
CHROMIUM S: NICVEL 
O.4Q(l;{ 
fl. 400~~ 
NIC~:El 
CHROMIUM 
LEAD 
INORGANIC SALTS 
l.b(l(l!~ 
22.30~\ 
LEAD 
INOR6AfUC SALTS 
HATER 
ZINC 
74.10:4 
O.6M% 
WATER 
ZINC 
822889 SODIUM METASILJCATE PENTAHYDRA SODIUM nHASIUCfHE FILiER CAr. 
pH = 12.9 flashpoint
SODIUM ME1ASIlICATE 
CA &NA SALTS 
= 212.0 phase = solid 
22.00% 
6.600% 
1984 quantity:::
SODIUM ME1ASIlICATE 
CA &NA SALTS 
96950.4 
SODIUM CARBONATE 51.70% SODIUM CARBONATE 
HATER 19.70~ WATER 
82E991 PETROLEUM REGINING LEADED CORROSION PRODUCTS 
pH -
OIL 
GASUl INE 
7.M flashpr1illt:;: 212.0 phase = 51) Iid 
6.900% 
1).100~ 
1984 quanti tv :::OIL I 
GASOLINE 
90B9.1f1 gal, 
WATER 36.0u% t4AH:R 
SElENIUM 0.100% SELENIUt1 
IRON 0.200% IRON 
ItmPGrlNIC SALTS 56.7(1% INORGA~!I C SALTS 
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822a99 GASuLINE TREATING UNIT 
pH = -- flashpDint = 212.0 phase = SDIid 
LEAD 3.,00% 
KERDSENE 8.700% 
OILS AND GREASE 3.8(l(l~\ 
-0- 3.800% 
INOP.GANIC SALTS 83,80% 
830037 METAL TREATMENT 
pH = 7.60 flashpoint = 200.0 phase = semi­
HATER 79.em\
INORGANIC SALTS 17.70% 
LUBRICATING Oil ?.7QO~ 
Z!t~C 0.3(0)"[HROMIUN (l.1{lQ~~ 
830150 INDUSTRIAL SIGN PAINTING 
pH = 5.40 flashpoint = 95.00 
PI GrlENTS 
XYLENE 
830286 ROTARY ¥ILN HAZARDOUS WASTE IN 
pH ­ 8.50 flashpoint = 200.0 phase = solid 
BARIUt1 2.200% 
COPPER, LEAD AND ZINC 0.3{lO~ 
INOP6ANIC SALTS &CARB 95.50% 
WATER 6.aOO~\ 
-(1- 0.300% 
-1)­ 0.300% 
830472 WATER TREATMENT CHEMICAL MFG. 
pH = 1!.8 flashp~int = 212.0 phase::: gowder
MAIER 14.5.% 
COPPER 0.300% 
SO»IUM HYOROXIDE 2.500% 
CALCIUM HYDROXIDE 30.90% 
INORfifHHCBAllS 51.BO% 
830723 CUTTING t MACHINING CARBON PLA 
pH = 8.10 flashpDint = 200.0 phase = pDwder
LEAD O.100~ 
COPPER 6,200%
INORGANIC SALTS 3.(lQQ~{ 
WA fER 0. 700% 
CARBON 90.00% 
B30761 DiP CLEANING TANKS 
pH:= 11.0 flashpoint = 212.V phase:: liquid 
WATER 60.00% 
HYDROCHLORIC ACID 20.00% 
SOOIUM HYDROXIDE 20.00% 
830779 WASTE WATER TREA1MEMT 
pH = 10.5 flashpoint:= 212.0 phase = SDIid 
DIATOMACEOUS EARTH is,OOX
SODIUM HYDROXIDE 5.000% 
WATER 80,(10% 
830967 HOLDING PROCESS 
pH:= 7, 9fl flashprdnt::: 21E.lj
-11-
NICKEL 
~ATfR 
COPPER 
RESIN 
LEAD & zmc 
FOUNIIRY SAN!} 
831?bO PAINTING 
pH ~ 2.40 flashpoint = 70.00 
OIl DRY 
TOLUENE 
CHROME t. LEAl} PIGf1ENTS 
SPENf BENDER CATALYST 
19B4 ql.lilntitv ::: 42415.8 gaLLEAD I 
KEROSENE 
OIL 
GREASE 
INORGANIC SALTS 
ELECTROPLATING WASTEWATER TREA 
1984 qu~nt1ty = 25918.8 
WATER 
INORGANIC SALTS 
OIL 
ZINC 
CHROMIUM 
PAINT AND SOLVENT 
1984 Quanti t'J ::: 3920.0(1
PiGMENTS I 
XYLENE 
INCINERATOR ASH 
1964 quantity = 288829. gal.
BARIUM 
LEAD 
INORGANIC SflLTB 
WA1ER 
COPPER 
ZINC 
BAGHOUSE DUST - WATER TREATMEM 
1984 quantity = 16500.0 gaL
WATER 
COPPER 
SODIUM HYDROXIDE 
CALCIUM HYDROXIDE 
INORGANIC SALTS 
HASTE CARBON DUSr 
1984 quantity = 363%.8 
LEAD 
COPPER 
HiORGANIC SALTS 
WATER
 
CARBON
 
NEUTRALIZED SCALE OFF-E2 
1984 quantity = 
WATER 
HYDROCHLORIC ACID 
SODIUM HVDROXIDE 
FILTER CAKE 
1984 quanti tY. :: 272~'7.3 
DIATOMACEOUS EARIH 
SODIUM HYDROYIDE 
WATER 
FOUNDRY SAND 
i 984 quanti tv = 37770.4lINC I 
NICKEL 
WATER 
COPPER 
RESIN 
LEAD 
SAND 
PAINT SLUDGE 
t984 quanti t y = 7'590.0(i yaL 
OIL DRY 
TOLUE~IE 
PIGf1ENTS 
RCRA SPECIAL WASTE PERMIT DATA
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831457 INDUSTRIAL COATING MFG. 
?H = 10.B flashpnint:;; 21E.Q phase:;; semi­
-1)- 1.100% 
INORGANIC SALTS 30.80% 
-C)- 66. 50~t 
-(1- 66.5QYt
DIOCTYL PTHALATE ~ MINERAL SPIRITS 1.100% 
CALCIUM HYDROXIDE 1.300% 
PVC RESINS J PHAHLATE 66.50% 
LEAD O.3(IQ~ 
931843 COMPACfED SLUDGE FROM ANODIZE 
~H: 7.80 flashpoint = 212.0 phase:;; snlid 
WATER 79.60~ 
NICKEL 0.100% 
INORGAN I{' SALTS 20. 2i}:,{
COPPER (1.1(1(1% 
831853 VITREOUS ENAriEl APPLICATION TO 
pH:;; 10.4 flashpoint:;; 212.0 phase:;; solid 
CALCIUM HYDROXIDE 0.400% 
MATER 21.60% 
LtAD 13.30~ 
ZINC &BARIUM 3.600% 
~O- 3.600% 
PIGMENTS 59.70% 
PAPER 1.400% 
831854 RIVET DEGREASING 
pH =_. flashpoint = 21E.O phase:;; solid 
TRICHLOROETHYLENE 0.500% 
COPPER 1.500% 
-0- 0.2MK 
CHROM Iuti & lEAD 0.200% 
MICKEL 0.1 (10%
INOR6At4IC SAL fS 97, Im~ 
ZINC 0.600% 
831912 OPTHALMIC LENS GRINDING 
pH = 10.4 flashpcint:;; 212.0 phase :;; st<Iid 
~UlTER 57.'70X 
CALCIUM HYDROXIDE 1.5(1(1%
IRON &ZINC I). 70(1~{ 
LEAD i.3OO% 
~(i- 0.700% 
INORGANIC SALTS 38.30% 
BARIUM O.5M% 
840247 OP1HHAUHC LENS 6RINDHm 
pH = 9.90 flashpoint = 212.0 phase:;; solid 
-0- 53.30~ 
WATER 31.70% 
BARIUM 6.10(l~ 
LEAD 8.200~~ 
GLASS &INORGANIC SALT 53. 30~~ 
ZINC O.70(l~ 
B40534 REMEDIAL ACTION CLEANUP 
pH ~ 7.50 flashpnint = 175.0 
HmRGANl C BAll S 
XYLENE, STYRfNE, 111 TRICHLOROEiHANE 
-o­
mLS & GREASES 
HATER 
ZINC 
TOLUENE 
-1)­
-{j-
VINYL ADHESIVE WAStE 
1984 quantity;;:
MINERAL SPIRITS 
550.(I(IQ gal. 
INORGANIC SALTS 
ELASTOMERS 
PHAHLATE PLASTICIZERS 
DIOCTYL PTHALATE 
CALCIUM HYDROXIDE 
PVC RESINS 
LEAD 
MFfAL HYDROXIDE SLUDGE 
1984 quantity;;: i2bQ35. gaL 
~!ATER 
NICKEL 
lt40RGAtHC SALTS 
COPPER 
GLASS ENAMELING FRIT 
1984quantitv :;;
CALCIUM HYDROXiDE 
2640.00 gaL 
WATER 
LEAD 
ZINC 
BARIUl1 
PIGMENTS 
PAPER 
METAL PARTICLES PLUS GROUND CO 
1984 ~uantity :;; 275.000 gal.
TRICHL_ROETHYLENE
COPPER 
LEAD 
CHROMIUN 
NICKEL 
INORGANIC SALTS 
ZINC 
UNTREATED GLASS SOLIDS WAS1E 
1984 quantity;;: 134518. 
WAfER 
CALCIUM HYDROXIDE 
IRON 
LEAD 
ZINC 
INORGANIC SALTS 
BARIUM 
GLASS LENS SLUDGE ~ OPHTHAUiIC 
1984 Quantity = 20197.9 gaL 
GLASS 
WATER 
BARIUM 
LEAD 
INORGANIC SALTS 
ZINC
 
SLUDGE PIT
 
1984 quanti tv = 91296.3 
INORGANIC SALTS I 
111 TRICHLOROETHANE 
XYLENE 
OIL 
WATER 
ZINC 
TOLUENE 
GREASE 
STYRENE MONOMER 
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840726 BURNISHING OF ASBESTOS FRICTIO 
fH = 8.10 flashpoint = 21E.O ohase = powder
LEAD	 IRUN ' 5.900%1': 
-0- 54.70% 
ASBESTOS ~ INORGANIC SALTS 54.70% 
HATER 1.1OO~ 
CUPPER	 5.300% 
ZINC	 O.30QK 
-0-	 5. 9Q07:
ADHESIVES 32.?OK 
840/64 CIRCUIT BOARD MFG. 
H= 9.00 flashpoint ~ 212.0 phase = sl?mi­r 1.8(1O?;AMMON.UN HYDROXIDE 
IRON	 1. OOO~\ 
CLAY	 82.40% 
COPPER	 1.30(\%
WATER	 13.50% 
941319 ELECTROPLATING 
pH = 9.70 flashpoint = 212.v phase::: svlid 
COPPER&AlUMINUH HYDROXIDE 1.0001 
UME 17 ,50~ 
-0- 4.000% 
CALCIUM CARBONATE 17.5(l~ 
ZINC HYDROXIDE 10.(10%
WATER 50.00% 
-Q- 1. (!(I(!~ 
MICKLE &IRON HYDRO~IDE 4.OOfl~~ 
92Q1P.5 !N¥ rOATER WASH UP 
pH = -- flashpoint = 1Q8.0 phase;: liquid 
ETHYl ACETATE 60.00% 
ALCOHOL 5.000}:
TOLUENE 7.000% 
NHIERAl SP1P.HS 8.000~ 
AlIPHALICS 10.00% 
XYLENE 1(i.OI}~ 
920160 PAINT STRIPPING 
pH - -- flashpaint = 76.00 phase:: liquid 
~JATER Eb.flQ~ 
CELLOSOlVE 32 ,bO~~ 
FORMIC ACID E.B(l(I~\ 
ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL 10,Bm~ 
N BUTYL ACETATE 11.10% 
METHYLENE CHLORIDE 1.700% 
920161 PAINTING CLEAN UP 
pH = 6.00 flashpDint = 68.00 phase::: liquid
HHAHOl 3. QQ(l%
METHYL ETHYL KETUNE 7~.OO~ 
XYlENE 2.0001 
TOLUENE 3.000% 
ACETONE H.OOOI 
~AfER 14.001 
920166 COATING MfG 
pH = -- flashpDint = 1.000 phase:: liquid
IOLUENE	 23,70% 
-1)­ 8.400~" 
E!-MITROPROPANE 10.90% 
nIACEi m~f. ALCOHOL 1LO(l~ 
tlH' & HIW 8.400% 
ETHYLENE DICHLORl~E 10.70% 
rtINERAt SPIRITS 26.7Q% 
920323 frEGREASERCH ::: -- flashpaint = _. phase::: liquid
n! fdCHLORIJETHANE	 93.90% 
TRICHLOROETHYLENE	 3.400;{
LIGHT HYDROCARBON	 0.500% 
OIL	 2.200~ 
ASBESTOS FRICTION MAfER!AL 
1984 quantity = Ib5.flflQ gaL
LEAD . 
INORGANIC SALTS 
ASBESTDS 
WATER 
COPPER 
ZINC 
IRON 
ADHESIVES 
SOIL CONTAMINATED W/AMMONIUH H 
1984 quantity = 8079.20 gaL
AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE 
IRON 
SAND 
COPPER 
HATER 
FItTER	 CAKE 
1984 ~uant i ty :: 4039.60 gaL
HIPPER	 HY.. ROX JDF 
LIME: 
IRON HYDROXIDE 
CALCIUM tARBONAiE 
ZINC HYDROXIDE 
~IATER 
At UMHiUl1 HYDROX mE 
NICKEL	 HYDROXIDE 
ACETATE ALIPHATIC BLEND 
1994 qUBntitv :::: 3518.00 gal.
ETHYL ACETATE1 
ALCOHOL 
TOLUENE 
t1!NERAL SPIRiTS 
AUPHAUCS 
XYLENE 
~ASi£ SDLVBHB 
1984 quanti ty = 
WATER 
CEUOSOLVE 
fORMIC	 ACID 
ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL 
NBUTYL ACE1ATE 
METHYLENE f,HLORIDE 
HASTE PAIMT &SOLVENTS 
1984 q~antity = 265(1, (10 gal, 
El HANOL 
MEfHYl	 ETHYL KETONE 
XYLENE 
TOLUENE 
ACETONE 
WATER 
ORGANIC SOLVENTS 
1984 nuantity = 24b5.0Q
TOLUENE 
METHYL	 ISuBUfYL ~ErONE 
2-NITROPROPANE 
DIACETONE ALCOHOL 
METHYL	 ETHYL KETUNE 
ETHYLENE DICHLORIDE 
tHNERAt SPIRI lS 
11 1 1RICUlOROEfHANE 
1984 quantity:: 229,000 gal.
111 TRICHLOROETHANE 
TRICHLOROETHYLENE 
LIGHl HYDROCARBON 
DE 
RCRA SPECIAL WASTE PERMIT OATA
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920333 COOLANT WASTE 
pH =-- flashpoint = 81.00 phase :: li~uirl 
HATE!? 35.00~\ 
SOLI[lS 5.000:4 
ETHYLENE GLYCOL 60.00:~ 
920343 STEEL PICKLING 
pH = 0.70 flashpoint; 200.0 phase = liquid 
SULFURIC fiem 6.500% 
ZIHC 1.000% 
INORGANIC SALTS 10.40Yt 
IRON 3.000~ 
HATER 79.101J 
9?04b2 GALVANIZING OF ELECTRICAL PART 
pH - 12.3 flashpoint::: 200.0 phase::: liquid
HATER 95. OO~~ 
SOD IUM HYDROX IDE 5. OO(j~~ 
920473 PRINTING PLATE WASH UP 
pH ::: -- flashpoint = 200.0 phase::: liquid
NBUTYL ALCOHOL 20.00% 
PERCHLOROETHYLEME 60.(10%
IN~' RESmS 20.00% 
920486 PAINT ttFG 
pH = -- flashpoint::: 60.00 phase::: liouid 
t1ETHYL ETHYL KETONE 4Q.00:4 
XYLEt4E 60.(H)~\ 
920612 EQUIPMENT MF6 
pH ~ -- flashpoint = 81.00 phase::: liquid
XYLENE" 95.(1(1:4
PIGMENTS 5.000% 
920681 PARTS CLEANER 
nH ; -- flashnoint = -- phase = liquidOIL . r 22.00% 
MINERAL SPIRITS 77 .90% 
PERCHLOROETHYLENE 0.100% 
920946 PIC~lIN6 OF ~IRE ROD 
pH = 0.30 flashpoint::: 212.0 phase = liquid 
~JATER B7.30~ 
ZINC 1.500% 
HYDROCHLORIC ACID 10.80% 
mORGAtH C SALT9 0.400% 
920B13 HEAT EXCHANGE CLEANING SOLUTIO 
pH = 1.10 fla5hD~int = 212.0 phase = liquid
WA1ER' 92.40~\ 
INORGANIC SALTS Q.500K
SULFAMIC ACID 6.800% 
AMMONIA 0.300% 
9E!1i5t PRINTED CIRCUIT MANUFACTURING 
pH ::: 9.50 fla5hp~int:: -- phase:: liquid[UPPER 9.000% 
CHLORInE 1E.00';' 
AMMf.}t.lIA 11.00~ 
WATFF 68.00% 
Q?1269 DEGREASEP. 
pH ~ -- flashpoint::-­ phase:: liquid
OIL 71.00% 
TRICHLORDETHYLENE 21.2(1:4
MINERAL SPIRITS 7.BO(l~\ 
152 
ETHYLENE GlVCOl WASTE 
1984 quantity = gaL
MATER 
SOLIDS 
ETHVLENE GLYCOL 
PICKLE LIQUOR
1984 quantitv = 43600.0 gaL
SULFURIC ACID 1 
ZINC 
INORGANIC SALTS 
IRON 
HATER 
CAUSTIC WiSTE 
1984 qu~ntity = 
WATER 
SOD lUri HYDRtiX mE 
CHLORINAfED ALCOHOL BLEND 
1984 quantity ::: 18~.OOQ 
t4 BUTYL ALCOHOL 
PERCHLOROE1HYiENE 
HiK RESINS 
PAINT THINNER 
1984 qUi!ntitv :: 19350.0 gal.
METHYL ETHYl rETUNE 
XYLEf4E 
HASTE XYLENE 
1984 quanti ty = 1105.00 gal. 
XYLENE' 
PIGMENTS 
HWERAl SPIRITS 
1984 quantity::: 8'i4.QOO gal.
OIL 
NINERAL SPIRITS 
PERCHlOROETHYlENE 
MURIATIC Arm 
1984 quantity = 10000.0 gal.
WATER 
ZINC 
HYDROCHLORIC ArID 
INORGANIC SALiS 
SULFAMIC ACID 
1984 quantity = 22M.OO gal. 
~!ATER 
INORGANIC SALTS 
SULFAMIC ACID 
AMMONIA 
AIU10NIACAL COPPH: SOlUTHJN 
1984 quantity:: 64(i(! • (1(1 gaL
COPPER 
CHLORIOE 
ANMONIA 
HAlER 
TR ICHLDRDE fHYLENE 
1984 quantity::
OIL 
TRICHLOROETHYLFNE 
MINERAL SPIRITS 
ReRA SPECIAL WASTE PERMIT DATA 
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9?129Q DEGREA9ER	 111 TRICHLOROETHANERH :: -- flashpoint = -- pha5E :: liquid 1984 guant i t& :: 357.OQO gaL 
111 T-ICHlORDETHANE	 7B.90?: 111 fRICHLOR ETHANE 
LIGHT HYDROCARBON SOLVENT	 1.6QO~ LI6Hl HYDROCARBON SOLVENT 
TRICHLOROETHYLENE	 3.40(!~ TRICHLOROETHYLENE 
METHYLENE CHLORIDE	 12.30% METHYl ENE CHL OR IHE 
MINERAL SPIRITS	 1.500% MINERAI SPIRITS 
14A81E	 ?.300:4 WASTE 
9214flO PARTS CLEANER iHNERAL SPIRITSKH = -- flashpoint = 10(1.0 phase = liquid 1984 qual1t i ttl = 11385.(1(1 9.al. 
tUNER L SPIRITS	 94.30% MIt~ERAl SPIRT 5 
OIL	 5,700% OIL 
921553 lJEOREASER	 1il TRICHLuROETHANE 
pH ::: -- flashpQint =-- ph~s~ :-: 1itjuid 1984 quantitv = 237.OQQ gal,
fRICHlOROFTHYLENE 1).3(l0l~ fRICHLOROETHVLENE 
MINERAL SPIRITS 0.600% tUNERAL SPfRITS 
111 T~lCHLOROEiHANE 54.50% 111 TPICHLOROETHAME 
OIL 42.30% OIL 
LIGHT HYDROCARBON	 0. 7QO~\ I.ISHT HYDROCAR~ON 
TOLUENE	 1. 6Ofl~~ TOLUENE 
92j554 PARTS CLEANER MINtRAl SPIRITSKH = -- flashpoint = liiO. (! phase ::: li~tljd 1984 quantity = 492.000 gal.
MINER L SPIRITS 94. ,0% fUNERAL SPIRI ts 
OIL	 5,30f!i'; OIL 
9?16H9 WIND SHl£LD WIPER BLADE MFG	 CHROMIC ACID RINSE WATER 
H 7,00 flashp{lint = 2(i(l.fl	 phase;:: liquid 1984 quantity::: 1658i)(I, ~aL1 -CHROf1 uti	 1.000'; CHRot1IUM 
INORGANIC SAl 19	 1.500% INORGANIC SAllS 
WATER 9b.50% WHER 
ZINC l.QOOX ZINC 
921674 PARTS CLEANER	 lUNERAl SPIRITSgH = -- flashpoint = 100.0 phas~ :;= li~l.lid 1984 qUimtitil ::: 1044,00 gaL
MINER,l SPIRITS 73 •. 0% MINERAL SPIRI S 
on 26.30~ OIL 
9EIB(/6 DEGREASER 111 TRICHLOROETHANE 
~H ::: -- flashpDint = 1984 quantitl = 0 ...' ...... 20{l.O phase::: liquid 110.(10(1 1'l .... lo 
111 T ICHlOROETHANE 83.10% 111 TRICHLORO_THANE 
TOLUENE	 1, 500~4 TOLUENE 
OIL	 15.4(J~ on 
q2194b RAILROAD YARD HASTE MINERAl SPJRITS 
pH :: .~ flashpcdnt::: 105.0 phase ::: 1i~uid 1984 q!.!antit~ ::: 2eo.OW) gaL
MINERAL SPIRITS qu •. 0% MINERAL SPIRI S 
PAINT	 10.00% PAINT 
921967 LAUNDRY	 WASTE PERCHLOROETHYlENE 
pH = -- fIa5hp~int = 200.0 phase = !i~llid 1984 ouant i tv :: 275.00/j 9~L 
PERCHLOROETHYLENE 85.\.0% PERCHL ROETHVlENE 
DIRT OIL AND GREASE	 15.00% OIL 
-0-	 15.00% GREASE 
9E1979 CDAT!N6 &LAMINATING	 MIXED SOLVENTS AND ADHESiVES 
pH = -- flashpoint = 70.00 phase = Iiq!.lid 1984 guantitv = 4235,00
ISuPROPYl ACETATE 3(1.(10% ISOPROPYL Af.ETAfE 
TDlUENE 30.00\\ TOlUENE 
PESIN 10.iI01: RESIN 
tlE1HYL FTHYL rEtUNE 30.0QK MFTHYL tTHVL KETONE 
922150 CHEMICAL SYNTHESIS	 SPENT TOLUENE 
phase = liquid	 36700.0 gal.TOLUEnr ~ -- flashpnint = --	 frlctiEr1tmt i ty = 99.0(1% 
OIL	 1.(lQO~ OIL 
9P2?flq MARl> CHROME PLATING	 PRE PLATING PAPTR WASH 
pH = 10.3 flashpDint ~ 200.0	 phase ~ liQujd 1984 quantity =
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INORGANIC SALfS 
BHROMlm1 
WATER 
922285 GALVANIZ!NG 
pH = 13,0 flashpoint = 212.(1 
CA &NA SALTS 
WATER 
SODIUM HYDROXIDE 
92228b VAPOR DEGREASIN6 
~H = -- flashpoint = 200.0 
11 i TRICHLOROETHANE 
CUTTING OILS 
922290 PROCESS HEAD FLUSHING 
pH = -- flashpoil1t = 2(tO.O
METHYLENE CHLORIDE 
URETHANE RESINS 
922296 PARTS CLEANER 
nH = -- flashpoint = 100.0 ~:ER[lSENE 
OIL 
922495 VAPOR OEGREASING 
pH = -- flashpoint = -­
LUBRICATING OIL 
PERCHUJROEl HYlENE 
922509 VAPOR ~EBREASIN6 
pH = -- fl3shpoint
LUBRICATING OIL 
PERCHLOROETHYLENE 
922671 DEGREASEP 
pH = -- flashp~lnt 
III TRICHLOROFTHANE 
PERCHlOROETHViENE 
OIL 
= -­

= -­

922763 VAPOR &rOLD DEGREASING 
pH = -- flashpoint = -­
-0-
IIi TRICHlOROEfHANE 
OIL, GREASF, DIRT, GRIT 
922770 PARTS ~ MACHINE CLEANINGFH = -- fl~shpcint = 100,0
STODDHRD SOLVENT 
OIL 
922787 ELECTROLESS NIrrEL PLATING LIN 
pH:: 4.8Q fJashpoint:: 200.0 
INORGANIC SALTS 
NIC~EL 
SODIUM ACETATE 
~!ATtR 
lUHRICA1ING OIL 
922818 ANODIZING PROCESS 
pH::: 13.i.} fla!:.hpoint:: 20(l.O
SODIUM HYDROXIDf 
W{lTEP.
 
nmPGANIC SALTS
 
922954 METAL MACHINES 
pH::: 7.nD fJashpvint = 18~.O 
BENZENE 
UATER 
OIL 
1.000% INORGANIC SALTS 
i.EM% CHROtllUM 
97.aO~ ~JATER 
SPENT CAUSTIC SODA 
phase = liquid 1984 quantity = 
1,600%
96.70% 
1.7QO% 
phase = liquid
70.0(1%
30,00% 
phase = liquid
50.00% 
50,(1(1% 
phase:: liquid
92.(10%
8.000:1 
phase = liquid 
19.00~ 
8LQ(I~ 
phase:;; Uquid 
30.00:4 
70.00% 
phase:: liquid
6.700% 
O.600~ 
O.100~ 
92.5Q:{
U.100%
 
phase:: liquid

1. OOOI~ 
72.00% 
c5.QQ~ 
phaSE = li~uid 
10.00% 
50.00% 
40.00% 
CA &NA SALTS 
WATER 
SODIUM HYDROXIDE 
CHLORINATED SOLVENT 
1984 quanti ty = 
111 TRICHlOFOETHANE 
OIL 
CHLORINAfED SOLVENT 
1984 guantitv :: 
METHYLENE CHLORIDE 
URETHANE RESINS 
KEROSENE 
1984 qUi.1nHtv = 
f:EROSENE t 
OIL 
ORGANIC SOLVENTS 
19B4 quantity = 
OIL 
PERrHLOROEfHYlENE 
ORGANIC SOLVENTS 
1984 quanti ty ;:[IlL
PERCHlOROETHYLENE 
PERCHLORDETHYlf.NE 
1984 guanti ty ;:
111 TRICHlOROETHANE 
PERCHLOROETHYLfHE 
OIL 
WASTE 1)1,1 TRICHLOROETHANE 
1984 quantity:: 4000.00 gaL
GREASE 
111 TRICHLORDETHANE 
OIL 
STODDARD SOLVENT 
1984 l:!uantity ::: 440.00Q gal.
STODDAPD SOIVENf 
OIL 
NIPOSlf 65 
1984 quantity::
INORGANIC SALTS 
NICKEL 
SODIUM ACfTATE 
HATER 
OIL 
SPENl CAUS1IC 
1984 quantitv ::: 
SOD JUt1 HYDROA JDEI 
MATER 
INORGANIC SAlTS 
WASTE OIL ANn SOLVENf 
1984 quantity:::
BENZENE 
WATFR 
OIL 
35700,(1 gal. 
2214.00 qal. 
3402.(10 ya!, 
43H5.00 gaL 
275.(100 gaL 
830.000 • gal. 
320fH) ,H gaL 
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RCRA SPECIAL WAS1E PERMIT DATA 
Authorization Process Name 
Numher 
----------- CompDnent Name ~------------ Concentr at i elO ------------ Alternate Name ------ -:--­
========================================~============================================;===================== 
9?2965 PAINT MFG 
~H = -­ flashpoint
CELlOSDLVE ACETATE 
NBUTYL ACETATE 
ACETONE 
TOlUEtiE 
XYLENE 
= -­ phase::: liquid
15.00% 
15.00:{ 
5.QQO~ 
15.00% 
50.00% 
PAHH W~SH UP 
1984 guant 1t.x = 
CELLOSOLVE-ALETATE 
NBUTYL ACETATE 
ACETONE 
TOLUENE 
XYLEltE 
124469. g~l. 
AMI MAL BY PRODUCT PROCESSING 
flashpoint = bB.Ov phase = li~Uid 
40,,0%
7.(100%
50. (l(l~\ 
:LOO(l% 
92296B 
pH - -­
METHANOL 
ErHANDL 
HATER 
S!J!H Uti CHlORHiE 
ALCOHOL AND WATER 
1994 quantitv = 
METHANOL I 
ETHANOL 
WATER 
SODIUM CHLORIDE 
5000. Qfl gaL" 
922989 CAN MANUFACTURING WASTE SOl VENl S 
pH = -- flashpoint = B?OQ 1984 q!Jantity :: 7260. (H) g~L 
-(I - 2-BUlANOL 
MINERAL SPIRITS tHNERAL SPIRITS 
3-PHHANOL 3-PENTANOL 
TOLUENE TOLUENE 
XYl ENE XYLENE 
-(1- N BUTYL ACETATE 
111 TRICHlOROETHANfJN BUTYL ! 11 TR ICHi OROErHANE 
DIACETONE AlCOHOL DIACEfONE ALCOHOL 
923036 PREFLUXING SPENT ZIMe AMMlJtH tift em OR! DE 
pH = 1,50 flashpoint = phase:: liquid 1994 quantity:: BOOQ.Of! 
ZINC ?.OQQ~ ZINC 
AMMONIUM CHLORIDE 2.600% AMMONIUM CHLOPIDf 
HATER 82.QO% WATER 
lNORGMUC SALIS 7.800% INORGANIC SALiS 
SULFURIC ACID S.600~ SULFURIC AlID 
92324~ DEGREASER 111 TRlCHLORDEfHANE 
pH =-- flashpojnt = -­ phase = liguirl 1984 ~u~ntity :: 556.000 gaJ.
OIL 3. (It)(l% OIL 
111 1RICllLOROHHANE 97 .(lO~~ 111 lRICHLOROETHANE 
923c~? VAPOR DEGREASING TRICHLOROTRIFlOURuFTHAME (TMS!
pH = -- flashpoint = 200,(1 19B4 quantity:: 150.000 
FlUX FLUX 
TRICHLOROTRIFlUOROETHAME TRICHLOROTRIFIUOROETHANE 
9?333U PAINTING WASTE PAWT 
pH :.': -- flash80int = 70.00 phase:; liguid 1984 quantitu :: 1900.00 
METHYL ISOBUTYL KEI ME 7,4(}Q% METHYL i SOBUT~l ~:E i\}H£
ACETONE 2.900X ACETONE 
HJLUENE 2.2001­ TOLUENE 
CARBON TEfRACHLORIDE O.900:~ CAP-BON TETRACHLORIDE 
MINERAL SPIRITS 7.4r,IO~~ tHNERAL SPIRI fS 
XYLfNE 18.40~\ XYlENE 
9?3~45 OFFSITE STORAGE MIXED SOLVENTS 
pH = 7.00 flashpoint = -­ 1984quantitv = 4042.(10 gaL 
METHYL ETHYL KE fONE METHYL ETHYL rETuNE 
iOlVENE TOLUENE 
XYLENE XYLENE 
ETHYL ACEHH f HHvt ACETA IE 
ACETONE ACETONE 
HEPTANE HEPTANE 
93fi049 PICKLING NICKEL PLAfING SOLUTION 
pH = 7.60 fl~5hpoint = 212.0 phase ~ Jiquid 1984 quantitv = 11.0(lOQ gal.
AMMON _UH t:ttLORIDE 22.90~ AMMONIUM CHLORInE 
H40RGANIC SALTS 1.S00~ INORGANJC SALlS 
LUBRICHTING OIL Q.30Q~ OIL 
14ATER 74.20% wATER
MICra 1.1001 NICK~L 
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HeRA SPECIAL WASTE PERMIT DATA 
AuthQrizatiDTI Protess Name	 Generic Name 
t4umber 
.---------- CDmpunent Name -------.----- C~ncentration --------.-.- Alternate Name ------~----_.--
======~:====:~==~================~===================;=============================~======================== 
930(152 fiRY CLEANING 
pH = -- flashpoint = 7(1.0Q
OIL, GREASE AND DIRT 
MWERAL SPIRITS 
-0­
930132 HANUFACTURING CENTER 
pH = -- flashpoint = 200.0 
TRJCHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE 
POLISHING COMPOUND 
930138 WATER BASE ADHESIVE MFG. 
eH = 13.4 flashpDint = 212.0 
eA {~ f~A SALTS 
-0-
WATER 
SODIUM HYDROXIDE 
METHANOL 
VINYL ACtTATE,ETHYLENE 
930216 DEGREASER 
pH = -- flashpoint = .­
111 TRICHLOROETHANE 
PERCHlOROETHYlEME 
on 
930252 CHROME PlATING OPERAT10N 
fH::; 9.90 flashpoint::; 212.0 
fHROM.tiM 
INORGANIC SAllS 
93n2bO METAL DECORAiING &LITHO 
pH ~ 6.50 flashpQint::;-­
HEPTANE 
CfLLOSOLVE ACETATE 
TOLUENE 
ACE10NE 
XYLENE 
930339 PARTS CLEANER 
pH = -- flashpoint ~ 100.0 
OIL 
MINERAL	 spmITS 
930381 SEPERATION 
~H ::; -- flashpoint::;-­
METHA,tDt
HATER 
TOlUENE 
930506 PARTS CLEANER 
pH ::; -- flashpoint::; 100.0 
OIL 
tHNERAl	 SPIRITS 
phase::; liquid
75.00% 
25.oo?: 
75.00% 
phase = liquid
3.BOOK 
2.600% 
87.90% 
3.900% 
1.800% 
2,bOO~ 
phase::;	 liquid
94.00% 
1.000% 
5.000;~ 
phase = liquid
O.BOO% 
9.800% 
phase::; liquid
14.00% 
10.(1(1%
40.00% 
10.00% 
26.00% 
phase = liquid
15. OO~~ 
85.00% 
phaSE! = li~uid 
P.lQO% 
8.QOOX 
90.00% 
phase = liquid
32.00% 
68.00% 
93051u CONTRACI MFG. HEALTH AND BEAUT 
pH ::; -- fla5hp~int = -- phase ::; li~uid 
AlKYLfTHANOlAHINES 
Wi{TER 
GlVeOl EfHERS 
MAX 
SODH!~t HYDROXIDE 
ISOBUTANE PROPELLENT 
93fi65t MACHINE CUOLANT CAUSfIC SfRIP 
pH = 12.B flashpoint::: 200.0 
OIL AND	 GREASE 
WATER 
SOf1IUf~ HVvRUXIDE 
-0­
5.000% 
bQ •OO~ 
::;.000%
20.00% 
5.000% 
5.000% 
phase = liquid

1.500%
 
97 .OO~
 
1.500% 
1.500% 
DRY CLEANING SLUDGE AMD STILL 
1984 quantity = 1050.DO 
OIL 
MINERAL SPIRITS 
GREASE 
TRICHLOROTRIFlUORDETHAME 
1994 quantity = 3~5.0fifi gal.
TRICHLOROTRIFLUORDETHANE 
POLISHING COMPOUND 
CHEMICAL CLEANING SOLUTION 
1984 quantity = 
fA &NA	 SALTS 
E1HVlENE 
WATER 
SODIUM HYDROXIDE 
ME1HANOl 
VINYL ACE fATE 
111 TRICHLOROETHANE 
1984 qHantity ::; 
111 TRICHLOROETHANE 
PERCHLOROETHYLENE 
OIL 
24368'7. gaL 
gal. 
SPENT CHROME SlRIPPTMG SOLUfIO 
1984 quantity = 65(1.000 yaJ.
CHROMIUM 
INORGANIC SALTS 
MIXED SOLVENTS NOS 
1984 quantity = 
HEPTANE 
CELLOSOiVE ACETATE 
TOLUENE 
ACETONE 
XYLENE 
MINERAL SPIRIfS 
1984 quantity::: 
OIL 
fUNERAL SPIRI m 
TOLUENE 
1984 quanti ty :;:
METHANOL 
HAfER 
TOLUENE 
fUNERAL	 SPIRITS 
1984 quantitv :::OIL I 
MINERAL SPIRITS 
OVEN CLEAMER AEROSOLS 
1984 guantity ::: 26055.5 
ALKYLETHAMOLAHINES 
I~ATER 
GLYClJlETHERS 
WAX 
SODIUM HYDROXIDE 
ISOBUTANE PROPELLENT 
WASTf COOLAMT CAUSTIC SfRIP 
1984 Duantity :;:
OIL . 
UATER 
SODlut't HYDROXIDE 
GREASE 
50(100.0 qaL 
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HeRA SPECIAL WASTE PFRMIT DATA 
Auth~rizati~n PrQCESS Name Generic Na~E 
Nmaber 
----------- rOffip~nent Name -~----------- Concentration ------------ Alternate Nam~ ------:::------­
=======~==~====~=======~============~============================~==~=================~===~=====~======~==== 
~3~719 OIL R£MO~AL OilJPETROlEUM DISTilLATE MIXTtl 
KH = -. flashnDint = 120.(1 phase = liq!.!id 1984 quantitl = 17(15. uO gaL
HINER l SPIRt'S 20.00% t1HiERAL SPIRI S 
CUTTING OH 
r 
80.00% OIL 
930730 MMI1FACTURE MATER HEArERS HASTE FLA~1MABlE SOLVENTS 
pH = -- flashpoint = 70.00 phRse = liquirl 1984 guantity = 440.000 ~~J.Bin YL CELLOSOlVE !!'O(l~ BUTVl CEllOSOLVE 
111 TRI CHLOROETHANE 5.000% 111 TRICHLOROETHANE 
ME fHYL ETHYL ~'El ONE 21. (l(I~\ METHYL ETHYL KETONE 
TOLUENE 25. (l(l~\ TOLUENE 
ACETONE 15.00% ACETDNE 
METHANOL !O.M~~ tlETHANOL 
93n743 VALVE MANUFACTURING HASIE SOLVENTS 
nH ::: .- flashpl:d nt = 85.00 phase:: lignirl 1984 guantity = 330.000 gaL
TOLUENE 34.80% TOlllEN 
ISOPROPVL ACETATE E.600~ ISOPROPYL ACETATE 
METHYL ISOBUTYL KETONE 7.000% NETHYL ISfJBlJTYL KETONE 
ETHRNOL Pi. 70~; ETHANOL 
«ETHYL ETHYL ~ETONE 17.40% METHYL ETHYL ¥EfONE 
IPA 3. 900~~ IPA 
9jlj810 METAL PUNCHING USED CUTTING OILSgH = -- flashpoint:: 1(i5,O phase = I1guirl 1984 gU3nt itl :: 11764.fJ gaL
STODD RD SOLVENT 5.000% SrODDARD SOlV_MT 
CUTTINH OIL 50,00% OIL 
LUBRICATING OIL 45.00% OIL 
930835 VAPOR DEGREASIMG TRICHLOROETHYLENE 
pH :: -- flashpoint:: 2(10,0 phase:: liql1it! 19fFi quanti t y :: 100.000 gaL 
UiBRICATHlG OIL 7Q.OO~ OIL 
TRICHLOROETHYLENE 30.QO~~ TRICHLOROETHYLENE 
930881 POLYMER PLASTIC MFG. WASTE FLAMMABLE SOLVENT 
pH;: 6.50 flashpt'int := 24.00 phase:: liquid 1984 ~t!antity ;: 13680.(1 gal.
STYRENE MUNOMfR 55.00% STYRENE ti i\iWfiER 
ETHYL BENlENE 18.00% ETHYL BEt~ZENE 
HATER 5.(100% WATER 
ETHYL ACEl ATE 22.0(l~ ETHYL ACEfA1E 
93n891 HANUFACTURE GAS CYU NOERS WASTE PAINT/1HINNER
pH :: -- flashp~int:: 16.00 1984 quanti ty :;: 3B~.(lM) gaL 
PIGMENTS PIGflENTS 
MINERAL SPIRITS NH4ERAL SPIRITS 
XYLENE XYLENE 
TOU.lEtlE TOLUENE 
METHYL ETHVL VETOME METHYL ETHYL VETUNE 
HAlER HAfER 
930907 USED OIL COLlEC1ION-MUlTI-STOP USED nIL QH = _. flashpoint = 140.0 phase;: liquid 19B4 quantity:;: eSbE96. ga J• 
GASOLINE 5.000% GASOLINE 
HYDRAULIC OIL 5.000~ OIL 
CRANVCASE OIL 70.00% OiL 
TRANSMISSION FLUID 5.000% TRANSMISSION FLUID 
BOTTOM SEDIMENT &WATfR 10.00% BOTTOM SEDUIENT 
GEAR Oil 5.000% OIL 
931110 MANUFACTURE CLEANING COMPOUNDS OFF~SPEC¥ PRODUCTS 
pH = 13.2 flashpf;int;: 200,0 nhase = s~!id 1984 quantity = 371.00u gaL
GRANvlAl ALUMINUM ' 2.000% ALUUINUM 
SODIUM HYDROXIDE 79.00% SODIUM HYDROXIDE 
SODIUM CHLORIDE 19.00Y. SODIUM CHLORIDE 
931i43 SOLVENT RECOVERY WASTE SOlVENf 
~H ~ 6.80 flashp~int:;: 80.00 phase:;: liquid 1984 quantity = 5609.00 gal.
MHfER 5,QOO~ WATER 
AlCUHOL 10.00% ALCOHOL 
XYLENE 30.QO~ XYlENf 
TOLUFNE e5.0Q~ TOLUENE 
NIMERAL SPIRHS 30.00% MINERAL SPIRIfS 
RCRA SPECIAL WASTE PERMIT DATA
 
Auth~rization Process Name Generic Name 
NIl!!lher 
----------- Component Name -----.------- ConrentratiDn ------------ Alternate Name -----.:=:-----. 
==~=~~====:===============:===========:=========:================================:~========================= 
93116b SPRAY PAINTING 
pH = -- flashpcint = 72.00 
YVLENt' 
IPA 
931191 DISCON1INUED PRODUCT 
pH = 1.00 flashpoint = 212.0 
WArER 
HHETTIN6 AGENTS 
HynROCHLORIC ACID 
931218 SOLVENT DEGREASING 
pH = -- flashpoint = 212.0 
-Q­
111 TR ICnt.OROETHANE 
OItS & GREASE 
93t369 MISe WASTE USED HFT CANS 
pH ; -- flashpoint = 75.00 
NBurR ACEfATE 
111	 fRICHLOROETHANf 
CARBITOL 
ACETONE 
XYLENE 
WAHR 
931384 RELEASE COATING MATERIAL 
pH ~ -- flashpoint = 24.~O 
1m UEl\IE 
N-PROPYL ACETATE 
ETHYL ACETATE 
METHYL ISOBUTYL VET ONE 
MINERAi SPIRITS 
9314?b RESEARCH FACILITY 
pH =. flashpnint = 77.00 
HATfR 
PENTANE 
N-PROPYl ALCOHOL 
931436 PAINf CLEAM UP 
oH = -. flashpcint = 15.00 
IOUJENE 
ISOPENTYI ACETATE 
ACETONE 
XYLENf 
9314~~ PRIMfING 
pH = -- flashp~int = 10Uo. 
TOLUENE 
nhase = liQuid 
r	 4tl.OO%' 
1.000Yt 
59.00X 
phase::: liqUid 
30.\10% 
70.00% 
30.QOX 
phase::: ligllid
5.000% 
45.00% 
9. (i!)(i~~ 
8.000~{ 
5.0flO% 
28.QO~ 
phase = 5f!llli­
2b.Ofl~ 
35.(iO~{ 
2.0(iO% 
2b.O(l~ 
! 1.00% 
phase = liquid
82.00% 
8.i}i10~ 
10,(10% 
phase = liquid
32.00% 
3.QOO~\ 
bO.OO~{ 
5.000% 
phase = solid 
10fl.O~{ 
931505 DRUM TRANSFER I NEUfRALIZATIOM 
pH ~ 1.70 
SULFURIC ACID 
INORGANIC SALlS 
flashpoint::: 212.0 phase = liquid
3.700'{
6.600% 
NtTRATEB 0.400% 
AMMONIA 4.5QO~ 
HATER 84.20% 
IRON 0•500% 
9J1523 PRINTING CYLINuERS 
pH = 0.10 flashp!:dnt::
HYDROCHLORIC ACID 
212.u phase:: liquid 
23.90~ 
AtiMONHi 
INORGANIC SAtTS 
(I. 100ft 
0.500~ 
CDPPER 
HATER 
! ,000%
60,80% 
IRON 13.70it 
PAIMT THINNER WASTE 
1984 ql!antity ::: 
XYLENE 
IPA 
OBSOLETE PRODUCT. 
1984 quantitv = 
WATER I 
WHETTING AGENTS 
MURIAfIC ACID 
WASTE 111 TRICHLOROETHANE 
1994 quantity = 
GREASE 
111	 TRICHLOROETHANE 
OIL 
4B5.000 gaL 
11 1.OM gaL 
21725.0 gaL 
WASTE 111 TRiCHLORETHANE &HAT 
1984 quantity = 165.000
 
N BUTYL ACETATE
 
111	 TRICHLOROE1HArlE 
GARBnnl 
ACETONE 
XYlEt~E 
WATER 
HA.SIE JELLED SOLVENTS 
1984 {Juimti b' = 
fOLUENE I 
N-PROPYL ACE1ATF 
EfHYL ACETATE 
ME1HVl ISOBUTYL ¥ETDNE
 
MINERAL SPIRITS
 
ORGANIC SOlVEN1S 
1984 quantity =	 gaL 
WATER 
PENTANE 
N-PROPYL ALCOHOL 
PA HH & SOLVENT 
i9B4gu3ntity = qaL
TOLUENE 
ISOPENTYL ACETATE 
ACETONE 
XYlENE 
WASTE SOLVENf 
1984 quantit v ::: '7t5.0(lfl gal.
TOLUENE I 
DRUM CLEANING I I9UID 
1984 Quantitv ::: 
SULFURIC ACID I 
INURGANIC SALTS 
NITRATES 
AMMONIA 
HATER
 
IRON
 
FERRIC CHLfiR!fiE SOLUTION 
1984 ql1antity :: gal.
HYDROCHLORIC ACID 
ANtiONIA 
INORGANIC SALlS 
COPPER 
HATER
 
IRON
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HeRA SPECIAL WASTE PERMIT DATA 
A!!thl)rizatiofi PrrlcEss Name Bener IC NamE' 
Number 
----------- Component Name ------------. Com:entrat i 1m ------------ Alternate Name - ---.---------­
=====~===~================~===============~=====================:============:========~==:~=========;==~==== 
93153E PAPER CUATING 
nH = --
HEPlfU1ES 
flashpoint = 24.00 phase = liqUid 
25.00% 
ETHYt ACETATE 68.00% 
XYlENE 7.00(J~· 
931553 MANUFACTURING rENTER 
1~1 
OIL 
pH = -­ flasftpoint = 
TRICHLOROETHANE 
200.0 phase:: liquid 
65. OO~~ 
35.00% 
9400(i!
pH = 
CARBJTDL 
IPA 
ETHANOL 
XYLENE 
HISTOLOGY SLIDE MOUNTING 
flashp~int = 81.00 phase = liquid
2.000% 
5.000}\
2.(100% 
91.Qfl1. 
tiqQO03 PRESS \lASH 
pH = -­ fJashpoint = 
tHNERAL SPIRITS 
10~.O 
XYLENE 
940063 MANUFACTURE SPORTING GmmS 
pH =-- flashpoint = 90.00 phase = liqulD
MINERAL SPIR!18 5Q.OO~ 
ACEHmElNETHYL ETHYL KE lONE 4. MO'lt 
PAIMT PIGMENTS, RESIDUE a.OOQ~ 
TOLUENE 20.00% 
ADHESIVES 8.000% 
OIL 10.00% 
-0- 4.000~ 
940082 6TH STAGE OF CHROMIUM HASHING 
pH = 8.80 flashp~int = 212.0 phase = liquid
HATER 99. lOY. 
CHROMIUM 0.400% 
HJORGANIC Sf1LfS O.500~~ 
9401~5 PAINT SHOP 
pH = -- flsshpDint = M.Ot! phose;:; liquid
XYlENE 20.MYe 
-1)- 20.00% 
PIGMEN1S/RESIN 20. O(l~\ 
tiINERAl SPIRITS 60.00% 
q4Q13Q KAMUFAC1URf 
rH =-- flashpoint = 
TEHLE: SPIRITS 
RUBBER 
llJlUENE 
METHANOL 
940163 CHEMICAL MANUFACTUHING 
~H = -- flashpolnt = ­ phase:: liquid
METHANOL 30.00% 
METHYL ETHYL ~tTONE 20.00% 
ACETlJNllR!LE 10.00% 
ETHYL ACEfAfE 10,(10%
IPA 30.(10%
TOLUENE 10,110% 
940166 fiAGNH HIRE MFG 
pH = -- f!ashpDint = 59.00 
NNP 
HHfERAL SPWITS 
ETHANOl 
PHENOl 
XYLENE 
t4ETHYL ISODtJTYL KETONE 
159 
WASfEPAPER COAT 1MB 
1984 quantity::: 
HEPTANES 
ETHYL ACETATE 
XYLENE 
TRICHLOROETHANE 
1984 quanti ty ;:;
111 TRICHLOROETHANE 
3?O.OM qaL 
OIL 
t~ilSl E XYLENE 
1984 ~uant ity ;:;CARBIT _L 
IPA 
55.00(}(J gal. 
ETHANOL 
XYLENE 
HASH SOLVENTS 
1984 quantity:::
NINERAL SPIRITS 
XYlEME 
FLAMMABLE WASTE PAINTS, SOLVEN 
J984 quantity = 1815.00 
MINERAL SPIRITS 
ACETONE 
gal. 
PIGMENTS 
TOLUENE 
AIlHESIVfS 
OIL 
METHYL ETHYt VETOME 
CHROMIUM WASTE 
1934 quantity = lEb5.00 
WATER 
CHRQ"IUM
H40RGANIC Sf1US 
SPENT SOLVENT 
1981t Quant i ty :;; 2350.00 g:11.}:VLENE 
RESIN 
PIGMENTS 
rHNERAL SPIRITS 
RUBBER SPLICIMG CEMfMl 
1984 quantit v = 35.(1000 
TEXTIt E SPIRITS 
PURSER 
TOLUENE 
METHANOL 
WASTE MIXED SOLVENTS 
1984 quantity ;:; 9?OO.OO 
METHAt-lOt 
METHYL ETHYL ¥ETUNE 
ACETOJ.I!TRILE 
ETHYL ACtTAfE 
IPA 
TOLUENE 
WSTE CLEANING SO! UnfiN SOLVENT 
1984 quantity = 300.000 g31,
NNP 
NHIERAL SPIRHS 
ETHANDL 
PHl:NOL 
XYLENE 
"ETHYL ISOBUTYL rETUNE 
HeRA SPECIAL WASTE PERMIT DATA 
Authfrrizaticn Pr6cEs5 NamE Generic N3lilE 
Number 
--- ------¥- Ccmp~nent Mame ------------. Ct:tntentrati 1m •- ------ •.-- Al terllate N=.1me ••_- _.=-.:._-- _. -­
=======~======~================~=================:====:====~=================:~=======~=:=======~:~==~====== 
940168 WIRE PULLING WASTE HJLUEM£ 
nit ::: -- flashptdnt :: 60.(10 phaE.e :.: Ii gu i rl 1984 €uantity :: 929.000 gaL
TOLUENE el).oo~~ 10LUEN 
PIGMENl CARBON BLACK PO .O(l~( PIGMENT CARBON BLACV 
940t69 WIRE PULLING WASTE SOLVENTS 
pH :.: .- flashpdnt :: 24.00 phase:;: liguid 1984 ~uafltHy ~ 1219.00 gaL
ACETONE 68.QQ~{ ACnON 
TOlUENF H.(iQO~ TOLUENE 
METHYL EfHVL ¥EfONE 21.Ql)% t1ETHYL ETHYL KETONE 
XYLfNE 3.0(10% XYlENE 
940Ell9 AL~AlINE ETCHAMT SPENT ALKALINE ETCHANT SOLUTIO 
pH :: -- flashptdnt ::: 200.0 chase:.: 1iguid 1984 Quant ity ::: 55. (I(H)(l ye.J • I~ATER .' . 75.00% HATER 
COPPER 10.00% COPPER 
AiHiONIA 15. (l(l% AMI10NIA 
940255 ALKALINE EiCHANT SPENT At rALU~E ETCHANT SOLUTIO 
HH :: -- flashpoint ::: 200.0 phase :: li~uirl 1984 ~ual1tity :.: 84260.0 gal.
AMMDtfIA 15.\OK AMMottI. 
HATER 75.00% WATER 
COPPER 1(l.(lQ~4 COPPER 
940257 ALKALINE ETCHANi SPENT ALKALINE ETCHANT SOLUTIO
nH ;:: fl ashpD i I1t ::: 2M.O phasl: ::: llquirl 1984 qlE1flti ty ::: 7255.00 gaL
AftiiDNfA 1:1.00% AHNDNIA 
COPPER lQ.OQ~; COPPfR 
WATER 75.00% ~4AfER 
940285 METALLIC PIGMENTS/PAINTS MFG. SPRAY PAINT AEROSOLS 
pH ::: -~ flash~oint:: -- pha~e ::: liquid 1984 quanti ty :: 110.000 ga1.
PROPEllANT 25.QO~ PROPELLANT 
TOLUENE 25.00% fOLUENE 
PIGMENTS 50.QO~ PIGNENTS 
940296 fLUSH CLEANING AGENT METHYLENE CHLORIDE 
nH ::: -- flashpDint::: 200.0 phase:::: semi­ li?S4 nUi:lnti tJ :::: 385.0NI ga1.
ME1HY(ENE CHLORIDE 20.00~ METHYLENE CHl RIDf 
-t1- BO.OQ~\ GREASE 
OIL GREASE BfI,OO% OIL 
940325 WAREHOUSE OPERATION EPICURE RESIN WAS1E 
pH = _. flashpDint = 2!P.V phase:::: seID1­ 1984 Iluantity :; 2E5.0M g31.
EPOXY CURING AGENT 99.00K EPOXY CURING AGENT 
I1H~ERAL SPIRITS 1,OOO~~ MINERAL SPIRITS 
940334 ALVAlINE E1CHANT SPENT AU'AlIME E1C!HlNT SOLUTIO 
pH = -- flashpDint = 200.0 phase:::: liquid 1994 quantity = atlas. on gaL
COPPER 10.0(1% COPPER 
WATER 75.00% MATER 
ArlNONIA 15.00:{ AMt10NIA 
940335 AL¥ALINE ETCHANT SPEtH ALKALINE ETCHANT SOLUTIO 
pH :::: _. flashpoint:::: 200.0 phase:::: liquid 1984 ~uantity :: 16460.0 gal.
COPPER 10.00% COPPER 
WATER 75.00~4 HATER 
At'l~1DMHi 15.00% AMMONIA 
940402 METAL DEGREASING WASTE TRANSTRIP X 
pH =.d flashpoint:: b5.(iQ phase ::: li~uid 1984 quantity = 495.0(}0 gal.
IPA P.2 •. O~4 IPA 
f~ BUTYL ALCOHOL 3.000~ !II BUTYL ALCOHOL 
METHYlENE fHLOR!DE 7~LOO% METHYLENE CHLORIDE 
940415 t1FG OF INS rRUtiENT GAUGES KLEANSOL &MACHINE OIL 
pH = -- fjashno!nt = 90,00 1984 Quantity:::: l1!l.QOO gal.
LUBRICAfING OIL OILI 
tHNERAt SPIRITS fHNERAI. SPIRITS 
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Nllll!hel 
----------- Component Name ------------- Concentration ----------.- Alternate Name ---­ -~~-- ~ .. 
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940~27 VAPOR DE6REASIMG 
pH :: -- flashnoint:: 200.0 
CUllING OIL . 
TRJCHLDROETHYLENF 
94049~ DIE CLEANING 
pH :: -- flashpoint = 120.0 
HATER 
rl!:THANOL 
940499 ALKALINE ETCHANT 
nH =-- flashpoint = 200.0 
AMMON fA 
HATER 
COPPER 
9405uO ALKALINE ETCHANT 
pH :: -- flashpcdnt:: 2011.0 
COPPER' 
HATER 
ANHOMIA 
940~70 WASTE OIL 
~H = b.50 f!ashpoint:: 146,0 
XYl Er~t:
 
IUBP.!CAl HlG OIL
 
WATER 
940632 AEPOSAL CAN FILl 1146 
pH = -- flashpoint = 100.0 
PETRQDU:.Ut~ Al KYl Ae DIS 
~IArER I 
MINERAL SPIRITS 
ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL 
D!Rl~ GRIT~ BREASF 
BUlVL CEI.LOSfJLVE 
940743 ELECTRICAL COMPDNEN1S MFG. 
pH ::: -- flashp~int::: 15.00 
METHYL CtLLOSOlVE ACETATF 
ISOPROPYL ACETATE 
ETHANOl 
ME1HVL EfHYl KETONE 
l-PENTANOL 
ACffONE 
q~0194 MFG OF GRAVURE !NV
 
tH= -- flashpQint::: 55.00
 METHY ETHYL VETOUF 
SOLIDS 
TOLUENE 
EiHYL ACEIAfE 
ETHANDl 
NBllfVL ACEfATE 
94i)834 RESIN ftFG 
pH = ~- flashpuint ~ 150.0 
XYLENE 
POLYSIYRENE 
ISOPROPYl ALCDHOl 
941016 SillVENT RECYCLING
 
pH = -- flashpoint = 40.00
 
~1AfER 
ETHYL BENt'ENE 
MINERAL SPIRIiS 
METHYl ETHYL KETuNE 
ISUPROPYl ALCOHOL 
TO! UFMl:. 
phase::: liquid
70.00% 
30.(10:4 
phase::: hgu3Q
5fl,OO% 
50.0(l~ 
phase:: liguid
15.00% 
75.00~ 
10.00% 
phase::: 1~~!.!id 
10._0% 
75.0(l}~ 
15.(1(1%
 
phase::: liquid

1.000% 
96.00% 
3,000% 
phase::: I1nuid 
8.000% 
19.0Q~ 
38.00~ 
10.00% 
8.000% 
i8.0o~ 
phase = liqUid
8.(h.lOK
9.()(l()% 
30.(!0~ 
8.O(H}~~ 
l(l.OO~~ 
35.(I(l;.{ 
phase:: liquid
9. (l(lO~4 
90.00% 
1. (l(IO~ 
phase :;: Ii9l\i d 
13.00% 
13.00% 
30.00% 
B.000'4 
14.0(l~ 
2P.(l(1~ 
TRICHLDROETHYLENE 
1984 quanti t y ::: 
OIL 
2800.00 gaL 
TRICHLOROETHYLENE 
HASTE ALCOHOL 
1984 quantity = 
WAfER 
200.000 gal. 
f1ETHANOl 
SPENT ALKALINE ETCHANT SOLUTIO 
1984 g!.iBl1tity = 
ANtiOMIA 
17600.0 gaL 
WATER 
COPPER 
SPENT ALKALINE ETCHANT SOLUTIO 
1984 quantity:::
COPPER 
1290.0(1 gal. 
WAfER 
AMMDNIA 
HASTE OIL 
1984 quantity::: 6350.00 gaL
XYLENE 
OIL 
WATER 
HASTE FLAMMABLE SOLVFNT 
1934 quantity :: 17!~.QO gai,
PETRODIEUM ALkvLAC DIS 
HATER 
MINERAL SPIRITS 
ISOPROPYL ALrOHOl 
6RfASE 
BUTYl eEl LOSfJl.VE 
WABIE PAINTS 
1984 quantity::: 110.000 gaJ.
METHYL CEU DSOlVE ACETA1E 
ISOPROPYL ACETATE 
ETHANOL 
METHYL ETHYL ¥ETONE 
!-PHHANOL 
ACETONE 
WASiE GRAVURE IMY 
1984 fJuantity :.: 
ttETHYL .ETHYL' ~:ETj)NF 
SOliDS 
TOLUENE 
EfHYl ACEfATf 
E1HANOl 
N~UTYL ACE fATE 
HASTE RESINS POLYSjYR~Nt 
1984 q\!antity ::: 3'750. OJ) g~L 
XYLENE 
POLYSTYRENE 
ISOPROPYL ALCOHnL 
WASTE Sf ILL FOTTOMS 
1984 quantity = 
WATER 
ETHYL BENZENE 
MINERAL SPIRITS 
nETHYL ETHYL Kfl mlE 
ISOPROPYl ALCOHOL 
TOLUENE 
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941145 
pH = --
TOlUENf 
METHAt-mt 
SHUE MANUFACTUR1MG 
fla5h~oir.t = 41.00 phase = l1quid
96.40% 
3.600~ 
tiAS fE SuLVEtHS 
1984 qual1tity
TOLUENE 
METHANOL 
= 71~LO(l(l gal, 
9414!5 UNIVERSIIY 
fH= -­ flashnoint = SEE AfAfHtD LIST r 200.0 phase::: liquid100.0% 
CORROSIVE WASfES 
1964 Quantity::
SEE ATfACHED lIST 
2245.00 yaL 
941622 RADIU AND TV MANUFACTURE 
pH ~ 2.00 flashpoint = 200.0 
FERRIC CHLORIDE 
HVnRUCHLDRIC AClfi 
phase:: liquid 
10.QO~ 
9(j.OO~ 
WASTE ETCHANT 
1984 quantity
FERRIC CHLORIDE 
HYDROCHLORIC ArIli 
= 190.1)00 gaL 
RADIO AND TV BROADCASf EQUIP
flashpoint = 5{IJIQ phase::: liqujd 
3aEO(l~{ 
17 .fiO~ 
15.00% 
2.8(H)~\ 
11.00% 
5i . (IO~{ 
991124 
pH = -­
HAff:P 
YVlENE 
ETHANOl 
SEiiIi1ENl 
N BUTYL ACETATE 
TOLUENE 
LACQUER THINNER 
1984 quantity::
HATER 
XYLENE 
ETllANOL 
SEDIMfNl 
NBUTYL ACEiATE 
TOLUENE 
991154 pH = _. 
DRYING OILS 
TOLUENf 
WATER 
ETHANOL 
XYLENE 
SOLIDS 
MFG & PREFHHSHING OF DOORS 
flashooint::: 67.00 phase 
, 
= li,uid
45.JO% 
6.200i~ 
5.00(l~~ 
3.000% 
it.l (I(l~~ 
35.(JO~ 
LACQUER THINNERS WASTE 
1984 quantity;;: 
OIL 
TOLUENE 
UA1ER 
ETHANDt 
XYlENF 
SOLIDS 
990.(lfli) 
991207 CUP MF6 
pH = •. flashpoint
111 TRICHLOROETHANE 
MmERAL SPIRIfS 
METHYLENE CHLORIDE 
111 fRICHLOROEfHANE 
PARAFFIN 
TPICHlOROETHYLENE 
= 180.0 phase:: liquid 
l(1.(l(l~ 
20.(lO~{ 
1.000% 
10.00~ 
49 .OO~{ 
10.00% 
CHLORINATED SULVEMT 
19B4 quantity:;;
111 TR!CHlORDETHANE 
MINERAL SPIPITS 
METHYlENE CHLORInE 
111 TRICHLORfiETHf\NE 
PARAFFIN 
TRICHLORUEiHYLENE 
gal. 
991P.27 DEGREASING 
pH :: .­ fJashpoint ~ 
PERCHLOROETHYL ENE 
RUBBf]~ 
180.0 phase:: liquid 
65.00:4 
35.00% 
TETRACHLOROETHYLENE ORM-A UM* 
1984 quantitr = 595JODu 
PERCHLOROETHY_ENE 
RUBBER 
gal. 
9ql~34 Mf\CHWE PARTS 
pH : -­ flashpoint = 140.0 
tHNERAL SPIRI1S 
phase::.: liquid
1(10.0% 
MINERAL SPiRllS 
1984 quantity = 
rH NERAL SP IR11 S 
I1nn.on gal. 
METHYL ETHYL KEfONE 
RESINS/PIGMENTS
PLASTICIZERS 
991356 PAINT CLEANUP 
pH = -­ flashpoint = 2.000 
ACETONE 
TOlUENE 
"0-­
phase;;: liquid 
20.00% 
30.0(1%
10,00%· 
20.0(1%
10.00% 
15.M% 
MABTE SOLVENT 
1984 guantity = 
ACETONE 
10LUENf 
RESIN 
METHYL ETHYL rETOME 
PI6t1ENiS 
PLASTICIZERS 
315.000 gal. 
991539 MFG SPRAYING EGUIP 
pH :: -­ flash~oint:: 300.0 
TR ICHUiROEl HYLENE 
fEXACO n EARTEX 
OIL 
TRiCHLORETHYLENE 
1984 guantity = 
TRICHLOROEfHYLENE 
TEXACO CLE:ARTEX 
OIL 
3650.00 ~al. 
991606 11
nH ;;: _. flashpoint;;:--
TR ICHi GRUEl HYLENE 
OIL 
phase:;; liq\lid 
5(1.(I(l~4 
45.0{J;~ 
ORGANIC SOLVFNTS 
1984 quantity = 
TRICHLOROETHYLENE 
OIL 
10686.0 gal. 
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99181(1 PR HHED CIRCU IT 11ANUFACTUR nlG 
pH = -- flashpQint:: phaSE:: liquid
COPPER CHUJR IDE 19•QQ~ 
992094 PRINTING 
nH ; -- flashpoint = cB.uO 
PIGliErlTS 
METHYL ETHYL KEfONE 
HllUENF. 
PIGMENTS 
PLASTICIZERS 
992255 PRINTED CIRCUIT MANUFACTURING 
nH = -­ flashpnint::
COPPfR CHLDRIDE 
-­ phase:: liquid 19.(IQ:~ 
992554 GALVAN 12BIG 
nH = 
HAlERI"'· 
O.9Q fla5hp~int ~ 212.0 ph2se :: liqnid
7P..Bu% 
!NORGANIC SALTS 
SULfURIC ACID 
12.3(1%: 
12.30?: 
HWt4 
ZINC 
2.6(10% 
O,2(1Q~~ 
9lfE6~1J PENOVAL UF ALU!lINUt1 PARfIClES 
gH:: l?~b flashpBint = 212,Q phase = li~uid 
SOH I!1N HYDRDYI DE L 800:~ 
HATH:: 97.5Q~ 
CA &NA SALTS D.1QO~ 
992799 PRIN1ED CIRCUIT t-1ANUFAClURING 
pH :: .. flashpc·ini:: ~~ phase::: Equid
COPPER CHLORIDE 19.QO~ 
992848 PAn' S1!HPPH!6 
nH :: -- flashpoint::-­ phase:: liquid 
NIlRIC ACID 16.(ll}~ 
NICKEL NITRATE 22.00% 
HATER 30.00% 
COPPER NITRATE 32.00 f{ 
992937 VAPUR DEGREASING 
oH :: -- flashpoint:: 200.0 
I1t TRICHLOROETHANE 
OIL 
ql!?94(1 W\POR l\EGREAS IH6 
nH :: -- fla5hpnint:: 200.0 
111 TR ICHlOROETHANE 
lJIL 
993159 PRlNTED CIRCUlf MANUFA(lURING 
f}a5hp~jnt = -- phase:: liquidCHl m~f~t:: -­ H~.O(!~i 
COPPER 9.000% 
lJATER ba.i)t)~ AmmrUA 11. (lO:~ 
993179 C 
rH:: -- flashpoint::-­ phase:: IiquidPCB LPUIDS 1(I .iH)~ 
PCB CAPACITURS AND SPILL RESIDUE 9(J.(l(l:~ 
993?87 PEIJREASIHG 
pH :: -- fJashpnint = 200.0 phase::: liquid
NETHYIENE CH!ORIDE '7LOO~ 
OIl 29 .n(l~{ 
lfl-!3421 ALKALINE EfCHAHTgW :: -- flashpoinr ~ 200.0 
COPPE. 
HAlER 
Atj~mNIA 
CUPRIC CHUJPIDE 
1984 gU3ntity :: 11800.0 gal.
COPPER CHLORIDE 
WASfE SOLVEUr 
1984 quantity ~ 275.000 gal. 
PIGMENTS 
METHYL E1HYl ¥~fONE 
TOLUENE
 
PIGf1ENTS
 
PLASTICIZERS 
ClJPPle CHLOPIDE 
1984 gt!i.~(ltity :: 
COPPER CHUmlf'E 
SPENT SULFURIC PICK! nm HCID 
1984 quantity:: 4464(iv.

WATER
 
mORGANI C SALi S
 
SULFURIC fiCIf1
 
IRON
 
ZINC 
CAIISnr WiSH ~!ATEP. WABfE 
1984 guantity :: gaL
SlllJ!Un HvnRm HIE 
!lATtR 
CA &MA SALTS 
CUPRIC CHlDRIDF 
tb~iE~UCHnMDE 
NICKEL/COPPER NITRATE 
19B4 Quantit1 :: 90Do.VO gal,

NITI?IC AC!])
 
NICKEL MITRAl!':.
 
HATER 
COPPER NI fRATE 
111 lRICHLOROETHANE 
19B4 g1.l all t i t'l. :: gaL
111 TRICHLORO~!HA"E 
on 
1RICHLGRO£lHllEME 
1994 guanti t" :: H150.0 
111 TRICHLOROETHANE 
OIL 
AMMONIACAL COPP[R SULUTIUN 
1984 quantity = B405.00 
CHLURInE 
COPPER 
WATER 
AMrtmUf1 
PCB ~JASTES 
1984 guantity :: 
PCB LIQUIDS 
PCB LIP.UIDS 
WASTE METHYLENE CHLURIDE DRM-A 
1984 ~uantitv ~ 20o<~OO gaL
METHYLENE LHLQRIDE
nIl 
SPENl AU'At INE EiCHmIT SnLUTI!~ 
1984 quantity:: 1300.00 gal.
COPPER 
I.JATER 
Am10NIA 
HeRA SPECIAL WASTE PERMIT DATA 
H\\thc<Tir:atic-l'l Pnn:ess Name Generit Name 
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993B68 Dt6REASIMG 
~H ~ -- flashpoint = 200.0 
f1ETHANOL 
lRICHLOROrRIFLUOROETHAME 
CONSOLI}
FOTOCOL 
FLUX 
994157 COPPER PLATE fN6RAVING 
pH = 0.70 flashpoint = 212.0 
SULFURIC AC!D 
WPPER SULFATE 
INORGANIC SALTS 
t!lUfR 
994180 DIP &SPRAY BOOTH 
pH::: 6.S!1 flashpoint::: 105.11 
PIGMENTS 
MINERAL	 SPJPJTS 
PI6N[NTS 
q9418~ CAN COATING AMD LABELING 
gH = -- f125hp~int::: 52.00 
2-NITt.OPROPANE 
rlETHYL ETHVL vaUNt 
TULUENf 
METHYL ISOBUTYL KETONE 
XYLENf 
NBurn	 ACHATE 
994619 DE6REASER 
pH = -- flashp~int r. -­
OIl. 
MINERAI	 gPIPES 
9946B~1 CUP 1iFG 
pH = 6.00 fla5hp~int = lao.o 
HATER 
111 lR1CHLORDETHANE 
PARAFFIN 
ME1HYLENE CHLORIDE 
111 TRICHLOROEfHANE 
phase = liquid 
7.S00~ 
1L 50;~ 
9.600% 
71.40X 
phase = liquid

15.00%
 
8S.00X
 
15.00%
 
phase ::: Ii quid
 
0.400%
 
13.7Q\{ 
76.8'0'­
4.2M% 
3.2(10~ 
O.PMK 
phase:;:	 liquid
14.(;0% 
B6.0Q~ 
phase::: liquid
10.00% 
10.00% 
49.00% 
l.(JOO~~ 
10.00% 
tlHlERAL SPIRiTS 20.00% 
~94754 DEGREASER 
pH = -- flashpoint =-­ phase::: liquid
iEt 
l ImH HYDROr'ARBON 
MINERAL	 SPiRns 
TOlUfNE 
TRICHLOROETHYLENE 
111 TRICHLOROEfHANE 
9950u2 ELECfRONIC CUMPONENTS CLEANING 
gH::: 0.80 flashpoint = 212.0 
SULFURIC ArID 
WATER 
IMORGANIC SALTS 
995039 METAL SURFACE TREATMENT 
10.00% 
2.200% 
1.100}{ 
O.80(l~\ 
O. tOO~\ 
B5.80~4 
phase = liquid
16.30% 
83. 30~~ 
0.400% 
~H = 
CHROMIUH 
2.00 flashpoint::: 20D.v phase::: liquid
1. 300:4 
JNORHMH r SALTS 2.000% 
ZINC 
t4P.TER 
0.600% 
94.20% 
SULFUPIC ACID 1.9~O~ 
Y9~!70 SPRAY BOOTH 
nH::: T~'.UEAE 6,5Q flashp~jnt = 41,00 phase = liquid QIJ •(I0~{ 
PI8NEflTS 10.0~~ 
164 
HAZARDOUS HABlE TRICHlORIHHIFL 
1984 qilantity = 40.0000 
METHANOL 
TRICHiORflTRIFLUDROETHANE 
CJJt1S0LV 
fOTOCOl 
FLUX 
COPPER SULFATE SOLUTION 
1984 quantity = 330.000 n!:t1 . :I •..• 
SULFURIC ACID 
COPPER SULfATE
 
INORGANIC SALTS
 
WAfER 
PAINT & SOLVf:NT 
1984 quantity = 19f:!0.OO 
PIGMENTS 
MINERAL	 SPIRITS 
PJGMENfS 
SPENT SDLVENi 
j 984 ~uanti tv ::: gaL
2-NITROPROPANf. 
t1E THYL ETHYL r.'El0NE 
TOLUEt4E 
MEiHYL ISOBUTYl ¥ETUNE 
XYLENE 
N BUTYl	 AeET ATE 
NINERAl SPIRITS 
1¥B4 qu~nti ty :: gaL
OIL 
mNERAL SPIRITS 
CHLORINATED SOLVENT 
1984 quantity = 
WATER 
111 TRICHLOROETHANE 
PARAFFIN 
METHYLEUE CHLORIDE 
Itl TRICHLOROETHANE 
MINERAL SPIRITS 
111 TRICHlORUEiHANE 
1984 Quantitv = 1?J3.QO gal.OIL . 
LIGHl HYDROCARBON 
MINERAl	 SPIRITS 
TOLUENE 
TRICHlOROtTHYlENE 
111 TRICHLOROE1HANE 
SULFURIC ACIP CLEANER 
1984 quantity:::
SULFURIC ACIn 
~JATER 
INORUAMIC SALTS 
CHRDMlr. ACID WASTE 
1904 quantity = 
CHRot1 IUN . 
INORGANIC SALTS 
ZINC 
WATER 
SULFURIC ACID 
IJRt!AN!C SUlVFNT 
1984 quantity ~ 
fOLUENE 
PIGMENTS 
11440.0 lJi?l. 
1113no. 
RCRA SPECIAL ~ASTE PERMIT DATA 
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995550 UIRE MFb SPENT PICKLE SULFURlt ArID 
pH ~ 0"10 flashpoint = 212.0 phase ~ liquid 1984 guantity = 5000.00 gal.
SULFURICAU n 13.90% SULFURIC ACID 
WATER 71.90% WATER 
INORGANIC SALTS 9.200~ INORGANIC SALfS 
IRON 5.000% IRON 
995595 ElECTROPLAlIN6 SPHll HYDRuClIUJR1C PicnE Lam 
nH ~ 0.50 flashpoint = 200.0 phase:: liquid 1984 quantity:: 9100.HO gaL
!NORGAN1C SALTS 1.100% INORGANIC SALTS 
HWN 1.EOQ~ IRON 
~UHER 9S.5Q% WATER 
HVDROCHtORIC ACID 1.800% HYDROCHLORIC ACID 
ZINC 0.400% ZINC 
995696 OEGREAS!NG ORGANIC SOLVENTS 
pH =. fla5hp~int = 25,00 1984 q\!3nt~ty ::: 330.00(1 gal, 
HE~ANE HEXANE 
ETHYL AtHA1E ETHYL ACETATE 
ISOPROPYL ACETATE ISOPROPYL ACETATE 
METHYL EJHYL VEfONE t'lETHYL ETHYL rEi ONE 
RES!N RESIN 
9957?1 MASTE SOLVENfS-PAINT E~U!PMF.NT HASfE SOlVENfS
eH ::: -- flashpoint:: 70.00 phase = liguid 1984 guant it·! :::­
LArp.U_R fHJNMER 10.00~ LACQUER THltmEp.
TOLUENE 75.00% TOLUENE 
XYLENE 10.00~ X'/lENE 
995865 !ifGREASER PERCHlOROETHYtENE 
pM ::: -- flashpoint:: ­ phase =liquid 1994 quantity:::
OIL 5(i.QQ:~ OIL 
TfHtlH!E 0.100% TOLUENE 
PERCHIQROETHYLENl 45.40% PERCHlOROtTHYLFNE 
fUNERAL SPJPITS 4.5fiO% fUNERAL SPHH rs 
995919 BEAUTY AIDS NF6 HAfHE 14ATER AND filMfD ALCOHOLS 
pH =-- fl~5hpDint::: 30.00 19B4 qnantity ::: 197.000 gal.
ISOPROPYL ALCUHDL ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL 
BEt4ZFNE BENZENE 
ACEiuNi": ACETONF. 
nE:fHYL i'ELLDSm VE METHYL CELLOSIlLVE 
HATER !4ATER 
flETHYi !ROHUTYL KETONE tiEIHYL ISUBIITYL KETONE 
995926 DISSOLVING NYLON FOR PRODlICl T FORme ACID 
pH = 1.20 flashpDint = 200,0 phase::: liquid 19B4 ~\antity = ..........n;:.l. 
FORMIC ACID lQO.OX FORMIC ACID ~ 
995966 PE fROLEUM EHlJIP HEPAIR GASULINE 
nH = -- flashpDint = 90,00 phase:; liguid 1984 quantit~ ~ gal.
HATER' 10.OQ% WATER 
GASDL HiE 90.00:~ GASntHIE 
996fl05 SCREH HACHiNE PRUDS MINERAL SPIPI IS 
1)1-1 ;: flashpoint = 130.0 1984 Quantity ~ 1750.M BED!MEt~'T SEDIMEf.fT 
NHIERA! SP IR Il S MINERAL SPIRITS 
996u22 SOl VEtnS & CHEfHCAL DIST tiHED SDLVENl 
pH = -- fla5hp~int = B5.00 1984 quantH·,· :: n01.i10 gaL
METHVL ETHYL KETOME METHYL E1 HYl ~~!:. rDNE 
TDl UEffE TOlUHIf. 
YYLENE XYlENE 
99b! 1? fLFAf!ING PAINT MIXING HUll? WASTE CAUSTIC SUDA SOlUTIOn {s

pH = 13,4 fla~hpoint = 212.0 phase:: liquid 1994 quantity:: 2bOQ,On
 
tEA!} i)" 10(Jl~ lEAD 
!·!AfER ?tl.OO:'; HATER 
SUD!UH HVDROXIDf 20.5(1:1 SODIUM HYDRUXIDE 
1NfiRGANH' SI1LTB fl.4Q()% JNURGAMIC SALTS 
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RCRA SPECIAL HASTE PERnn DATA 
AuthorizatiDn Protes! Name Generic Name 
Number 
~------~--- C~mpDnent Name -~----------- ConcentratiDn ------.----- Alternate N~me ----------- ----­
=================~======================:==========:=~=====:====:=:======:===============~=======;===~:===== 
9961H:J SPRAY PAINTING Hfi8TE HAPHTHAKH = _. flashpoint::: 113.(1 onase ::: li9uid 19f14 t1uantitf ~ 165.000 ~aL 
fHNER L SPIRITS ' 90,00% MINERAL SPIRi S 
-0- 10.00% fHL 
PI GNEN rs ~: 0IL 10,00% PIGt1ENTS 
996232 CLEANING SPRAY PAINT EQUIPMENT HASTE SOLVENT 
nH ::: .- flashprcint ::: 42.00 phase::: liquid 1984 ~!l3nti ty :: 840.000 gal, TOlUE~IE lQ(l,O~ TOlUFN 
996253 DEGREASER 111 TRICHLOROETHANE 
nH = -- flashnDint:::-- phase::: liquid 1984 gUi!nti tx ::: 268S.M qia.
11! TR! rHLUfmE mANE r 9LbO~~ 111 TRICHLOR_ETHANE 
TiJUJfNE 1. O(l(l~ lOLUENf 
f1WEPAt SPIP.!1S 4,4QO~{ t11 NERAL SP IPITS 
OIL 3.000% iJIl 
997089 PAINT MFS HASTE SOLVEtH 
~H :: -- f lashptl i nt :: -- phase::: liquid 19B4 guantity ::: 1400.0n gaL
-0- eO.OOM PLASTICIZERS 
TlJUlfNE 20, (IO\( TOLUENE 
ACETONE 21) .(10% I~CETONE 
RESINS/Pt ABTICIZERS 20. QO'{ RESIN 
METHYL EfHVL rETUNE lS.0ii% METHYL ETHYL ¥ETDNE 
XYl ENE 2(t.(IO~ XYLENE 
PIGMENTS 5,000% PI6tiENTS 
997202 SPRAY PAINT BOOTHS SPEtH PAHH lHINNER 
pH ::: -- fJashpoin t ::: 3S.fl(l phase:: li4uid 19B4 qHantit~ ::: 5'100.uO gal.
NBUTYL ACB ATE B.Oo(!~~ NBUTYL ACETA,E 
HiLUfNE 54.50% TOLUENE 
XViEME !5.VO% XYLENE 
CELlOSOLVE ACETATE b.OQf);~ CEllOSOLVE ACETA1E 
NBUTYL ALCOHOL 5.000'4 NBUTYl ALCOHOL 
fUNERAL SPIRITS 6.00(1% MINERAL SPIRHS 
991391 PAINTING PARTS &CLEANING fOUl WASTE 80LVEWf 
iH:: .- flashoDint:: MI,OO phase :: 1i~tlid 1984 quantit ::: 4/fOJiQO gaL
MF.THY ETHYL KETONE 50,(0% METHYL ETHYL k:El0Nt 
SEE Nut'1BER 2 0:100% SEE NUMBER 2 
LACQUER THINNER 50.OQ~~ LACOUER THINNER 
997394 INK HFG WASfE SOLVENT WASH 
pH = -- flashpt1int ;: 100.0 phase::: liquid 19B4 qUi:lntitv = 3095.(/0 gal. 
fmK 1.000% mK 
INK 1(1.00% INK 
tHNfRAL SPIRIlS 99 ,(l(l~ tHNERAL SPIRITS 
997707 FLEXABLE PACVIN6 PRODUCIS ADHESIVHINK CUT lHTH SDt VENTS 
pH:: -~ flashpDint:: 40,00 phase:: 1i~uid 1984 quantity::: 15840.(i gal.
ISOBUTYL ACETATE 9.6 OX ISOBUTYL ACETATE 
ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL 72.30% ISOPROPVL ALCOHOL 
HEPTANE 4.80(1% HEPTANE 
CATALYST TD! 10.0(I~~ CATALYST TDl 
fTHYl ACETAfE 3.i?M% ETHYL ACETA1F 
ISOPROPYL ACETATE 10,10% ISOPROPYL ACETATt 
991771 VAPOR DEGREASING PERCHlOROETHYLENEfH ::: -- fla5hp~int:: -- phase::: liquid 1984 ql1antitv :: 385.0fl(l gaL
PERCH OROETHYLENE 60,00:4 PERCHlOROETHYLtNf 
CUfTING OIL 40,OO~ OIL 
9978(12 WASH SOl VFNT ORGANIC BLEND WASH SOLVENT 
nH ::: -- flashpoint ::: 45,(;0 phase:: H?uid 1984 quantitv = 49\10.00 gal.
NHHVL ETHn ~~ETONE 15."0% ttEl HYl ETHYL kETONt 
ACETONE 10.00~\ ACETONE 
TOLUENE 30.00:\ TOLUENE 
XYLEf.!!~ 3Q,OM~ XYLEt4E 
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HeRA SPECIAL WAS1E PERMIT OA1A 
AntlmT i zah 111 Pnn:ess Name 
Number 
--­ ---­ - --­ Lr'mpCrDent Nallle ---­ --­ -_. --­ - ---­ ------- AIt I::i na tE N:lme - ---- --..:: ­ -­ --- ~ 
==~=======~======;===========================~=====================================~==;=========~==;===:=~=~ 
997828 RESIN MFG ORGANIC SOLVENTS 
pH = -- flashpoint = t5.~Q 1984 fluantit.\l :.:. 440U.00 gaL
tOlUENE 10LUEN£ 1 
HETHYI fTHYL ~ETONE METHYL ETHYL KETONE 
RESIN RESIN 
HATER WATER 
AtETDNE A!.:ETDNE 
ISOPROPYi ALCOHOL ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL 
9~7833 VAPOR DEGREASING TRICHLOROETHYLENE 
pH = 7.60 flashpoint ~ 1.000 phase = liquid 1984 guantitv = 
TRt CHLORlJE rHYlEtlE 50.00% TRICHLOROETHYLENE 
STAMPING OILS 50.QO~ OIL 
997B49 HASH THINNER MIXTURE OF ORGANIC SOlVENTS
 
pH = -- flashpoint = 35.00 1994 quantity = 142~.OO
 
METHYL EiHYL KETONE METHYL ETHYL ~ETIINE 
TOLUENE TOLUENE 
AROMATIC HYl1RuCARBUN AROMA fIe HYlJRUCARBm·! 
ACETOtlE ACETONE 
METHYL ETHYL ~El0NE MEfHYL EfHYl VETONE 
XYLENE XYLENE 
997956 DISTILLAfION OF SULVENTS FLAMMABLE SOLVtNfS 
phase = liquid 1984 nuantitv :: 97430.0 gal.NETHyrHETHyt'~3ToJ~ash~oint = 140.0 20.00~ METHYL ET~YL YETUNE 
ACETONE 10.00% ACETONE 
T!JLUENE 15. (1(1 X rolliENE 
ETHYL ACHHE 30.0VY. ETHYL ACETA1E 
XYLENE 25.00% XYLENE 
997877 ALUMINUM FABRICATiON WABIE SOLVENI 
pH = -- f12shp~int = 24.00 1984 quantity = 4015,00 gal. 
M~THYl ETHYL KETONE METHYL ETHYL KETONE 
-u- PESIt~ 
RFSINS!PI6~jENTS PIGttENTS 
li:!UlfNE TOlUEHE 
997986 tlHAI CLEAfHMG HAZARDOUS WASTE lIQUID NOS ORM 
pH = -- flashpoint = 200.0 19M quantity:: 330.(hJ!I gaL 
HOBIN flUX ROSIN FLUX [YCLOPENiANE Cyet DPEN rANE 
METHYLENE CHLORIDE METHYLENE CHLGRIm 
TRICH10ROTRIFLUDROETHANE TRICBLOPO rR IFLUORflE rHANE 
99B031 MfTAL COATING MFG 14ASTE SOLVENT 
pH = -- fJashpoint = 25.00 phase;; liquid 1994 ouantitv = 2BB5.00 ga'.
TGLUEfIF l5.M% TOU.lENE i 
HLENE 15.(lQ~· XYLENE.
 
tlHHYL ETHYL KETONE 50.0(lX NfTHYL ETHYL KETONE
 
99Bt9~ METAL CLEANINH fR ICHlORETHVLENE 
pH :. -- fJashpnint = 200.0 phaSE = UqulD 1994 quantity::: 345.000 gal.
OIL 50.M~ OIL 
TRICHLOROETHYLENE 50.00% lRICHLOROETHYIENf 
f}lf0364 CDPPER & CHRm1E PLAl BIG OF PRI GRAVURE PREP t PLArINB WAS1E 
flashpoint;; 111.0 phase;; liquid 1984 quantity = 5500.00 gaLTf}LUE8~ :: -­ 30.00% TOLUENE 
WA-Tff< 60.00% WATER 
!NK GRAV! IRf.. B. 70(l~ IN¥: GRAVURf 
Sm.IDS 1.3(1(1% SOUOS 
99H lilB NDS UASH SOl VEt-US SPENI SOLVENTS
 
pH = -- flashpoint;; 35.00 1984 nuantity ::;

PERCHLOHOE1HYLENE PERCW.OROETHYLENE 
HONING OIt OIt 
MH~Ef<AL SPIRTTS tlINERAL BPHHTS 
99944~ INDUSTRIAl PAINTING OPEnAliONS fHXtl} SOL lJENTS
 
pH = - flashpoint:: 100.0 phase = liquid 1904 quanti-tv :::
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RCFA SPECIAL WASTE PERM!T DATA
 
Authoriz3tiDn PrDcess n3me Generll Name 
NU!!lber 
---._--~~.- CBmpDnent Name -----------.- Clil1Centration --- --. ----­ -- Alternate Nae!? • ---­ ~.:-":: --- ­
=======~====:===~========:============~~==================================================;====:=~====~====:
tHNERAL SPIRITS 
¥ETuNE 
10lUENE 
ALCOHOL 
ACETONE 
998443 DEGRfASING 
pH = -- flashpDint = 113.0 
fRiCHLDROETHYLENE 
99BJSO MAGNE1IC TAPE fiFG 
~H =-- flashp~int = 70.00 
INORGANIC SAllS 
METHYl ISOBUTYL ~'ETmiE 
METHYL ETHYL KETONE 
TETRAHYDRiJFURAN 
UJBRICATING OIL 
998661 MET~L CLEANING 
pH =-- flashpDint = 18u.Q
1RICHlOROETHvt ENf 
Oil 
999919 NASH SOLVENT 
nH = 7.00 flashpDint = bQ.nQTfjLUE~IE 
XYLENf 
99B9B7 PAINT rtFG 
pH = -- flashpDint = -­
-0-
ACEroNE 
METHYL ETHY! KETUNE 
IPA 
TOLUENE 
METHYL ISOBUTYL KETONE 
RfSlNS/PIGMFfHS 
c3.00~ 
12.Q(i~{ 
31.00% 
E2.MK 
11.Qmt 
phase:: liquid
100. O~\ 
phase = Equid

3.900%
 
12.30·~ 
40.00:' 
35.{lO'{
a,f.W)% 
phase:; li1Bid 52. JO'{ 
49.(lO~; 
phase:: liquid 
60.(1(1% 
4iJ.00:4 
phasE = liquid
20.00% 
il~.OO~~ 
30.00% 
lQ.OO~\ 
lQ,OO% 
1(I. (!O~~ 
2Q. O(J~~ 
MINERAL SPIRITS 
¥'ETfiNE 
TOLUENE 
AI.COHot 
ACETONE 
TRICHlORETHYtENE 
19811 ~!.ltmt itt ::TRICHL ROETHY ENE 45t) •(1M g~L 
WAS fE SOL VEtHS 
1984 quantit'~ :: 
INORGANIC SALis 
i.81(1(1.0 g,aL 
liETHYL ISOBUTYL rnONE 
METHYL £1 HYL KETONE 
TfTRAHYDROFliRAN 
fill 
TRICHLORETHYLEnE 
1984 ~Uimt i t\1 = 
TRICHL ROETHV!ENE 
50.0000 gaL 
OIL 
BLEND OF ORGANIC SDLVtNTS 
1984 quantity:; 17?70.0 gaL 
TOLUENE 
XYLENE 
WAS1E SOLVENT 
1984 quantity:.: 12717 .iJ gal. 
RE'SIN 
ACETOMf 
METHYL ETHYL rETUNE 
IPA 
TOLUENE 
METHYL ISOBUTYL rETONE 
PIGMENTS 
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ReRA SPEtIAt WASTE SCREEN 
--
Auth, 
Number Chr, 
TOUCITY 
Acute Env. 
BIG INFEC IGNITE FLAflM LEACH OVER 
All 
-------------­---~---- -------_._~ --~---------------------------~---- ~-------------
810447 M UK m' r~ N NA N N Dr y811B19 v UK U~' N N ~~A N N 
81251~ Y UK Y N N N NA N V 
820758 v UK Y N N N NA N Y 
821407 Y UK m: N N N NA Y Y y822728 Y UK m, N N N NA N 
B22731 Y U~~ UK to! N NA N N Y y822889 N UV UK N N NA M Y 
B22891 Y UK UV N N NA N N V 
922899 y y UK N N NA N UK Y 
83i)(J37 Y UK y N N N NA N Y y y y830150 N N N NA f! Y 
B3(J~86 N UK m( N N NA Ii N m, y y830472 N UK V N N NA N y83Q123 N UK UK N N NA y N 
f!3(176i N UK Y N Ii N NA V Y 
83(}779 N UK y N N NA N V y 
830967 Y U~·' m' N N NA !It N Y y y y831260 N Y Y N N riA 
831457 Y Y m UV N N riA Y Y 
8311:143 Y UK UK N N NA N N 'I 
831853 N UK UK N N NA N Y Y 
331854 Y UK UK N N MA N lW Y y y831912 N UK iW N N NA N 
840247 N UK m N N NA N UKto.! 
940534 y U~' Y N N UA N N V y9~O726 Y m: ur N Pi \itA N N y840?M N UI< Y N N N N~ N y841319 Y UK UK N N t~A N N 
920125 N Y N N N NA UK Y 
9201bO N Y UK N N N NA U~ Y y y y920161 N N N NA tl Y y y y y920166 N N riA UK Y 
920323 Y N N ur. N?iy y U~' y 
920333 Y m: y N N N NA UV Y y ynu343 N UK N N N NA Y y y920462 N U~: t4 N N NA Y 
9C{1473 y y m' N N N NA m' y y y920486 N Y M N NA UK Y y y920612 N Y N N Nli UK Y y920681 y N Y Y N UK NA m' y y y920846 N m' N N N NA y920853 N Y UK N N N riA Y 
921151 N UK y N N UK NA N Y y921269 Y Y Y \II N UK UA lW 
921290 y Y y N N UK NA m.. y 
921400 Y N y Y N ?l NA UK Y 
921553 y y y N N U~' NA UK Y 
\1921554 If N I Y N N NA UK Y 
921bQ9 Y UK y N N N NA N y y y921674 If N N N NA UK V 
921B06 y y y N N N NA m' y 
921946 N UK UK Y N N NA UP' Y y921967 UK Y N N N NA U~ If y y 1'1{921979 N y N N NA J, V 
922150 Y Y Y Y N m' NA m' it I 
922200 Y ur y N N N NA 11 f ¥ 
922295 t·t UK Y N N N NA y V 
92228b Y N V N N N NA UK Y 
922290 N Y Y Y N N NA UV Y y922296 y N Y N PI N NA m y y y922495 N N N U¥ NA m" 
922509 Y N Y N N UK' NA UK Y 
922671 y N Y N N UK NA m., y 
922763 y ur y N N UK NA U¥ Y 
922770 y UK UK UK N N NA U~ Y 
922787 y UK m' N N N NA N Y 
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--
MeRASPECIAL WASTE SCREEN 
Ruth. TOnCITY B10 INFEC IGNITE rLAt1tl LEf~CH OVER 
Numoer Chr. Acute Env. All 
....... - ----------- ---- ... _.....- ..... -- "" ......- ... _...... - .........­ -,---~--_._-------.-------~------~--_._~---~-
922818 N ur y N M N NA Y v I 
922954 Y V V ~i t~ I{ HA N If 
922965 14 Y y y N U~ NA m y 
92P96fJ 
922989 
923036 
t4 
N 
N 
y 
Y 
m: 
t4 
UK 
ur 
14 
Y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
NA 
NA 
NA 
UK 
ur 
Y 
Y y 
Y 
923243 
923252 
Y 
N 
N 
UK 
Y 
Ult 
N 
U~ 
N 
N 
U¥ 
N 
NA 
NA 
UK 
UK 
Y 
UK 
923330 y y y y N N NA UK Y 
923345 N UK Y Y N m NA N y 
930049 
93(1052 
930132 
y 
Y 
N 
UK 
Ul< 
U~ 
m 
Y 
UK 
N 
14 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
NA 
NA 
NA 
!II 
UK 
UK 
Y 
Y 
UK 
930138 
930216 
930252 
930260 
N 
y 
y 
N 
ur 
N 
UK 
lW 
y 
Y 
y 
Y 
N 
N 
N 
Y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
UK 
N 
UK 
t4A 
NA 
Nit 
NA 
Y 
UK 
N 
N 
Y 
y 
y 
y 
93Q33q 
930381 
93!)~Ob 
930510 
930651 
Y 
N y 
N 
V 
N 
y 
N 
UK 
UK 
Y 
Y 
Y y 
Y 
y 
y 
Y 
N 
to! 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
m, 
N 
UK 
N 
NA 
Nil 
iotA 
NA 
NA 
Uf, 
U~. 
UK 
UK 
y 
y 
V 
Y 
Y 
Y 
930719 V N V N N N riA UK y 
930730 
930743 
930B10 
N 
!II 
Y 
Y 
Y 
UK 
Y 
U~ 
UK 
y 
Y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
Pi 
N 
N(1
NA 
NA 
m~ 
UK 
ur, 
y 
Y 
V 
930B35 
930881 
930B91 
930907 
y 
N 
N 
Y 
Y 
V 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
V 
N 
y 
y 
M 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N y 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
m~ 
N 
m'
m' 
V 
v 
I y 
V 
931110 N U~ Y N N NA N Y y 
93114:i 
931166 
931191 
931218 
93136B 
N 
N 
N 
Y 
N 
y 
V 
UK 
UK 
Y 
y 
UK 
U¥ 
Y 
Y 
y 
Y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
NA 
NA 
~IA 
NA 
NA 
N 
in, 
Y 
Ult 
UK 
y 
Y 
y 
y 
Y 
931384 
93142b 
9314~16 
131485 
9315Q5 
931523 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
Y 
UK 
UV 
V 
UK 
UK 
y 
Y 
y 
Y 
y 
Y 
Y 
N y 
y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
NA 
N 
t4 
NA 
Nil 
NA 
Y 
NA 
NA 
lW 
UK 
Ur 
UK 
Y 
y 
Y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
931532 N UK lW N N N NA UK UK 
931553 Y N y N N N NA UK Y 
94\100j
94(iQ(1 3 
N 
N 
Y 
Y 
UK 
Y 
N 
V 
U 
N 
N 
N 
NA 
NA 
UV 
UK 
V y 
940063 
94Q082 
94u125 
y 
Y 
N 
Y 
UK 
Y 
Y 
If 
'( 
Y 
H 
Y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
Nl' 
NA 
NA 
lll< 
M 
U~ 
Y 
Y 
y 
940130 
940163 
N y 
m: 
Y 
!W 
Uk' 
N 
Y 
N 
N 
N 
UK 
NA 
NA 
UK 
U~ 
ur 
y 
94(llbb 
if40168 
940169 
y 
~i 
N 
Y 
UK 
y 
UK 
UK 
y 
y 
V 
y 
N 
N 
N 
1'1.~ 
N 
N 
NA 
NA 
NA 
UK 
UK 
UK 
Y 
Y 
Y 
940249 N UK y N M N NA UK y 
940255 t4 UK Y N N N Nfl UK y 
940257 N U~' Y N N N NA U~ y 
94Q2~5 N 't' Y Y N m: NA UK y 
94(!296
940325 
940334 
Y 
N 
N 
y 
m,.
UK 
Y 
UK 
Y 
Y 
to! 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
NA 
NA 
NA 
ur 
UK 
UK 
y 
ur 
\' 
940335 
940402 
940415 
N 
N 
Y 
UK y 
N 
y 
UK 
Y 
N y 
Y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
PI 
N{i
NA 
NA 
UV 
U~ 
UK 
Y 
y 
Y 
940427 
94Q495 
940499 
y 
N 
N 
y 
N 
U~, 
y 
N 
Y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
NA 
NA 
Nl~ 
U~· 
UK 
U~ 
'( 
UK 
y 
94(1501) to! UK y N N N NA UK y 
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--
RCRA SPECIAL WASTE SCREEN
 
.Ruth. TOXICITY BIO INFEC IGNITE FLAMM LEACH OVER 
Nl.Hll!:H~r Chr. Acute Env. All
__________ ~~_~ ____~ _________ ~_~ ___w ______ ~ __~_-~__________ ____ w __ ________________~ 
940570 Y Y Y N N V NA N Y 
940632 N Y Y N N N NA UK Y 
940743 M Y UV' Y N N NA m, y 
940794 N V V Y N N NA UV' Y 
940934 
941fJ16 
N 
N 
UK 
\/ 
U~, 
V 
N 
Y 
N 
N 
y 
N 
NA 
NA 
U~:' 
UK 
y 
y 
941145 
9il1415 
N 
N 
y 
UK 
y 
ur 
y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
iliA 
NA 
UV 
Ur' 
y 
UK 
941622 
q91124 
991154 
N 
N 
V 
Y 
Y y 
Y 
Y 
V 
N 
y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
NA 
MA 
NA 
y 
UK 
I.W 
Y 
Y 
Y 
991207 Y U~· UK N N V Nfl UK Y 
9912E:J y UV UK N N Y NA U~· Y 
991234 N N N y' N ~ NA UK Y 
991356 
991539 
991Mb 
991847 
N 
Y 
Y 
t4 
Y 
Y 
V 
V 
Y 
Y 
Y 
UK 
y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
m,
UK 
riA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
U~, 
UK 
UK 
UK 
Y 
Y 
Y 
y 
992(194
992255 
N 
M 
y 
Y 
V 
UK 
Y 
N 
N 
jJ, 
N 
UK 
NA 
NA 
U~"UK 
y 
y 
992554 
99265u 
N 
N 
UK 
UK 
y 
V 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
NA 
NA 
Y 
Y 
Y y 
992199 
992848 
992937 
N 
N 
Y 
Y 
Y 
N 
UK 
UK 
Y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
UK 
UK 
t~ 
NA 
NA 
NA 
UV 
ur 
U¥ 
Y y 
y 
992940 
993159 
993179 
99'3287 
993421 
993868 
994157 
'{ 
N 
Y 
y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
m' 
Y 
y 
UK 
Ui:' 
y 
Y 
y 
V 
y 
V 
UK 
UK 
N 
N 
N y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
14 
M 
N 
N 
N 
N 
UK 
UK 
'Il'i 
N 
N 
N 
NA 
NA 
Nfl 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
m 
UV 
UK 
UK 
m' 
m., 
Y 
'i 
Y 
Y 
Y 
y 
UK 
V 
99418Q N ur ur y N N NA N Y 
994185 
994619 
994630 
994754 
Y 
Y 
N 
'( 
y 
N 
UK 
V 
y 
Y 
Uf 
'i 
y 
y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
\II 
N 
m" y 
lW 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
UK 
UK 
N 
UK 
Y y 
y 
Y 
995002 N y y N N N Nil y y 
995039 Y U~' Y N N N Nfl V Y 
995170 
995550 
N 
N 
Y 
UK 
Y y Y N 
N 
N 
N 
M 
NA 
Nfl 
N 
y 
y 
Y 
995595 N UK Y N t~ N NA V Y 
995696 
995721 
995865 
N 
N 
Y 
Y y 
y 
y 
Y 
y 
Y 
y 
N 
M 
N 
N 
N 
N 
UK 
NA 
NA 
NA 
tW 
UK 
UK 
y 
Y y 
995919 Y Y y N N N Nf~ UK y 
99S9E6 N y UK Y III N NA y y 
995966 N V Y M N N NA LW y 
996005 N UK UK y N N NA UV y 
996022 N y Y V N N NA UI\ Y 
996112 
9961bB 
N 
Y 
Uk'I'. 
UK 
UK 
V 
N 
Y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
NA 
NA 
Y 
UK 
y 
Y 
99b23E 
996H53 
N 
Y 
Y 
V 
y 
Y 
y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
UK 
NA 
NA 
UK 
UK 
Y 
Y 
997089 N Y y y N UK NA U~ V 
9972QE 
997391 
997394 
99THi? 
991'171 
N 
PI 
N 
N 
'i 
Y 
Y 
UK 
m' 
l~ 
UK 
UV 
UK 
y 
Y 
Y 
y 
y 
N 
ti 
N 
N 
N 
N 
tv. 
N 
N 
N 
N 
UK 
NA 
NA 
Nfl 
NA 
Nit 
UK 
m: 
m: 
UK 
U¥ 
y 
y 
y 
y 
Y 
997802 
99782B 
N 
N 
y 
y Y Y 
Y 
Y 
N 
N 
N 
PI 
NA 
Nt} 
ur-
UK 
y 
V 
997B33 Y Y y N N N NA N Y 
997849 N Y V Y N N r·!A Uf" V 
997856 N Y y Y N y NA N y 
997877 
997986 
998031 
N 
N 
N 
Y 
UK 
Y 
Y 
m' 
Y 
V 
v 
I 
V 
N 
N 
f,l 
N 
N 
N 
NA 
NA 
NA 
UV 
m: 
UK 
Y 
y 
Y 
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RCRA SPECIAL WASTE SCREEN
 
Auth. TOXICITY BID INFEC I6NI fE FLANti LEACH OVER 
Number [hr. Acute Env. ALL 
~-~-~---~--- -------------------_ .. _---~~-----~~-----~ ------------~--~-----~----_.~_.-
99819u 
99fl3M 
Y 
M 
y 
y 
y 
V 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
NA 
MA 
UK 
m 
y 
V 
998418 y N Y Y N N NA UK y 
998440 N y V Y N i'! NA UK Y 
998443 
998590 
y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
m 
N y N N 
N 
N 
riA 
NA 
UV 
UK 
Y 
Y 
998661 
998979 
998987 
Y 
N 
N 
Y 
V y 
Y 
Y 
UK 
N 
Y 
Y 
N 
N 
N 
y 
N 
UK 
NA 
NA 
NA 
UK 
N 
UK 
V 
y 
Y 
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RCRA DtGREE OF HAZARD EVALUATIDN 
Auth, LEACH FIRE DISEASE BID TOXIC II V ; Fa{t~is in TDxicity Evaluatiun* 1 FINAL UVtRALL 
~h.lffibel II TEC% %UK AccTox Envir .Scnrel RATING 
... - -- .. _....._------- ... _----'" ----- .- - --- - ... __ ...... - ...... "'---'" ....._.... _... - .... -------~--------------------------------_._--
911919 
BJ2515 
8;::0758 
821407 
tHl 
NIL 
NIL 
MOD 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
MIL 
NIL 
NIL 
rHL 
NIt 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
UK 
HI 
UK 
HI 
17,2(H)%
3.MPO% 
27.402% 
3. 1t295X 
lOO.OQ% 
0.0(1(10%
27.400% 
0.0000% 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
:I 
m~ 
HI 
LW 
HI 
822728 
822731 
822B89 
822B91 
B22899 
330037 
830150 
NIL 
NIL 
MOD 
NIL 
UK 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
HI 
NIL 
NIl.. 
NIL 
NIL 
rUl 
NIL 
rUL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIt 
NIL 
NIL 
UK 
HI 
UK 
HI 
UK 
HI 
Ul< 
35.5Q(i;\ 
0.8130% 
(I.OQ74~ 
6.9060% 
3.80aB~ 
2.8021:{ 
0.(H)50~ 
O.EO(li)% 
0.0000% 
b.60no;~ 
(I.MOQ% 
3.8000% (I.OMOYt
95.000% 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
UK 
HI 
m: 
HIUK 
HI 
-UV 
_ 
830472 
330723 
B30761 
830779 
NOD 
NIL 
UJ 
MOD 
NIL 
HI 
NiL 
rUL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
HI 
HI 
HI 
MOD 
(I.MIMi
0.0623% (1.0220%
0.0050% 
o.OOuO'4 
0.0(100% 
(l.O(lOQ~ 
O.OOM% 
3 
3 
:l 
\ 
1 
j 
3 
3 
3 
HI 
HI 
HI 
MDD 
8309b7 
831260 
831457 
831843 
NIL 
NOn 
MOD 
NIL 
NIL 
HI 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIt 
NIL 
UK 
NiL 
UK 
U"j'•. 
U~. 
HI 
l).1123~ 
0.0050}; 
L 1044X 
0.1030% 
94.9(}1)% 
95.000% 
199.51)%
0.0000% 
'J 
1 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
UK 
IW 
U~: 
HI 
831853 
831854 
831912 
840534 
840726 
840764 
841319 
920125 
920160 
920161 
920166 
MOD 
U~: 
MOD 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
UK 
ilJ(
" NIL 
UK 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIt 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
MIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
Mod 
LO 
U~, 
HI 
UK 
UK 
Ufl 
m: 
UK 
UK 
til 
HI 
HI 
(I. 0053~{ 
0.8253% 
0.0069% 
32.5(19% 
54.765% 
0.0158% 
4.0019% 
0.0230% 
0.0199% 
7.(1050%
22.466% 
63.300'4 
O.OQO(l~~ 
O.5000~ 
32.500:{
32.700% 
82 .4ui)~~ 
15.(i(lO~ 
15. Q(H)~~ 
(1.0000% 
(J.(I(J(l(i% 
0.0000% 
2 
3 
?­
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
3 
1 
3 
1 
3 
1 
3 
1 
3 
3 
i 
UK 
ur 
UK 
UK 
UK 
UV 
m: 
UK 
UK 
UV 
UK 
920323 Utt ur NIL Nfl lW 5.6939% O.5i)fJQ~ 3 3 U~' 
920333 
920343 
92046f! 
920473 
92(1486
920612 
920681 
920846 
920853 
92!iS1 
921269 
921290 
921400 
UK 
rmn 
fiOD 
ur 
UK 
UK 
UK 
MOD 
NOD 
NIL 
UK 
U~' 
U~: 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
Uf 
NIL 
NIL 
Uf: 
UK 
m: 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
MIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIl.. 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
Mnd 
LO 
LO 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
LO 
UK 
HI 
MOD 
UK 
HI 
UK 
HI 
MOD 
MOD 
UK 
HI 
UK 
HI 
6(1, OOO~~ 
0.0'100% 
(i. (1050% 
60.002% 
4,(i6Q(!% 
O.{19S0% 
22. iOO1; (1.(1026%
0.(1037%
0.20(1(1% 
92,200% 
3.4912% 
5.7000:4 
5. (IOfl(l% 
fi •OO(l(l:~ 
O.QOM%
20.Ml)%
0,0000%
5.01)00% 
0.0000% 
0,0000% 
0.0000% 
12, (l(lO~{ 
(I.O(l(lQ;{ 
3.90M~ 
0.0000% 
3 
3 
1 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
1 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
3 
3 
3 
1 
1 
:3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
3 
::I 
U~. 
HI 
HOD. 
!W 
UK 
UK 
UK 
NOv 
MOD 
U~' 
ilK 
LW 
UK 
921553 
921554 
921609 
92jb?4 
92 HIM:l 
921946 
921967 
921979 
9f~215(1 
m: 
U~' 
NIL 
UK 
UK 
UK 
ur 
UK 
m: 
UK 
NIL 
Nil 
NIL 
~lIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
UK 
NIL 
NIL 
rUt 
NIL 
NIt 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
totm 
LO 
NIL 
UJ 
NIL 
11tH! 
HI 
lW 
HI 
!H 
HI 
HI 
UK 
UK 
Ult 
HI 
112.656% 
5,3000~{ 
1.0011% 
26.300% 
15.Jt95% 
0.(1000'4 
!fH},OOX 
3.(l330;~ 
1.0990% 
O.700i)~ 
0.0000% 
0.(1(100% 
O.OO(lO~ 
(I. i)(i(lO~~ 
10.000;{ 
15.000:4 
l(1.0uO~\ 
O.O(iOO~~ 
::1 
3 
3 
3 
3 
(I 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
3 
1 
UV 
LW 
HI 
IW 
IN 
IW 
U¥ 
llf. 
UK 
922200 
922295 
9~22ab 
922290 
922296 
922495 
922509 
922671 
9EE'i63 
922770 
92278'7 
922818 
HOD 
NOD 
ur~ 
U~' 
UK 
U¥ 
UV 
U¥ 
UK 
UK 
NIL 
NOD 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
ur. 
U~' 
U~ 
m' 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIt 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIt 
NIL 
ttod 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
IW 
NIL 
NIL 
HI 
UV 
III 
UK 
Hi 
HI 
m 
IH 
tn, 
U~. 
HI 
HI 
L2M!\\ 
0.0017% 
30.070% 
0.05(10%
8.0000% 
100.00% 
l(JO.(I(l~ 
98.901% 
H~,OBB% 
20.000~ 
(I. 7(iO!~~ 
O.OO55~ 
(I, O(l(l(l% 
L 6(l(l(l% 
O.OOM1J 
50.(H)O~ 
0.0000;; 
0.0000% 
o. oooo~~ 
O.MO(l~ 
l£l.OOO% 
80 .ooo~~ 
0.0000% 
0.0000% 
3 
1 
3 
3 
j 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
1 
i 
1 
1 
i 
1 
1 
3 
3 
3 
HI 
uv 
tW 
lJr 
LW 
U~' 
UK 
ur 
UK 
UV 
HI 
HI 
--~--------------~---~~---_¥_-_._------------~-----_._--~-------------------~-------~---------~--------
* 
TEe =Toxir Equivalent C~ncentration %UK : total concentratiDn of unroQwn!vague LOmpQnent5 
~ 
Actlox = Accu~ulative Toxirity Score fruill fiq.3-2
Envir .Score = Atcumulative Environmental Fate Score from fig.3-4 
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RCRA DEGREE Of HAZARD EVAlUATION 
IAuth. ! EACH FIRE DISEASE BIU TOXICITY Fad!.irs in T!Hici ty EvalnatiMlf t FHim.:. UliERAU1 
INumber TEC% %U¥ Ar{lo~ Envir.ScDrel RATINGI 
~---~--_._-------------~----~-----~------~------- ----~--------~-----~-----------~._---~--_. - ~----------~ 
922954 
922965 
922968 
NIL 
UK 
UK 
HI 
m' 
NIt 
NIL 
NH 
NIL 
NIL 
HI 
Nil 
HI 
HI 
UK 
50.0uOl\ 
O.uS15Y,
O.OM3% 
0.0000% 
(l.OOOO~ 
O.OO\lO~~ 
3 
3 
(I 
1 
3 
1 
HI 
U¥ 
uv. 
922989 
923036 
923243 
923330 
923345 
m, 
MOD 
!IV 
U~: 
NIt 
NIL 
NIL 
UK 
NIL 
UK 
NIl 
Nfl 
NIL 
NIL 
tW_ 
Mod 
NIl 
MIt 
LO 
Mf.ld 
HI 
HI 
HI 
HI 
HI 
0.0653% 
O.O590~{ 
3,(l9?0}~ 
0.9813% 
2.0275% 
0.0000% 
0.0(100% 
o.oooo~· 
O.OO(l(i% 
0.(I000~s 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
m: 
HI 
UK 
UK 
11K 
93(l1)~9 
930052 
930138 
930216 
NIL 
UK 
MOD 
UK 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
UK 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
tUL 
Hl 
UK 
UK 
HI 
1.4024~ 
75. (I(!l)li 
O.O068~ 
6.0940% 
(1,0000%
75.000% 
3.8000?; 
0.00001\ 
3 
3 
2 
3 
1 
1 
3 
3 
HI 
IJE
m' -
_U~, 
930252 
930e6(1 
930339 
93038t 
9307;06 
930510 
93M51 
930719 
930730 
930743 
NIL 
NIL 
UK 
UK 
lW 
UK 
rlOD 
UK 
UK 
ur 
NIL 
UK 
NIL 
m: 
NIL 
UK 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIl 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
rUL 
NCld 
Ui 
HI 
Ul 
NIL 
NIt 
NIL 
LO 
lO 
HI 
Hi 
HI 
HI 
Hi 
UK 
UK 
HI 
IH 
HI 
0,8010% 
0.0670% 
15.0(l(i% 
O.090m\ 
3~.(l(l(lA (j.Qfl50% 
L5u15~( 
BO,OOO% 
2.131 U 
1. 775B~ 
O.ouOO% 
0.01)00:4 
0, (10M?: 
(I .QOOO~\ 
(I.QMO%
15,OOi)X
1.50(;(1%
0.0000% 
O.OOOQ~ 
0.0000% 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
3 
3 
HI 
!l~ 
m' 
UK 
UK 
lJ~: 
UK 
ur 
UK 
U¥ 
n('fHO
930835 
UK 
uv. 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
UJ{ 
Hi 
95,(!OO~4 
100,(l(l~ 
5.000(l~~ 
(I.00(\O~{ 
3 
3 
1 
3 
U¥.' 
UK 
nOSBl 
930891 
93090'7 
931110 
NIt 
Ut' 
UK 
MOD 
NIL 
NIL 
HI 
NIL 
NIL 
rHL 
NIL 
NIl 
f-loU 
!/J
NIL 
NIL 
HI 
UK 
UV 
m 
Q.0752~ 
2.520{i~ 
Bfi.005% 
O.0809X 
0.0000% 
30.000% 
15.000X 
2.0000% 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
1 
ur. 
UV 
m' 
UV 
931143 
93116b 
93119i 
93\218 
9313b8 
931384 
931426 
931436 
931485 
931505 
931523 
NIL 
UK 
Lu 
ur 
m' 
UK 
UK 
UK 
m, 
tlOD 
NOD 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIl 
NIL 
HI 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
~lfid 
LO 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
UJ 
NIL 
1.0 
to 
NIL 
NIL 
U~ 
HI 
U~, 
UK 
HI 
HI 
lH 
HI 
HI 
UK 
HI 
(1.0550% 
0.0880;'; 
0.0000% 
30.070% 
O.Ob40X 
0.0638:\ 
0.0090% (1.0400% 
O. !OOOX 
0.0832% 
O.027U 
1I). (lOO~\ 
(l,QOOO~\ 
60.000;\ 
3(l.OOO~ 
I) .(lQO(tI~ 
0.00007: 
(1.0000:4 
0.0000% 
O.fiMO% 
0.400(1% 
O.(I0QO~\ 
3 
J 
{\ 
3 
2 
3 
2 
2 
3 
3 
a 
3 
t 
! 
1 
3 
i 
3 
3 
1 
3 
1 
lW
m:' 
UK 
ill< 
UK 
m' 
UK 
tW 
m: 
ur 
H! 
931553 
940001 
940003 
940(163
940082 
ur 
UK 
UV 
UK 
Nll 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
LO 
LO 
NIL 
HI 
HI 
NOD 
UK 
HI 
35.065~4 
0.0930% 
0.008'7% 
10.420% 
0.4001% 
O.O{Ii)(l% 
0.0000% 
(I .l)OO(!~~ 
16.(l(lO~ 
0.0000% 
3 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
~ 
3 
3 
ur 
~w 
m' 
UK 
HI 
94HIP.5 
940163 
9401b6 
940168 
9L}iHb9 
940249 
Ul( 
IW 
UK 
lW 
UK 
U~~ 
mL 
UK 
NIL 
tUl 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
tnl 
NIL 
Nil 
HI 
l'lod 
LO 
LO 
LO 
NIL 
UK 
HI 
HI 
UK 
HI 
HI 
0.0200% 
12.01 a 
11.014% 
O.(l8no~ 
2.1110:\ 
0.2500% 
40.0(1(1%
O.(!MQ%
O.(I0(lO% 
2\1.(l(iO:~ 
0.0000% 
O.Q(lOO~ 
3 
J 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
3 
1 
lW 
UK 
UK 
UK 
m, 
UK 
94(1255
940257 
9402B5 
940296 
m: 
m' 
UK 
m: 
NIL 
NIL 
UV 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIl 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
LO 
! 0 
HI 
HI 
UK 
UK 
(I.2500~ 
0,2500% 
v.0250K 
HO.(lEO~ 
O. OOO(I~\ 
0. (I(lO(li~ 
75.000% 
8(1.00(l~'\ 
3 
3 
E 
J 
3 
3 
3 
1 
UIc' 
UK 
lW 
rn: 
940334 
940335 
9404{12 
94Q415 
940427 
940499 
94050(1
94057Q 
940632 
940743 
940794 
940834 
UK 
m'
m:' 
UK 
m' 
Uf!" 
UK 
NIL 
Ulf 
UK 
UK 
UK 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIl 
NIL 
NIL 
HI 
NIL 
NIl 
NIL 
HI 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
LO 
L!J 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
Nll 
LO 
MBd 
NIL 
HI 
HI 
HI 
HI 
HI 
HI 
HI 
HI 
UK 
HI 
U~: 
lW 
0.2500% 
0.2500\{ 
0.0753% 
2.00(l(l~~ 
100,00% 
O.2500~ 
O.25(J();\ 
96.001% 
0.0044X 
1.0034% 
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TEe:;: Toxic Equivalent CClTICentration %UK :;: total caflcEntI aHrm of Lrnkm.!wn/vague tl:<iflprlf1eilts
* AccTox :;: AccumulativE Toxicity Score from fig.3-2

Envir.Srofe ~ Accumulative Environmental Fate Score fiom fig.3-4
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HeRA DEGREE uF HAZARD EVALUAfIDN 
-Auth. LEACH FIRE DISEASE BID TOXICITY j Factors in Toxirity EVBluationf. 1 Fmill;. OVERiit L 
I 
_____ ~ _________________ n_. fECK KU~ Actlox Envir.S~orel RATINGNumher _________ ~ _____________I ~ ________________________~ __ ~ ____~_.~_~~~ ________ ~ ___~ 
941016 m' NIL NIL H(ld HI 0.8364% O.Of)(lQi\ 3 3 U~.
 
9£111 itS UK NIL NIL LO HI (l.Q9b4~ O.VOOO% 3 1 ul"
 
'"141622 LO NIL NIl NIL HI (l,1090~ 0.0000% 3 1 HI
I'F99112i~ m' NIL NIL LO Ur: 0.0790% 2.90(11)% 2 3 lJI.
 
991154 U~ NIL NIL N1L m' 45.010% 35.000% 3 1 UK
 
991207 m' HI NIL NIL UK 10.021% 49.0(10% 3 3 tW
 
991227 UK HI NIL NIL UI\ 65.(100% 35.0M% 3 1 U¥
 
991234 UK HI NIL UJ HI (I. 01 Q(I)~ o•(Ii}(l(l% 2 3 U~
 
991356 ur, NIL NIL LO UP 2.(}30(l~ jS.OOO~4 3 3 UK
 
991539 UK NIL NIL NIL UK 100.00X 30.000% 3 1 OK
 
991Mb Ur, m NIL NIL UK 50.(1(10% 45.000% 3 1 UK ­
991947 UK m: Nfl NIL HI O.O190~ 0.(1(10(1% 3 1 JW
 
9q~094 UK NIL NIL LO m 2.1640% 10.000~\ j 3 UK
 
992255 LW UK NIl NIL HI O.O190~{ 0.0000'; 3 1 ur
 
992554 MOD NJl NIl NIL HI 0.1270% 0.0(100% 3 1 HI
 
99265u MOD NIL NIL NIL UK 0,001B% 0.7000% 1 3 m'
 
992'199 U¥ U~: NIL NIL HI 0,0190% 0,0000% 3 J UV
 
992848 UV UK NIL NIL HI O.Q070~ I). (i(iOO~t ;:: 3 U¥
 
992937 Ull'n NIL NIL NIL HI 25.(i75~; O.OOOO~ 3 1 UK
 
99294i) m~ NIL NIL NIL HI 25.075% 0.00(1()% 3 1 UK
 
993159 UK UK NIl NIL UK 0.20001\ 12,OOO~ 3 3 UK
 
99::H79 U~' U¥ NIL rUL HI 100.00% O.OOOO~ 3 1 llV
 
993287 UK NIL NIL lO HI 29.U7U 0.0000% 3 J UK
 
993421 UK NIt NIL NIL HI 0.25(10% (1.1}(J{It) :{ 3 3 UK
 
994157 MOD NIL NIL NIL HI 0,0875% O.(l(i(l(l% 3 1 lil
 
994180 NIL NIL rut LO UK 0.0000% 30.QOO% (J 1 m:
 
994185 UK MIL NIL rl13d HI 1.8506% O.OOOQS 3 j LW
 
99'.619 m' m: NIL LO HI 14,000% O.QOi)O:~ 3 3 'Hi
 
994680 tHL HI NIt NIL UV fI.0210~ 49.0(10% 3 1 m"
 
994754 m: UK NIL NIL m~ 10.187% 2.2000\{ ~ J I.W

'" 995(1(12 MOD NIl NIL NIL HI 0.1630:4 O.(lO(J(l;~ 3 3 H1
 
995039 r10D NIL NIL NIL HI 1.3198% I) ,0(100% 3 1 !!!
 
995170 tnl NIL NIl LO U¥ 0.09001: 10.000% :1 1 U¥
 
995550 NOD NIl NIL Nil HI O.14 ft9% (I .(li)(jj)~{ 3 3 HI
 
995595 HOn NIL MIl NIL MOD 0,0019% O.OOOO~ 1 3 NOD
 
995696 UK MIL NiL LD UV 2.5040% 30.(1i)(I?: 3 3 UK
 
995721 tW NIl NIt LO UK O.N~50% 10. O(lO~ 3 1 m'
 
995865 Uv. UK NIL NIL HI 95.400% 0.0(1(10% 3 1 ur
 
995919 UK NIL Nit NIL HI 0.2008% 0.0000% 3 1 !J!i
 
995926 LO NIL NIL LO HI 0.100(1% fl, (1l)(I(I% 3 1 HI
 
995966 IW NIL NIt NIL 1H 0.0900% lJ.OOOO% 3 3 U¥
 
996005 U~' tHL NIL lO UK 0.0000% 1.flOOQ% (l 1 m'
 
99bV?2 m: liIt NIL Mod HI 2.5500% t) •(I(l(lO~\ 3 3 UK
 
99611P. tmD NIL NIL NIL HI 0.0206% O.OOQ(f% 3 1 HI
 
9961bB UK NIL NIL LO Ul< 10.(JO(l~ 11). (l!)0% 3 J LW
 
996232 m, NIL NIL LO HI 0.1000% 0.0000% 3 1 Ul'
 
996253 UK UK NIL NIL HI 3.0926% O.(lOt1ov. 3 3 UK
 
9970U9 UK UK NIl to UK i .S4QQ~4 45 ,(II)(l~4 3 3 UK
 
997202 UK NIL NIL NCfd HI 0.078M\ 0.0000% J 3 ur.:
 
997391 m: NIL NIL LO UK 5.0000% 50.1flO~{ 3 3 UK
 
99'7394 UK NIL NIL Nod UK 0.(1000% 11.0tlOYt I) 1 U¥
 
997707 UK NIL NIL NIL UK (J.OOBb~\ 10.(1(10% 2 3 UK
 
997771 UK UK NIL NIL HI If10.(JOYt O.(Ii)(l(J% 3 1 U¥
 
997802 U~ NIL NIL NDd HI L56001J 0.0000% 3 3 ttl<
 
997828 UK NIL NIL Mod UV 2.02601\ 35~OVO% 3 3 U¥
 
997833 NIL NIL NIL NIL HI too.OO% 0.0000% 3 3 HI
 
997B49 Uli NIL NIL LO UK 3.06(10% 10.0M% 3 3 UK
 
997BSb NIL HI NIL HI HI 2.0430:{ 0.0000% 3 1 HI
 
997977 UK NIl NIL i~tfd ur 4.0400% 40.000~ 3 3 UK
 
91179B6 UK ~m NIL 1.0 UK 0.0350% 25. 7(10~\ 2 3 UV
 
998031 UI( NIL NIL Mj)d HI ~.i. 03(JO~ 0. Q(l(JO% J 3 lW
 
99819fl UV MIl NIL NIL 111 100,00% 0.00(10% 3 i UK
 
998364 UK NIL NIL NIL UK O.O300~ 10.000% 3 1 UK
 
998418 m: NIL NIL to HI M.QOO~ I). (l(IOQ;~ 3 1 U¥
 
998440 UK NIt NIL Meld tW (I.(I310~ 34.00(l:~ 3 1 !If:
 
998443 m' _ ~ __ ~ __________NIL NIL NIL HIw _____ ~ ___ ~ () ,(1(;0(1% 3 .~ __ • LW
1Q(j.(J(I~ 1____________ ~ ____________ _______________________________ ___________ ____ 
lEe ~ Toxic Equivalent Concentration %UK = total concentration of un~nawn!vague componp.nts* AClTox = Acrumulative Toxicity Score from fiq.3-2
Envir.ScDI! = Accumulative Environmental ~3te SCD,e hom fig.3-4 
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HeRA DEGREE Of HAZARD fVALUATHiN 
A\1th. lEACH fiRE DISEASE B10 TOXICITY i Factors in Tln:idty EvaluatiflH¥" : FINtr!: DiJEI{f.H
Number I TEr~ ~u¥ ArrTox Envir,Srorel RA1INB 
----~--~---~-------~-------~---------------
I998580 m: NIL NIl Nmi HI I 47.802% (I. OO(l(l~{ 3 1 UV 
I998661 UK lO NIL NIL HI 100.007. O.OMj)~1 3 :1 UK 
I998979 NIL NIL NIL NI)d H1 
1 
0.1 M(ii\ 0.0000% 3 3 U¥1 
998987 UK ur NIl fiod m: \ 3.l)1!~W 40.00Q~i 3 1 u~ 
*	 TEe =Toxic Equivalent Concentratiun %UV. = tDtal concentration of unrnown!vaQue comp~nents 
AccTD~ = ACLuffiulativE To~icity Score from fio.3-2 -
Envir.Score = Alcumulative Environmental Fati Score from fig.3-4 
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